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T

o say that the advent of portal travel changed the world would be
an understatement. It was as revolutionary as the time when the
first ones began to understand that there was magic in the world

and how to use it. It was as revolutionary as the discovery that there was magic
beyond the four elements that allowed for much greater freedom.
What is worthy of note is that each time there has been a breakthrough in
the area of magic, it has been a relatively young practitioner that has brought it
about. It is the young ones that dare to present wild ideas and pursue them. Us
old timers seem reluctant to venture outside what we know. But, back to portal
travel.
To the present day people it is such an obvious thing that we take it for
granted that you can instantly travel from Ramyn to Wroth or to Mandor. It has
not always been so and we have a precious few to thank for the luxury we are
afforded today.
The theory behind portal travel has been thrown around by numerous
people, too many to mention them all. Of the early works perhaps the book Portal
Travel – A Theory by Enah Tiafech is the most well known and often referred to,
and with good reason. Enah lays out the theories behind portal travel very well
and, even though there are a few places where his theories have proven wrong, it
is still a good basic guide to the area.
Even though Enah had the theories, he was unable to actually achieve more
than the tiniest of portals. Barely enough for a few specks of dust to travel
through. He lacked the means to gather sufficient amount of magical energies
and it was a problem he was unable to solve.
It was not until fifty years after his death that a young man came and solved
the problem of sufficient energy. Cheid Dragonbane, as he came to be know later
in life, solved the problem. He developed a new form of magic, based on runes
carved to objects instead of energy derived by a living being, that allowed the
gathering of almost unlimited amounts of magical energy, provided you had a
sufficiently strong vessel in term of withstanding magical energies.
But energy was not the only problem to be solved. There was another hurdle
still preventing the travel from happening and that was the process of
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determining where the portal would open to. In close distances the matter was
simple enough to solve, but when facing distances where the end point was not
visible, the problem became a serious one.
It was a decades long process until the problem was solved with the
introduction of the Thaumaturgles Mathematical Positioning System. It allowed
for the calculations to pinpoint any locations in the world with the accuracy of
the pin of a needle and weave that into the magical forces creating the portal.
We must recognize that at this point the people became complacent and
stopped pushing the boundaries of portal travel further. That is, until Elwar
Soran..
– Veridius Beneckle
Excerpt from The History of Portal Travel
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Part One
Preparations
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Chapter 1
(Summer, 3215 C.D.)

H

is little feet pumped like well oiled pistons as he ran through the
corridor.
Big News!

Yerny Willowbag was the name of the small gnome. His leather vest flapped
behind him as he ran around the corner. His face was bright red and he was
breathing heavily.
Big news!
It was all he could think of.
Sweat trickled down his forehead and glued the few grey strands of hair he
still had left to his skin. His spectacles barely stayed on top of his nose. He
gathered a few curious looks as he ran through the corridors, but it wasn't that
unusual a sight. After all, he was the assistant of Elwar Soran. That man was
always up to something and often times it was Yerny who ended up having to run
around settling matters. It was a small miracle the Towers of Magic still allowed
him to remain in them and conduct experiments. More than once he had been
close to making one of the tall towers collapse.
Yerny slammed open the door to Elwars experiment chambers.
“Elwar!” shouted the gnome.
Startled, Elwar dropped a vial he had been holding. He squealed and jumped
back. Liquid from the shattered vial bubbled on the floor and let off a noxious
fume. The stone underneath the liquid was melting away.
“Dammit, Yerny. Learn to knock!” scolded the black bearded man. He was of
average height for a human and his broad shoulders seemed disproportionate to
his otherwise thin build. His black hair was cut short, leaving his lively, green
eyes the most prominent feature on him. “That could be my foot melting away
right now!” He pointed to the puddle that was quickly eating its way to the floor
below.
“The Advisory Council..” Yerny tried to say, but he had to take a moment to
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catch his breath. He was wheezing like a broken bellows. “The Advisory Council.
They have agreed to hear your proposal.”
“They have?” asked Elwar, baffled. He forgot all about almost losing his foot.
“Of course they have,” he said in a more confident voice, as if it had been the
result he had always expected.
“They expect a full presentation tomorrow,” added Yerny. He was leaning
against the door frame. He was not young any more. Running like that took a lot
out of him.
“That's a bit soon,” said Elwar and began gathering together papers.
“It was either tomorrow or never, they said.”
“Hah! Typical. They'll have plenty of time for the problems of some wealthy
merchant, but when a man tries to propose something world changing to them
they're suddenly very busy with no time to spare.”
“The difference is that the wealthy merchants bring them money where as
you are asking them to give you money,” said Yerny as he looked through the
shelves lining the walls. He had caught his breath again. He found the glass jar
he was looking for and grabbed it. Dodging the fussing Elwar he made his way to
the sizzling pool on the floor and sprinkled some of the powder from the jar onto
it. It took a moment for the liquid to be neutralized, but as it did, the small gnome
sighed out of relief.
A small dent in the floor he could fix with no problems, but had the liquid
eaten its way all the way through the stone and into the room below, who knows
what damage could have been caused.
“Bah! They can't see further than their own noses,” rambled Elwar. “What
I'm offering to them could open the doors to riches they can't even dream of.”
“They put a lot of weight on the word could. They'd much rather it was will,”
said Yerny dryly as he placed the jar back in the shelf. “You have to admit, your
plan is not guaranteed to succeed.”
“It's no less risky than the sailing ventures of decades past,” said Elwar as
he piled paper after paper on his desk. “The returns, however, are far greater if we
succeed.”
“Indeed. If.”
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“Don't be such a pessimist and help me get the stuff together,” said Elwar
impatiently.
“All right,” sighed Yerny and began to help gather the needed papers
together. There were complex calculations scribbled on many of them as well as
diagrams and building plans. It was a small wonder they could be put in any sort
of logical order, but somehow they managed to pull it off.
“The model!” huffed Elwar and began looking around frantically. “We need
the model. Where is it?”
“You took it to your room a couple of nights ago,” said Yerny in a calm voice.
He was used to Elwar being the way he was; forgetful, enthusiastic and a bit
eccentric. As his assistant it was his duty to keep track of things for him. Had he
known how much work it would turn out to be he might have refused the job.
“I did? Why would I take it there? It's too valuable to be stored there!” Elwar
stormed out the door, leaving the small gnome to gather the remaining papers
that were needed.
For the past eight years Yerny had dealt with similar situations. He had
become the assistant for Elwar when the man had been but twenty years old and
barely allowed to start experimenting on his own within the Towers of Magic, a
place where many of the wizards of Balaria came to get their education. The five
towers rose straight from the river that surrounded the central island of the city
of Ramyn.
While the small gnome had little to no magical powers, he was quite adept at
mixing potions and designing and constructing devices of all sorts. He had
actually been surprised that a wizard had even considered hiring him, but the
more he had worked with Elwar the more he had realized the skills he had were
exactly what the young man had needed.
Elwar had a lot of ideas. Some of them were outright crazy and infeasible,
but there were those that borderlined between being realistic and pure fantasy
that somehow ended up working. Those ideas were the ones that brought Elwar
the fame he had, even if at times it was questionable whether it was indeed fame
rather than infamy.
But out of all the ides the young man had had, his current one was perhaps
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the craziest and most fantastical of them all.
Secretly, Yerny hoped the Advisory Council would deem the proposal unfit.







Elwar felt like a nobody as he watched the Advisory Council walk into the
room and find their seats. They might as well have been gods today for they held
his future in their hands and could just as easily crush it as they could blow in it
and cause it to flame up from the smouldering amber it was. The fact they would
be seated on a pedestal and looking down on Elwar and Yerny further enforced
that image.
The room was a small one, barely enough room for twenty people in total.
There was a small table as well as chair reserved for those presenting their ideas
to the council. The council members had their seats in a horse shoe shape, partly
surrounding the table.
He watched nervously as Vetor Tinormos wobbled to the room with the
support of his gold tipped walking cane. He was a short, pudgy man nearing
middle age with bits of grey in his black hair. He seemed to always have a grim
look about him. He was perhaps the most influential man in the Advisory Council
for his hands were clenched around the empires gold reserves tighter than the
buttocks of a man suffering from a sudden case of diarrhoea with no suitable
place for relief in sight.
Following him was Kievir Waston. While not as influential as the man before
him, he held considerable sway in the nobility and his support alone could be
enough to swing the entire council Elwar's way. He was an impressive looking
man that stood well above Vetor in height and he looked to be in fit shape despite
nearing middle age himself. He fondled his well tended to beard and elaborately
curved moustache as he sat down and turned to Elwar. The rumour in the high
society was that he spent more time grooming himself in front of the mirror than
his wife did. Looking at him, Elwar could not deny the possibility of the rumour
being true.
Next to enter the room was Torir Bantahelm, a priest of Salvius. Dressed in
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the gold embroidered blue robe suitable for someone of his rank in his order, he
was the one who would weigh the merits of Elwars proposal from the point of view
of a scholar. He looked like any man in his thirties with brown hair and a
pleasant enough face, but Elwar knew him to be one of the smartest men in the
entire empire.
The composition of the council varied based on what was being discussed.
Vetor and Kievir were the only two permanent members that attended every
session the council held. Today, it seemed, there would only be the three of them
judging the merits of Elwars proposal. It made the small room feel large and
empty and the seats that remained vacant in the councils end made the young
wizard feel like he was not being taken seriously.
“Well then, shall we get started?” asked Vetor in a thin voice that barely
carried over to where Elwar and Yerny were standing. They had laid out their
papers and a canvas covered object on the table before them. Neither felt like
taking a seat.
The two other council members nodded from their seats.
“Elwar Soran, step forward?” asked Vetor.
Elwar, dressed in his better robe that lacked the holes and stains of his more
commonly worn one, stepped forward and bowed slightly. “At your service,
esteemed council members.”
None of them looked impressed.
“The Advisory Council has agreed to hear you proposal based on the brief
description provided to us by your assistant,” continued Vetor. His voice gave no
indication whether he liked what he had read in it or whether he though it crazy.
“Please, provide us with more details of your plan.”
“Certainly,” said Elward and returned to his table. Yerny handed him a piece
of paper that had complex looking formulas scribbled on it. Elwar did not even
look at it.
“As you are probably aware, a man called Nicolaus Galileius has provided a
theory that the world we live in is nothing more than a sphere of mass among
others, and that we orbit around the sun that provides us with the light we need,”
began Elwar. “The world of scholars has tried to refute his propositions, but has
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failed to do so. Am I right, revered Bantahelm?”
The priest nodded. “This is indeed true.”
“What he has not been able to say, is what these other spheres – or worlds, if
you will – are like,” continued Elwar. “Are they like our world? Are there beings
living on them? Is there land to be taken? I propose we find that out.”
“How?” asked Kievir. His voice gave away his thoughts. He saw Elwar as
nothing more than a waste of time. A crazy man who had managed to fool the
council for some time.
“Ah, that is a simple question that demands a two part answer,” said Elwar
and grabbed the next piece of parchment Yerny handed to him. He glanced it
over.
“The first part is, how do we get there?” said Elwar. “How do we go from our
world to another?” The young wizard grinned. “The solution is, of course, portal
travel.”
“Forgive me for interrupting,” said Bantahelm. “How do you propose we
calculate the location of another world? The TMPS can not do that.”
“Ah, you are indeed correct,” said Elwar excitedly and grabbed a bunch of
papers from the table and held them up victoriously. “Which is why I have
modified the Thaumaturges Mathematical Positioning Formula so that it allows
us – admittedly at this point, very roughly – to calculate the position of another
object like our world.”
“And you have tested this successfully?” asked the priest.
“Of course,” replied Elwar.
“So you have already been to another world?” demanded Vetor.
“Goodness no,” said Elwar a bit surprised. “I don't have a powerful enough
device to create a large enough portal for a human to travel through. Then there
are the issues of dangers posed by another, possibly very different, world.”
“What is your proof, then?” demanded Bantahelm.
There was slight hesitation on the part of Elwar as he set down the papers
he had held in his hand. His experiment was not exactly the most trustworthy,
but he had nothing else to offer at this time.
“Well, I managed to create a portal large enough to send through a small
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bird cage with a bird inside,” said Elwar. “I used a rope to pull it back shortly
afterwards and then gleamed off the memory spell I had put on it.”
“So your proof are the memories of a bird?” asked Kievir with an amused
voice.
“Yes,” replied Elwar in a steady voice. He did not let the mocking attitude of
the man get to him, but he also hoped they would not ask what had happened to
the bird either.
The bird had been dead when he pulled the cage back through the portal.
Best he could tell, much of its insides had turned into a bloody mush, but then
he was no expert on bird anatomy. He had yet to figure out what, exactly, had
happened to the bird.
“So what did the bird supposedly see?” asked Kievir, still sounding amused.
“Darkness,” replied Elwar. “All around, pitch black darkness. Then a
shining, blue orb.”
“An orb?” asked Torir.
“Yes. Of course, what a bird can see is very limited compared to us, but it
did seem to have oceans and masses of land much like the world we live on,”
explained Elwar.
The council members looked at each other. It was clear they did not all agree
that there was enough evidence to back the plan the man before them was
proposing to them. Kievir was shaking his head. Out of the three he was the one
most visibly against even hearing the rest of Elwars presentations, but
Bantahelm seemed genuinely interested in hearing the rest of it.
“If we are to accept your theory, how will we travel through this darkness to
the blue orb?” asked the priest of Salvius.
“With a ship,” said Elwar and returned to the table. He pulled off the canvas
and revealed the model ship underneath it.
It was an odd looking contraption. There were three masts, but the deck
beneath them was not open, but rather a closed one that slowly angled up from
the front of the ship to the back of it, giving it a sort of a walnut shape. Small
windows could be seen on the sides of it as well as a few on the surface that
made up the protective shell for the main deck. Small hatches could be seen so
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the crew could climb out to open the sails and there were even small notches in
the wood, indicating places for easier footing and hand grip.
The front of the ship did have a small open deck as did the top of the
protective dome. They looked to be mainly meant for easy observation of the sky
as well as giving the crew somewhere to catch some fresh air.
From both sides of the ship a small stretch of wood protruded and on the tip
of it was something that looked like another, smaller hull, only that the back side
of it had a metal covered opening to it. It reminded quite a bit of the canoes some
of the fishermen used with floats on either side for added stability.
The whole ship was covered in black runes that were etched into the wood
itself. Elwar proudly lifted the model in his hands and gave it to the council
members for closer inspection.
They spent a few minutes examining the model with great interest. It was,
after all, an unusual design.
“Would care to explain the reasoning behind this design?” asked Bantahelm.
He sounded genuinely curious about it.
“Of course,” replied Elwar. “As you can see, it is an enclosed ship. This is to
protect the crew from any outside forces the darkness might force on them. The
runes covering the ship add further protection as well as enabling the ship to fly.”
“Did you say fly?” asked Vetor.
“Indeed I did,” replied Elwar proudly. He had been inspired from reading the
notes of Cheid Dragonbane about the time he flew from the elven city to the south
with Nala Temera and the others that had been involved in the journey. With
runes he could accomplish flight without summoning troublesome beings from
the elemental planes.
“How is that possible?” inquired the priest of Salvius.
“The runes covering the hull give it lift while the sails will allow it to move
just as any water bound ship,” explained Elwar. “In addition to that, you may
have noticed the two pontoons on either side of the ship? They house a, relatively,
strong fire elemental each. If commanded, they will provide additional thrust for
the ship by releasing their powers out of the openings on the back.”
“Is this model a working one?” asked Bantahelm.
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“Not fully. As you can see, there are no sails and there are no fire elementals
inside,” said Elwar. “But if I activate the runes it can float and I can control how
high it floats.”
“Would you care to demonstrate this?” asked Vetor.
Elwar nodded and picked up the model and set it down on the floor. He
crouched down and drew the rune that would activate the rest. A light blue glow
began to spread all along the hull and slowly, but surely, the model began to
float.
Elwar straightened up and drew a rune in the air. The ship responded and
floated higher, up to his eye level. The council members seemed impressed with
it. They probably saw potential for such an innovation beyond Elwars proposal,
but would that be enough for them to actually consider the entire idea worthy of
finance?
“Very impressive,” said Bantahelm. “How large would a real one be?”
Elwar let the ship sink back onto the floor before responding. Maintaining
the floating from the outside was a difficult and attention demanding feat. It
would be easier from inside through the command centre he had designed for it.
“I would imagine the overall length of the ship to be about one hundred and fifty
feet,” said the young wizard. “Of course, the crew would have to be comparable to
normal ships of that size.”
“I noticed that model is built out of Elf Wood,” said Vetor. “I assume the life
sized one would use cheaper materials?”
Yerny wanted to bury his face in his hands. How had he managed to get
enough Elf Wood for even the model? Howe much gold had he wasted on it? More
importantly, how had he managed to sneak it all past the vigilant gnome?
Elf Wood had always been rare, but ever since the incident with the elven
High Council and most of the elves retreating to their home forest, it had been
nearly impossible to get a hold of. Getting enough for a ship of that size would be
impossible.
“While Elf Wood would be the ideal material, I realize getting enough of it is
simply not possible. Getting enough for even this model was hard,” said Elwar.
“The ship would still work if we used a combination of good quality normal wood
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and some thin sheets of metal – preferably wootz steel – to provide additional
strength to the hull.”
“I think we have heard enough,” said Vetor and looked to the other council
members. Both nodded. “You have given us a lot to discuss about,” continued
Vetor. “Would you give us some time to come to a decision?”
“Certainly,” replied Elwar, took the model with him to the table and with the
help of Yerny gathered all the papers they had brought with them, packed them
up and left the room with all that they had brought with them. Most of it had not
been needed, but it never hurt to be well prepared.
They were guided to a small waiting room with comfortable chairs and a
table with a pitcher of water for them to enjoy.
Elwar slumped down into one of the chairs and looked worried. “You think
they'll grant us the funding?” he asked of Yerny.
The gnome poured himself a cup of water and took a seat as well. “They did
not seem overly convinced. Especially Kievir.”
“The priest of Salvius did seem interested though,” said Elwar with hope in
his voice.
“Of course he did,” said Yerny. “He wouldn't be a priest of Salvius if he
wasn't interested in every little thing that came across his path. You could put a
shiny glass orb in front of him and claim you can see the future from it and he'd
be just as interested as he was now.”
Elwar slumped further into his chair. “You are right,” he finally admitted. “At
least we gave it our best, eh?”
“You certainly did,” replied Yerny. He really did mean it. Few were those in
the world who could have come up with an idea like the one Elwar had just
presented to the Advisory Council. Even fewer were those who could have taken
the idea as far and make it as presentable. Even Yerny had started to believe it
just might be possible, despite how mad it seemed on first glance.
They had to wait for a long time to hear any further news. From the small
window they could see that the sun was starting to edge towards the horizon
despite them having started the presentation on midday. Finally, the door to the
room opened and Bantahelm stepped in.
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“Thank you for waiting,” said the priest and motioned for both to remain
seated. He found himself a chair to sit on. “We've come to decision.”
Elwar sat on the edge of his chair and leaned forward enthusiastically.
“The Advisory Council has decided the we can't back the proposal with the
current information that has been provided to us,” the priest said.
Elwar slumped back into his chair. Even Yerny had to admit he felt slightly
disappointed.
Bantahelm saw the disappointment and he sympathised with the two. It was
never easy to deny funding for an idea that had such passionate people behind it.
“I myself would have funded the idea, but they felt your evidence of other worlds
was not sufficient,” explained the priest. “If only you could provide more than
memories from a bird I might be able to have the matter revisited.”
Elwar perked right up. He jumped up from his chair and paced around the
room for a bit, muttering to himself. Finally, he seemed to reach a solution. “I can
probably do that, but whose word would the council trust enough to act on?”
“As long as it is someone who is alive, then we can verify the truth of their
words,” said then priest.
Elwar grinned and turned to Yerny. “Rejoice my friend, you will be the first
to venture into the darkness!”
The gnome had grown pale. He had no desire to share the fate of the bird.







“You said I would never have to wear that thing again,” protested Yerny and
pointed to the leathery contraption before him that Elwar had dragged in with
him. It was the perfect size for the small gnome. It had a metal framed helmet
with small windows for the person inside to see through. The body of the suit was
made of several layers of leather. It looked cumbersome to move with and the
gloves did not allow for much other than clenching your hand around something
large.
It was one of Elwar's experiments. An underwater suit. Much to his horror,
Yerny had been forced to wear it and be dumped into the icy waters of the river
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during the spring melt. He had sunken like a rock into the murky waters and
reached all the way to the bottom with only a single rope as his safety line. He
had found it a less than pleasant experience, mostly due to the confining nature
of the suit and the thought that it was the only thing keeping him from drowning.
On the back of the suit there was a small casing that housed a small air
elemental. It kept the suit supplied with fresh air while disposing of the stale air
through a series of vents that ensured no water would get in. It allowed the
person inside the suit to spend a couple of hours under water before needing to
secure another air elemental for additional air supply. Yerny had helped build the
system without knowing he'd be the one who would have to test it.
Once he had been pulled up by the crew Elwar had hired for the experiment
the old gnome had been as pale as a baker. The crew had thought him a ghost
until he had started to shout at Elwar and let him have a piece of his mind.
“Huh? I did?” asked Elwar. He genuinely did not seem to remember.
“Yes, you did,” said Yerny with a stern voice.
“But the suit worked fine, didn't it?” demanded Elwar while looking for
suitable paint from the shelves of his experimental chamber. “You didn't even get
your feet wet.”
“Well, no, but..”
“And you didn't get too cold either, did you?” asked the young wizard as he
grabbed a jar from the shelf along with a small paintbrush. He shook the jar
vigorously.
“No,” admitted Yerny. The gnome had to admit the suit was well made. The
outer layer of it was as solid a piece of leather as possible to avoid seams that
could be broken. It was also oiled and treated with several potions that Elwar had
cooked up to make it water and air tight. Underneath it was a twin layer of
leather that was sown together. Between them was a thick layer of a fat like
substance that insulated the suit wearer from outside cold quite well. Then there
was a softer layer of leather than was also treated the same way as the outer
layer.
While all of it made the suit a very cumbersome thing to use, it also ensured
the wearer remained comfortable even in cold water.
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“But do you think it'll work out there, in the darkness?” asked Yerny. They
really had no idea what was out there so he felt a bit uncomfortable venturing
into it with just leather as his protection.
Elwar shrugged his shoulders. “I don't know. I doubt it's that different from
water.” He opened the jar and dipped his brush in it and began painting runes on
the suit. “Besides, I'm giving it a few protective runes for extra durability.”
“I feel much better already,” said Yerny dryly.
“Good,” replied Elwar happily. The tone of his assistants voice went
completely unnoticed by him.
“What about the portal then?” demanded Yerny. “That last attempt of yours
broke the stones you used to store the energy. We need something better.”
Elwar stopped scribbling the rune on the suit. “You're right,” he said and
straightened up. “What can we afford to get?”
Yerny grabbed the ledger from the table, put on his glasses and flipped
through the pages. Everything Elwar made and spent was recorded on it, or at
least Yerny hoped everything was there. Even after all these years working with
him he was not entirely certain he had managed to unearth all the revenue
streams his master had. The fact Elwar had managed to buy Elf Wood for the
model without him knowing was proof enough of that. He was by no means well
off, but somehow he almost always managed to muster a few coins here and there
to see through what ever they were working on.
He frowned as he came to the current balance figure. It was not much to
work with. “With what we have, a bit of iron might be a possible solution if we can
manage a nice discount on it,” said Yerny.
“Iron, eh?” pondered Elwar. “It's a bit tricky to work with, but it does have
greater durability as far as storing the energy goes.”
“We could get the same stone you used previously, but would that be enough
to create a portal someone like me can get through?” asked Yerny and stashed
his glasses back into his vest pocket.
“No, no, no,” said Elwar and shook his head. “The stones are nowhere near
durable enough.”
“Iron it is then,” said Yerny and closed the ledger. He put it back on the
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table.
“You'll see to it then?” asked Elwar as he turned back to painting runes on
the suit.
“Of course,” replied Yerny and left the room. He sighed as he walked down
the corridor. Where was he going to find a hundred and ten pounds of iron in a
single chunk on such short notice? He doubted any blacksmith would have that
much on hand. He sighed again. Elwar never stopped to think about these
things. He just expected Yerny to have everything magically appear when needed.
The gnome had to ponder whether it was partly his own fault for being too
efficient.
He got lucky at the third blacksmith he went to. He introduced his supplier
to Yerny and that allowed him to acquire the needed amount of iron. The problem
them became how to smelt it into a cube shape as that was the easiest shape to
work with when it came to embedding the needed runes into it.
The solution was a ceramic template where the molten iron could be poured.
It took an additional day to get a large enough template made, but finally the
workmen carried the finished grey cube to Elwar's experiment chamber.
Yerny inspected the final work. He measured it, ensuring it was as perfect a
cube as could be made on such short notice. The gnome had to admit the
workmen had surpassed his expectations. They were true professionals and he
made note of them. You never knew when skilled workers like that would come in
handy.
Elwar was equally impressed by it, though he quickly forgot about that
excitement and began engraving the runes on it. Unlike the leather, he did not
use paint, but rather forced the runes to appear with the combination of magic
and the tip of his finger. The leather of the suit would have been too fragile to
take the pressure the work exerted on the material so it had forced the use paint.
Paint would make the end result be weaker, but there was not much to be done
about that.
It took Elwar a day of work to cover the cube in runes and another day to
verify that everything was as it should have been. It was worth taking the extra
time to go through them several times. A single wrong rune or even a poorly
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shaped one could lead to disastrous results. Elwar had learned that the hard
way.
Once, he had forgotten a simple rune from a stone that was to be used in
creating a portal from Ramyn to Wroth. It had worked fine right until the portal
had been closed. Due to the forgotten rune the remaining energy from the stone
was released instead of being stored back in it. The resulting explosion had sent
stone shard flying all around his experimental chambers and shook the entire
Tower of Free Magic enough to earn him a good scolding from the Tower Master.
The metal cube took another two days to charge up enough energies to open
a large enough portal. All the time Elwar was fussing over the cube, prodding it
and taking measurements that seemed pointless to anyone not versed in how
portal travel worked, but there was a point to them. They were critical to making
a safe portal and not having the cube explode.
Finally, it was time for the experiment to take place. Everything was set and
Elwar was satisfied that the cube had amassed enough energy and that
everything else was good to go.
Yerny nervously guided himself inside the leather suit. The metal collar
could be opened up enough so that a person could lower himself into the suit.
Then the collar would be tightened again, closing the gap small enough that the
helmet could be placed on it, creating an air tight suit.
They had tested the suit once again to ensure it truly was still in working
order, though this time Yerny had managed to convince Elwar that the test could
be done in a large vat of water instead of being dumped into the river. Being
submerged in the clear water drawn from a well was much more pleasant than
the dark, murky waters of the river and it also gave Yerny the ability to decide for
himself when to come out. The suit had no problems.
Yerny positioned himself inside the suit as comfortably as he could. Elwar
tied a rope around his waist so he could be pulled back through should he be
unable to return himself. They had agreed to two tugs being the signal for pulling
to safety.
“Everything good?” asked Elwar with the helmet in hand.
The small gnome wanted to say no, but he knew Elwar wouldn't listen
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unless he really had something valid to complain about. He didn't, so he just
nodded and Elwar hoisted the helmet above his head, lowered it down and
secured it in place.
That left Yerny at the mercy of the little air elemental stashed on his back.
He could feel the air flow slowly through the suit. The small windows of the
helmet limited his vision, but it was enough to offer him a view on Elwar
activating the runes on the metal cube.
The runes on it began to glow in a combination of blue and yellow that mixed
into a green in places. A spiralling vortex of blue energy appeared in front of the
cube and began to grow steadily, until it was large enough for Yerny to walk
through in his suit.
Elwar made a few checks before turning to Yerny and giving him a thumbs
up with a big grin on his face.
The gnome sighed and laboriously lumbered onward in the suit. He had been
through portals before. It was a pleasant enough way to travel. A bright flash and
you were at your destination. All those times had had one big thing going for
them that made stepping into the swirling portal much easier; he had known
what would be on the other side.
Now, the feeling was much different. He had little to no idea what would be
expecting him on the other side. He might well suffer the same fate as the bird
Elwar had sent through. There was no guarantee the suit would protect him from
anything. All of it made the portal seem ominous and out right frightening.
He stopped right by the gateway. Few more steps and he would step into the
unknown. He hesitated. Then Elwar came up behind him and pushed him
through.
“Damn you,” was all Yerny had time to mutter before the portal swallowed
him.
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Chapter 2

T

here was no quick, bright flash. It seemed like the swirling blue
would go on forever. Yerny started to fear something was wrong
with the portal.

“Damn Elwar,” he cursed to himself. The fact the wizard had dared to push
him through when he was not completely ready to take the final step nagged at
him. Who was he to decide when he was ready? He'd give him an ear full once he
returned.
Upon considering the situation, he corrected himself; if he returned.
Then it was over. The swirling blue was replaced by the vast, empty,
blackness Elwar had described to him. Yerny could see a few spots of light
sprinkled across it.
Stars.
He felt odd. His feet no longer seemed to touch the suit, but rather he floated
freely. The suit itself seemed to have ballooned slightly, making it even harder to
move with it. Not that he had much ability to move in any case since there did
not seem to be anything he could touch or lean on for leverage. There did not
seem to be even air beyond his suit that he could have dragged himself through.
The runes Elwar had painted on the suit were glowing with a dull blue
colour. They were protecting him from something, but from what, he could not
tell. He couldn't see anything but blackness outside the comfort of his suit.
Yerny looked around frantically and managed to set himself tumbling like a
street performer would to impress the spectators. It was then that the blue orb
floated into view. It was perhaps the most beautiful thing the gnome had seen in
his life. He could see white clouds floating over masses of land and water. He
could make out snow capped mountain ranges, brown lumps of desert and lush,
green stretches of land.
“You were right, Elwar,” said the gnome with wonderment in his voice. The
planet inched out of view as the suit rotated away. It made Yerny feel nauseous.
He could feel the bile come up his throat. He swallowed hard and did his best to
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keep it down. Vomiting inside the suit would not make for a very pleasant
experience, not to mention it had the potential of blocking the system that got rid
of the stale air. It could be a fatal mistake and Yerny was well aware of it.
The rope that was attached to his waist had began to wrap around him from
shoulder down between his legs. He realized that it would end up becoming a
problem very quickly as more and more of it wrapped around him.
“This is not going well at all,” he muttered to himself.
He tried to reach behind him to grab the rope, but moving was very difficult
in what he could only describe weightlessness. The suit did nothing to make
things better. It was many times that he managed to touch the rope, but the
clumsiness of the suit let the rope slip away.
Finally he got a hold of the rope. He found that he could stop the tumbling
movement by holding on tight to the rope. Still fighting the nausea, the gnome
looked around as much as he could. Not only did he see the blue orb once more,
but he also saw a slightly smaller, dull grey orb, that was further away from him.
Moon?
It all seemed so much like their own world. It was then that a rush of vomit
surprised him and he puked it all out. The yellowish gunk formed into blobs of
varying size and floated around inside the suit. The airflow pushed them toward
the vents that released the used air.
Panic hit Yerny. The smell made him gag and vomit again, though there was
much less left to come out. He grabbed the rope with all his might and tugged at
it twice. Feeling the rope tighten and seeing the portal come closer made him feel
better and it reassured him he would make it just fine.
He kept gagging all the way through the time it took for the portal to
transport him back to Elwar's chamber. He hit the floor hard, flat on his
stomach, the vomit inside the suit splashing all over him. He wailed around in a
panic. The portal behind him slowly shimmered out of view and the glow of the
runes on the metal cube faded away.
Elwar rushed to the small gnome and tried to calm him down only to get a
foot in the gut that made him gasp for breath.
“Yerny you silly bastard, it's me, Elwar!” huffed the wizard after regaining his
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breath. He slapped the metal helmet. It let out a nice, clear, metallic ring. It
finally seemed to snap the gnome back to reality and he calmed down enough for
Elwar to help him sit up and remove the helmet.
The smell that greeted the wizard made him wish he hadn't removed the
helmet, though the vomit covered gnome that eyed him furiously made him grin.
“You all right?” asked Elwar and set down the helmet on the floor. He took a
few more steps back just to get further from the smell.
“Isn't it evident?” asked Yerny with a voice dripping with sarcasm. “I'm
perfectly happy. Couldn't be better.” The gnome still looked pale and wild eyed.
“Erm..well, lets get you out of that suit and cleaned up,” said Elwar.
“Why did you push me?” demanded Yerny.
Elwar stopped. “Well, you didn't seem like you were going to step through.”
“I was taking a moment to gather myself!” retorted the gnome.
“Perhaps, but a little help never hurt anyone,” said Elwar as he stepped
closer to help him out of the suit.
Yerny felt too worn down to argue further. He let out a resigned sight. He
had not been gone that long, nor had his ordeal taken that long a time, but he felt
like he had ran a marathon. The strangeness of the environment he had
encountered seemed to have added strain on even the simplest of tasks.
It was clear Elwar wanted to ask him questions. Several times he seemed to
start one, but decided not to. Yerny figured he wanted to give him time to get
himself together. The gnome still felt a bit queasy, as if he had drank a barrel of
wine the night before. He felt slightly better as he crawled out of the suit. Having
firm ground under his feet felt strange after floating around so freely, but he
much preferred the current situation over that.
Thankfully his quarters were not that far from Elwar's chamber so he didn't
have to walk far in the corridor with his vomit covered clothes. As soon as he
closed the door behind him, he peeled off the clothes and used the water from his
morning wash to scrub off the worst of it.
The room was small, barely enough space for his small bed and writing desk
and chair, but the gnome found it cosy and it always made him feel like home. He
couldn't really ask for more from any place.
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He had a bottle of scented oil that gave off a light scent of roses and he made
ample use of it this time around. Normally he'd have spared it, but right now he
felt the need to get the smell of his breakfast off of him as best he could.
Having dried himself and put on a fresh set of clothes, he ventured back to
Elwar's chamber where he was eagerly waited for. Elwar was pacing around. He
had found a vat of water from somewhere and dunked the suit and helmet in it.
Yerny was surprised the task had not simply been left to him.
“Well? What did you see?” demanded Elwar passionately as soon as the
gnome stepped into the room.
Yerny found himself a seat before answering. “I saw the same things the bird
did, and more.”
The gnome gave his master a detailed explanation of everything he had seen
and experienced. The fact he had heard no noises nor found anything that would
resist his movements. Elwar posed a few questions that sought more details and
better understanding, but offered little objections to what Yerny told him. The
wizard leaned back in his chair as Yerny finished his story.
“This changes a few things,” Elwar said finally.
Yerny nodded. Even he could see a few places where the plan would need
correcting. One such big thing was the ship that was planned. If, as his
experience suggested, there was no air in the darkness, they would need some
way of opening the doors without all the air escaping to the outside. They would
need more suits so the sailors would actually be able to go outside the ship.
Building the ship would demand more care than they had planned for. Ensuring
a small suit was airtight was one thing, but an entire ship of the size they were
planning? It would demand a lot of skill from the workers and a whole lot of
testing. Could it even be done?
“On the other hand, we now have the extra proof we were asked for,” said
Elwar cheerfully.
“You really think it will be enough?” asked Yerny. He had his doubts on how
much the priest of Salvius would actually be able to do for them.
“Yerny, you need to learn to look at things more positively,” Elwar said. “If
you always go in with the attitude that things will not work out then you're
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setting yourself up for failure right from the start.”
“On the other hand, you're never disappointed,” replied Yerny.
“See, there you go again with your defeatist attitude,” scolded Elwar.
“All right, I'll try to be more positive,” conceded Yerny. It wasn't the first time
he made the promise and he had no doubt it would not be the last time.
Changing ones personality on a simple promise was easier said than done.
“It's too late to seek an audience tonight, better you do it tomorrow,” Elwar
said and stood up. “Go rest. You've definitely earned it. Leave the cleanup to me
this time.” Elwar gave the gnome a small smile.
It was rare that Yerny got to leave early and rest up, so he did not argue
against it. He thanked Elwar and retired to his quarters after enjoying a hefty
meal at his favourite tavern.







Eril Ardanwen stepped up the marble stairway that led up to the main
entrance of the temple of Salvius. It was an impressive building that rose high
above the others near it. It had a dome like roof with spires on each corner of the
building. Tinted glass windows gave the face of the building an elegant look along
with conveying stories of Salvius and his followers in elaborately painted scenes.
Opposite to the temple, across the large central market, was the Arena where
the gladiators faced off and prisoners were fed to all sort of wild animals for the
enjoyment of the crowd. She had always found it unfitting to have such a
barbaric place so close to a place of worship and a repository of knowledge.
Eril wore the blue robe that all full members of the order were permitted to,
though it lacked the decorations that would give her a rank of master or higher.
Still, at age nineteen, she was one of the youngest members of the order to have
received the honour of wearing the blue colour.
She was of slender build and a palms length shy of six feet tall with pale
skin that was dotted with freckles on her cheeks and forehead. Her fiery red hair
was plaited in a thick arrangement that rested on one of her shoulders and
draped down to her chest. Upon first glance she might have seemed sickly to
some, but the life in her green eyes was enough to convince most that it was just
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an illusion.
The day was just the sort she hated the most; bright sunlight with nary a
cloud in the sky to offer even a moment of relief. Her freckles would get worse and
she hated those so she had the hood of her robe deep over her face. They seemed
to attract some men, but to her they were a blemish on her otherwise soft skin.
She made an effort to reach the shelter of the temple as quickly as she could.
She responded to the few greetings she got as she made her way up the
stairs. There weren't many people who found the need to visit the temple of
Salvius, but those who sought information often came there to find answers and,
in some cases, they were willing to offer a sizeable contribution to the funds that
kept the large library and its attendants fed and expanding it as well as taking
care of it.
The young woman sighed out of relief as she passed the large doors and
entered the cool inside of the temple. The entrance hall was dimly lit and, save for
a few acolytes, void of other people. There were some chairs littered around to
allow a comfortable rest for those who sought entrance to the knowledge that laid
beyond the twin doors on the opposite wall. Guards stood on either side of the
door to ensure no one entered without permission.
They greeted Elir as she passed by. They knew her and the robe that she
wore told that she was allowed to enter the library at will.
The sight of the vast room always made her heart beat a little faster. There
were bookshelves lining the walls and covering much of the floor to create small
corridors people could navigate through. There were three stories to the room,
each ones walls lined with bookshelves that were full.
It was perhaps her favourite place in the world. What little light was let in by
the dome and the glass windows in it was not enough to cause her an
inconvenience. It offered just enough light to read a book without discomfort.
She couldn't count the days she had spent in the room, reading books and
seeking information. Gaining knowledge was a true calling for her. That was why
her parents had sent her in the care of the temple.
Being a priest of the order was not looked down upon. Many of the followers
ended up filling important positions as advisers to kings and queens. There was
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prestige to be gained in that as well as a sizeable income that, even after the cut
the order would take for itself, would leave enough for a comfortable life style.
Salvius did not demand that his followers rid themselves of earthly
possession or avoid gathering wealth. All he asked for was a desire to learn and to
find out everything that could be about everything and record it in the books. He
was wise enough to understand that sometimes that required wealth and that
sponsoring those who sought new knowledge would benefit the order just as
much as it would the one receiving the funding. Greater knowledge for everyone
served the goals of the Order of Salvius perfectly.
“Back to read some more?” came a voice, startling Elir from her thoughts.
She turned to look and saw the bald man. He was shorter than her and of a
sturdy build. His short beard had spots of silvery grey in it, telling of his age. Elir
smiled at the man and pulled down the hood of her robe.
“Brother Braem,” she said in a suitably silent voice for the library and pulled
down the hood of her robe. Braem was the head librarian, entrusted with the task
of maintaining the collection and ensuring that works that were extremely old got
copied and replaced in time so no knowledge was lost.
He had taken Elir under his wing when she had arrived at the temple at the
age of eight. He had taught her how to read and speak various languages,
recognize different ways of writing and generally pointing her to the right books
from which to study. He had been the one to discover her talent for languages
and the one to nurture them.
Now, eleven years later, Elir was a much sought after translator and record
keeper. The clearness of her writing was recognized as some of the best even
within the Order of Salvius. She owed the man a lot and was quite fond of him.
Despite being stern, he had a gentle, caring side to him that had helped her
adjust to the temple life and even made her call him a friend.
“Unfortunately it is not the lust for knowledge that brings me here today,”
continued Elir. She glanced at the rows of books longingly. How she wished she
had more time to read these days. Her work these days consisted more of
recording new things than learning of past events. She enjoyed the work, but still
she wished for more time to spend with old books.
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“A shame,” said Braem and eyed the young woman with his green eyes.
Wrinkles appeared on his forehead as he frowned. “Have you taken my advice of
eating properly?”
He had always been concerned for Elir. Despite her never showing signs of
sickness or weakness, her appearance made the man worry that she was working
too hard, not eating properly or just generally in danger of falling ill. She knew he
worried because he cared for her so she did not mind him asking a few questions
to that effect every now and then.
“Three meals a day, just like you've instructed,” assured Elir.
The librarian nodded approvingly. “Our bodies are the covers to our book.
We must take care of it so the pages inside are safe and protected.”
“We must also remember to browse our book from time to time so the pages
do not stick together,” Elir said. “When was the last time you were outside the
temple?” She eyed the man before him. He had a tendency to stay in the temple
for long stretches of time without leaving. She worried he'd one day be found by a
book, unconscious or dead due to not eating, drinking or sleeping enough.
Braem chuckled. “Do not worry, dear child. I have only arrived here today
after spending a few days on the outside.”
“But tell me, if it is not the books that bring you here today, then what is it?”
the man continued.
“Torir Bantahelm asked for me,” replied Elir. “Apparently he has some new
book he bought from a merchant and it is written in a language he does not
know.”
Braem raised an eyebrow. “That is rare indeed.” More than that, he was
impressed that she had been called for instead of one of the more senior brothers
that specialized in languages. How far she had come from that tiny child.
Elir shrugged her shoulders, making her braided hair swing from her chest
over her shoulder to her back. Without even realizing it, she pulled the hair back
the way it had been. “I can only hope I can be of use to him.”
Impressing a man like Bantahelm could open doors to places. Not that Elir
was really looking to do that, but she was none the less aware of it.
“Well, I've kept you long enough then. Must not keep a man like him
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waiting,” said Braem.
“Once I'm done with him, I'll drag you to lunch with me,” said Elir with a
small smile.
Braem chuckled. “I look forward to it.”
Elir waived a hand to Braem and walked further into the large library. She
took a right turn from the centre of it and walked through a door that led to the
wing that hosted the quarters of the senior members of the Order. She hoped that
one day she would have a room there. She would then be free to do as she
pleased. She could take books from the library to her personal room and study
them in peace. She wouldn't necessarily need to take on jobs unless she found
them interesting enough.
The corridor she walked down was lined with doors. Some were open and
offered a glimpse inside, often revealing a desk that had piles of books on them
and a blue robed figure hunched over an open one. An open door was also an
indication to the acolytes that a master was free to see them and offer guidance
and answer questions.
She came to Bantahelms door and found it open. She peeked inside to see
the senior priest sitting behind his desk. He noticed her and waved her in, despite
already having a guest. Elir examined the small gnome that stood before his desk
with curiosity.
“Ah, please don't mind Elir,” said Bantahelm to the gnome. “Please,
continue, Yerny.”
The gnome adjusted the spectacles on his nose after measuring Elir from
head to toe. “Like I was saying, I've been there. I saw it. It was all as Elwar said to
the Advisory Council.”
The name Elwar rang a bell in Elir's mind. If she was not mistaken he was
the man who had recruited some poor streeturchin, put him in some contraption
he had designed that was supposed to fly and pushed him off one of the towers
on the city wall and into the river. Needless to say, the man had not flown, but
rather fallen a long way that ended in a big splash and a bunch of broken bones.
It had been the talk of the city for a few days. She figured the gnome to be his
assistant.
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“You actually went through the portal and saw it all?” asked Bantahelm. He
seemed surprised, yet intrigued and even a bit pleased at the same time.
“Yes,” said the gnome emphatically. “I hope that is enough for you to take
the matter to the council once more?”
“As I promised, I will do so, though I can not guarantee that they will revisit
the issue.”
“That is all we can ask for,” said Yerny.
“I'll let you know what they decide,” said Bantahelm.
The small gnome nodded. “Thank you. Now, I'm afraid I must go. The duties
of a wizards assistant never give you a moment of rest.”
Bantahelm smiled. “With a master like Elwar I'm certain that is true.”
“You have no idea,” muttered Yerny as he walked past Elir.
The young priestess felt slightly confused about what they had talked about,
but decided it was not really her business.
“Ah, young Elir. Apologies for keeping you waiting,” said Bantahelm as he
leaned back in his chair.
“Not at all, master Bantahelm,” said Elir.
“What do you think, Elir? Are there other worlds such as ours?”
The question took her by surprise. It took her a moment to formulate some
sort of an answer. “Of all the works I've read, none have said there aren't any, so
it would stand to reason that there might be others. In fact, I have seen a few
works that implied there are other worlds. Most notably the philosopher Dritan
Kelosa comes to mind with his theory that we are all – including the gods many of
us worship – the offspring of two primal forces he only describes as Mother and
Father. He also proposes that ours is not the only world to bear fruit from their
love.”
“You've read the works of Dritan Kelosa?” asked Bantahelm surprised.
Elir nodded.
The priest shook his head. “While I enjoy exploring new ideas, even I found
his to be borderline crazy and his writing was done in such a condescending
manner.”
“I will admit that his works are not the easiest of reads, but the ideas he has
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are quite refreshing,” said Elir. She remembered well that she herself had, at
times, wanted to throw the books in the corner and forget about reading them,
but Braem had been adamant that she read them.
“Refreshing is not the word I'd use,” said Bantahelm dryly. He seemed to
remember why he had called for her in the first place. “Ah, right, the book.” He
opened a drawer on his desk and pulled out a leather bound book and handed it
to Elir. “I was hoping you could help me recognize the language and perhaps
translate it.”
Elir took the book and carefully opened it and examined the contents. She
recognized the language though it was not one of her stronger ones. It would take
a long time to fully translate the book.







Elwar and Yerny sat in the same room they had after their initial
presentation to the Advisory Council. This time though, both of them were feeling
much better about the prospect of getting funding for the plan.
The council had heard Yerny and his description of the world beyond the
portal. They had used a priest to verify that what he was telling was the truth and
not a lie. They had shown great interest before dismissing the two for their
consideration, though Torir still seemed to have the same reservations as before.
Both of them knew that, even if funding was secured today, it would be a
long journey to actually going through the portal with the ship. Building the ship
alone would take months, perhaps even a year or two. Of course, it all depended
on how much the Advisory Council was willing to give them resources. The more
they had the faster things would progress.
Another issue was ensuring the ship would have the needed resources to
open a large enough portal. Using the hull itself and the metal that was planned
to be used would not be enough alone. They would need to place additional
blocks of iron somewhere on the ship to ensure sufficient energy for it. The
additional benefit would be that the ship would have more storage for magical
energy which would mean it could stay in the air for longer times as well as
recharge faster when not flying.
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Besides building the ship, the amount of work needed for the runes that
would cover it was massive. Considering how long it had taken Elwar to cover the
cube of iron with them the prospect of covering an entire ship with them seemed
overwhelming. He'd need help to complete the task in any meaningful span of
time.
Though none of that would even matter if the council said no again.
Both of them jumped up from their seats when Bantahelm entered the room.
The priest had a grin on his face. “Congratulations. The council has agreed to
fund your plan.”
Elwar grinned and slapped Yerny on his shoulder. “See? Believe and good
things will happen.”
The gnome rubbed the spot Elwar had slapped him on. There had been more
strength behind it than needed, perhaps because of his excitement. “How much
funding have they granted us?” asked Yerny.
“Enough that the ship should be complete within a year,” said Bantahelm.
“They're sending word to the shipyard that a space be reserved for you. They want
you to start work as soon as possible.”
Elwar nodded. “Of course. That was what we were going to do anyway.”
“The council has also assigned me to oversee that the funding is spent as
intended,” said Bantahelm.
Elwar and Yerny exchanged concerned looks. Having an outsider in charge
was not something they had expected. They had assumed they would have full
liberty to see the venture through.
The priest smiled calmingly. “Do not worry. You will be the ones making the
daily decisions. I am there just to ensure you do not spend the funding on gold
framed mirror or other things not necessary. Everything you acquire, I must
approve of.”
Yerny looked at Elwar. “It is their gold so I suppose it was to be expected
they would want to ensure it is spent as intended.”
Elwar nodded. “It is a reasonable condition. We will look forward to working
with you.” He directed the words to Bantahelm.
The priest bowed slightly. “Gentlemen, together we will accomplish
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something wonderful. I look forward to it.”







Elir frowned at the book. It was covered in dust and looked like it had not
been opened in centuries. What were the librarians doing, letting a book get to
such an state? She looked around herself, ensuring there was no one in sight.
She was in her favourite corner of the library. It was a small reading area that few
used which let her work almost as if she were in a room of her own.
She grabbed the tip of her braided hair that had a almost brush like end and
used it to gently remove the dust from the book. She knew it was not exactly
proper use of her hair, but it was less sneeze inducing than simply blowing away
the dust. Besides, hair could always be washed.
Gently, she opened the book, taking great care not to tear or otherwise
damage any of the frail pages. The book described the ancient dialect that
Bantahelm's book was written in. She hoped it would provide her with the needed
tools to translate the book. It was the fifth one she was looking through with
those hopes, but so far the answers had eluded her.
The book had not been written in what she had originally thought. It was
similar, but when you began translating the words made no sense. The sentences
lacked proper structure, words that had no meaning when put together appeared
in bunches that had her pulling her hair out. She was starting to think the
contents of the book were not meant to make sense.
But why would Bantahelm hand her a book that was full of gibberish that no
one would be able to translate? It made no sense. Was she being tested? How far
would she go to get the book in an understandable form?
Maybe the book was written in some sort of code language?
It was not that uncommon to run across a book that was written in code.
Sometimes it was a simple matter to find out the key to unlock it, often the books
used a well known code that scholars and others seeking knowledge were already
familiar with, but that would prevent anyone not in the know from easily
accessing the information.
Sometimes, someone saw the need to come up with something new. Maybe
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they were writing down formulas or events that others should not be able to read
– not even other scholars. When a book like that was forgotten and the author no
longer lived, it became very hard to unlock the secret and access the information.
Often such people wrote down the key in another work. Elir grabbed the
book Bantahelm had given her and examined it once more. There was no
indication about who had written it. There was not even a name for the book as
far as she could tell. How do you find a key when you don't even know whose
house it is that you're trying to get into?
She let out a sigh and leaned back in her chair. The light from a single
window came from the side, giving the table she was sitting by ample light for
reading. It seemed she was faced with an impossible task.
“Trouble?” came a familiar voice from behind her.
“Yes,” said Elir. “This book makes less sense than Flow of Mind by Anat
Orves.” Given that Flow of Mind had been written by a crazy philosopher that had
a tendency to use certain herbs to reach a heightened sense of reality, that was
saying a lot. His work was often given as punishment to read through in the
Order of Salvius.
Braem raised an eyebrow as he set down a pile of books on the table. “That
bad, eh?” The older priest frowned as he saw the dust that had clung to the tip of
her braided hair. “Have you been dusting books again?” he asked.
Elir blushed. It wasn't the first time Braem had caught her using her hair
that way. He did not approve of it and insisted she not do it, but it was just too
convenient in her mind. “I'm sorry,” she said and tried to clean her hair a bit.
The stern look that had come over Braem melted away. “You really should
pay more attention to yourself, dear girl. You'll never find a man if you keep
gathering dust on yourself like a forgotten book.”
Braem always worried for her future. Marriage and children were not
forbidden for the members of the order. Some temples even actively encouraged it
so that there would always be new members to take the place of those who
passed away. Elir had never paid much attention to boys and they had largely left
her alone as well. She was not what many would call beautiful. Average was
perhaps the best word to describe her. Few had made advances towards her, but
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those attempts had always turned sour after a short while. The books were her
true love and it was difficult to find the time and space for something other than
them.
“The books are my love,” she told Braem. “Unlike men, they're there when
you need them, they don't make demands and they're perfectly happy to sit
quietly in the corner while I work.”
The older priest chuckled. “Salvius have mercy on the man who finally beds
you.”
Elir blushed again. Braem was sometimes straightforward with his words.
Too straightforward. During the years of being in his care she had mostly gotten
used to it, though certain topics still got to her. The intimate relations between
man and woman being one of them. “Am I that hopeless?” she finally asked.
“You are not hopeless,” said Braem softly. “You're young and there is still
much for you to learn. Things that no book can teach you. Things that only living
can.”
Elir nodded. While the Order of Salvius put an emphasis on knowledge that
could be obtained from books, it was not blind to the fact that not everything
could be learned from them. There were things you needed to experience for
yourself to truly understand them. Even then, there were things that no one
would be able to fully understand. Most everyone agreed that love was one of
those things no one would ever truly understand and to even begin to try
required personal experience.
She had to admit that her experiences in life were still few. Most of what she
knew came from books. It was odd that she had been given the rank she had just
based on the wisdom of books. Usually life experience was weighed in heavily as
well.
“Bantahelm was looking for you,” said Braem.
Elir woke from her thoughts. “He was? No doubt wants an update on how
I'm doing with the book.” She scowled at the book resting on the table. She had
made little progress on it.
“I don't think it was about the book,” said Braem and picked up the pile he
had set on the table. “You should go see him.”
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“I will,” said Elir and closed the book she had been researching through in
search for answers. She started to gather her belongings as Braem walked away
with his book pile. It took her a few minutes to take the books back in their place.
With only Bantahelms book in hand, she started through the maze of
bookshelves and made her way to the senior priests room.
On her way she though about what to tell him. The though still gnawed the
back of her mind that the book was some sort of an test. No, it was just an
unlucky acquisition on Batahelms part. She'd tell him the truth that the book
would be difficult, if not impossible, to translate. Certainly, it would take more
time than she would have to devote to it. It could be years of work.
The door to Bantahelms room was open and the priest waved her in the
moment she appeared at it.
“Elir, please, have a seat,” said the priest and motioned to the chair in front
of his desk.
“Thanks you,” she said and took a seat. She held the book in her lap.
“How goes with the translation?” asked Bantahelm.
“I'm afraid the book might not be translatable after all,” she said. “It seemed
like a familiar language at first glance, but it turns out to be something else. I
suspect some sort of code may have been used in writing it.”
Bantahelm frowned. “That is unfortunate.”
“I can keep trying, but as for when there might be results..” she shook her
head and left the end of the sentence in the air.
“Ah, that won't be necessary,” said Bantahelm. He did not sound overly
disappointed. “I have something else I need you for.”
Elir raised an eyebrow. Two assignments from Bantahelm within a few days?
What was going on?
“You have heard of Elwar Soran, I assume?”
“Who hasn't?” said Elir dryly.
Bantahelm chuckled. “Indeed. The Advisory Council has decided to fund a
plan he presented to them. They have put me in charge of ensuring the funding is
spent as intended.”
Elir was surprised. With the reputation the wizard had she'd have expected
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the council to not even hear what he had to say, much less fund anything.
“It is quite an interesting plan,” continued Bantahelm. “I would like you to
take part in it.”
“What sort of project, exactly?” she asked. The failed flying contraption
loomed in the back of her mind.
“He plans to explore another world using a flying ship,” said Bantahelm
bluntly.
Elir laughed. It rang in the room like a small brass bell. She couldn't help it.
The Advisory Council had backed such an outlandish plan? Those old geezers
must have become senile for them to loosen the strings of their purses for
something like that.
Bantahelm looked at her with a curious expression.
“I'm sorry,” said Elir as she composed herself. “It's just so unexpected from
the Advisory Council.”
Bantahelm nodded. “It was indeed unexpected, but his plan is workable and
his assistant has verified that there does indeed exist a world other than ours.”
“You mean the small gnome that was here the last time?” asked Elir.
“Yes. His name is Yerny. Elwar sent him through a portal wearing some sort
of an suit and he returned with the information,” explained Bantahelm. “There is
the proof that convinced the council.”
“Given Elwar's past record, he's lucky to be alive then,” said Elir before even
thinking.
Bantahelm chuckled. “You are correct, but this time around he seems to
have thought things through quite well. Now it is my duty to keep him in check
and ensure everything is done as planned.”
“And what would my part be?” asked Elir. While she had initially laughed at
the idea, she could see the intriguing side of it. A whole other world? Exploring it?
It sounded like a dream.
“I want you to be the official record keeper for the venture,” said Bantahelm.
“I want you to go with them on the voyage and write it all down. No doubt you see
the importance of this should he succeed? It must be accurately recorded.”
”And should it all fail and we die?” asked Elir. She saw that as a very distinct
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possibility and was not very keen on putting her own one in risk.
“Failure is a possibility in everything,” said Bantahelm. “The question is are
the rewards worth more than the risk?”
Elir hesitated. Of course she saw the possible rewards for a successful
venture and they were vast indeed. The risk of losing her own life still weighed
heavily.
“Tell you what,” said Bantahelm, having noticed the young woman's
hesitation. “Be the record keeper while we get everything ready. It'll be at least a
year and you'll have time to see for yourself whether you feel comfortable trusting
your life in the hands of Elwar and the rest. When the time comes, if you do not
want to go, then we'll find someone else to take your place.”
Elir considered the proposition. She could not find a downside to it and
despite her reservations, she was happy to get an opportunity to get a close look
at the project. Besides, keeping an accurate record of something like that would
be a challenge.
“I think you have managed to convince me,” she said with a small smile.
“Good,” said Bantahelm with a wide smile. “Now, let me get you up to date
on the details.”
It was a long talk, but the more Elir heard, the more she though she had
made the right choice in getting involved. It looked like she would be getting some
life experience to complement her book smarts.
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Chapter 3
(Autumn, 3215 C.D.)
I laughed at first. I'll admit that. The months I've spent observing the project
and how things are handled have changed that. Elwar, while at times forgetful
and silly, is a trustworthy man with a passion to see us succeed. I feel ever more
confident that we will see our efforts bear fruit.
 Elir Ardanwen
Official record keeper

Y

erny scowled at the workers. They had let a pile of planks fall down
from high on up as they had been winching it off the carriage that
had delivered them. He feared some of them would be cracked and

thus unusable for them. Finding the consistently high quality wood they used
had proven difficult and losing even some to accidents like this meant delays in
seeing the ship finished.
“Lift them up!” he shouted to the workers. “And be more careful! We can't
afford to lose valuable wood like this!”
The men hurried and soon the pile of wood was up in the air and moving to
the designated storage area. Yerny nodded and turned around to admire the view
inside the big warehouse that had been turned into a dry dock.
The air was filled with the smell of freshly cut wood and sawdust. Hammers
banged, workmen chattered. The warehouse was filled with people; carpenters,
blacksmiths, apprentices, simple workmen. Everything a ship needed for it to be
built.
The ship was slowly taking form. The support beams that had been laid out
sort of reminded him of a ribcage he had seen on a horse skeleton. It took up
most of the warehouse, leaving scarce space for the workers and materials that
were waiting to be used.
He saw the red haired priestess of Salvius sitting at her desk, scribbling
down text in that book of hers. The desk was well to the side and out of the way
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so as not to bother the men working on the ship. She was there every day,
recording everything that happened and inspecting the balance sheets Yerny kept
of the materials.
He had been suspicious of her when Bantahelm had first introduced her.
Elwar had accepted her without reservations, as per his usual manner. The
gnome could not help but think her being a woman might have something to do
with it, but with his master you could never be certain. Perhaps he just saw her
as an useful scribe.
But after months of working with her the gnome had come to like her. She
had no hidden agenda and her interest in the project was just as genuine as
everyone else's. Her thirst for knowledge seemed to be without bounds and she
had taken great care in recording everything as truthfully as possible. When
something happened she did not fully understand, she asked so she would get
the details correct. As a consequence, she and Elwar ended up talking quite a bit.
There were many things about the project only Elwar understood, though at this
time Yerny was certain the priestess was beginning to know more about it than
even he did. So she had earned the gnomes respect.
Elwar spent much of his time carving runes into things. Everything that
went to the frame of the ship had to have runes on it to give it additional strength
and support various other functions. The large beams that made up the frame
already had the black etchings in them, but such things were needed for every
nail and every plank that went into it. It was time consuming and even though he
had enlisted the help of another wizard, it still took time and slowed down
everything.
The gnome though it a small miracle that he had managed to talk Elwar into
hiring another wizard. He could understand his reluctance given the importance
that the runes were properly formed and arranged, but had Elwar insisted doing
it all alone they'd be spending the next decade waiting for him to complete it all. It
did not help that Elwar had other things to do as well, such as making more
diving suits, though much of that could be left to the skilled workers. Still, Elwar
would need to put runes on them as well when they were finished.
So they had hired a wizard with a good reputation to aid them. So far things
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had worked out well with him. Elwar could approve of his work and they got
things done faster. Even as he walked towards the desk where the priestess sat,
Yerny could see Elwar busy at work infusing runes to planks that would become
the ships hull.
“Everything all right? That sounded like quite a crash,” asked Elir as the
small gnome sighed and sat down in a chair opposite to her.
The gnome waived a hand. “Nothing too serious. I hope.”
“Acquiring good quality wood has been more difficult than I expected,” said
Elir. This was her first time involved in something like this so she was learning a
lot of things the books could not tell her. Few ever talked about the difficulties of
acquiring materials for a large project like this in detail.
“Ever since the elves started to withdraw from the forests there has been an
increase in orc raids and other evil creatures,” said Yerny. “Despite what is
whispered among many of the peasants, the elves did more to help them than
they did harm in restricting the wood cutting.”
It was no secret that the elves were victims of the cult of Deremoth. It rarely
rose to the surface for everyone to see, but behind closed door and at secret
meetings, the words were forged that turned into sword and struck at the elves.
Those who ruled tried to keep things in order, but even they could not be
everywhere to keep the peace.
“I hear the elves have completely forbidden any cutting in the Great Forest,”
said Elir.
Yerny shrugged his shoulders. “They've always been protective of that forest.
I fear their course of isolation will do them more harm than staying open to all
would.”
“Can you really blame them?” asked Elir. “After what happened to their
council and then the incident with the people of Serum.”
Serum, thought Yerny. What fools they had been. As a result of their
foolishness the once prospering lumber producer was nothing more than ashes,
the people long dead and gone. It had brought the elven kingdom and Wroth on
the brink of war and without intervention from Nala Temera and Cheid
Dragonbane that might well have proven to be the case. Two legendary names
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that held little meaning to most people these days, other than being figures in
stories told by the fireplace on a dark night.
“They have been kicked and they've kicked back. I just pray they won't
stumble down and be unable to return the kicks,” said Yerny in a steady voice.
Elir examined the gnome. There was something about him that told the
matter bothered him more than he let on. The young woman decided it would be
best to change the subject. “Have you had time to think about that matter we
discussed?”
Yerny looked up, not really certain what the priestess was talking about.
“The crew?” asked Elir helpfully.
Yerny rubbed his eyes. “Isn't it a bit early to be thinking about that?” He
sounded tired.
“It's never too early to think of possible candidates. Especially for the
captains position,” said Elir and scribbled a few lines to her book. She actually
already had a list with several names on it, but wanted to hear the thoughts of
Elwar and Yerny on it. She had taken great care in investigating the reputable
captains.
She had spent several nights rummaging through the docks and the taverns
the sailors frequented. It had been an experience for her since never before had
she spent evenings in such places. She had worried it might be dangerous, but
she had largely been left alone. A few drunk sailors had made advances towards
her, but they had been driven away by a few sharp words that went over their
heads enough that they did not know to be offended.
Ignoring the overly drunken sailors, she had learned a lot. They talked and a
few drink loosened their tongues further. She learned of the bad captains and
their exploits as much as she did of the good captains. She quickly found that
bad captains were more plentiful than good ones.
Some of the captains she had discarded as being too unreliable, a few she
had found were dead or missing. The life of a sailor was a dangerous one and
word of a sunken ship could take months to reach home port. Sometimes there
was no certainty that the ship had sunken, only a knowledge that it had not
arrived at its destination when expected.
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“Our ship doesn't even have sides to it yet,” said Yerny. “I'd say spring is the
earlies when we can start to think about captain and crew.”
“All right. I'll bring the matter up again then,” said Elir. She wanted to argue
more, but knew it would not lead to much. The gnome could be as stubborn as
his master about certain things. Setting the schedule was one such thing. She
couldn't really blame them. It was their project after all.
She continued to scribble down notes in her book. She recorded the
conversation she had had with Yerny just now while it was fresh in her mind. She
had already filled several books with her notes. Bantahelm had read through all
of them as soon as she finished them. He was keen to know the inner workings of
the entire venture.
He had taken a very handsoff approach to the project otherwise. He did not
interfere with the decisions Elwar and Yerny made, though so far they had not
made any crazy proposals or acquisitions that would have needed to be shot
down.
All in all everything seemed to be well under way.







Elwar felt troubled. He examined the runes that had been imprinted on the
wood. Everything had been going too well. There had been practically no
problems, save for the difficulty of obtaining enough high quality wood, but even
that had been solved with the help of the Requisition Master for the armies of the
Ramyn Empire.
It really did do wonders to have the full backing of the emperor and the
Advisory Council.
Their support had smoothed over the problem of getting enough wootz steel
for covering the inside of the ships hull. It was expensive, but necessary for the
ship to be as durable as it needed to be, though Elwar still worried it might not be
enough. If only using Elf Wood was possible.
He sighed and continued ensuring the runes were properly formed. He
glanced up to see Yerny sit down next to Elir and exchange a few words.
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The priestess was a bit of a mystery to Elwar. She asked a lot of questions.
He had had to explain too many things to her in recent months to his liking.
While he appreciated the curiosity, it distracted him from his work. Having to
explain complex concepts of rune magic to someone who had little to no basic
knowledge of them took a lot of time and in most cases would not even result in
the person getting an accurate view on the first go.
To her credit Elwar had to note that she was bright and did not come asking
the same question twice. Whether she wrote anything accurately in those books
of hers, he could not know. Only one who had read them so far was Bantahelm,
though even if it he had been given the opportunity, Elwar would not have had
time for it.
For the first time in his life he was actually starting to feel tired. Despite
getting an extra hand to help with the runes, he was barely getting any sleep. He
hoped it would not start to show in his work. Maybe he should ask for another
assistant just so all he'd have to do would be to inspect the results of their work?
He returned to his work, pushing the thoughts from his mind. It took him a
while to finish the inspection and it left him disappointed. He had made a
mistake, or rather, he had been careless. One of the runes was not formed the
right way. Had he let it through the entire thing would have been nothing more
than a piece of wood. It would have put the entire ship in jeopardy.
“Shit,” muttered Elwar and raked his hand through his hair. He straightened
up and marched to the table where Yerny and Eril were sitting.
“I need another assistant,” he said and slammed his hand on the table. Both
of them looked up at him with a surprised expression.
“Are you certain?” asked Yerny after recovering from the surprise. It was not
often that Elwar admitted he could not do something without help on his own
accord.
“I get barely any sleep with everything on my plate,” complained Elwar. “If
this keeps up I'll start making more mistakes with the runes and then we'll be in
real trouble.”
Elir calmly shifted through the pages of her ledger. “Our budget is pretty
tight at the moment,” she finally said. She looked up to see bother Elwar and
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Yerny scowling at her.
“You think the budget is tight now,” said Elwar steadily. “Just wait until
things start going wrong.”
“If he gets too tired, things will start to go wrong,” added Yerny. “That's when
he gets his craziest ideas. Like that flying contraption.”
Elir giggled as Elwar scowled at Yerny in turn. The gnome met his gaze
calmly.
“I'll have to confirm it with Bantahelm, but I'll make sure it happens,” said
Elir to calm the situation.
“Make sure he's as good as the one we've got now,” said Elwar. “He has made
so few mistakes that I feel he's almost as good as me.”
Yerny raised an eyebrow. Elwar complementing another wizard in such a
way? He must really have been tired. “Why don't you take the rest of the day and
rest some?” asked the gnome.
Elwar shook his head. “There's too much to do. I can't do that without
setting us back on the schedule.”
“Didn't you just say your assistant has made barely any mistakes? Just let
him take up the slack,” said Elir with concern in her voice. She was starting to
realize that Elwar wouldn't have asked for help if the need really wasn't there.
She noticed the dark rings around the wizards eyes. He really did look like he was
running just on pure willpower. How she had not noticed it before nagged at her.
“Anything he does can't be used without me inspecting it first so there's no
point,” said Elwar. “I'll rest when I have a second assistant.”
“In that case I will make it a top priority,” said Elir and scribbled a few lines
on the ledger. “We can't have our leader collapsing due to exhaustion.”
“And we couldn't live with the ideas he'd start spouting,” said Yerny with a
hint of humour in his voice as Elwar returned to his work.







Elir watched from the corner as the sailors played their card games,
harassed the waitresses and burst out laughing at a juicy story someone had
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told. She sipped some of the wine from her cup and listened for any rumours.
She had just come from talking with Bantahelm. He had been slightly
concerned with the request for another wizard, but she had managed to talk him
into it. He had finally come to the same conclusion that if Elwar was to collapse
the time table for the whole project would be thrown out the window.
She had barely had time to visit her quarters before leaving for her weekly
adventure at the docks and the taverns nearby. She didn't live in luxury. The
temple provided her with funds that allowed her to rent a small room with
enough space for her desk, some books and a bed. She found the room cosy and
it was warm in the winter so she really had nothing to complain about.
“Did you hear about captain Serhyath?”
Elir perked right up as she heard the question. Troen Serhyath was one of
the good captains she had on her list. Being an elf he was somewhat of an
anomaly, though the fact that he had been at sea for nearly two centuries spoke
volumes of his skill. Few were those who could claim the same.
She looked behind her carefully and saw two sailors sitting there with pints
of beer in hand. She couldn't see the other ones face, but the other one looked
pretty young and inexperienced.
“What's that old sea dog done now?” asked the sailor facing her.
“He got hired to take a bunch of people to Meledor,” said the sailor who had
begun the conversation. By the sound of his voice he was significantly older than
his companion.
The younger one whistled. “That's a brave journey to take this late in
Autumn. Dangerous.”
“That it is boy,” said the older sailor. “They'll probably have to winter over
there.”
“What would obsess him to take such a job, Dahon?” asked the younger
sailor.
“I'd wager it was because of the people who asked him rather than anything
else, Verm,” replied Dahon.
“Oh, was there something special about them?” asked Verm.
There was a pause. Elir could hear a slurping sound as the older sailor
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downed some beer.
“They were elves and odd ones at that,” said Dahon quietly, almost too quiet
for Elir to hear. She had to lean back a bit more to hear properly.
“All the elves are a bit odd. Well, maybe not captain Serhyath. He's a bit
more like us,” pondered Verm.
“Ain't seen any like this before,” said Dahon, sounding serious. “One of them
was bigger than any man I've seen before, carried a sword as big as his
companion. The other one was tiny, but I could swear there was a hint of green in
her hair. Both had a brownish skin. Who's ever heard of elves like that?”
Elir had. If it was who she thought they were, it might be that she'd have to
cross Serhyath from her list. Either he'd be gone for a long time or he'd never
return.
“You're pulling my leg, aren't you?” demanded Verm. “I may be young, but I
know when I'm being fed salt water.”
“I swear it on my right foot that it's true!” said Dahon with passion.
Verm snorted. “Your right foot is made of wood. That's not much of a
promise.”
“All right, all right, you got me. But I did see them!” insisted Dahon.
“Sure you did,” said Verm in a resigned voice. He did not seem to want to
argue the point further.
“We'll be lucky if we see the captain return with his ship in the spring,” said
Dahon. “The storms alone this time of year are bad enough, but who knows what
those passengers of his are dragging him into.”
“It's captain Serhyath,” said Verm with confidence in his voice. “He has
sailed the seas longer than anyone. If anyone's coming back, it's him.”
“Everyone's luck runs out some time,” said Dahon grimly and slurped down
some more beer.
“Don't go saying things like that. You'll jinx him,” complained Verm.
“What's that to me?” asked Dahon. “He's got nothing to do with me.”
“You're just bitter because he kicked you out ten years ago,” accused Verm.
Dahon snorted. “Good thing too. If he hadn't I'd be going with him on that
suicide trip.”
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Elir leaned forward and tuned out the two sailors. She pulled out her small
notebook from one of the many pockets of her robe. She used a piece of charcoal
to make quick notes in it about the conversation she had heard. While it was not
something she'd write down in the official records of the project, the bits of
information still seemed worthy of being written down somewhere. Who knows,
they just might end up being the last record of the captain.
What had her feeling even more curious were the customers who had hired
him for the journey. If they were who she thought they were, something big must
have been afoot. Those two did not move without purpose and certainly not that
far away from the forest of the elves.
Her writing was interrupted as three men appeared by the table, each with a
tankard of beer in hand.
“You mind if we sit with you?” asked one of them. “The place is pretty full.”
Elir looked up from her little book and examined the three men. They were
sailors, of that there was no doubt. Their skin was well tanned, proof of their days
spent working on the ship deck under the sun, and they were dressed in the
customary clothes of sailors; knee high leather trousers and loosely fitting shirt.
There was something grim about the three men, but there did not seem to be any
intent to harm about them.
She looked around the tavern only to see that they were telling the truth.
The place had filled up and there were nary an empty seat left. Her table was the
only one with room for three men.
“Of course,” she said and motioned for the men to have a seat. She scooted
over next to the wall and allowed one of the men to take the seat she had been
occupying. She didn't mind the fact they had her trapped against the wall. She
trusted that her robe would give her enough protection.
The followers of Salvius were generally seen as harmless and more often
than that, useful. The fact they were regarded as record keepers often opened
doors to them when someone wanted to leave their mark in history. Even a
simple story of someone's exploits could turn out to be valuable information some
day and, therefore, the order took great care to record as much as they could.
“To captain Omer,” said one of the men and raised his tankard. He had a
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decent start on a beard and his long, tangled, brown hair framed his face. “May
the currents carry him to the world beyond.”
“Well said, Reyes,” said one of his comrades and raised his tankard as well.
He was clean shaven with blonde hair. He was the youngest looking of the bunch.
The man sitting next to Elir raised his tankard as well. “May the winds be
favourable to those of us who are left behind,” he said in a rough voice. He was
bald and looked to be the oldest one.
The two men nodded. They toasted and drank down some of the beer.
Elir suddenly found herself very interested in hearing what the men had to
say. Captain Omer was on her list of good captains and the men were acting like
he was dead. No such news had reached her, though that was not that unusual.
“What happened to captain Omer?” she asked of the men.
“What's it to you?” asked Reyes and eyed her suspiciously.
“She's one of them Salvius followers, ain't she?” asked the clean shaven one.
“Well spotted, Travis,” said the bald man and examined Elir more closely.
“She could record it for their books.”
“Don't be silly, Millard. Who'd want to read about him?” said Reyes,
sounding amused.
“I was actually looking into captain Omar as possibly hiring him for a
venture,” said Elir. “I would be very interested in hearing if something has
happened to him. Of course, for the records of our order as well.”
“It's a long story,” said Reyes and eyed her.
“I'll make sure your throat doesn't run dry,” said Elir and dug a few silver
coins from her pockets and laid them on the table.
The men eyed the coins eagerly. It was enough for quite a few beers at the
taverns prices.
“All right,” said Reyes grimly with a nod. “I'll tell you the story, even if it's a
tough one to tell.”
“I appreciate that,” said Elir and smiled encouragingly. She ensured the book
was ready for her to scribble down notes.
“It was two months ago that we sailed out on The Spectral Vine,” started
Reyes. The other two men fell in silence and listened intently. They probably
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knew the story, but could appreciate that it was being told to someone who had
not heard it. “We had beer, wine and some salted fish as cargo and a few
passengers we were supposed to take to Dimun.”
Reyes gulped down some beer before continuing. “The weather was
favourable as were the winds. We made good time down the river and down the
coast. Then the troubles started.”
His expression grew grim. “First it was one of our passengers. A young lady,
quite the looker. The men had their eyes on her every time she ventured onto the
deck from her cabin. The dirty stories they came up about her during the night
were quite juicy.” He seemed to only then realize he was talking to a woman. He
glanced at Elir. She waived his hand and nodded for the man to continue as was.
“Anyway,” continued Reyes. He sounded a bit uncomfortable. “One morning,
we found her dead in her cabin.” He seemed to grow pale at just the memory of it.
“I can tell you, it wasn't a pretty sight. It was like a butcher had walked into the
room with buckets of blood that he'd let out of his slaughter and thrown it
around. There were pieces of her scattered across the cabin. We could barely tell
who it had been.”
Elir could tell the story wasn't going to be a pretty one.
Reyes stared into his tankard for a while. “Captain Omar ordered a full
search of the ship. He figured that anyone who'd done it would be covered in
blood. No way they'd gotten away clean from that slaughter.”
“Did you find anything?” asked Elir.
Reyes eyed his two companions and shook his head. They shook their heads
as well. “We tore the ship apart, deck by deck, and found nothing. Not even a
rat.”
“The captain didn't like that one bit,” said Millard and downed some beer.
“What did he do?” asked Elir.
“Ordered a full watch every night,” said Travis. “You can imagine how on
edge everyone was. Some were ready to throw the remaining passengers over the
railing.” He raised his tankard to take a sip, but found it empty. Reyes made a
similar discovery.
Elir motioned for a waitress and asked for refills. She was pleased to note
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that none of them men paid the waitress much attention and that there was no
groping or sleazy remarks despite her good looks. They were not in the mood for
play which suited her just fine.
It wasn't long until the waitress returned, hips swaying like a ship in high
seas, carrying a pitcher full of beer. Another coin and she left the whole thing for
the table to enjoy.
Reyes sipped some beer and, having his throat moistened once more,
continued the story. “The first night passed without incident, though the mood on
the ship was something else all together.” His voice was actually shivering as he
recalled it. “We three huddled together at our bunks. We were lucky to not be on
guard duty, though we didn't get much sleep to be honest.”
“Man's got to have something wrong in his head if he can sleep after seeing
what we did,” said Millard in a quiet voice. It was obvious it still haunted him as
he fiddled nervously with his tankard. The other two nodded silently.
“The next day went by and night fell. It was our turn to be on guard,” said
Reyes. “It was a chilly night. Wind blew from the north. Cloudy sky so nary any
light from the moon or stars. Our lanterns were all we had. I was at the stern
when I saw it.”
“Like a phantom, it climbed over the railing. All you could hear was the
water dripping from it.”
“What was it?” asked Elir.
Reyes shrugged his shoulders. “Damned if I know. It had a greenish, scaly
skin. It walked like a man, but had a fish like head, though the teeth I saw
glistening in the lamp light were more suited for a wolf than a fish.” The man
shuddered as he recollected what he had seen. “And it was quick. I barely got a
glimpse of it before it disappeared into the cabins.”
Elir knew what it had been, though she was surprised to hear of one so far
north. A Necorock. Most of the species lived south of Mandor, near the islands by
the coast. They were not mindless beasts that some thought them to be. They
were in fact cunning to the point where some were captured as newborns and
then sold off to be trained as assassins. They could survive on land, though they
were the deadliest when in the water.
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She was starting to see what had happened. One of the passengers on the
ship had been a target, or perhaps all of them. What was odd that it had not
killed them all on the first night. It would have had time for it and the crew
wouldn't have been alert as they had been from then on.
“I sounded the alarm as quickly as I could, but it was too late,” said Reyes
sombrely.
Travis patted him on the shoulder. “Nothing more you could have done.”
“I suppose,” said Reyes, though his voice made it clear he though he should
have been able to do more.
“Who did it kill?” asked Elir after a moment of silence had passed.
“One of our crew mates,” said Millard and shook his head. “A young lad.
Only his third time at sea with us.”
“By the time we reached him the creature was already gone. Left behind just
as gruesome a mess as the first time,” said Millard and sipped some beer. All
three were silent and drank for a bit.
Having collected himself a bit, Reyes continued. “I tried to tell them what I
saw. They thought I was crazy or hiding something. Even the captain didn't
believe me. He thought I was covering for someone.” His face twisted with
frustration. “If only they'd listened to me. Ain't no man that could have done it.”
“Some of us did listen,” said Travis. “Most of the crew did, even if they didn't
show it.”
The fact that the captain had not listened to his men lessened Elir's opinion
of him considerably. Perhaps she'd have had to cut him from the list anyway,
though she certainly did not want to do it this way.
“The mood on the ship took a nosedive at that. There was talk of turning
back or finding the nearest shore and abandoning the ship,” said Reyes. “The
captain would have none of that. We had goods to deliver and he was a man of
his word, so we sailed on.”
“The day was nerve wrecking to say the least,” continued Reyes after
downing the last of his beer. Elir ordered a new pitcher as the old one was
running dangerously low. “But it was nothing compared to the next night. There
was another killing. Same manner, no one saw anything despite the double
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guard. It was one of the passengers this time.”
“The crew was pretty much on edge at that point,” said Millard. “We had a
lot of new men with us.”
“What they did wasn't right,” said Reyes and shook his head. “It wasn't the
captains fault.”
“What do you mean?” asked Elir. Her hand was getting tired from all the
notes she had been making.
“There was a mutiny. The crew couldn't take it any more and blamed the
captain for everything,” said Reyes grimly. “The fools chopped off his head and
threw the corpse in the water. Did the same to the remaining passengers.”
“We tried to stop them,” said Travis quietly. “Wasn't the captains fault.”
“Not much the three of us could do,” said Millard. “We're lucky they didn't
kill us for standing up.”
“What did they do to you?” asked Elir.
“Hoisted us overboard along with the cargo,” said Reyes in a colourless voice.
“Sounds like they wanted you dead,” said Elir. Being thrown into the sea was
never a sign someone wanted you to live.
“When dumping the cargo they gave us plenty of stuff that floated and some
of it had food inside as well,” reminded Travis.
“And we were surprisingly close to the shore,” added Millard.
“Took us quite a while to swim to shore though. Knowing that creature was
lurking somewhere didn't help either,” said Reyes. “That thing made sharks look
like an welcome guest.”
“What happened to the ship and the remaining crew?” inquired Elir.
The men shrugged their shoulders. “Maybe the creature got them all,” said
Reyes.
“Or they've abandoned all decency and turned pirates,” added Travis.
Millard nodded. “With what they've done, ain't no law abiding harbour going
to welcome them in once word gets around. Ain't no captain going to hire any of
them.”
“So how did you get back to Ramyn?” asked Elir.
“We were close to Greum when we reached the shore,” said Reyes and
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emptied his tankard. He refilled it from the pitcher. “Happened to find a friendly
captain who offered us a ride back in exchange for a bit of work. Arrived here just
this morning.”
Elir nodded. “What are your plans now?”
The men looked at each other. It seemed like they hadn't really though about
it. “I suppose we'll try to find a new ship,” said Reyes finally.
“Maybe on one of them river ships,” said Travis. “I think I've had enough of
the sea for a while.”
“Can't afford to be too picky,” said Millard grimly.
Elir jotted down the final notes for the story as the men continued to ponder
their options. It was definitely something worth recording down. She knew at
least three people in the order off the top of her head that would be interested in
hearing about it. It was sometimes surprising how a story could have value
outside the circles it originated from.
She closed down her notebook and stashed it in a pocket along with the
charcoal. The men were still discussing what they should do.
“Tell you what,” said Elir and the men quieted down. “If you're without work
when spring comes, I might have a job for you.”
“Really now?” asked Reyes.
“Like I said, I was considering your former captain for the job,” said Elir. She
smiled sorrowfully. “Sadly, it's looking like he won't be able to take it, but that
doesn't change the fact that I'll need a crew as well.” She looked at the three men.
“Judging from the story you just told me, you're the sort I'd want on board.
Honesty and loyalty carries a man a long ways.”
The men grinned. “Well, if that is the case, we'll be here in the spring if we're
out of a job,” assured Reyes. His two companions nodded in agreement.
“Good,” said Elir and dug out another coin from her pocket and tossed it on
the table. She stood up. “While I have to go now, I hope you will drink some more
for the memory of the good captain.”
Millard scooted out of the way to allow her to leave. The men smiled and
nodded to her as thanks.
“Hey, wait,” Reyes called out after her. “What's your name so we know who
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to look for?”
Elir turned around. “Elir Ardanwen.”
The men raised their tankards at her in acknowledgement.
Elir exited the tavern and started heading for her quarters. Despite the dark
story she had just heard, she was feeling quite cheerful. The visit had brought
her a lot of information this time and while it was mostly negative news, it
painted a future that seemed worth waiting for.
Spring would bring with it interesting times.
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Chapter 4
(Spring, 3216 C.D.)
The winter was dark and cold. It was fortunate our work could continue in the
shelter of our warehouse turned shipyard. When the first dandelions began to
show signs of flowering, the ship had its frame ready and we could begin work on
the cabins and other bits of the inside.
 Elir Ardanwen
Official record keeper

E

lwar woke up feeling groggy. His head throbbed and his mouth
was dry as a well on a drought filled summer. He groaned and
shifted his arm to cover his eyes from the sunlight that seeped

into the room.

In his mind he cursed Yerny and the gnomish spirits he had forced down his
throat. They'd tasted horrible which, in hindsight, should have been a warning
they were not meant for human consumption. But the moment had called for
celebration.
The ship was almost ready. The hull with its two layers of wood and a single
layer of thin sheet of wootz steel had been tested and found to be water proof. The
outside of the ship was complete. The work on the inside could be started today
and that was a portion of the build that would not take nearly as long. Partly it
was because Elwar had already etched runes on everything that needed them
with the help of his two assistant wizards, but mostly it was because there wasn't
much to do on the inside, other than erecting a few walls and laying out a deck or
two.
That was quick work compared to the accuracy and skill the outside had
demanded.
So they had held a little celebration for reaching such a milestone with the
project. There had been food, singing, dancing, music and drink. Too much drink,
as Elwar was now starting to realize. He doubted anyone was in working
condition after such an evening.
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Elwar sighed. He was startled when an arm emerged from under the blanket
and draped across his chest. Closely behind followed a head covered in long,
thick, brown hair that nuzzled against his side. Elwar glanced down and saw the
feminine figure of a woman he did not remember meeting.
He groaned. He'd have to have a serious talk with Yerny about his choice in
alcohol.
The woman next to her rustled and looked up at him with a small smile.
Elwar noted the deep brown eyes that she had.
“How are you feeling?” she asked. She had a soft voice.
“Erm..a bit hungover,” replied Elwar uncertainly. He was not accustomed to
waking up next to a strange woman, or a familiar woman for that matter. As he
looked around himself he realized the room was not his. Judging by the look of it
it had to be a room in some tavern.
“Lucky for you, I know a cure for that,” said the woman with a grin and
straddled Elwar. She sat up and stretched with as much dedication as a cat that
had just woken up. She offered Elwar a good view of her naked body. She leaned
over and gave him a soft kiss. Her soft bosom teasingly rubbed against his chest.
The moments of passionate play that followed didn't cure Elwar's hangover,
but it certainly made him feel better about the day.







The tavern they were at was busy despite it being a time of day when most
people were busy doing other things. It was also close to their workshop so they
didn't have to go far out of their way to visit it, so it had become a common
occurrence that they'd go there for some food.
Elir gulped down water like she hadn't had any in a week. She stuffed down
some of the greasy pork belly and egg mixture in front of her. It wasn't the first
time she was feeling a bit queasy after a night of celebration so she had her own
means of dealing with it.
The gnome sitting opposite to her seemed no worse for wear and was
enjoying a much lighter breakfast of simple bread and cheese.
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Elir had tasted the refreshments the gnome had brought with him and
decided they were – if possible – worse than what the dwarves considered a good
drink to be. She had not tasted them a second time, Unlike Elwar, who Yerny had
forced to drink quite a bit.
She figured the gnome had payback in mind in doing so. Judging by the
stories he had shared with her and what she had heard from others, the gnome
had plenty of reasons to get back at his master in some form or another. Getting
him drunk beyond silly seemed like a fairly benign way of going about it.
“Where's Elwar?” asked Yerny as he stuffed down the last piece of bread he
had.
Elir shrugged her shoulders and chewed down the piece of pork in her
mouth. “Last I saw him his eyes were standing in his head and he had some
wench on his lap, giggling away and groping him.”
Yerny frowned. Elwar hooking up with some loose footed woman had not
been part of his plan. “I suppose he'll turn up eventually,” he said with a resigned
voice.
“He'd better,” said Elir sternly in between mouthfuls of food. “He still has lots
of things to do.”
It didn't bother her that Elwar had found someone to spend the night with.
The prospect that the wizard might skip a days work because of it did, even if he
was likely so hungover that he could barely stand, given how much of Yerny's
offerings he had consumed.
“So what's on our plate today then?” asked Yerny as he used his finger to
gather some breadcrumbs that remained on his plate.
“The ship is getting close to being ready,” said Elir. “Perhaps it's time to visit
the matter of getting a captain and a crew?”
Yerny pondered the suggestion for a moment. The maiden flight was
certainly getting closer and closer and the captain and the crew would do well to
have some time to study the ship and get used to the idea that they'd be soaring
through the skies instead of ploughing through water. They might also have some
last minute suggestions to make the ship better from their perspective. Besides,
finding a captain and crew crazy enough to accept a job that would take them
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where the plan dictated might prove difficult. It seemed Elir was correct in
suggesting they start looking now. Perhaps they should have started even earlier.
“All right, you're probably right about that,” said Yerny. “Where do we
begin?” The gnome had no idea about the process of hiring an entire ship crew
along with a captain.
Elir was busy cleaning the grease from her plate with a piece of bread. She
munched it down quickly and gave it some extra help with a large gulp of water.
Satisfied, she wiped her mouth and dug through her pockets. She produced a
piece of paper that she handed to the gnome. “I've spent some time on this
already,” she started. “That's a list of the best captains Ramyn has to offer.”
“Why are some of the names crossed over?” asked Yerny as he put on his
spectacles and read through the paper.
“Either they proved to not be up to their reputation or they turned up dead,”
said Elir.
“Ah,” said Yerny. “Exploring the seas can be dangerous indeed.”
“We would do well to remember that,” said Elir.
Yerny simply nodded. It was not something any sane person would argue
against. If anything, their planned trip would be even more dangerous and
demand more consideration and careful action than any sea journey.
“What about the crew?” asked the gnome.
“We find a captain and the crew follows,” said Elir. “We don't want to gather
a crew only to have the captain dismiss the men.” She knew captains could be
picky about who they took onboard. Reputation was important among the sea
faring men and once it was lost it would be hard to find a captain willing to take a
chance on you. Neither Elir or Yerny had the knowledge needed to weed out those
whose reputation was questionable.
“They tend to be picky, don't they?” asked Yerny and continued to examine
the list.
Elir nodded. “Still, I've got a few names I want to suggest for the crew.” She
had kept an eye on the trio that had told her of captain Omar's fate. None of them
had found a permanent job during the autumn or winter. Mostly they had
survived on short term jobs that amounted to nothing more than a single trip up
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the river and back down. Of course, the seasons had a lot to do with it. Spring
and summer were the times when most captains looked for new members for
their crews since it was the time when shipping was at its busiest.
Yerny seemed like he wanted to ask a few questions, possibly to find out
where Elir had gathered all the information she had, but he decided against it
and just nodded. “When should we start?”
“Today?” proposed Elir. They didn't have much to do today and spring was
starting to turn into summer quickly. If they didn't act quickly, many of the
captains would already have their ships and crews busy filling agreement they'd
made with merchants and others looking to venture to lands beyond the seas.
“All right,” agreed Yerny. He took off his spectacles and stashed them in his
vest pocket and handed back the paper. “Should we wait for Elwar?”
Elir raised an eyebrow at the question. Yerny chuckled. “That was a stupid
question, wasn't it?”
“You're the one who said that,” replied Elir. They both knew Elwar wouldn't
be seen this early. They'd be lucky if he managed to drag himself to the
warehouse by late evening.
“Well, where do we start?” asked Yerny.
“I know a tavern by the northern docks that should be a good place to start,”
said Elir as she dug out a coin and placed it on the table. She felt much better
now thanks to the hefty breakfast she'd had.
Yerny tossed a coin on the table to pay for his food and stood up. Elir led the
way as the two exited the tavern. She did not mention to the gnome that she had
a very specific reason to want to take on the matter of finding a captain today.
She had heard captain Serhyath had returned from his trip and the tavern they
were headed to was his favourite place.
In her mind she had already discarded almost every other captain on her
list. If they did not snatch the elf captain she did not hold much hope in finding a
better one to take the job.
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They found the captain sitting in a booth at the tavern. He was hard to miss.
The mix of green and red in his clothes along with the large brimmed, blood red
coloured hat stood out like a peacock amongst pheasants.
The tavern itself was one of the better ones out of the many that were close
to the harbour. The floors were clean, hardly any of the chairs showed signs of
being used to bash someone’s skull in, the waitresses did not seem overly
harassed and there were actually two large bouncers at the door with big clubs
on hand, ready to bring order should a fight break out.
The captain was not alone. Opposite to him sat a small, green haired female
elf. Next to her, sat possibly the largest elf Elir or Yerny had ever seen. At least
from the side he looked to be an elf. He made the woman next to him seem like a
dwarf. They decided now would not be the best time to approach, but Elir wanted
to hear what they were discussing so she dragged Yerny to a booth right next to
the group.
The gnome tried to argue against it. He was not the type who liked to
eavesdrop on others conversations, but Elir got her way through sheer willpower.
She knew who were at the table and hearing what they were talking about could
easily be worth many favours among the Order of Salvius.
“I'm sorry about your ship,” said the green haired woman. Elir leaned back
to hear better. They were talking in elvish, but it posed no problem for her. She
knew enough languages to bring shame to most scholars.
“For the daughter of my old friends and a member of the High Council, it
was a small price to pay to see your mission through,” said Troen Serhyath. He
had a deeper voice than one would normally expect from an elf.
“I will ensure the council compensates you for the losses,” said the woman.
“Most kind of you, Nala,” replied Troen.
Elir had to hold back the gasp that tried to escape her lips. She had been
right. Nala Temera in the flesh! A small grin appeared on her face. To see and
hear a living legend like her. It truly made for an exciting day.
“Though the lost lives we can not repay,” said Nala quietly.
“Don't try to carry all the blame, Nala,” said the large elf next to her. Had Elir
not gotten a quick look at the man, he could have sworn he was no elf. His voice
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was more of a humans, lacking the melody that seemed to come so naturally for
any true born elf.
“And how many times do I have to tell you to call me mother?” asked Nala.
“As many times as the sun rises,” came the reply from the big man.
Troen chuckled. “Grayn, you should listen to your mother. Call her what she
really is to you.”
“It is disrespectful for someone in her position,” said Grayn, sounding overly
serious.
“What's disrespectful is my son refusing to call me mother,” muttered Nala.
There a was a long silence that followed it.
A cough from Troen broke it. “So, I take it you are headed back to the
forest?” asked the captain.
“Yes,” said Nala. “What happened in Meledor was unfortunate, but we must
continue the fight against Deremoth or we'll lose even more.”
“His followers seem to be plentiful these days,” said Troen. “Even I've ran
across a few of them on my previous journeys.”
“I fear it will get worse before it gets better,” said Nala. There was sadness in
her voice.
“Well, I hope I've helped stem the tide even a little,” said Troen.
“Oh, you have,” assured Nala. “Your help will not be forgotten.”
“You're too kind,” said the captain, though his voice betrayed him. He was
genuinely pleased to hear he had been of help.
“We should be going,” said Grayn bluntly.
“You're right,” said Nala reluctantly. “The captain seems to have his next
guests already waiting in the next booth.”
Elir was startled. She had been found out? She glanced back as Nala and
her son stood up. Nala gave her a small smile as she looked back. Elir saw the
white scar than ran down over her left eye and streaked across her cheek to
disappear behind her ear. The priestess wanted to stand up and pull the elf to the
side so she could ask her questions. There were so many she would have wanted
to ask. Alas, it looked a poor time for such a thing.
Grayn took a moment to fasten a large sword to his back. He saw Elir
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watching and grinned at her. Upon a closer look, he had features about him that
made it clear his blood had more than elf in it. There were clear human features
about him, but then there were other things as well. He had a similar brownish
skin as his mother did. There was no green in his black hair, but that could have
easily been because it was too dark to tell apart from the black. His height was
abnormal for both human and elf, which made Elir wonder what sort of an mix
he really was.
“Come on already,” called Nala impatiently and Grayn quickly finished
fastening the sword and walked out after her.
“Good job,” said Yerny from his seat opposite to her. “They certainly didn't
notice us. Not at all.”
“Shut up,” hissed Elir.
“Were you looking to talk to me?” came the captains voice from the end of
the table. He had switched to the common trade language. He sat down next to
Elir and put down his cup of wine.
Elir and Yerny looked at him a bit surprised.
“Listening in on other peoples conversations isn't very nice,” continued the
captain as he sipped his wine, though he did not seem overly bothered by it. He
almost seemed too relaxed about it.
“I..just..that was Nala Temera, wasn't it?” stammered Elir.
The captain nodded.
“Just seeing her is rare enough. To hear what she talked about..” Elir trailed
off.
Yerny sighed. “Forgive her,” he said to the captain. “It seems the sight of a
moderately well known person is enough to throw her judgement out the window.
We meant no harm.”
“What were you doing in Meledor?” asked Elir. Yerny scowled at her. Had the
woman really lost all her sensibility?
“If you want to know that, you should try and catch up with the two that
just left and ask them,” said the captain calmly.
Elir opened her mouth to say something, but the look Yerny gave her shut
her up.
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“Now, do you have business with me or are you just curious about who I
have late breakfast with?” demanded Troen.
“Indeed we do,” said Yerny before Elir could start talking. “We are looking for
a capable captain for a somewhat unconventional ship and journey. Where ever
we asked, your name kept popping up.” The gnome smiled. It wasn't his first time
making stuff up on the spot to give an impression of sincerity.
Troen examined the two. A gnome that looked like he lived in a flask and a
priestess of Salvius working together? A most unusual combination. It seemed
worthwhile to listen to what they had to offer. “Well, as it happens, I am without a
ship at the moment,” he said sounding somewhat sorrowful. “Most of my old crew
is gone as well.”
“This is a completely new ship we are offering you,” said Elir. “Maiden
voyage. Fresh crew that you are free to select as you please.”
“Is this a commercial venture or a private one?” asked the captain. Who
funded the entire thing was of importance. There were a few names Troen had on
his list that he would not work for under any circumstances.
Elir glanced and Yerny. The gnome nodded. “The funding comes from the
Advisory Council and is overseen by Torir Bantahelm,” she explained.
The captain raised an eyebrow. A ship funded by the Advisory Council of the
Ramyn empire? That was impressive indeed. The council had mostly given up on
funding ships unless it was for military purposes. “Military?” he asked.
“Not military,” said Yerny.
“What then?” demanded Troen.
“Exploration,” said Elir.
“Of what?” asked the captain. There were few places left that were not known
one way or the other. There were possibly some sea routes left to find, but those
were not something the Advisory Council would have been interested in.
“Another world,” came the blunt reply from Yerny.
The captain burst out laughing. It caught the gnome by surprise and he
looked at Elir a bit worried.
“That was my first reaction as well,” said Elir dryly, just as much to Yerny as
to the captain.
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They let the captain gather himself. He wiped tears from his eyes and
glanced at the two serious faces that were staring at him. They couldn't be
serious, could they?
“We're quite serious,” said Yerny, guessing what the elf was thinking to
himself.
“But how..”
“The ship will fly,” said Elir, cutting off the predictable question about to
escape the captains lips.
“Ah..”
“I know,” said Elir. “It sounds fantastical, even insane, but I can assure you
the ship will do what we say it will.”
Troen looked sceptical. Who wouldn't? But the fact they were saying the
Advisory Council was backing the plan put a lot of credibility on the table. Those
stingy old geezers wouldn't unload gold on something that they didn't consider to
have a good chance of bringing in benefits that equalled or exceeded what was
put in. And what if they were telling the truth? Captaining a flying ship to explore
another world – what ever they meant by that – sounded like a challenge worthy
of someone who had sailed all the seas many times over.
“All right. Tell me your plan,” said Troen.
It took Elir and Yerny a good part of the morning to explain everything to the
captain. They had to go into details as the captain asked some very exact
questions at times, which ate away even more time. The more Troen heard the
more convinced he became that they were serious about the plan and, more
importantly, that it was not a completely foolish endeavour.
The talks went on long enough that they ended up eating dinner at the
tavern, all the while continuing to explain the plan and the details of it. Finally,
having answered most of the captains question to his satisfaction, they had told
everything there was to tell.
Troen leaned back and swirled around the wine in his cup. “If I am to take
on the job, there are a few conditions I would like to present to you,” he said
tentatively.
“We're listening,” replied Yerny after a nod from Elir. He wasn't about to
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grant anything extravagant, but listening never hurt anyone.
“My accepting the job is conditioned upon seeing the ship as it is now and
meeting this Elwar fellow,” said Troen. “If both seem sane enough to me, I'll take
the job. If they're insane, I'll leave you to find someone else.”
“Sounds reasonable,” said Yerny. He'd have done the same in the captains
position. No point agreeing to something only to find out everything was not as he
had been let to understand or that he would in fact be working for a madman.
“And I choose my crew,” said Troen. “If I say someone doesn't go aboard,
then that person does not go aboard.”
Yerny looked at Elir. The woman shrugged her shoulders. It was as she had
expected. The captain wanted the final say on the crew. She didn't really have
anything against it. She gave Yerny a nod.
“All right,” said Yerny. “That is, after all, the captains domain so you should
have the final say.”
The captain nodded, satisfied that his terms had been agreed to. “Shall we
go see the ship, then?”
“Now?” asked Elir.
“Yes, now,” said the captain. “Got nothing better to do, do you?”
“No, not really,” replied the priestess and stood up. Yerny followed the two as
they exited the tavern.
The captain had a springy step about him. He had a sword on his waist that
had gone unnoticed by the two. He pulled on a pair of leather gloves as they
began to walk towards their makeshift shipyard. The wind rustled the long nut
brown hair that emerged from under his hat.
“What do you think?” asked Yerny from Elir in a quiet voice.
“What do you mean?” asked the priestess.
“You think we got the right man?”
Elir had to consider it for a moment. The reputation the captain had was a
good one and supported by many sources. Based on the questions he had asked
them he knew what he was doing. “I believe so,” she finally replied.
The gnome seemed to be less certain. Troen didn't exactly look like your
average captain, but more like someone out of an travelling troupes act. Of
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course, appearances could be deceiving. In his mind the gnome decided it would
be good to keep an eye on the captain, should he even decide to take the job after
seeing the ship.
Showing it to him wasn't a big deal. It wasn't exactly a secret and the thing
was so complex that it would take hours upon hours to figure out the basics of it,
even if you were a master wizard.
Yerny measured the captain walking slightly behind them. A wizard? Him?
Certainly not.
They were happy to note that the workers had arrived at the warehouse and
were busy doing what they were supposed to. The large barn sized doors of the
warehouse were open, offering a good view of the ship even from the outside. A
few faces looked paler than usual and people stopped by the well more often than
usual to grab some water, but other than that things seemed to be progressing as
any other day.
Troen didn't pay attention to any of that as he began to examine what had
already been built of the ship. He found himself nodding often in silent
appreciation for the craftsmanship that had gone into it all. It was perhaps the
finest ship he had ever seen, despite its slightly strange appearance. But it all
seemed to come together in a way that made sense. As his fingers ran across the
surface he could almost see the ship soaring through the sky.
Elir and Yerny looked on as the captain performed his inspection.
“Morning,” came the voice of Elwar from behind them.
They both turned to regard the wizard. He looked a bit pale, but there was a
wide grin on his face. Elir rolled her eyes.
“How are you feeling?” asked Yerny with feigned concern in his voice.
Secretly he hoped Elwar felt as miserable as a cat that had been thrown into a vat
filled with water.
“The world seem to rock from side to side and my head is killing me,” replied
the wizard. “Those drinks of yours really had some kick in them, didn't they?”
“Traditional gnomish beverages,” replied Yerny in a steady voice.
“Well, can't say I'll drink those again,” said Elwar and glanced in the
direction of the captain. “Who's that?”
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“Our future captain,” said Elir.
“What? You've gone and selected one without me?” demanded Elwar.
“Do you have much insight into that world?” asked Yerny.
“No, but I damned well want a captain I can get along with,” said the wizard.
He seemed genuinely upset that he had been left out of the decision.
“Well, we didn't know whether we'd even see you today,” said Elir and glared
at the man. He actually managed to blush a bit. “Captain Troen is highly
recommended by many,” continued Elir. “I doubt we could do better than him. He
was without a job so we had to act quick lest someone else hire him. Besides, he
hasn't taken the job yet.”
“He hasn't?” asked Elwar.
Yerny shook his head. “He wanted to see the ship first. And you.”
“Me? Why me?” Elwar sounded curious.
“To make sure you aren't a complete madman,” said Elir.
“I'm not so sure you'll pass that test,” said Yerny in a humourless voice.
Elwar spluttered. “I'm as sane as the two of you. If he had no complaints
about you, he'll be just fine with me.”
“We'll see,” said Elir and nodded toward the captain who was walking
towards them. He had a big smile on his face.
“A fine looking ship, I must admit,” said Troen as he got close enough. He
measured Elwar from head to toe. “And this must be the infamous Elwar Soran?”
The wizard frowned at being referred to in such a manner. “I'm not so much
infamous as I am misunderstood, captain Troen,” replied Elwar.
The elf chuckled. “Forgive me. I meant no insult.”
Elwar simply nodded in acknowledgement of the apology. The captain turned
back to admire the ship.
“It really is quite something,” said Troen. “I can't wait to see it fly.”
“So you're taking the job?” asked Yerny.
“There are still a few questions,” came a reply. “Questions only Elwar here
can answer.”
“Well, ask away,” said Elwar. “The quicker this is done the better. I have
work to do.”
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The questions the captain had went into details even Elwar could not
remember off hand. They had to gather around a table and look through the
plans and schematics for the ship. The captain pointed out a few places where
things should be done differently to ensure better conditions for the crew and
passengers. They were small things that were easy enough to do, but would
together have a large impact.
The ship had already gone through major changes compared to the original
plan. Most of them had been brought about by Yerny's report on what it was like
beyond the portal.
They had redesigned the door that led to the inside of the ship. Instead of a
single door, there were now two with a small chamber in between them. From the
way the gnome had experienced things, it seemed like the darkness had no air in
it. Opening a single door in such an environment would have meant all the air
escaping from inside the ship. With the double door and the chamber they would
need to sacrifice only a small amount of air and the rest of the ship would be
safe.
The ships hull had gone from a single layer of wood to having two layers,
with the space between them filled with insulation to keep the temperature inside
the ship as stable as possible. The layer of metal stood as the most inner layer.
The multiple layers also offered additional protection against any ruptures that
might occur due to a collision.
While the ship had grown heavier and more cumbersome, it was offset by the
runes that Elwar and his assistant had etched into everything. The original
design of the ship had been one where it would be able to sail the oceans without
using the magic in the runes, but with the additional weight it was now clear the
runes needed to be active even during normal sailing. The two pontoons on either
side of the ship were not enough to keep it stable and afloat reliably.
Elwar did not consider it a problem. After all, the ship would spend most of
its time in the sky where such things did not matter as much. But now, the few
ideas the captain proposed, seemed to offer solutions to some of the problems the
changes had brought with them.
The more they exchanged thoughts, the more Elwar began to think Yerny
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and Elir had indeed found them the best captain available. He was easy enough
to get along with and didn't seem the type who'd order people around just for the
sake of it. He had his senses about him and seemed to have a mind capable of
dealing with new situations and problems and applying old experiences to solve
them.
By late afternoon Elwar was sold on Troen being the man they needed.
“So, do I pass?” the wizard asked as they finished going through the control
room he had planned for managing the flight of the ship and its other magical
properties.
The control room, as Elwar called it, would give him the ability to monitor all
the various rune formations around the ship. He'd be able to manage them all
from that single room. There would be lines of runes criss crossing through out
the ship with the single purpose of bringing all the information to him. He'd know
if some rune had been damaged or if a pathway had been severed. He could
control the amount of lift the runes produced, how strong a protection they would
add to the ships hull and it would even tell how much magical energy there was
stored.
“You have a good plan and an ambitious goal,” said Troen as he eyed the
blueprint in front of him. He looked up at Elwar. “From what I've seen so far, this
plan has a chance of working. You don't seem crazy to me, so you can count me
in.”
Elwar grinned along with Elir and Yerny. Having the captain decided was a
relief to them. One big decision was off their table and they were feeling good
about the choice they had made.
“I'll start looking for some crew members tomorrow,” said Troen and put
down the plan he had been examining. “Never too early to start gathering one.”
“If you're open to it, I have a few suggestions,” said Elir. She really wanted to
do right by the three men she had met.
“I'll listen, but the decision's mine to make,” said Troen sternly.
“Of course,” conceded Elir.
She walked away with the elf captain, explaining to him how she had met
the men and their story. In her mind she saw no reason why the captain would
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reject them.
Elwar and Yerny remained at the table for a while, before parting ways.
Yerny saw some workers slacking and went to correct their behaviour. Elwar
wandered into his small work corner and dug out a wooden box. He pulled out a
metallic cylinder and began to etch runes on it.
Summer would see their work finished and the maiden voyage of the ship.
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Chapter 5
(Summer, 3216 C.D.)
What is there to say about the feeling of seeing something you have spent
nearly a year on, finished? To say it's rewarding is a gross understatement. Relief
that nothing went terribly wrong? Certainly. I have no words to describe how I felt
when I saw the finished ship roll out into to the sunlight for the first time.
 Elir Ardanwen
Official record keeper

E

lwar felt proud as he watched the ship stand in front of the
warehouse it had been built in. Prodded up by thick pieces of
wood, the ship towered as tall as some of the buildings around it.

It had been just three days ago that the completed hull had been pulled out so
the three masts could be put on it.
It had been a delicate operation involving winches and a lot of muscle, but
everything had gone well and all the masts had slid in their place with little
problems. The workers had hurried to fasten them in place with sturdy metal
collars that were further strengthened by the runes etched into them.
Now, the masts had sails on them and ropes were strung as if on any normal
ship. The lookouts nest was at the top of the tallest mast. It was an enclosed
space, much like the deck below, with windows in every direction. Not the most
practical solution, but having someone on the outside with just a suit as
protection did not seem like a wise idea.
The dome that covered the deck below was covered in runes. It made the
ship look foreign in anyone’s eyes. There was no other like it.
The Wind Saber.
Elwar tasted the name in his mouth. There had been a small argument over
the ships name. Finally they had had to resort to Bantahelm to make the
decision. Despite not choosing Elwars suggestion, the wizard could not deny that
he had chosen a fitting name.
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He saw Troen appear on the ships upper open deck. His hat made him easy
to recognize even from a distance. A couple of crew members joined him and they
seemed to have a discussion.
The elf captain had gathered a strong crew during the spring and early
summer. A couple of men that had survived from his old crew had come with
him. Along with them and the three men Elir had suggested he had formed the
core of the crew around which he had recruited the rest. The past few days the
crew had spent their time getting to know the ship and the way it operated. It was
important that they had time for that.
Elwar only hoped a few days had been enough. Today was the first time the
ship would fly.
He had no doubt in his mind that it would fly. While he stressed whether
everything was perfect, he had confidence in his work and that of his assistants
and all the craftsmen that had worked on the ship. Everyone that had seen it said
it was the finest work they had ever seen. Elwar saw no reason to argue against
it.
“Nervous?” came the voice of Yerny from his side. The gnome had sneaked
up on him when he had been deep in thought.
“Like a soon to be father whose wife is in the next room giving birth,” replied
Elwar. He could not deny it. He was nervous, but it was a good kind of
nervousness.
“Let's hope she hasn't been consorting with orcs,” said Yerny. It was a crass
statement that was most often used to describe situations where a nasty surprise
might surface. It came from an old story where the wife of a lumberjack had had
an intimate relationship with an orc, in secret from her husband. The whole thing
had been revealed when she had gotten pregnant and given birth to an halforc.
The lumberjack had killed both the woman and child and spent the rest of his
days hunting down every single orc he could find. Whether the story was true or
not was anyone’s guess, but the saying remained in use.
“You're doing it again,” said Elwar and glanced at the gnome.
“What?” asked Yerny in an innocent voice.
“Being pessimistic,” replied Elwar. He watched as the captain disappeared
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inside the ship along with the crew members that had been with him.
“I shall endeavour to be more positive,” said Yerny in a voice that left no
doubt about how serious he was.
Elwar scowled at the gnome.
“You two bickering again?” came Elir's voice. She was walking up to them
with Bantahelm in tow. Her braided hair bounced around as she walked up to the
two.
“Yerny is being his usual self,” explained Elwar. The priestess had been
around them long enough to know what he meant.
“This will be a fine day,” said Elir and glared at the gnome.
“I'm sure it will,” said Yerny, finally backing down.
“It is quite something, isn't it?” asked Bantahelm and admired the ship. It
was his first time seeing the ship so complete. He had visited a few times, of
course, but the work had been far from finished at those times. He observed a few
workmen inspecting the beams that supported the two pontoons on either side of
the ship. On dry land the ship would tilt over one side unless supported by
beams or the magic from the runes covering it.
“The workers did a fine job,” said Elwar. “Some of the best craftsmen on this
side of the world.”
Bantahelm nodded in agreement. “Can't wait to get on it and see how she
flies,” said the priest with a boyish grin on his face.
“You are coming with us?” asked Elwar. He had not been told of it.
“I wouldn't miss it for anything,” said Bantahelm. “Unlike the other members
of the Advisory Council, who couldn't even be bothered to grace us with their
presence today.”
Elwar though it best they didn't show up. They had not exactly been the
most enthusiastic about the project. Then again, when the ship took to the air it
wouldn't really matter where you were in Ramyn. It would be hard not to see it.
“Well, no point in waiting much more then,” said Yerny. “I'm sure the
captain has seen to the preparations already.”
“Quite true,” said Elwar. “We should climb aboard.”
Elir and Bantahelm followed the two to the front of the ship, where a rope
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ladder hung from its side and led up to the open deck at the front.
“Not the most elegant of solutions, but it works,” said Elwar to Bantahelm in
an apologetic voice.
The priest waved his hand dismissively. “I used to climb to all sort of places
when I was a young boy. This won't be a problem.” He grabbed onto the ladders
and began climbing. Yerny followed him with Elwar in tow and Elir as the last
one of the group.
The ladders were less than steady which made the climbing that much more
difficult, but they all managed to hoist themselves up to the deck without any
accidents. Sweat glistened on Bantahelm's forehead and he dug out a piece of
cloth to wipe it off. “I guess I'm not as young any more,” he said with a small
smile.
“None of us are,” muttered Yerny. He looked as worn out as the priest.
Elir and Elwar didn't look much worse off. Both were energetic and admiring
the view they were being offered. The docks didn't have many high buildings. The
warehouse where the ship had been built was among the tallest and widest. A
nice breeze swept across the deck. It was a good sign. They would have ample
wind to test out the sails and how fast the ship would be in the air.
They all turned as the door leading inside the ship opened and Troen
stepped out. The door itself was slightly embedded inside the upward sloping
ceiling that covered the decks all the way to the back of the ship. The wooden
walls created a small, sheltered corridor that offered some protection to anyone
stepping outside.
“Ah, good. You're all here,” said the captain, looking pleased with himself.
“Everything's ready as far as I'm concerned.”
“Good. I'll go make sure everything is in order and then we can lift off,” said
Elwar. The captain nodded as he walked past him and inside the ship.
He walked through the small chamber that served to separate the inside of
the ship from the outside. Beyond it was a small room with rows of the rune
covered diving suits and beyond that was the central deck that was dominated
largely by the large mast that continued all the way below deck. A few crewmen
were there, piling up ropes and other equipment necessary for the ship.
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There were windows that let in the sunlight, but there were magical sources
of light all over the inside of the ship as well, providing light even in the darkness
of the night. They couldn't use torches or oil lamps in the enclosed space.
Elwar had to take a pair of stairs down to the middle deck and then climb up
several others to reach the deck where his command room was located along with
the rudder. One deck up and he'd have been at the open top deck.
There was a large row of windows that offered the rudder man a view of
where the ship was going, but Elwar was not interested in the view. He was more
interested in the half circle of metal sheets that were covered in runes. It was the
true heart of the ship. Without it, it would not fly, it would not stay in the air nor
would the runes protect it from the outside.
The air in the room stirred ever so slightly as Elwar activated the first rune.
The blue glow indicated all was well and that the air circulation system had been
successfully activated.
Next were the runes that provided additional protection for the ship and its
hull. He had several runes to keep an eye on those, one for each side of the ship
as well as a few more dedicated for the critical parts of the ship such as the
masts. He let out a sigh of relief as they all began to glow in the safe colour of
blue. He glanced out the window to see the downward sloping deck cover
shimmer a barely visible light blue in the sunlight.
Troen entered the room, along with a crew member that Elwar knew to be
the helmsman. He took the rudder as another crewman entered to man the array
of metal tubes that covered much of the wall to the right of the door. Each one
was labelled with where it led. It was a simple system that allowed
communication between parts of the ship. The hollow metal pipes amplified and
carried sound, making it unnecessary for the captain to shout his orders like on
other ships. It would not have been even possible due to the structure of the ship.
Elir and Bantahelm entered the room and looked around with curiosity.
Especially Bantahelm did, seeing as it was his first time seeing the inside of the
ship. For Eril the curiosity came from seeing the control devices of Elwar
operational.
“How's everything looking?” asked the captain.
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“So far so good,” replied Elwar and examined the runes before him. The line
of runes that told him how much magical energy was stored in the various runes
on the ship was indicating there was more than enough to handle everything. No
problems so far made for a good beginning, but the biggest tests were still ahead.
“Ready to take her in the air?” asked Troen.
“Just say the word,” replied Elwar.
“Tell them to release the mooring ropes, Millard,” instructed Troen the bald
crewman who was responsible for communication between parts of the ship. He
relayed the command to the right decks.
“Let's go to the upper deck,” suggested Elir to Bantahelm. “The view from
there will be much better.”
“Just remember to hold on tight,” said Elwar. “I can't guarantee the first
flight will be a steady one.” While he had some experience controlling the runes, it
was the first time he would be doing it on something so big. How the wind and
other outside influences would affect things was an unknown. He could only hope
his reactions would be fast enough to compensate for anything that came along.
Yerny rushed into the room. He fussed over next to Elwar and examined the
runes with curiosity, or more precisely, the metal in which they were etched in.
He saw no obvious signs of strain that would cause problems and was happy to
give Elwar room to operate the thing.
“Are you sure it's safe?” asked Bantahelm of Elir. While he was keen on
seeing the ship fly, he was not so keen on the prospect of falling off the ship and
finding out he couldn't fly.
“It'll be fine,” said Elir and opened the door that led to a similar chamber as
the one on the lower open deck. This one had stairs that led to a hatch. “Besides,
I'm sure we can find a bit of rope and tie you to the railing if you feel it
necessary.” There was a small grin on her face as she said it.
Bantahelm sighed. “Fine, fine. Let's go.”
The two closed the door and left the crew to operate the ship. Elir pushed
open the hatch and climbed on the open deck. Bantahelm followed her and closed
the hatch.
There were a few barrels and some piles of rope on the deck, but other than
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that it was empty. The railing that went all around the deck was chest high and
thickly spoked, making it extra sturdy and safe.
“See?” said Elir as she leaned on the wooden railing and admired the view.
The top deck was fairly high, giving them an ample view of the dockside that
spread out before them as well as the glistening river beyond it. “The railing alone
will keep you from falling. Elwar was fussing over nothing.”
Bantahelm came up to the railing and tested it. The feel of the solid wood
eased his mind. “You seem exited,” he observed.
“Why wouldn't I be?” asked Elir. Of course she was exited.
“You know, this thing just might fail once we're mid air,” noted Bantahelm.
“We might all fall to our deaths.”
“That won't happen,” said Elir confidently. “Elwar has been too thorough.
His assistants have been too through. The ship builders and everyone else
involved have been too thorough for that to happen.”
“Elwar has managed to make you change your opinion about him,” said
Bantahelm with a small smile. He glanced down towards the front of the ship and
saw some crew members rushing around. He noted one climbing the main mast
toward the lookout nest. The sunlight made the faint blue glow of the runes
disappear almost completely.
“He is more than his reputation,” admitted Elir. While Elwar had done
experiments that had landed him a questionable reputation, much of those had
been very early preparations for this one moment. He had spent years on it and
countless amounts of his own gold. He was not the kind of man to do it for no
gain or purpose, that much Elir had learned about him. There was always a
reason behind his actions.
They felt a slight shudder run through the ship. They exchanged concerned
looks, but as they saw the glow of the runes grow brighter they both grabbed a
tight hold of the railing.
Elir glanced down and saw the ground slowly but surely being left behind.
She grinned and looked at Bantahelm. “Here we go,” she said.
It was a steady ascend and the only bump in it was the shudder that had
ran through the ship initially. They could hear the support beams falling down to
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the ground as the ship rose. The docks were far enough from the two floating
layers of the city above that they had an open route to the sky. Elir could see
people gathering on the streets, pointing at them as they climbed ever higher. She
heard the cheers of those who had worked on building the ship as they saw the
fruit of their work take off.
She found it interesting to see how everything got smaller and smaller. It
was a completely different view of the city compared to that you got when walking
the streets. The buildings that towered over you were now not nearly as imposing.
Bantahelm gripped the railing so hard his knuckles were turning white, but
it was not out of fear, but rather out of excitement. He felt like laughing, so
exhilarated was he over what he was seeing and experiencing.
They reached the same heigh as the layers of the city where the nobles
dwelt. They could see luxurious houses – some were more like palaces – and
gardens, a stark contrast to the grey stone buildings that filled the layer below.
There the ship stopped climbing higher. They did not want to take the ship
too high on its first flight. They saw crew members rushing around, preparing to
open up the sails. A gentle breeze blew down the river giving them the perfect
conditions to test everything. Too strong a wind might have caused problems.
“Any doubt I may have had has certainly been erased away,” said Bantahelm
calmly. “This will work.”
“Of course it will,” said Eir and leaned casually against the railing. The ship
was steady. Had she not known better, she could have sworn they were still
firmly on the ground. The wind wasn't strong enough to cause problems for
anyone working on the deck.
The two looked on in silence as the crew climbed the masts to unleash the
sails. Despite being on a new ship they seemed to know their way around without
any problems. Troen had done a good job of getting them to know the ship in
such a short time. They'd even done a few dry runs at letting loose the sails and
other manoeuvres that were common on ships.
It was almost in unison that the sails dropped and snapped tight as they
caught the wind. The ship began to inch forward, slowly building up speed. It was
as smooth a ride as ever. It didn't take them long to reach a speed that was as
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good as any other ships. By then they were approaching the edge of the central
island that made up the most important portion of the city of Ramyn.
“Better grab on to something,” said Elir as she grabbed hold of the railing
once more. “We'll turn soon.”
Bantahelm followed her example and braced for what ever was to come. He
realized he didn't actually know how the ship was to be steered. “How do you
turn a ship like this?”
“Keep an eye on the beams that lead to the pontoons,” advised Elir.
Bantahelm turned to look at the beams. They were slightly rounded at the
front, but grew thinner at the side facing the back of the ship. He could see some
footholds in them so crew could move to the pontoon even when in flight. There
was a safety rope attached to it as well with some metal rings.
He saw a bit of the thinner edge of the beam droop down. The ship tilted
slightly and began to turn. He gripped the railing harder, fearing the vessel would
tilt over, but then he saw the runes begin to glow stronger on the side and the
tilting stopped. The ship continued its long turn.
“They're taking it easy,” said Elir next to him. She looked calm and examined
the side of the ship. “It can turn faster, but it would tilt the ship more. The crew
would have to be on the inside to make a more extreme turn.”
Bantahelm shook his head. How Elwar had come up with such a system was
beyond him. The mechanical side of it alone was impressive enough. To have
found the workers capable of manufacturing it all must have been even harder
and then to maintain the quality throughout such a large and complex construct.
He found himself ever more impressed with the wizard.
He noted that the crew was scurrying around again, this time to roll up the
sails. “Can we not sail upwind?” he asked.
Elir examined what the crew was doing and noted a figure headed over the
beam to each of the pontoons. She grinned. “I think we're about to test the
pontoons.”
The ship was still continuing forward with the momentum it had gained from
the sails. It seemed the runes helped it maintain the gained speed longer than it
should have normally.
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Elir watched the crewmen disappear inside the pontoons through a hatch on
the top. As she looked on, the back of the pontoon opened, revealing a ceramics
covered opening. The crewman exited soon after that, closing the hatch behind
him before making his way back to the main ship over the beam.
She recognized the figure as one of the three men she had recommended to
the captain. Reyes made it safely back onto the ship, despite a sudden gust of
wind that tried its best to knock him out of balance. It seemed the safety
measures and foothold Elwar had planned did their job.
It gave her a good feeling knowing that she had done something good for a
few men down on their luck. The captain had listened to their story and having
verified that it was true, he had hired them on the spot. Their actions spoke
volumes of their character and their willingness to stick with their captain was
commendable and something Troen was looking for. The journey they were about
to undertake would be one where there would a lot of pressure and a lot of things
that might make the crew want to turn back.
“Test the pontoons?” asked Bantahelm.
“You know, the fire elementals,” replied Elir.
“Oh.” Bantahelm had forgotten about those. He was unsure whether he
wanted to be on deck for that, though it was likely to be quite the sight.
“Don't worry. We're perfectly safe here,” said Elir. After a pause, she added,
“As safe as we can be, anyway. If the elemental gets free or the runes containing
it aren't strong enough, we'll be burned to a crisp no matter where we are on the
ship.”
“That's reassuring,” muttered Bantahelm and glanced at the pontoon with a
worried look. The runes on it had began to shine brighter. As he looked to the
other side he saw the other pontoon was looking the same. He could hear a
muffled roar from both sides.
“They're here,” said Elir excitedly. Two fire elementals of immense power,
confined in a special chamber small enough that it could barely hold a small
child. The moment they were allowed to release any power, they would do so and
the internal structure of the pontoon would direct all that power to provide thrust
for the ship. She saw the runes on the pontoon change. Then the roaring inferno
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escaped from the opening in the back of the pontoon.
The sound of it was deafening. The flame was so bright Elir had to avert her
eyes. Even with the runes on the hull offering her some protection, she could feel
the heat basting her face. She glanced on the other side and saw a similar display
taking place. She struggled to keep a hold of the railing, so powerful was the force
with which the ship was being pushed.
The ship was gaining speed and it was gaining it fast. In just a short amount
of time they were travelling noticeably faster than they had been with the sails.
They could feel the force of the acceleration pushing on them. The wind battering
Elir and Bantahelm grew stronger. Soon they were feeling as if they had jumped
down from a high building, so strong was the wind in their ears.
Despite all that, Elir had a wide grin on her face. She felt like shouting out
out of excitement. The power she was witnessing was unprecedented in the way it
had been harnessed. The whole idea of it was pure madness on the surface of it,
but it was working. Elwar had done it. She raised one hand and let out an excited
shout that carried with it the joy she was feeling. Her braided hair fluttered
behind her as the ship pushed through the air ever faster.
Next to Elir, Bantahelm shook his head. He could understand how the young
woman was feeling. Even he had to admit that, while the powers involved were
frightening, the feeling of them working for your benefit was an exciting one. Even
if the ship failed to return from the planned trip, the Ramyn Empire had copies of
all the plans. They would be able to build another ship and their use was not
limited to just exploring other worlds. He had to admit the Advisory Council had
taken a risk, but it had paid off even with what he had seen so far.
The two watched as the central island went past them. With the speed they
were going at, it didn't take long for them to reach the western tip of the island.
They'd gone around the island faster than any other ship before them.
The flames were cut off, leaving behind only the sound of the rushing air. It
seemed quiet compared to the roar of the flames. The runes on the pontoons were
returning to their normal, dim shimmer.
“That was fun, wasn't it?” asked Elir. Her cheeks were red and the glimmer
in her eyes showed how excited she still was.
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Bantahelm chuckled as he saw the look on her face. “You look like a child
who has had their first taste of honey.”
“Honey is like sand compared to what we just experienced,” replied Elir
passionately. “I don't know how I'll ever manage to write this down so the reader
gets what it's like.”
Bantahelm smiled. Her worrying about conveying how to write it all down
spoke how ingrained the thought of recording down everything was in her mind.
“Your record keeping has been superb so far. I'm certain you will manage,”
replied Bantahelm.
Elir started to reply, but the hatch leading down opened and Yerny peaked
out. “You two should come inside,” said the gnome. “We're about to test the portal
travel. Everyone should be inside for that.”
“We can't stay outside?” asked Elir sounding a bit disappointed.
“No. We don't want to take any risks with this,” replied Yerny in a stern
voice.
“Fine,” conceded Elir and followed Bantahelm down the hatch. She sealed it
tightly behind her along with the second door.
“Enjoyed the show?” asked Troen as they entered the command room. He
knew the answer without hearing it. All he needed to see was the expression on
Elir's face.
“You have no idea,” replied the woman as she looked around the room. There
were more people there than when she had gone up deck with Bantahelm. The
two assistants of Elwar were examining the rune covered metal plates with him.
While a single wizard could control everything it had seemed wise to bring more
than one just in case. If something went wrong and a rune needed fixing
somewhere on the ship, they would be of immense help. Elir made note that they
should have at least two wizards on the final trip.
“Everything ready for the portal test?” asked Troen from Elwar.
The wizard looked up from the metal tablets. “Just about.”
“Tell me when,” said Troen and turned back to look out the windows.
Elwar exchanged a few words with his assistants and after a while sent both
of them away to keep an eye on the metal cubes sprinkled around the ship that
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stored the magical energies. It was the first real and proper test on them and he
needed someone to look out for any signs of failure.
“Where will we go to?” asked Bantahelm of the captain.
“It's a first test so we won't be going far,” replied Troen. “We come out just
above the harbour we left from.”
“A cautious test,” observed Bantahelm. “Will it be enough to ensure the ship
is capable of the large journey that is ahead for it?”
“The biggest issue for us is whether we can open a portal large enough for
the ship to go through,” explained Elwar. “If we can do that then it's a simple
matter of gathering enough energy to open the portal to the other world.”
“And you have planned the capacity for that?” asked Bantahelm.
Elwar responded with a glare that seemed to ask whether he though him to
be a complete idiot.
“Tell the crew to secure all doors and hatches,” said the captain.
“Aye, captain,” replied Millard and conveyed the order throughout the ship
via the metal tubes. Soon replies began to come through, confirming everything
sealed.
“All the door and hatches are sealed, captain. All crew accounted for and
inside,” reported Millard.
“Good,” said the captain. “We ready yet, Elwar?”
The wizard made a few final adjustments and checks. “Ready now.”
“Good. Let's do it then,” said Troen and clenched his hand in a fist. Even if
he had sailed the seas for centuries, they were in unknown waters for all and
even a veteran like him felt nervous about it.
Elwar activated the runes as Elir and Bantahel moved to the windows to get
a better view. The runes outside the ship began to shine brighter once more. Even
those with no knowledge of magic could feel the power building up. It electrified
the air and brought goosebumps on everyone's skin.
Elir gasped as the swirling portal of blue began to take form in front of the
ship. It seemed to cover the whole field of vision they had from inside the
command room. The momentum from the elemental test carried them forward
and into the swirling blue.
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The flash of light was brief. It was similar to walking through a normal
portal. Nothing felt different about it. As soon as they realized the flash of light, it
was over and they were floating in the air with an good view over the harbour and
the shipyard they had departed from.
“Report!” commanded the captain.
Millard began relaying the order. Elwar examined the rune covered metal
plates in front of him.
Elir noted the ship was slowing down and came to a complete stop as
everyone was still ensuring everything was normal and as it should be.
“Everything seem to be as it should be,” said Elwar finally.
“All stations report everything normal,” said Millard.
Troen grinned as he turned to look at Elwar. “Congratulations are in order, it
seems. This is one beauty of a ship you've designed and built.”
Elwar looked a bit abash at hearing the compliment. Elir offered her
congratulations as well along with Yerny and Bantahelm. There was no denying
that what they had accomplished was history changing.
“How long until you'll have everything ready for departure?” asked
Bantahelm.
“It'll take nearly a week to charge up enough energy to open a portal that will
take us where we are going,” replied Elwar. “Since the plan is to set the ship
down in the harbour instead of the dry dock we'll need to keep bits of the runes
activated to keep it steady. That increases the time needed.”
“The crew can use that time to get more familiar with the ship,” pondered
Troen. “There are also some supplies we still lack.”
“A week it is then,” said Bantahelm. “The Advisory Council will be pleased to
hear the maiden flight has been a resounding success.”
“No doubt there are some who will feel the sting in their purses,” said Yerny
dryly.
“And some who will be most happy about it,” added Bantahelm with a wry
smile. It was not uncommon for people to bet on the success or failure of a
project that seemed unlikely to succeed. As with everything else in life, a small
bet could turn something that was dull for an outsider into an exciting thing.
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“All right, let's get this ship down in the water,” said the captain.
It was a smooth landing and the ship handled surprisingly well in the water.
Due to the pontoon it could not dock like the normal ships. The space between
the piers was too narrow to allow it in, so they dropped anchor further away and
waited for row boats from shore. A large crowd had gathered on the piers and
they were cheering loudly as the ship settled down. They had not seen the
elemental test due to the fact it had taken place on the other side of the island,
but the flight display had been impressive enough for them.
Elwar instructed one of his assistant to remain on the ship and the other
one to get some rest so he could relieve his comrade from duty in the morning.
Keeping an eye on the complex runes was of importance still since they had
barely been tested. Even the small amount that was being used to keep the ship
stable in the water might cause problems in the long run.
Yerny wanted to stay on board for a while longer to inspect some parts of the
ship that had taken the greatest strain during the tests. If there were any cracks
or signs of strain they would need to fix them before departing for their final trip.
The captain chose to stay on board as well to help the gnome in his work.
In the end Elir and Bantahelm were the only ones to leave the ship along
with Reyes and Travis who had been tasked with gathering certain supplies that
had been found lacking. The two men rowing the small boat did it efficiently and
the trip to the piers seemed a short one.
“So, how was your first flight?” asked Elir of Reyes and Travis.
The two men exchanged glances. “It was..different,” replied Reyes cautiously.
“I still can believe we actually stayed up in the air,” said Travis. The young
man did not seem to have problems speaking honestly.
“You think you can handle a longer trip?” asked Elir. While she trusted the
men to do their job their mood likely reflected that of the rest of the crew. Finding
out what they though would be valuable not only for the records she was keeping,
but for the captain as well.
Bantahelm observed the exchange with curiosity. Seeing Elir probe the men
for details and their feeling made him want to smile. She was skilled in what she
did and took the extra time to find small details that could make her records ever
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better.
“Don't you worry, we're ready to sail where the captain orders us,” replied
Reyes confidently.
“And don't you think we've forgotten you helping us land these jobs,” said
Travis. “We'll find a way to repay you some way.”
“There's really no need for that,” objected Elir. She had not even considered
the men to be in any sort of debt towards her. “We needed crew members and you
were available. Simple as that.”
The two men eyed each other. “I reckon we won't be leaving it at that,” said
Reyes. The expression on his face left little room for further argument. A similar
expression could be found on Travis's face.
“Fine,” sighed Elir. “Do as you see best.”
The two sailors grinned.
Bantahelm chuckled to himself. It seemed the young woman had unwittingly
found herself a few loyal friends.
The boat reached the piers shortly after the conversation died down. They
had some difficulty pushing through the crowd that was still admiring the ship
from a distance.
A week.
Then they would depart on the journey of their lives.
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Chapter 6
(Summer, 3216 C.D.)
Butterflies seemed like an inadequate description for it. It was more like a
buzzing anthill inside my stomach as we readied for the portal opening. Would we
return from this journey? What would we find on the other side? The questions
were endless in my mind.
 Elir Ardanwen
Official record keeper

“S

o you have made up your mind?” asked Bantahelm. Elir sat
in the chair opposite to his desk. The piles of books made it
difficult to see her over them, but she was there.

“Yes,” replied the woman steadily. “After everything I've seen, I don't know
how it could be any other way. I must go with them and see this through.”
Bantahelm smiled. “I'm happy to hear that Elwar has managed to soothe out
your fears.”
“It's not so much Elwar that has done that as it is Yerny and the plans we've
all put together,” replied Elir in a somewhat amused voice. While she did respect
Elwar, she had more confidence in the plans after several other people had seen
them through and added in their ideas. No matter how brilliant any one man
was, there was always a chance of over looking something. Multiple eyes lessened
the risk for that. Yerny, especially, had a talent for spotting problems and
pointing them out. Perhaps it was due to his way of negative thinking.
“Well, all I can wish is good luck to you all,” said Bantahelm. After a
moment, he added, “And pray for your safe return.”
“We are doing the work of Salvius,” said Elir. “We are expanding the
knowledge of our surroundings. I am certain he will look favourably on us.”
“As am I,” said Bantahelm and rose from his chair. He walked around his
desk and put a hand on Elir's shoulder. “But you must remain vigilant yourself.
Do not become over confident.”
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“With Yerny on board, there's no chance of that happening,” said Elir with a
small smile.
Bantahelm chuckled and lifted his hand. “That gnome certainly has a habit
of grounding people.” He hesitated before asking what was on his mind. “Have
you told Braem yet?”
Elir looked surprised at the question, though of course Bantahelm knew that
the two were close. “No, not yet,” she admitted.
“You should. There are few precious days remaining before you depart,” said
Bantahelm.
“I know,” said Elir quietly. She had been struggling with how to tell the news
to him. As far as he knew, Elir was only keeping the records until the ship was
ready and then returning to her duties at the temple. “I just haven't found the
right time for it.”
“No time like the present,” said Bantahelm. “I know he's in the library today.
Go talk to him.”
She saw the truth in the priests words. There was no point in postponing it
further. She didn't have time for that if she wished to spend some time with her
mentor. “Well, I better get going then, right?”
Bantahelm nodded.
“Thank you for everything,” said Elir as she stood up. None of what had
transpired during the last year would have happened had it not been for the
support of the priest. Not only that, he had given her a task that had taught her
much more than any single book she had ever read.
“I'm the one who should be thanking you,” said Bantahelm. “I'm the one who
pushed on you such an duty.”
“A year ago I might have accepted your thanks,” replied Elir with a small
smile. “Now, I just say it is not needed. The duty itself has proven rewarding
enough.”
“I suppose I can live with that answer,” said Bantahelm as he sat down
behind his desk again. Elir gave him a last smile and exited the room.
Many of the doors along the corridor were closed today. The masters seemed
to be busier than usual. She passed by an acolyte that was waiting outside an
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closed door, hoping the master would open it so he could pose a question for him.
She remembered having done that herself a few times. Some masters were
hard to get time with and camping outside the door of their study was the only
way you could hope to get a minute or two of their time. She had annoyed more
than one master with such actions during her time.
She reached the library. She looked at the book filled shelves longingly. It
would be a long time until the next time she would be able to peruse through
them. Her biggest consolation was that books that she had written would soon be
on the shelf, detailing the events that had led to the maiden flight of The Wind
Saber. Others would be looking to her writings for information. That knowledge
alone was enough to dull the pain she felt at leaving her studies behind.
With a sigh she started down the narrow corridors the bookshelves formed in
search of Braem. If old signs held true, she would find the man near the centre of
the library. The librarians had a desk there where people could come and ask for
help. Being the head librarian, Braem could often be found there. If he wasn't, his
underlings usually had a good idea where he was. Often times he could be found
inspecting the older books to ensure they had not deteriorated too much. If he
found a book in bad enough shape he'd write down the name and pass it along to
the copiers so they'd take the book and create an replica of it.
Elir was lucky this time. She immediately recognized the familiar figure
hunched over one of the desks. At first she thought he was engrossed by a book,
but as she got closer it became clear the man had fallen asleep.
She sighed.
The old man had been spending too much time at the library again. She sat
down opposite the man and started poking him. All she got were a few mumbles
and a hand that tried to swat her finger away, but she persisted with her attack,
finally rousing the man.
He managed to look slightly embarrassed to have been found by her in such
a state. “Elir, what brings you here today?” asked Braem as he wiped away the
last remains of sleep from his eyes.
Elir eyed the sleepy looking man. “The more important question is, what are
you doing sleeping at this desk?” Her voice was filled with concern. “At your age
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your back won't like it one bit.”
Braem waived his hand dismissively, but winced as he straightened up in
the chair. “Maybe you're right,” he admitted reluctantly.
“Of course I'm right,” said Elir. “What worries me is that no one will be here
to scold you once I'm gone.”
“You're going somewhere?” asked Braem with curiosity.
Elir bit her lower lip. It had slipped out when she had not meant it to. She
had hoped to take the man somewhere more comfortable to talk about it. The
Bull's Head was the usual place where they went to eat and relax. “Yes,” she
finally admitted. “You remember what I have been working on the past year,
right?”
“Ah,” said Braem. He remembered. “You're going with that ship, aren't you?”
Elir nodded.
“Good. It'll do you good to see the world and experience what it's like,” said
Braem. His voice was void of concern, but Elir could see it in his eyes that he
worried for her safety.
“You don't have to worry. The maiden flight was a success and our plans are
as good as any I've seen,” said Elir calmly.
“Who said I was worried?” asked Braem.
“Even a blind person would have seen that out of you,” replied Elir.
A small smile appeared on Braem's face. “I suppose you are right. But can
you blame a man from worrying? You're like a daughter to me.”
Elir reached across the table and squeezed the man's hand. “And you're like
a father to me. The worry goes both ways.”
“There's no need to worry about me,” protested Braem.
“Who else is going to come and wake you up before your back jams up?”
asked Elir pointedly. It wasn't the first time she had come across him sleeping in
a place that would have had him in agony if he had stayed there for a longer
period of time.
“I'll manage,” replied Braem confidently.
Elir sighed. “Will you at least do me the honour of joining me for some
lunch?”
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“When have I ever turned you down?” asked Braem.
“Plenty of times,” said Elir accusingly. “You've put research ahead of me
many times.”
Braem looked ashamed. “Well, not this time,” he muttered and winced as he
stood up. A loud pop sounded from his back as he stretched. “It'll be my treat.”
Elir stood up as well and grabbed hold of Braems arm as if they were a
couple. She grinned at the man. “So you don't lose your way.”
Braem rubbed the back of his head, looking uncomfortable.
They gathered a few looks as they marched through the library corridors, but
Elir didn't care. She'd spend the day with him as she chose. It might well be the
last of such days she'd get.







Elwar frowned at the piece of metal in his hand. It had a cylindrical shape
with almost two inches of thickness and five in length, with a pointed tip on the
other end and a flat one on the other. It was covered in small runes. He had just
finished etching those in and now he needed to ensure they were correctly done.
He was in his cabin on The Wind Saber. During the past few days he had
moved many of his belongings there. There were piles of books as well as some of
his alchemy equipment. There were jars filled with all sorts of plants and liquids.
Many of the objects were something they might need on the trip to fix problems
that might arise with the ship.
It was one of the largest cabins on the ship, with ample space for a bed and
a work desk along with all the equipment he had brought with him. It was a deck
below the command room so he had only a short distance to walk should the
need arise. There were even two windows that offered a view behind the ship.
He grinned, satisfied that the runes were correctly formed. He slipped the
cylindrical piece of metal in a box with almost two dozen similar ones. The runes
on some of them were slightly different, but the shape was the same for all of
them.
Next to the pieces of metal was a long, hollow metal tube that was attached
to a wooden handle. There was a hinge between them, which allowed the pipe to
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be pulled downward. It looked to be just the perfect size for the pieces of metal.
There was also a rune covered hammer that, when activated, would hit the
straight end of a piece of metal in the pipe.
Elwar hummed happily as he closed the box and took it with him as he
exited the room. It had been a while since he had last had time to finish
something that did not directly involve preparations for the trip. He climbed up
through the control room and onto the open top deck. He was pleased to find
Yerny there along with the captain.
The ship was resting in the harbour, some ways from the closest piers. There
had been no problems so far with maintaining the runes on the ship. The rate
with which the metal cubes around the ship gathered energy far outpaced what
was being consumed. They would soon have enough to open the portal to the
other world.
The weather was clear with barely a gust of wind in the air. The direct
sunlight produced a heat that made it very uncomfortable to do anything. Elwar
observed Yerny digging out a piece of cloth from his vest pocket to wipe some
sweat from his forehead. Troen did not seem any worse off due to the heat. He
had however compromised his dress code and removed the jacket he usually wore
and was now wearing only a white cotton shirt.
“How are things?” asked Elwar and set down the box on the railing. He kept
one hand on it to prevent it from falling over.
Yerny looked up. He noticed the box and frowned at it. Such things were
never a good sign when Elwar was concerned.
The captain took no notice of it. “Ah, Elwar,” he greeted the wizard. “It looks
like we'll have all the supplies on board by the day after tomorrow. We'll be all set
to go then.”
“That is good news indeed,” said Elwar.
“I bet what you have in that box isn't good news,” said Yerny.
The captain seemed to notice the box for the first time only then. “You got
something to show us?” he asked.
Yerny sighed. Troen had not learned what Elwar was like just yet so he made
the rudimentary mistakes, such as asking Elwar to show things to him. Perhaps
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it was because so far Elwar had managed to show him things that worked,
instead of causing injuries to innocent bystanders.
“Ah, I'm glad you asked,” said Elwar enthusiastically and opened the box. He
pulled out the pipe contraption and presented it proudly to the two.
Yerny didn't quite know what it was, but it looked dangerous. Of course,
being that Elwar had built it, it was almost certain to be dangerous in some way,
but this one looked to be so very directly. The gnome was starting to hope he had
stayed ashore today.
Troen examined the object with less preconceptions. He seemed genuinely
curious. “Interesting, but what is it, exactly?” he finally asked.
“It's my latest invention,” said Elwar excitedly. “I call it the Rune Caster.”
“Rune Caster?” asked Yerny weakly. The name forebode terrible things in his
mind.
Elwar nodded and pulled out one of the metal cylinder from the box. “See,
I've infused these pieces of metal with runes that gather certain elemental forces,
depending on the rune configuration. For example, this one is fire based.” The
wizard opened the Rune Caster and popped the cylinder in the pipe. He closed it.
It let out a satisfying click when closed. “Now all I have to do is arm the device,”
he continued to explain as he pulled back the rune covered hammer. “And then I
point and pull this lever,” he pointed to the small curved piece of metal that
protruded from the handle. “The hammer will come down and activate the runes
on the shell.”
“What will the runes do?” asked Yerny. Now he was really concerned.
“First it'll activate the small air element at the straight end of the shell and
push it out of the Rune Caster at a speed that will be difficult to dodge,” replied
Elwar. “It will fly until it hits something or the power of the air element runs out.”
“What will happen then?” asked Troen.
“It'll release the fire element,” said Elwar with a grin.
Yerny wanted to bury his face in his hands. Not only did it look dangerous,
but it really, really was dangerous. Releasing elemental forces in such a fashion,
without the need for the fine control a human brought with him, sounded like a
bad idea to him.
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The captains eyes gleamed. “Mind giving us a demonstration?” he asked of
Elwar.
Yerny groaned.
“It would be my pleasure,” replied Elwar enthusiastically and pointed the
Rune Caster towards the piers.
“At least aim it at the sky!” pleaded Yerny quickly. “You don't want to kill
anyone, do you?”
Elwar stopped and considered for a moment. “Ah, yes, of course, you are
right,” he finally admitted and walked all the way to the back of the ship and
aimed the device at the sky. There was nothing there for it to hit, save for maybe
an unlucky seagull.
Yerny observed the situation with morbid fascination from slightly afar. If he
had learned something, it was to keep at least some distance when Elwar tested
something new. He wasn't really worried it could harm the ship in any way. If the
runes on it weren't strong enough to handle a failed experiment by Elwar it
wouldn't have been strong enough for them to bet their lives on it on the journey.
No, what he worried for was his own skin.
Troen stood next to him and observed the situation with the calmness only
someone who had been on the seas for as long as he had been could.
Elwar pulled the small lever. The hammer snapped down quicker than their
eyes could see.
There was a loud hiss as the shell shot out of the pipe. It screeched up into
the sky with a feint blue glow. It climbed quicker than any arrow and due to it's
small size it was soon invisible for the people below.
Then it exploded into a ball of fire with a loud boom.
Yerny gawked at it. The sphere of fire was at least fifty feet wide. Had Elwar
fired it at the piers the destruction would have been immense. How many would
it have killed? The sphere expanded slightly before dying out. It had lasted long
enough to light anything it touched on fire, but not long enough to completely
consume it, except maybe at the very centre of the sphere.
Yerny swallowed hard. He began to realize just how destructive the weapon
could be. On the ground the ball of fire wouldn't be as large since there would be
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things confining it, but it would mean the flames would be more intense.
Troen walked over to Elwar and patted him on the shoulder. “That was
magnificent,” he said excitedly. “How many of these do you have?”
Elwar rubbed the arm he had held the Rune Caster in. When he had fired it,
there had been some unexpected recoil from it that had nearly made him drop it.
It would need to be held with both hands, he figured. “I have only this one early
try,” he said. “I figured something like this might come in handy on our trip.”
The captain nodded. “If we run into problems, it certainly might.”
“I have about two dozen shells ready, split between all the elements,” said
Elwar as the two walked back to the railing and he placed the Rune Caster back
in its box. They could see curious people gathering at the piers. The gossip would
be interesting to hear.
“A shell with the air element would have produced a gust of wind strong
enough to send men flying. Water would have created a sphere of water that
would have stayed long enough to drown,” explained Elwar and showed the
different shells to the two. “Earth is a bit trickier. You have to actually shoot it at
the ground to get the effect. You could use it create a large pit, for example.”
It was an impressive array of powers that apparently anyone who got a hold
of the device could wield for their own benefit.
“Elwar, you need to keep an close eye on that thing,” said Yerny.
“Of course I will,” replied Elwar.
“You mustn't tell anyone how you made it,” demanded the gnome. “We don't
want these things in the hands of men who have no qualms about using them
against innocent people. They're bad enough with swords and arrows.”
“I hadn't thought about that,” admitted Elwar. It seemed to trouble him.
“Of course you hadn't! You never do!” scolded Yerny.
“It is pretty complex to make,” said Elwar defensively. “If you got the plans,
you'd still have to find a wizard willing to hand you the magical powers and I can
tell you, my colleagues jealously guard their powers.”
“There are always those who are in desperate need of gold,” said Yerny.
“All right. I won't share the plans with anyone,” said Elwar reluctantly,
though he could not deny that the gnome had a valid point. The Rune Caster
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could indeed be a destructive tool for anyone with sinister intentions.
“You must especially keep the information from Elir,” said Yerny. “That
woman is smart enough to piece together the whole picture from fragments and
then she'll write it all down in a book for the world to see.”
“Best not to show it to her at all then. Unless we really need it,” said Troen.
He had been quietly listening to the lecture the gnome had given Elwar. He
couldn't deny the truth behind Yerny's words. The device could very well be
dangerous in the wrong hands to a point where it would cause large problems.
“I'll hide it in my cabin then,” said Elwar and closed the box. “But what do
we tell her about the ball of fire? It can't have gone unseen and people will talk.”
Yerny chewed his lower lip. Elwar was right of course. There'd be talk and
rumours. Elir would certainly hear of it. There was not much to be done about it.
“We'll just say it was a failed experiment from you,” he finally said. “Make
something up that doesn't sound too suspicious.”
“Think she'll believe something like that?” asked Elwar.
Yerny shrugged his shoulders. “Not much else we can try, is there?”
“I suppose not,” admitted Elwar. He looked worried.
“We'll handle it,” said Troen. Yerny nodded in agreement.
“All right,” said Elwar and grabbed the box. “I'll go hide it before anyone
comes around asking questions.”
The deck had been empty of crew members when he had fired the first
round, but some were now starting to appear. Elwar ducked below deck just in
time to avoid the questions. Troen quickly had the men under control and back to
tending to their duties.







Elir began hearing the first rumour as she made her way towards the docks.
The lunch she had had with Braem had been an emotional one, with lots of
reminiscing of the past as well as openly affirming the mutual affection they held
for each other. It had been a much needed moment of bonding.
The rumours took her mind right off the moment. A large fireball in the sky?
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Right above The Wind Saber? What were those fools up to? She had a good feeling
Elwar had played an important part in it. It was just the sort of the thing one
might expect from him.
She hurried down the small slope the led to the piers. There was a crowd
still gathered there. She didn't stop to listen to the rumours. She'd get to the
bottom of it quicker by getting to the ship and pulling Elwar from his cabin for a
talk.
She spotted Reyes along with two other crew men loading some supplies into
a row boat. The sailor greeted her as she got closer.
“What do you know about this fireball thing?” demanded Elir as soon as she
got close enough to be hear over the buzzing crowd at the pier.
Reyes scratched his cheek. “Not much. Been at the pier all day. A ball of fire
just appeared above the ship.”
Elir eyed the ship in the distance. At least there didn't seem to be any
damage to it. “Can you get me on the ship?” she asked.
Reyes nodded. “Just let us put in two more crates and you'll be off.”
Elir thanked him and paced around the pier as they loaded up two more
crates. They weren't big and by the smell they were filled with dried meat. With
food stuffs getting moved into the ship it was a sign the time for departure was
drawing near.
Reyes motioned for Elir and helped her down into the boat. The two crewmen
each grabbed an oar and began rowing towards The Wind Saber. In the calm
waters the boat glided along effortlessly, even with the load it was carrying.
Elir waited impatiently as the men secured the boat and a rope ladder was
tossed down from the ship so that she could climb on board. Even on closer
inspection the ship seemed to be without any damage, at least on the side she
could see.
The crew greeted her as she pulled herself over the railing and onto the deck.
She didn't spend time questioning the crew. She opened the door that led inside
the ship and made her way to Elwar's cabin. She found the door locked and no
one answering to her knocks. After a bit she gave up and climbed to the open
upper deck. She was certain she had seen the captains purple hat there. He'd
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know what had happened.
She found both the captain and Yerny there, going through a list of things
that were still needed before they could depart. The two men greeted her in a less
than enthusiastic manner, which raised her suspicions.
“What's this I hear about a fireball?” she demanded.
The two men glanced at each other. “It was just a failed experiment by
Elwar,” said Yerny. “Nothing to worry about. Nothing was damaged.”
Elir's eyes narrowed as she examined the two. “What sort of an experiment?”
“Well, er..” Yerny stumbled for words, which was rare enough.
“I think he called it some sort of signal to call others to where you are,” said
Troen helpfully. “It was meant to be a simple ball of light, but something went
wrong with it.”
“Well, it certainly got peoples attention,” said Elir. She had a nagging feeling
she was not being told the whole truth. “Where's Elwar? I want to talk to him
about this.”
“He said he'd go to his cabin,” said Yerny.
“The door's locked and no one answered when I knocked,” said Elir.
“That's odd,” said Yerny with an confused expression. “He's probably just too
engrossed in his work to answer. He was pretty upset about the experiment
failing.”
Elir was certain she was not being told the truth, but she couldn't find
anything wrong with their story either. At least nothing so obvious that she could
use it to pry more information. “I'm sure I'll run into him sometime,” she finally
said reluctantly.
Yerny exchanged looks with Troen. It might prove more difficult to keep Elir
from the truth than they thought.
“I saw that they're bringing in food stuffs now. I take it means we're about
ready to go?” Elir asked the question in a casual sort of way.
“Yeah, the day after tomorrow and we'll depart,” said Troen. It was usually
hard to tell what the captain was feeling, but even he had a hard time of hiding
his anxiousness. It was an emotion that could be seen on every crew members
face.
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“Just as planned then,” said Elir. She was anxious too, though the time she
had spent with Braem had calmed her feelings a bit.
Yerny nodded. “Elwar has his moments when he's absolutely correct about
something,” he said dryly.







The piers were packed with people. It had not been a secret when The Wind
Saber would depart, but it was still surprising to see the crowd it had drawn out.
Although there were no official ceremonies planned, there was a festive feeling all
around. The people were in a good mood and the merchants were taking full
advantage of it and pushing their goods on everyone. Some industrious
individuals had even had time to have wooden models of the ship carved out.
Elir watched it all from the top deck. Though she could not see much of the
details from there, it was clear even from a distance that the people were there to
see a spectacle. Those that had seen the test flight had no doubt spread word and
people were now anxious to see it for themselves. Of course, today had the added
bonus of seeing one of the largest portals ever being opened.
The crew were bustling around, securing ropes and final pieces of cargo.
They had enough food and water to last months on top of all the equipment and
extra sails and pieces of wood for repairs. There were tools as well as some skilled
workers who knew how to use them as members of the crew.
There were bows and swords placed in easy to get to locations. While they
hoped the journey would be a peaceful one, only a fool would set sail on any sea
without having weapons to defend themselves with. If not a human threat, there
were always creatures lurking about that might need fending off.
The captain had chosen a dozen men to the crew mainly based on their skill
with weapons. While the rest could take care of themselves, the dozen were the
core that would hold them afloat in a tight spot.
In the day that had gone by, Elir had not managed to trap Elwar long
enough to pry out of him what the so called failed experiment had been about.
She had managed to get enough to ensure she had not been told the truth, but
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anything more than that had so far eluded her. She was hopeful that during the
trip they'd be confined in the ship long enough to allow her to get to the bottom of
it.
She was simply too curious to let it go. It also did not sit well with her that
she was being left out of something that should have been recorded by her for the
future generations to read of. She suspected that might have been part of the
reason why she was being told lies. What ever had happened, they did not want it
recorded.
In her opinion they could have just told her the truth and asked her not to
record it. She'd likely have agreed to it if there was enough reason to think it
would be harmful to someone.
A chill rand down Elirs spine as a cloud drifted to block the sunlight. The
gentle wind felt much colder. She turned around as she heard the hatch open.
Yerny's head popped out of it.
“We're all set to go,” he said in a loud voice. He stepped all the way onto the
deck to allow a few crew members get past him into the ship. There would be no
staying on the deck this time. When they got through the portal they'd be straight
inside the darkness Yerny had seen. Without a suit, who knows what would
happen. The gnome made his way next to Elir.
“What was it like?” she asked.
“What?” asked Yerny, unsure what she meant.
“The darkness,” said Elir.
“How many times do you want me to tell that story?” the gnome asked,
sounding slightly irritated. The topic was not exactly his favourite one. “Besides,
you'll soon find out for yourself.”
Elir grinned. “I will, won't I?”
Yerny scowled at her. “You better have a bag readily available. We don't want
your vomit floating all around the command room.”
“Just because that happened to you, doesn't mean it will happen to us all,”
said Elir. “Not everyone gets sea sick either and this is a ship full of sailors.”
“You keep telling yourself that,” said Yerny dryly. “I'll have a bag ready for
you just in case.”
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“You going to be the personal vomit collector for all the crew?” asked Elir
sounding amused.
Yerny snorted. “I'll worry about myself first and then you. The rest of the
crew can collect their own.” Based on his experience there were bags all around
the ship in case anyone started to feel sick. While the ship wasn't as vulnerable to
having its air circulation system blocked as the diving suits were, no one wanted
the stuff floating around the ship.
“We'd better get inside,” said Yerny. “We're keeping the ship from departing.”
Elir nodded. The two went down the hatch, sealed it after themselves and
joined the rest in the command room.







Elwar eyed Elir as she entered the command room with Yerny. She had given
him a hard time yesterday about the Rune Caster, or rather the failed experiment
it had been portrayed as to her.
She didn't really believe the story she had been told and the questions she
had asked from him were proof of that. He had had to make up lies on the spot
and he feared some of them had been less than convincing.
“Everything checks out,” said his assistant next to him. Rodil Ibane was his
name. He was the first assistant that had been hired to help Elwar and he had
been the one chosen to be the second wizard on the ship. He was the same height
as Elwar with short brown hair and blue eyes. His nose had the appearance of a
perch a bird might land on and he was skinny to the point of almost looking
sickly.
Elwar nodded. “Good. We can start then.” He motioned to Troen that
everything was ready. The captain nodded and began to bark orders to be
relayed.
“This is really it, then?” mused Rodil.
“Finally,” said Elwar.
“Let's hope everything works as planned,” said Rodil.
“It will. We've been thorough enough,” assured Elwar.
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“Everything's ready. Time to depart!” said the captain in a strong voice.
Elwar eyed the room. A few nervous looking crew members were lingering
there. Everything that was not nailed down was tied down. They didn't want
things floating around. Elir and Yerny were by the windows, looking out with
curiosity.
“Here we go then,” muttered Elwar and activated some of the runes. A
shudder ran through the ship once more and it began to rise from the water. He
found himself more nervous than he had thought he'd be. The fact it was for real
this time might have played a part in it.
He kept a close eye on the runes that told him what was going on. He
stopped raising the ship once it was at the same height as the second layer of the
central island.
“Open the portal,” ordered Troen once the ship had settled.
Elwar activated the runes. He noticed Rodil doing a sign that was supposed
to protect from bad luck.
Luck.
There was no room for it here.







Elir couldn't help but gasp as the portal began to shimmer into view. It
seemed to cover the entire field of view she had through the windows. She could
only imagine the reactions of the people down at the piers. Most of them had
never seen a portal opening, much less as large as this one. Add in a flying ship
and it must have been the most magical sight any had seen.
The portal was fully formed. She couldn't take her eyes off it. The swirling
blue was mesmerizing. It was the captains voice that finally snapped her out of it.
“Let's have some thrust!” Troen ordered.
Using the sails would have been pointless. There wasn't going to be wind
where they came out, so using the power of the fire elementals was the only
sensible course for them to take.
She grabbed the frame of the window. She could see the runes starting to
grow brighter. Then the roar of the fire reached her as the ship began to move
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into the portal. It was not as loud as it had been on the outside, but it was an
impressive sound none the less.
What the crowd below must have been thinking at the sight. She could
almost hear the collective gasp for breath in her mind.
She looked down next to her at Yerny. The gnome had a serious expression
on his face. He even looked a little pale. She noticed the bags he had in his
hands, which made her smile a little. Yerny was perhaps the most prepared for
what waited for them beyond the portal. She hoped the bag would be
unnecessary for herself.
She looked out the window again to see the front of the ship begin to
disappear into the portal. She swallowed hard. This was it. The point of no
return. She could only hope everything had been prepared with enough care so
that they might live through the journey.
She watched the swirling blue come closer. She could hear some of the crew
shift around nervously even over the roaring of the fire elementals.
The swirling blue swallowed her and Yerny.
Soon after them it swallowed the rest of the command room. The ship had
gone through.
The crowd on the piers watched as the ship disappeared and the portal faded
away.
The journey had started.
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Part Two
New World
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Chapter 7
Comparing it to being a bird would not do it justice. You don't need to exert
yourself in any way to float. You're not at the mercy of the wind. You are free.
 Elir Ardanwen
Official record keeper

T

he travel through the portal took longer than Elir had expected.
She started to fear something had gone wrong, but down next to
herself she could see the calmness of Yerny. It reassured her that

everything was going as it should be. She had to blink her eyes as the brightness
disappeared and was replaced by darkness. For a moment she thought she had
gone blind.
She found herself needing to hold on to the window frames. Her feet no
longer touched the wood below. She could hear surprised gasps behind her. She
glanced over he shoulder and saw the rest of the people in the room floating in
the air. Troen was furiously trying to catch his hat that had floated off his head.
Glancing back outside she could see the elementals continuing to provide
the ship with thrust though it was difficult to tell the ship was actually moving.
There were no easy to see points that could provide her with the sense that they
were moving. The roaring sound, however, seemed to be gone.
“Elwar!” she shouted. “Stop the elementals!” She thought it best to stop
before they were pushed into something before they could get their bearings.
“Do as she says,” came Troens voice.
Elir turned around to see Elwar struggle towards the metal sheets that
served as his tools. He finally made it to the controls and activated a couple of
runes.
She turned around again and saw the flames gone. Runes all over the ship
glowed, giving off an eerie blue light. Past them there was only darkness and a
few far off spots of light. She felt as if though they had been plunged into a deep,
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bottomless ravine.
“Millard! Get status reports!” Troen shouted.
“Aye, captain,” came a response and the sound of a few grunts and curses
before he started to shout questions into the communication tubes.
“Everyone feeling all right?” asked Troen. There were some agreeing
murmurs.
Elir glanced at Yerny, who was floating next to her. He looked pale, but it
didn't look as if though he'd be letting out his breakfast. None of the crew nor the
captain or Elwar and his assistant looked to be any worse off either.
“Have to say, hearing your description of this is quite another thing than
experiencing it for yourself,” she said to Yerny.
The gnome glanced up at her. Seeing her braided hair float about her made
her look like an idealistic painting of some goddess. “I seem to be handling it
better this time,” he said quietly. He didn't dare to speak too loudly. It was still a
struggle to keep the food inside himself.
“Blasted. We should have put some handles on the inside as well,”
complained Troen. “Getting around like this will take some getting used to.”
“Is there nothing you can do to about this?” asked Elir and looked at Elwar.
The wizard shook his head. “Maybe if I'd put certain runes on the floors, but
it's too late to do that now.”
“Well, if this is the only thing we've overlooked, we're off to a good start,” said
Yerny.
“Can you see the orb from the windows?” asked Elwar.
Elir shook her head. “There's only darkness and a few spots of light that
might as well be specks of dust.”
“I had to turn around some times to see it,” said Yerny. “Maybe we need to
do that too.”
“All decks reporting everything in order albeit a bit shook up, captain,”
reported Millard.
Troen nodded. He felt a bit out of place in this environment. The floating
would take some getting used to. Every motion he made seemed to cause a
counter reaction that sent his body spinning or turning in one direction or the
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other.
“Elwar, turn the ship slowly. Let's see if we can find this orb of Yerny's,” he
ordered.
“Will do,” said Elwar and activated some runes. He found holding onto the
metal sheets made it quite easy to remain stationary. Rodil had come to the same
conclusion.
The runes on the side of the ship were not there only to control how much
the ship could tilt. They could be used to turn the ship as well. Normally any
wind would have been strong enough to counter their effectiveness, but seeing as
there did not seem to be any air in the darkness, they should have been strong
enough to turn the ship.
Troen made his way to the windows, next to Elir, to keep an eye out. They
could tell they were turning ever so slowly as some of the small lights began to
move away from the main mast or towards it. It seemed as if though there would
be nothing for them to see besides them.
Then the glowing orb began to slowly inch its way into their view. Elir found
herself smiling. It was a beautiful sight. She had seen jewels, diamonds,
paintings, works of art that were considered to be some of the finest in the world,
but they all paled compared to what was before her.
She could make out clouds, oceans, masses of land. She found herself
wondering how she would ever be able to convey the beauty of what she saw in
her writings.
“Stop here,” ordered Troen as the orb was straight ahead of them and the
main mast split it in two equal halves. The turning came to a halt and Elwar soon
floated out next to Elir and the captain.
A comparable smile to Elir's appeared on his face. “There it is. It's really
there,” he said in a voice quivering with excitement.
“How far away do you think it is?” asked Troen. There was nothing to give
them any sense of how large the orb was or how far away it was. For all they
knew it might take them a day or a month to get to it.
Elwar examined the view in silence. He tried to find something. Finally, he
had to shrug his shoulders. “I don't know, but does it really matter?”
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“No, not really,” admitted Troen. They would head for it no matter what.
They'd taken too great a risk not to. “Do we have enough power left to get some
speed?”
“The reserves are drained, but I think we can manage a small burst,” said
Elwar. He seemed reluctant to do so though.
“Shouldn't we wait for the ship to charge up a bit?” asked Elir. “Just to be on
the safe side. We are already moving forward, even if a bit slowly.”
Elwar nodded. “Best we recharge a bit. We don't want to have the runes fail.”
“All right,” conceded Troen. “I suppose we could all use a bit of time to get
used to this.” The captain waved his hand somewhat frustrated in the direction of
Millard who was grinning like a little boy as he tumbled in the air.
They waited a couple of hours for the energy levels to go up. Though it would
take days to gather up all the energy they had before departing, the fire
elementals ate up much less energy than opening the portal. A few hours was
enough to give them some buffer against completely running out.
Finally, they got some more thrust. Slowly but surely, the ship built up
speed. Exactly how fast they were going was impossible to tell, but Elwar figured
the speed they had gone on the test flight was but a fraction of what they would
build up in the emptiness. With no wind to slow them down, they were limited
only by time used for the fire elementals.
Even so, after a day, the orb seemed barely any closer. It looked like they
were in for a long journey through the darkness.







The suit felt confining to Elir, but she was determined to walk outside the
ship before they reached the shimmering orb. It was their tenth day of travelling
and the crew had mostly gotten used to working in the new environment.
A select few had had the opportunity to go outside the ship for some
inspections and other duties. Some had found it unsettling to teeter on the edge
of the ship with nothing but pitch black all around them. They'd described it as if
balancing on the edge of an cliff.
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Elir couldn't relate to that feeling. As far as she could tell, there was nothing
that would make you drop, like you would if you were back home. Here, the worst
that could happen was you'd float away from the ship. Of course, if you were
unable to return it would be a death sentence anyway. If no one noticed, you'd be
as good as dead since finding someone in the darkness did not look to be easy.
“Now remember, fasten your safety rope as soon as you reach the mast,”
instructed Reyes. He was one of the few who had been outside since he was
needed every time the elementals were used.
The suits had a leather belt around them that you could tie a rope around.
“You've already told me that twice,” complained Elir.
“That's because it's important,” replied Reyes. “We don't want to be losing
you.”
“I'm not going to do anything foolish,” said Elir. While she appreciated the
concern for her safety there was such a thing as too much of it. Reyes had given
her a long lecture before she even got into the suit. Before that, Yerny had given
her an equally long lecture about what to do and what not to do.
“Good. Then you won't forget to always have a hold on the railing or one of
the handles that are all around the ships deck,” said Reyes as he grabbed the
helmet.
“I'll try to remember,” said Elir in a voice that showed how tired she was of
hearing about it.
Reyes frowned at her while floating with the helmet. “No. You'll do it or you
won't be going out,” he said in a stern voice.
“Fine, fine. I promise I'll do it,” said Elir. She didn't sound overly convincing,
but Reyes sighed as he realized it was likely the best he would be getting out of
her.
“I'm not trying to be annoying,” he said and gave himself a little push from
the wall behind him so he'd float over to Elir. “It's for your safety and our peace of
mind.”
“I know,” replied Elir, sounding slightly ashamed of her behaviour.
“You comfortably in that suit?” asked Reyes as he floated to a stop in front of
her.
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Elir moved her hands and legs. The thick suit made any movement
cumbersome, but she felt all right and nothing was getting caught anywhere. Her
hair was tightly braided behind her to keep it from floating around to block her
vision. She wore a loose fitting shirt and pants instead of her usual robe. The
environment was not exactly the best for wearing a loosely fitting piece of clothing
that could flutter around with a mind of its own.
“I'm fine,” said Elir.
Reyes nodded. “All right then. I'll put on the helmet and then you can go
out.”
Elir nodded and the man lowered the helmet over her head. The clicks that
told the helmet was tight in place came soon afterwards. She could feel the air
flow start inside the suit as the air elemental activated. Reyes gave her a thumbs
up, indicating everything was ready.
They were right outside the first door of the lower deck. There was a rack
with several similar suits as Elir was wearing and benches where anyone looking
to wear one of them could sit down.
Reyes gave himself another push that sent him towards the door. He opened
it and motioned for Elir to enter. She pushed herself off the wall towards the door.
The suit made it harder, but she managed to aim herself through the door and
stop herself with relative ease once inside the chamber. She ensured the rope
that was tied to her belt was securely fastened and that the roll would not come
undone unless she wanted it to.
As she turned around she saw Reyes close the door. She waited a moment to
make sure he had had time to seal it properly before pushing herself towards the
other end of the small chamber and the door that led to the outside.
She took a deep breath and pushed down on the handle to open the door.
With her other hand she grabbed the handle next to the door frame. The crew
had been putting a lot more of them in place inside the ship since their arrival
through the portal. They made moving around that much easier.
Elir pushed open the door.
The thick, sticky, black goo that was lathered all over the frame gave way
with a loud, moist smack. The air escaped from the room, trying to pull her out
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with it, but her hold was strong enough to keep her where she was. The runes on
her suit flared up temporarily, but they soon settled to a dim glow.
She pushed herself out the door and turned to close it. There were handles
in evenly spaced intervals along the small corridor that led to the open deck.
Satisfied that the door was properly closed, she turned around and dragged
herself through the corridor and onto the open deck.
She stuck her foot under a handle that was by the upward sloping wall and
took a moment to admire the sight.
In front of her was the shimmering blue orb. The front mast covered a part of
it from her view, but it was still an impressive sight that she found always
mesmerizing. She had spent days just looking at it from the windows of the
command room. The captain had had to order her off the deck more than a
couple of times to get some sleep and food.
It had gotten bigger, but only slightly. They had pondered about opening a
portal to it, but had decided against it. The calculations were far from certain and
they did not want to risk a miscalculation that might send them further away.
They had ample time and supplies so going at it as they were was not a bad
choice.
Every day they increased the ships speed by using the fire elementals. How
fast they were now going was hard to tell, but it did look like they orb was getting
closer much quicker.
Elir pried her eyes off the orb and looked around herself. The runes all
across the deck were glowing a light blue. She turned around to look at the back
of the ship. She could see Yerny looking out the windows of the command room.
She waved at him, but the gnome did not seem to notice her.
She looked up the main mast. The sails were all wrapped up, being useless
in the emptiness. A lonely light shone from the lookouts enclosed nest. She knew
there was a crewmember there, keeping an eye for anything out of the ordinary,
though what anyone could see in the darkness before it was too late was beyond
her.
She wanted to climb up there to see for herself, but the nest was barely big
enough for a single person in a suit. There was no room to take the suit off, only
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the helmet, and the double hatches you had to use while climbing up made it a
hard place to get to. Much harder than she felt comfortable taking on on her first
time outside the ship.
She took a hold of a handle and started to pull herself upward the up
sloping shell of the ship. It had been her plan all along. Make her way from the
front deck to the open upper deck and back.
For a first timer it proved an exhausting task. The cumbersomeness of the
suit added a lot of extra strain as she pulled herself towards the upper deck.
Elir knew some of the more experienced crew would have just done a well
aimed jump and let the momentum do its job in getting them where they wanted,
but despite the attitude she had shown towards Reyes, she was not about to let
go of the ship at any point. It was only her first time, after all.







Elwar cursed as his head hit against the wood, waking him up. Groggily, he
rubbed his eyes and tried to decide which way was up and down. He saw his bed
below and the rope that had become untied.
He sighed.
This was something he had overlooked in designing the ship. How would you
sleep in a bed or a cot or even a hammock when you could float away in your
sleep?
The temporary solution of tying yourself down with a rope worked spottily at
best. Knots became untied and it was not exactly comfortable having ropes
keeping you down. You could sleep without ropes or anything holding you in
place, but it usually ended like what had just happened to Elwar; with a bump
against the wall, or the ceiling, or the floor.
Not the most comfortable of wakeups.
Elwar gave himself a push from – what he had now determined to be the
ceiling – and grabbed a hold of his bed as it came close enough. He pulled on a
pair of pants and a shirt. Even he had had to admit that a robe was not
functional in the environment they were in.
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He made his way out of his quarters and up to the command room. He had
no idea what time of day it was, but he didn't feel like sleeping any more so he
might as well have gone up to do something useful.
He found the room largely empty. Yerny was there, looking out the windows.
Millard was there, ready to take in any reports that came from around the ship,
most notably from the lookout. Rodil was there keeping an eye on the magical
aspects of the ship.
Elwar floated up next to him and tapped him on the shoulder. The man
jumped in surprise and turned around.
“Oh, it's you,” he said, sounding relieved. “You can be way too sneaky when
things are like this.”
Elwar chuckled. “Anything out of the ordinary happen?”
Rodil shook his head. “Everything has been quiet and as it should be.”
“That's good,” said Elwar and examined the slabs of metal. Everything did
indeed seem to be as it should be. “I can take over for a while. Why don't you get
some rest?”
“I could use a good lie down,” admitted Rodil.
“Good luck getting that,” muttered Elwar.
Rodil just grinned and pushed himself towards the door leading out of the
room and down below to the lower decks.
Elwar took a moment to look through the symbols to ensure once more
everything was as it should be before turning around to the windows.
“What's so interesting out there?” he asked of Yerny. The gnome seemed to
have his eye on something that took all his attention.
“Elir is out there,” said Yerny.
“What?” Elwar pushed himself to the windows and peered out. He saw the
suited figuring making its way up the sloping deck cover. She was past the main
mast and would reach the windows pretty soon.
“At least she has the sense to keep a hold of the ship at all times,” noted
Elwar.
“I made sure Reyes drilled it into her head,” said Yerny.
“I'm glad she has left me alone. Her questions about the Rune Caster were
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starting to become quite troublesome,” said Elwar as he watched the suited figure
pull itself closer.
“You haven't told her anything, have you?” asked Yerny and turned to look
at Elwar.
“Of course not,” the wizard was quick to respond and looked down at the
gnome. Though he had had to dodge so many question from her that he had lost
count. “But I do think she suspects something.”
“Of course she does. She's not dumb,” said Yerny and eyed Elwar. “You just
keep evading her questions and not confirming anything and that's all she'll have.
Suspicions.”
“I know, I know,” said Elwar.
A knock on the window caught both of their attention. They turned to see a
grinning Elir through the small window of her helmet. There was much more life
in her eyes than either of them had ever seen before. She looked genuinely
excited and happy.
Both of them gave her an uncertain smile in response and she waved a hand
as she pushed herself past the windows. Both let out a sigh as she floated out of
view.
“How long is she planning to stay outside?” asked Elwar.
Yerny shrugged his shoulders. “No clue, but I doubt she'll be long.”
Elwar eyed the scenery beyond the windows. He hoped they would soon
reach the New World. Dodging Elir in the confines of the ship was a difficult task.







Elir looked out the window. She did not see darkness. Almost all she could
see was the orb they had been travelling towards for nearly four weeks.
It looked like this would be the day they'd reach it.
It was coming closer noticeably fast now. Elwar had figured they'd hit it
within the hour. He was already in the process of using the runes to slow down
the ship, but to Elir it was starting to look like they would not be enough to stop
the ship before a collision.
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Troen was in the command room along with Elwar, Yerny, Millard and the
helmsman. The elf captain seemed unconcerned. He trusted Elwars judgement.
So far he had been in the right in doing so.
“Are you sure we'll be fine?” asked Elir of Elwar who was busy going through
the runes on the metal plates.
“The runes will protect us,” replied Elwar almost absent mindedly.
“Even if we smack into that thing like a rock hurled at a stone wall?” asked
Yerny.
“I'm already slowing us down. It'll be fine,” came a reply from Elwar.
Elir and Yerny exchanged looks by the window. They both shared their
doubts, but figured pushing further would serve no purpose. With the captains
support, Elwar would not change his opinion.
They waited and watched as the orb came closer and closer. It was a bit
nerveracking to see the clouds, oceans and bits of land come closer and closer.
“This is odd,” muttered Elwar.
“What is?” asked Troen.
“We're not slowing down as fast as I had expected,” said Elwar. “It's like
we're being pulled in towards the orb by something.”
“What does that mean for us?” asked Troen.
“It means we won't be able to stop in time,” said Elwar.
The room fell silent.
Yerny buried his face in his hands.
“But the protective runes will keep us safe, won't they?” asked the captain.
“I believe so,” replied Elwar as he looked at the runes on his metal slabs.
“Then we keep going as is,” said Troen.
Elir was unsure whether it was the wisest decision to make. Maybe they
should have turned the ship around and use the fire elementals to push them in
the opposite direction. But she believed in Elwar and the ship he had designed.
The tension in the room was tangible and it grew all the more so as the orb came
closer and closer.
The ship started to shake. The captain ordered Millard to relay orders to
brace for any impact. Elir grabbed hold of the window frame and a newly installed
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handle with Yerny next to her and looked outside.
A yellow glow began to appear under the ship. The ship shook under the
stress of it. Elir was holding on for her dear life to remain in place. As she glanced
outside the window it seemed as if though there was a fire underneath the ship.
“There seems to be a fire under the ship. Are the runes holding?” she
shouted above the thundering noise.
“Barely,” came a reply from Elwar. There was concern in his voice. “We're
losing energy faster than we should be.”
“What does that mean?” demanded Troen. He was gripping the rudder along
with the helmsman to keep it from spinning around uncontrollably. Millard was
gripping one of the communication tubes as if his life depended on it, which it
probably did.
“Something is sapping away energy from us. Something other than the runes
we're using,” shouted Elwar.
“How is that possible?” yelled Yerny from next to Elir.
Elwar just shrugged his shoulders. He had more pressing problems to attend
to. At the rate they were going, they would not have enough energy to maintain
the protective runes for much longer. He needed to do something or they would
all burn up.
“I'm going to turn off the runes that support our flight,” shouted Elwar.
“Won't that make us crash?” asked Troen.
“I can reactivate them once we're through this,” replied Elwar.
“Do it then,” agreed Troen. There was a grin on his face that lacked any sign
of amusement. He had been in tough spots before, but this was one of the few
where he had little chance to affect anything himself.
Elwar shut off the runes that normally kept the ship floating. The ship
seemed to accelerate its descent into the new world below them. He eyed the
metal tablets before him with concern. The energy level kept dropping. He could
only hope the rough patch would be over soon.
Elir eyed the scene before her through the window. The red glow of the
flames seemed to be dying down. She saw the ship push towards white clouds far
below them. She saw glimpses of blue water and green land. The roaring sound
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stopped and the ship stopped shaking. All they could hear was the wind howling
in the sudden silence.
“We're past the danger!” shouted Elir.
“Reactivate the runes!” ordered Troen. “Slow us down!”
Elwar did as he was told. He even took some power off the protective runes.
He feared the runes would not be enough to stop the ship. They had gained so
much speed. It was a small miracle they had made it through the rough patch
with the way they were going.
Elir watched with growing concern as the ground came closer. They had
pushed through the layer of clouds and she could now see the sea and a coastline
that they were barrelling towards. The speed they were going at was incredibly
fast. Before she knew it the coast line was beyond them and they were flying
across a thick forest.
They had lost speed, but it was still too fast.
They would crash before stopping.
“We're going to crash,” she yelled. Yerny sat down on the floor and leaned
against the wall below the windows. It took a moment for him to realize none of
them were floating any more. Everyone was standing just like they would back
home.
“Brace for impact,” ordered Troen.
Millard began conveying the order.
Elwar began to put more power into the protective runes while maintaining
as much power in the flight runes as possible. Elir followed Yerny's example and
ducked below the windows.
They could hear scraping sounds.
Tree branches hitting the bottom of the ship.
The ship shuddered as it hit something more solid, but it held together.
Finally, the ship seemed to hit the ground. The force of the impact threw Elwar
from his controls and sent him rolling towards the windows. Troen, Millard and
the helmsman found themselves in a similar situation.
They could hear snapping sounds as the ship ploughed through the forest.
Tree branches fell against the windows, but bounced off harmlessly thanks to the
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protective runes. It seemed like forever until the ship came to a halt.
Elir was the first to come to her senses out of the pile of bodies that had
formed against the wall below the windows. She pushed away Elwar's leg from
her lap and winced as she stood up. It had been far from a gentle landing and she
could only hope no one had anything worse than bruises. She feared that would
not be the case.
“Everyone all right?” asked Troen as he made his way to his feet. He began
checking everyone. The helmsman seemed to be out of it with a nasty looking
gash on his head. Elwar and Yerny both seemed to be all right albeit a bit dazed.
Millard was in the process of getting up while cursing like only a sailor could.
Elir had had time to fully gather herself. As she looked out the windows she
could see they had come to a halt at a grass covered clearing. Beyond the open
grass she could see trees the like of which she had never seen before.
To her they looked like over grown fern with a trunk much like an elm would
have. The branches hung low with the weight of the large, green leaves, making
the ground below one with little sunlight. She could not see the tree tops from the
window, so high they went.
She was amazed to see that both the pontoons were still attached to the ship
and did not seem at all damaged. The protective runes had really done their job.
There were broken branches and severed leaves on top of the ship, making it
difficult to fully determine whether there had been damage.
“Millard, get people on the horn and asses the damage,” ordered Troen.
“Aye, captain,” came a reply from the man. He was rubbing his shoulder as
he made his way towards the tubes. The ship was slightly tilted to one side,
making it difficult to get to places.
“Elwar, you all right?” asked Troen and knelt down beside the wizard.
“Huh?” asked the dazed man.
Troen grabbed his shoulder and shrugged him. “I said, are you all right?”
He seemed to manage to gather himself enough to nod and try to stand up.
He didn't look to have any wounds or broken bones, since he managed to stand
up without any groans of pain.
“We're alive?” asked Yerny down from the floor.
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“It seems so,” said Troen and helped the gnome up. He looked to be all right
as well, save for a few bruises.
With unsteady steps Elwar had made his way to his control tablets and was
examining them.
“How's it looking?” asked Troen.
“Looks like the rune patterns are all intact,” replied Elwar. “We've got some
power left as well. Enough to straighten the ship at least.”
“All right, why don't you do that so we can get things under control,” said
Troen.
Elwar activated some runes and the ship shifted straight.
Elir saw leaves and branches falling off the ship. The outside looked so much
like their own world. She couldn't wait for the chance to go outside and explore.
“All stations report all clear, though there are a few broken bones and
bruises at many of them,” reported Millard.
Troen nodded. “Well, ladies and gentlemen, it seems we have landed in the
New World.”
There were no cheers, though a visible relief could be seen on everyone's
face. They'd made it. Now the big question was, what was waiting for them?
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Chapter 8
What do you do when entering a place you know nothing of? Do you rush
head on to find all the new things waiting for you? Do you stop to think, come up
with a plan and proceed with caution? The unknown can be a frightening thing
that drives people to do things they would not normally do.
 Elir Ardanwen
Official record keeper

“W

ho's going out first?” asked Elir. It was a tough question.
They did not know whether the outside had air they
could breathe. The green plants and the few animals they

had already seen seemed to indicate that there was air, but nothing said it would
be air they would be able to breathe.
So far they had not ventured outside the ship, despite having been grounded
for several hours already. They had been busy inspecting the inside of the ship
for any damage or leaks. The search had turned up nothing out of the ordinary,
which now posed them the problem of where to go from here.
“Obviously they'll need to go out with a suit and then take off the helmet
after observing the surrounding for a bit,” said Yerny. He did not seem overly
concerned that doings so might very well kill the one doing it.
“I'm reluctant to order anyone for such duty,” said Troen. “It might mean
certain death, after all.”
“Ask for volunteers then?” suggested Elwar.
The three of them had crammed themselves into Elwar's cabin for a private
negotiation on what to do. The room looked like a hurricane had blown through it
with all the books and papers scattered around. Elwar had not had time to do
any cleaning up as of yet. The windows let in some sunlight, the first any of the
had seen in a while.
Troen nodded with a serious expression on his face. “That's probably what
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we'll have to do.”
“And if the air is breathable? What do we do then?” asked Elir.
“Check the outside of the ship for damage,” said Troen.
“And then we explore,” said Elwar with a gleam in his eyes. “The immediate
forest alone will no doubt be full of things we have never seen.”
“We can't just go walking around carelessly,” said Yerny in a stern voice. “We
have no idea what's out there. We don't know what sort of beasts live in the
forest.”
“I agree with Yerny,” said Troen. “If we are to explore, we need to do so in
groups that are prepared to fend off dangers. No one should be venturing into the
forest alone.”
“Safety first,” said Elir.
Reluctantly, Elwar nodded. His view on what was safe tended to differ from
most peoples opinion, but being outnumbered three to one on the matter left him
with little chance of doing things his way. They'd still get things done, albeit
perhaps a bit slower.
“Should we do it today or wait for tomorrow?” asked Yerny.
“We don't even know how long a day is here,” said Elwar. “It's best we get
going while there's light outside. It's not like we're going to go on a hours long
trek right away.”
“I agree with Elwar,” said Elir. “It's best we know at least a little of our
surrounding before it gets dark.”
“All right then. I'll go find us a volunteer,” said Troen. He pulled down his
hat and exited the cabin.
Elir eyed the two she was left with. She then focused on the room. Come to
think of it, it was her first time in Elwars cabin since the departure. The wizard
had managed to keep her outside the entire time. What on earth was he hiding so
desperately?
“Well then,” started Elwar nervously as he noticed Elirs eyes headed towards
the wooden box with the Rune Caster. “Perhaps we should go too? Lots of things
to do.”
Elir turned to look at him. “You trying to get rid of me again?”
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Elwar put on a faked smile. “No, of course not. Why would you think that?”
“He is right,” added Yerny carelessly. “We do have a lot of things to do. You'll
have a lot to write about today, too.”
Elir realized just how right the gnome was. The past few days had not been
eventful and she had not had much to write down in the records. The most
excitement after their arrival through the portal had been her visit outside the
ship.
But now they were in an entire new world, filled with plants and possibly
animals no one had ever seen before. There might even be some more evolved
beings inhabiting the place. Just explaining the crash on the ground would fill
many pages.
“Hmm, true enough,” she agreed reluctantly. “There is a lot to write down so
I might as well get to it while you arrange for the excursion to the outside world.”
Elwar had trouble hiding his relief as the priestess left the room.







It was difficult to find a window on the ship that wasn't crowded by the crew.
Everyone wanted to see how the volunteer would fare. Everyone hoped things
would go well.
Troen had found his volunteer surprisingly fast. There had in fact been
several volunteers the moment the word got around that one was needed. He had
ended up choosing Travis for the job. The young lad had a calm head and he had
been one of the men who had spent a lot of time outside the ship when they had
travelled through the empty darkness. He was perfect for the mission.
He did seem a bit nervous as Reyes helped him into the suit.
“Don't worry,” said Troen. “We are just being overly cautious here. Given that
there are trees outside I doubt the air will be unbreathable.”
The young man smiled nervously. “I know, captain. I have to admit I am a bit
excited. I'll be the first one to breathe the air of another world.”
“For that I envy you. I'll make sure Elir records your accomplishment with
the details it deserves,” said Troen. The grin on Travise's face widened.
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“Don't go saying things like that, captain,” said Reyes. “You'll make his head
grow so large the helmet won't fit.”
Troen laughed. “I'll give him a good chewing if that happens.”
“Ah, don't be silly, Reyes,” complained Travis.
The older sailor snorted. “You just remember to be careful out there. We
don't know what will be waiting for you. We didn't lose you to that sea creature
and we sure aren't going to lose you to thin air.”
“We'll have another man ready and waiting in a suit in case something
happens,” said Troen. “He'll be there to help you if something goes wrong.”
“Thanks, captain. That makes me feel a lot better,” said Travis. He did look a
bit less nervous upon hearing he had some sort of an safety net underneath him.
“You ready to go?” asked Reyes as he grabbed the helmet.
Travis nodded. Reyes lowered the helmet and locked it in place. The young
man gave a thumbs up as the air circulation of the suit kicked in. He lumbered
into the chamber that separated the ship from the open lower deck. Reyes sealed
the door behind him.
“Well, I'd better go to the command room to see how he fares,” said Troen.
“I'll get his backup ready before giving him the go ahead, captain,” said
Reyes. The room was small and didn't leave much room for another one to get
into a suit, especially with three people in the room already. Getting into the suit
didn't take long though, as long as you had someone to assist you.
Troen nodded and started towards the back of the ship. He noted the crew
was keen on seeing how the young lad fared as well. Even windows that offered
no view to the open deck had several men packed at them trying to get a glimpse
of something.
Of course, the forest beyond the windows was worth looking at by itself.
Though they had not spotted any large animals as of yet, the trees and plants
that were visible were enough to give pause and grab your attention. It was a
different kind of beauty than what they were used to in their own world, but it
was beauty none the less.
The control room was packed with crew members. There was barely room for
Troen to make his way to the windows that offered a view of the front of the ship.
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Elir, Yerny and Elwar were all squeezed in tight right by other members of the
crew. The atmosphere in the room was tense and the air was quickly getting stale
because of the amount of bodies packed in there. The air circulation on the ship
was not exactly designed to handle large concentrations of people in such a small
place.
“He should be stepping out right about now,” said Troen as he had secured a
good view for himself. The crew did give him way. He was the captain, after all.
Right as he said that they could see the suited figure come into view.







Travis breathed in heavily as he opened the door to the open deck. There
was barely any rush of air, which he took to be a good sign. Unlike in the dark
emptiness they had sailed through, it seemed there was at least something there
that prevented the air from escaping.
He closed the door behind himself and stepped forward onto the deck. It took
him a moment to take in the view. The strange trees, the multitude of different
coloured flowers that dotted the clearing. They all looked strange, but there was
also familiarity about them.
He could hear muffled sounds of birds through his helmet. Such sounds had
not gotten through inside the ship. It gave him even more hope that the mission
he had volunteered for was not a suicidal one. If there were birds then there had
to be air.
A wave of his hands gave him even more confidence. He felt the resistance
the air gave his swings. He found himself grinning as he turned to give a wave
towards the windows of the command room. Even from the distance he could see
the many faces packed against the windows with their eyes fixed on him.
The young man had to admit he was feeling a bit nervous, despite all the
good signs so far. He hesitated as he put his gloved hands on the latches that
held the helmet in place.
What if there was no breathable air after all? His life would probably end,
despite any backup they had planned for him. The words of his father came to
mind. He had been a sailor just like him. The few times he had been home, he
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had been mostly drunk and never paid much attention to his son. But there had
been a few times when the walls around him had crumbled down and he had
spent time with Travis and shared with him his opinions and life experience.
Mostly he had talked about the life of a sailor and what one needed to keep in
mind when walking that path.
They had been sitting by the fireplace, his father with a tankard of beer in
hand, Travis with a wooden ship that he was playing with, imagining fighting
through a storm. His father had shared the words with him. “Son, a sailor lives
and dies by his word. If you give it, you must keep it. Most importantly, the word
you give to your captain is a sacred one and if broken you will lose what is most
important to any man; your integrity and honour.”
At such a young age, he had not fully understood the meaning of the words,
but as he grew older he began to realize the truth in them. He had seen men who
had broken their word and without fail they had all been worse off after doing so.
He had given the captain his word.
The latches came open and Travis grabbed the helmet, pulling it off. He took
in a deep breath. He exhaled and took another breath. The air was fresh. The
smells of the forest were strange, but not unpleasant. It was air they could
breathe without problems. A gentle breeze ruffled his hair.
Wind!
How he had missed the feel of it. Inside The Wind Sabre there was no
noticeable wind, just a barely perceivable current of air. Any sailor that had spent
much of their life at sea would miss the wind if deprived of it. It was the sign of
their freedom and an emotional attachment to the seas they had fared through.
Travis grinned. He even laughed a little. He waved to the people watching
him from the windows. The relief he felt at the air being breathable was enough to
make him feel slightly light headed. For a moment he feared it might be the air,
but it passed as he took a few deep breaths and calmed himself.
He hadn't really been given any specific tasks after ensuring the safety of the
outside environment. He figured inspecting the ship would be a good start. He
wasn't about to go back inside right away.
It took him a while to get out of the suit, but being free of its constraints was
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more than worth it. He stretched himself and started towards the railing to see
what sort of damage the ship had taken. There were some fallen branches he had
to avoid, some of them large enough that they'd need more than a single person
to clean away.
He saw that the beam that held the pontoon attached looked undamaged. He
realized quite soon they had been lucky in their crash. They had approached the
forest from a direction where the trees were young and not strong enough to halt
the ship in one go or damage it much. They had come to a halt right by the line
where the trees started to become old and unyielding. Had they ran into those
trees the ship would have been torn to pieces, protective runes or not.
Travis leaned over the railing and looked down at the ground and the side of
the ship. There did not seem to be any damage to the ship. The ground below
looked like a large plough had ran through it. There were loose patches of dirt
and grass strewn all over and there was a huge indent on the ground where the
ship had hit it, telling of the immense power with which it had come down.
“Hey, you survived,” came a voice from behind him.
Startled, Travis turned around to see Reyes walking towards him. Many
others were flowing out of the open door. It seemed the captain had given
permission to venture outside.
The young man smiled. “For a moment I was hesitant to take off the helmet.”
“What made you change your mind?” asked Reyes as he leaned on the
railing next to him and eyed the forest.
“Something my father said,” replied Travis and watched the other crew
members start to clean off branches from the deck while others were already
climbing the mast to get a better view of their surroundings. The captain didn't
waste time in getting people to work.
Reyes eyed the young man. It looked like it was the best answer he was
going to get out of him. Not that he minded. They'd been together long enough
now that he knew Travis would tell him things when he was ready to do so.
“Quite the journey we've gotten ourselves on,” said Reyes to break the
silence.
Travis nodded. “If we survive this, ain't many who can say they've done what
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we've done.”
Reyes examined the view. The sound of the birds singing was soothing,
despite the unfamiliar nature of them. He even spotted an butterfly going from
flower to flower near the edge of the clearing. Its purple and black wings fluttered.
He could have sworn it was the size of his palm.
“Don't you worry,” he finally said. “The captain will take good care of us
along with Elwar, Yerny and Elir.”
“Those four do seem to have everything under control,” admitted Travis. The
crew had come to look up to the leaders. They made sane decisions and didn't
put anyone's life in danger needlessly. Of course, there were risks involved, but
that was the case with any normal sea journey as well.
“Well, we're going to have a quiet few days, I hope,” said Reyes.
“What do you mean?” asked Travis.
“The captain ordered the crew to inspect the ship for damages and clean up
any branches and stuff that have fallen on it,” explained Reyes. “No one is to
venture into the forest. Even going down to the clearing is to be done only with
his approval.”
“Doesn't sound that quiet to me,” said Travis.
“Hey, at least we're not rushing head first into the forest,” replied Reyes.
“Staying around the ship sounds as quiet as it's going to get on this journey.”
“I suppose you're right about that,” admitted Travis. Not that there had been
much excitement as they had sailed through the empty darkness. Initially it had
taken a toll on everyone's nerves, but with time they had gotten used to it and by
the time they had gotten close to the New World some had even come to like the
freedom of floating around effortlessly. He had to admit that while being on solid
ground was a relief, there were parts of the freedom that he missed.
“Hey, you two! Stop mucking about and come help us!” came a shout from
their fellow crew member. They were struggling with a particularly large branch.
The two left the railing and joined the effort to clean up the ships decks.







“Elwar, there's something wrong,” said Rodil as the wizard entered the
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command room. It was the second day they were on the ground in the New World.
“What is it?” asked Elwar as he walked up to his assistant.
“The energy levels. They're not going up any more,” said Rodil.
Elwar examined the runes that told the situation. “Have some runes been
damaged or connections severed?”
Rodil shook his head. “Nothing seems to indicate that. I examined all of the
cubes and they all seem to be drawing in power as usual.”
Elwar eyed his assistant. He seemed to have more to add. “What is it?”
“Well,” started Rodil. He had a concerned look on his face. “To me it looks
like there's something that's pulling away the energy as fast as our system can
gather it.”
Elwar frowned. It was an unlikely scenario. To pull away energy from the
cubes would need quite a bit stronger system than what they had. It would have
to be close by, otherwise the sheer scale of it would be something beyond even his
imagination. But then what else could explain the energy levels not going up?
A further concern was the fact they now did not have enough power to open
a portal. They barely had sufficient reserves to use the fire elementals for a short
while. They'd be able to fly with the ship and the protective runes would continue
to function, but any hope of getting back home was lost unless they figured out
what the problem was.
“Let's check the runes once more before we start making up any crazy
theories,” said Elwar finally.
It took them most of the day to ensure every rune in the energy gathering
web was functioning properly. It was a tedious task that sent them all around the
ship and into tight places no one would normally have ventured into. They found
nothing to indicate any problems. Everything was working as it was supposed to.
Elwar shook his head. They had returned to the command room. “This is
very odd indeed.”
Rodil looked as disturbed as Elwar did about the whole thing. “Have you
tried casting any spells since our arrival?” he asked.
Elwar shook his head. “I haven't had the need to. Or the time for that
matter.”
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“If there is something pulling away the energies, would it not also pull away
the energy any spells we cast would require, thus causing the spell to be weaker
or even fail completely?”
“I see. Good thinking,” said Elwar. He began to draw a rune in the air. A
faint glow followed his finger, forming the runes in midair. It was an simple spell
to call forth an small orb of light. They waited as he finished the runes. To their
horror the runes slowly shimmered away without producing any light. They
glanced at each other nervously.
Elwar thought about the situation. Could it really be that this world had, for
all intents and purposes, no magical energies in it that could be put to use
without constructing a large scale gatherer, like they had on the ship? There were
magical energies, of that he was certain. They had, after all, replenished their
own reserves up to a certain point after which the system was unable to draw in
more than was being pulled out.
The more energy was stored in something the harder it became to add in
more. If there was something else pulling the energies away it would, at some
point, level out any objects ability to gather the energy. A simple rune drawn in
air did not have much ability to pull in energy so, for all intents and purposes,
what ever was pulling away the energies in the world, was making the world a
dead place for most kinds of magic.
“Let me try something here,” he finally said and began drawing the same
rune as before. This time he added a few extra runes that tied the spell to the
ships systems. An orb of light appeared almost instantly as he finished the
pattern. He dismissed the orb quickly.
“It seems our ability to do magic is tied to the ship in this world,” said Rodil
quietly. He had understood what Elwar had done.
Elwar nodded. “More importantly, we need to figure out what is causing this.
If we can't, we will be stuck here.”
“Couldn't we just build additional gatherers?” asked Rodil.
“We could, but how likely do you think it is that we'll find people capable of
building metal cubes like we have?” asked Elwar. “We can't just slap in an
endless amount of low quality objects and hope it works. It would be too
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dangerous.”
Rodil saw the truth in Elwar's words. They couldn't afford to use stone or
wood. Those were too prone to breaking apart with catastrophic results when
subjected to such intense forces that would be involved in the system they had.
Pure metals were the only viable option. “We have to tell the captain,” he finally
said.
Elwar nodded. “But keep it from the rest of the crew until we do. We don't
want to cause needless panic.”
“To be honest, panicking is something I'm close to doing,” admitted Rodil.
Elwar patted him on the shoulder. “So am I, but we have to appear calm for
the sake of everyone. We're the only ones who can fix this. They're counting on us
to get us out of this trouble.”
Rodil sharpened up. “You are right, of course. I'm sorry.”
“Don't apologize for being honest to me,” said Elwar and exited the room and
began searching for the captain.







“What do you think?” asked Elir.
Yerny poked the dead creature with a stick. It was the oddest thing the
gnome had seen so far. It had four legs, with the hind ones looking to be built for
jumping. It had a blue back with black stripes that went around the middle of its
bloated torso. It had a long, purple tongue that was hanging out of its mouth.
What worried him were the small spikes that were protruding from all around its
body. It looked like a cross between a frog and a hedgehog.
“I think we shouldn't touch it with our bare hands, that's what I think,” he
finally said. “It looks poisonous.”
They were at the edge of the forest, right by the path the ship had made for
itself when it had crashed, along with two crew members that both carried
swords at their waists. It was the captains order. No one moved more than a few
feet from the ship unless they were together with at least two other members of
the crew. No one moved without having some means of defending themselves.
So far they had not ventured into the forest. The open trail the ship had left
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was the furthest they had gone and even that they had started on only today.
They'd examined the broken trees and other plants the craft had dislodged in its
way. They'd found some small animals that had met their end as the ship
ploughed through the trees and ground. The frog like creature was one of the
latest they'd found.
There were three other groups examining the site. One was headed by the
captain himself. His group had ventured the furthest away from the ship, though
even for them it would be a short spurt to get back to safety.
“It's just so..different,” said Elir as she crouched down. She was wearing her
blue robes once more now that they didn't get in the way like they had in the
darkness.
“Everything's different here,” said Yerny in a colourless voice.
“Well, yes, but I mean we've only barely scratched the surface here,” said Elir
in a voice filled with excitement. “Who knows what sort of creatures we'll run
into? If the small ones are this strange, how will the bigger ones be?”
Yerny poked the creature one last time. Some sort of green ooze trickled out
of its mouth. “With our luck it'll be the local orcs.”
Elir glared at him.
It was then that a group of three men ran towards them. Elir stood up to
greet them, but she never got the opportunity.
“Elwar has something he wants to talk about,” said one of the men. “He
wants you and Yerny to return to the ship along with the captain.”
“He has probably broken something,” muttered Yerny and started towards
the ship.
“The captain's further ahead. You probably can't miss him,” said Elir to the
men and pointed towards the highly visible hat of the elf captain. The men
nodded and started that way. Elir followed Yerny along with the two crew
members that were escorting them.
They found Elwar on the lower open deck. He looked genuinely worried.
“What have you done now?” asked Yerny as he climbed over the railing, still
huffing due to the strain of the climbing.
“Me? I've done nothing,” replied Elwar, sounding irritated.
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“Well? What is it then?” demanded Yerny.
“We better wait for the captain,” said Elwar. “And we better talk about it
behind closed doors.” The tone of his voice was enough to convince Yerny that
something serious was going on.
They waited impatiently for the captain to return. Elir paced the deck,
wondering what was up. The way Elwar was talking was rare. He seemed to be
genuinely worried about something. If he was worried, it was all the more reason
for everyone else to worry twice as much.
The captains hat appeared beyond the railing and soon after the elf pulled
himself onto the deck. He seemed slightly irritated that his exploration had been
interrupted. He had been an active part of all the exploration they had done. He
seemed to enjoy the thrill of it quite a bit.
“We should talk in private,” said Elwar before the captain could say
anything.
Troen raised an eyebrow, but said nothing and motioned for the wizard to
show the way. They followed him all the way through the ship and into his
quarters.
“We have a problem,” said Elwar as everyone had settled down. The cabin
didn't offer much room, but they made themselves as comfortable as they could,
with Yerny and Elir sitting on his bed and the captain leaning against the wall
next to the door.
“We gathered that much from what the men said,” said Yerny.
Elwar began to explain what he and Rodil had discovered. The expression in
the room began to grow grim. They all understood the severity of what they were
being told. They could just as well have been hearing their own prison sentence
being read out.
“So we're stuck here?” asked Elir as Elwar finished his explanation.
“For the time being,” came the reply from the wizard.
“Our food stores aren't going to last forever,” said Troen. “We'll need to find
something edible in the forest.”
“Is there nothing we can do to counter the power that's sucking all the magic
from our surroundings?” asked Yerny.
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Elwar shook his head. “Not with what we have available.”
“Then what should we do?” asked Elir. She had her own ideas, but wanted to
hear what the others had to say.
“We do as the captain suggested,” said Yerny. “We secure food and water for
ourselves. Then we explore this place in the hopes of finding a solution to our
problem.”
“That could take years!” protested Elwar.
“You have something better to do?” asked Elir with an raised eyebrow. The
prospect of being stuck on an unknown world for who knows how long was not a
pleasant one for her either, but in the end it was better than some of the
alternatives she had thought of before embarking on the journey.
“We knew this trip would have risks,” said Troen. “It looks like we've landed
on a fairly benign one.”
“Benign?” asked Yerny and snorted.
“We could be dead,” said Troen bluntly.
It was true. They could have died the moment they exited the portal. They
could have died when the ship crashed. They could, of course, still die due to all
sorts of reasons, but for now they were alive and that meant there was hope of
finding a solution and getting back home.
“What do we tell the crew?” asked Elwar. ”They won't be happy to hear the
situation.”
“Let me worry about them,” said Troen. “It is my responsibility after all.”
“You think they'll be stringing us all up?” asked Yerny.
Troen chuckled and tilted his hat slightly backwards. “I didn't choose such
men in my crew. They'll accept the situation. They might curse you under their
breath, but they won't lay a finger on any of us. They know we're their only hope
of getting home. And more importantly, they trust us all.”
“That's reassuring,” muttered Yerny.
“For now, all of you should just continue as is,” said Troen. “Elwar, maybe
put some more time into thinking up a solution for the problem.”
“I'll do my best,” said Elwar, though he did not sound too optimistic. “Once
we start exploring more, we should keep an eye out for anything that might be
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the cause of it.”
The others nodded. It seemed like the prudent thing to do.
There was a knock on the door. Troen opened it to find a flustered crew
member behind it.
“Captain, there's something you should come and see!” said the sailor.
“What is it?” asked Troen.
“There's something in the forest and it seems to be headed our way,” the
sailor said. “Right towards the place our ship ploughed through.”
The captain turned to look at the others. They all looked curious.
“I think you'd all better join me,” said Troen and started past the sailor. The
others followed him all the way to the open upper deck. It was the place with the
best view along the path of destruction they had made in the forest.
Many of the crew had already gathered there to get a view of what ever it
was. The captain was happy to note that the people on the ground were already
rushing towards the ship and climbing aboard. There would be no one left on the
ground.
They didn't need the crew to point out the source of the excitement. They
could hear the noise it was making as it fell trees. They could see the tree tops
shaking. Most curiously, they could see a column of grey smoke rise from below
the foliage and slowly disappear in the wind.
“What is that?” asked Yerny.
No one could offer him an answer.
The captain pulled out his spyglass and peered through it. For now, all he
could see was a wall of trees and undergrowth and little to nothing beyond them.
The ship had made a path of destruction of five hundred feet or more so they
would have some open space between them and what ever was headed their way.
“Men, grab your bows and swords!” shouted Troen.
“Something dangerous?” asked Elir and squinted to try and see.
“I don't know, but it's better to be prepared than caught off guard,” replied
Troen.
The men did as ordered. Many already had swords on their waist that they
grabbed hold of. Some left to get their bows from below deck. The anticipation
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grew among everyone present. It created an air of uneasiness that manifested as
shuffling feet, nervous scratches and other small ticks that people tend to develop
in such situations.
The sounds of trees falling did not help the nervousness. What ever was
headed their way was big and the sounds just made imaginations run wild and
produced monsters and other things that further increased the uneasiness
amongst everyone. There were nervous whispers as crewmen exchanged thoughts
and words of encouragement.
The first line of trees fell down, revealing what had been making its way
towards them. It emerged from amidst the trees at a slight angle, offering them a
view of both its front and side. The crew fell silent at the sight of it and Troen
lifted his spyglass once more to get a better look at it.
It was made of metal. It was like a large, sturdy carriage with a large, round
chamber on the back of it with a metal chimney that was pillowing out smoke.
Instead of wheels it ran on tracks that took up both sides of it. Troen could see
gears turning on the side with his spyglass. It was a mechanical contraption for
certain.
At the front there was a hollow pipe that pointed straight at the ship. It
seemed to be mounted on a pallet that could be turned so the pipe could be
angled and turned to point into more than the direction where the vehicle was
going.
“What is that thing?” asked Elir. She didn't sound scared so much as she
did curious.
“Some sort of..automated wagon?” suggested Yerny. He was busy studying it
through the holes the railing had. Even from the distance he could tell what some
of the parts were for and from there on could deduce more on the purpose of
other bits. “I think it's steam powered,” he finally said.
Elwar glanced down at him. “What makes you think that?”
“What does that even mean?” asked Troen.
“You see that round chamber at the back of it? It's probably filled with
water,” explained Yerny. “The chimney indicates they're heating the water and
using the steam from it to move that thing.”
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“Wouldn't anyone inside be cooked to death?” asked Troen. He eyed the
thing through his spyglass some more. He had to admit the theory seemed
plausible. The parts seemed fit for such an contraption.
“I'm just guessing,” said Yerny defensively. “For all I know that thing runs
with horse manure and good will.”
The others stopped pestering him for more details.
As they watched, a puff of white steam was let out of the contraption with a
loud whistle and it began to move towards the ship once more. As it got closer,
they could see metal flaps that were open, no doubt giving anyone inside the
ability to see outside.
At over forty feet long and well over ten feet wide, the construct was an
impressive sight as it barrelled towards them. It was the sort of sight that would
make men want to run away and hide under a rock. Though given the sheer mass
the machine must have, it was likely it could squish you under the rock with as
much ease as if you were standing in front of it. After all, it had fell trees, albeit
thin and young ones.
“You think we should start preparations to fly up?” asked Elwar.
“That wouldn't be a bad idea,” replied Troen. He didn't think they were in
danger. While the vehicle was an impressive sight, it wouldn't be able to hit the
ship or the crew with anything that could pose a serious threat to them. At least
as far as he could tell, there were no weapons on that thing.
Elwar looked for Rodil. He spotted him among the crew and made his way to
him and instructed him to go to the command room and prepare for anything. He
also told him to give the protective runes a bit of an extra boost, just in case. He
then returned to the captains side.
The metal contraption had come to a halt some thirty feet from the ship.
They could now clearly see a hatch at the front of the thing and the metal flaps
that were quite clearly window covers.
They waited, but nothing happened.
“What now? Do we send someone to examine it?” asked Elwar.
“That doesn't sound too wise,” said Elir. Though she had to admit she would
have liked to get a closer look at the thing.
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Troen looked thoughtful. He had concerns about sending someone to look at
such an mysterious object when it had shown signs of life only moments before.
Who knew what would happen?
Their chance to make a decision was robbed from then when the front hatch
on the thing popped open and something climbed out.
It had a dark skin and a black beard. It stood about as tall as Elwar, but
with as sturdy a build as a dwarf would have. It wore what looked to be a leather
vest and a shirt along with loose pants made out of cloth. Even from the distance
they could see it lacked the usual white most races had in their eyes. His were
completely black. It eyed the ship with as much curiosity as everyone onboard
did him.
It shouted something in a rough voice.
Elir frowned.
“What is it?” asked Troen.
Elir looked at the captain with a surprised expression. “I think it just greeted
us. In dwarven.”
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Chapter 9
You expect to meet something new and totally different, but when you meet
something that has some familiarity to it you are slightly disappointed. Is that the
limit of the variety in the entirety of our world? Or is it a sign of a greater hand in
work that produces the similarities?
 Elir Ardanwen
Official record keeper

“H

ow can it speak dwarven?” demanded Yerny. He eyed the
thing that had shouted out such an surprising greeting.
“I don't know,” replied Elir.

“Can you respond to it?” asked Elwar.
“I can, but should I?” replied Elir.
“It would be rude not to,” said Troen.
Elir sighed. She cleared her throat and yelled out a similar greeting to what
had been thrown their way. The creature standing on top of the vehicle tilted its
head and shouted out some more words.
“What did it say?” asked Troen.
Elir had to shake her head. “I don't know for certain. That wasn't pure
dwarven. There were words from elvish and the common trade language thrown
in.”
“So it is a different language all together?” asked Yerny.
Elir nodded. “Even if there are similarities, some common words, its
sentence structure seems completely different. I can only make vague guesses as
to what he's really saying.”
“He?” asked Elwar.
“I think that's what it said. It introduced himself as a man called Turaiw
Estper and asked what we were doing here and what this ship was and how it
could fly in the air,” explained Elir. “Though, again, this is just a guess based on
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the words I know from our world. For all I know they could have an entirely
different meaning here and he might as well be demanding us to surrender before
they attack us.”
“How does an entirely different world end up developing a language with
similar words as that of another world?” wondered Yerny.
“The gods created the world and gave us our languages,” offered Elir as an
explanation. “Would make sense that their creations had similarities.”
“Now is probably not the time for a theological revelation,” reminded Troen
and nodded towards the man standing on top of the metal wagon. He was shifting
his weight from one leg to the other, looking impatient.
“Ah, right. Sorry,” said Elir. She scolded herself for letting her mind wander
to matters that were, at least for the moment, irrelevant.
“Can you figure out how to communicate with them?” asked Elwar. He had a
look

of

urgency

about

him.

“They

might

know

something

about

our

little..problem.” He did not want to spell it out in the middle of the crew. The
captain had not yet had time to inform them of the situation and he would be
much better at breaking the news.
“With time,” replied Elir. She did not want to give an overly optimistic view to
anyone even though she was fairly certain that the similarities she had seen even
in this brief exchange would make it much faster than learning a completely new
language.
“Well, we'd better keep him talking. At least that way he isn't looking to
attack us,” said Yerny.
“But what if I say something that offends him?” asked Elir. It was a real
possibility. One she hoped they would be able to avoid.
“Wouldn't not replying be offensive as well?” asked Troen.
“At least let me go down on the ground,” suggested Elir. “That way I'll be able
to ask him to name things and explain them. I can use hand gestures to convey
my meaning. It'll be a lot safer and easier.”
Elwar glanced at Troen. “It's your decision, captain. Personally, I think it's
worth the risk. We need friends and driving this fellow away by being rude would
not make for a good start.”
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Troen pondered the situation. Losing Elir would be unacceptable, but then
so would be driving away the first contact with an intelligent being in this new
world. “I'll permit it, provided you don't go alone. At least three men will go with
you at all times and they will all be armed.”
Elir nodded. It seemed a reasonable precaution.
“And you will not go out of sight. You will always stay where we can see you
from the ship and shoot a few arrows if need be,” added the captain.
“What, you think I'm already so infatuated with him that I'll jump in his
weird carriage and go for a ride in the forest?” asked Elir with humour in her
voice.
Troen gave her a stern look while Elwar and Yerny both tried their best to
hide their mirth. A few of the crew that were nearby had trouble keeping a
straight face as well.
“Just take your safety seriously,” the captain finally said.
“I will. Don't worry,” replied Elir.
Troen nodded and began looking for three reliable men to accompany her.
Elir tried to communicate to Turaiw that she was coming down with a few others
so they could talk better. She was not entirely certain she managed to convey
exactly that message, but the hand wave she was given seemed to indicate he had
gotten the general gist of what she had tried to say.
Two others climbed out of the vehicle and exchanged words with Turaiw.
They all took a relaxed attitude and leaned against the machine or sat down and
waited for Elir to get down along with her escorts.







Elwar stood on the open upper deck and looked on as Elir continued to talk
with Turaiw and his two companions. It had been two weeks since they'd rolled
into the clearing with their strange vehicle. Elir had managed to get a grasp on
the differences of the languages and could now fairly confidently communicate
with them.
She had managed to get Yerny to get a look inside the vehicle they called a
tank. The gnome had been right in that it was steam powered. He had been quite
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excited over the entire thing and was now furiously making notes in his cabin,
marking down every nut and gear he could. He had always had a love for
mechanical things. That was why Elwar had hired him as his assistant in the
first place, after all.
Turaiw and his remaining companions had proven to be pleasant enough
and they did not seem hostile at all. One they had sent on a trek back through
the forest so he could inform their commander of their find and possibly bring in
some more high ranking people to handle the situation.
They called themselves the Gardless. They had mentioned that they were at
war, hence why they were rolling around in a tank made for combat. They had
seen the fireball The Wind Saber had seemed like as it had fallen from the sky.
They'd come to investigate whether it was a new weapon of their enemy or
something else. They had never expected to find beings from another world.
What they had told Elir of the war was vague and shallow at best. It did not
seem like the usual dispute over land, resources or religion that sparked most
wars. There seemed to be something more sinister behind it, but they refused to
elaborate on it further. They were mere tank men, not commanders or leaders
that could explain the situation better.
At least that was what they were saying.
They'd talked about the matter amongst the leadership of the journey, but
had decided to let the matter be for now since they were giving useful
information. They had shown them edible plants, animals and directed them to a
source of clean water. They'd shown them dangerous plants and warned them of
animals they should try to steer away from. Those things alone were worth
enough to give the Gardless the benefit of the doubt as far as it came to their
motives in a war where The Wind Saber and her crew had no stake in.
It was surprising how much similarities there were between the two worlds.
There were deer like creatures in the forest that provided meat that was just as
tasty. There were plants with onion like roots and berries that were not that
dissimilar from cranberries.
On the opposite side of things there were blueberry like plants that bore very
similar fruit, but would kill anyone who ate more than one of them. There were
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large, furry animals that looked like a cross between a wolf and a bear that
roamed the forest and would just as likely hunt down a human as a deer.
It was a mixed bag of similarities and differences.
What Elwar hoped he would gain today was knowledge about the way magic
was being sucked out of everything in the world. Given that the Gardless did not
seem to use any magic and had come up with all sorts of technological solutions
to what would have been normally solved by magic lent credence to the likelihood
that this New World had never been able to use magic.
In his mind Elwar still called in New World despite having learned the name
the locals used for it. They called the world Ardaw. Apparently the name had its
roots in the gods the Gardless worshipped, though so far Elir had been unable to
gouge out much in the way of information about their gods. Not even names.
“You ready to go?” asked Troen as he walked up to Elwar. The elf captain
looked tired. Despite what he had assured the rest, he had had some trouble
keeping the crew in order after telling them that they were all stuck in this
strange place for the foreseeable future. There had been the usual grumbling, but
a few men had gone further and protested more loudly.
Those men were now busy scrubbing the ships decks while the other crew
looked on and gave them an ear full of their thoughts.
“Can't say there's anything stopping me,” replied Elwar as he glanced once
more at Elir and her escort. They had gone ahead to lay the ground for the
questions Elwar had.
“You better get going then. I doubt Elir has much more to say to them about
your business,” said Troen and leaned against the railing to get a better look of
the situation for himself.
“Hmm, you're probably right,” replied Elwar and started towards the front of
the ship. He happily noted that the men tasked with the scrubbing were busy at
work under their comrades watchful eyes as he walked by.
He let out a resigned sigh as he arrived at the front deck and started to climb
down the ropeladder. The ship really needed a better system for getting down on
the ground. He made a note of it in his mind as one the things that needed fixing
once they got home.
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The climb down was not nearly as bad the climb up, but it still left Elwar's
hands feeling sore and a few muscles complaining. He shook his hands to try and
alleviate the numb pain in them as he walked towards Elir and the group of
Gardless.
“Ah, there you are. Finally,” said Elir and eyed Elwar as the wizard walked
up to them.
Elwar eyed the three Gardless with curiosity. It was not his first time seeing
them up close, but they were always a sight that warranted examination.
Especially their completely black eyes staring at you was unnerving.
He also noted how happy Elir seemed to be. It wasn't so much her facial
expression as it was the energy in her steps and the way she seemed to be full of
life. He couldn't really blame her for it. She was after all living the dream of most
anyone in the Order of Salvius. She was the first one to be talking to a completely
new race. She had catalogued several books worth of new animals, plants and
insects. Upon their return it was likely she would be one of the most valued
contributor to the knowledge the Order had seen in centuries.
On the back of such an accomplishment she would no doubt rise in the
ranks faster than anyone before, though Elwar was fairly certain none of that had
entered the woman’s mind during all of this. She was just happy to be gaining
knowledge and recording it all down.
“What are you looking at?” demanded Elir.
Elwar blinked. He had not realized he had been staring at her as his mind
drifted. “Ah, nothing. Sorry.” His hand twitched nervously. “You've told them
about the line my questions will go?”
Elir nodded. “They didn't seem to have problems with answering questions
along those lines.”
“They ready to talk?” asked Elwar.
Elir asked Turaiw a question in the odd mix that was the language of the
Gardless. He replied in his rough voice that sounded like rocks being crushed
against each other.
“He's ready,” said Elir finally.
“All right then. Ask him if this world has always been without magic,” said
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Elwar.
Elir translated the question as best she could. Turaiw gave her along
explanation and answered a few questions Elir threw in. She began translating to
Elwar even as Turaiw continued to talk.
“All his life the world has been without magic,” explained Elir. “But there are
legends of times when fire could be brought forth from thin air and water made to
fall from the sky on a cloudless day.”
Elir frowned as she tried to make sense of what she was being told.
“According to their legends there came a day when magic ceased to work. There
was much despair and uncertainty during those days. Wars broke out, cities were
destroyed as the rulers sought answers as to what had taken away the gift of the
gods.”
Elwar did his best to listen without interfering with questions. What the
story so far meant was that something had happened that made the magic be
pulled away.
“It was a horrible time,” Elir continued with her translation. “But over time
we grew accustomed to life without magic. We used other means to accomplish
what had been done by magic before. It is why we have these machines.” Elwar
noted Turaiw wave towards the tank.
“Are there still places that have magic?” asked Elwar.
Elir translated the question.
The expression on Turaiw grew reserved, even frightful. He seemed to
struggle whether to tell something. Finally, he began to talk.
“According to legend, there is a valley in the north where fire can still be
pulled from thin air,” translated Elir his excited explanation. “Many have gone
looking for it, few have returned. Those that do, tell tales of horror of the
Fireborn.”
“The Fireborn?” asked Elwar.
Elir shrugged her shoulders. “I don't know. I'm not sure I translated it right,”
she admitted.
“Try to find out more about them,” encouraged Elwar.
Elir probed the subject matter some more. Turaiw seemed reluctant to reveal
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more about it, but finally gave up and told Elir what he knew.
“He says the Fireborn guard the place where the magic is still strong,”
explained Elir. “What they look like varies on who told the story. Some say they
are living flames that take on a Gardless form, but instead of black eyes they
have flames flickering in their sockets. Others say they are dressed in protective
clothing that makes it impossible to say what they look like. Some say they are a
heads length taller than the tallest of us, some say they are short but strong
enough to lift a stone their own size with a single hand.”
She stopped to listen to more of Turaiw's explanation. “What everyone seems
to agree on is that they do not look kindly on anyone approaching the site they
guard. Usually no one escapes their wrath, but on a rare occasion someone gets
lucky and escapes to tell the tale.”
Elwar had to take a moment to digest what he had been told. He couldn't
dismiss it as a mere legend. Even if it was one there was usually a grain of truth
behind each one. It was possible the magic in the world had been and continued
to be pulled into a single area due to some strange occurrence. It would make
sense that such an area would draw to it those who knew how to use magic. They
would no doubt protect it fiercely from outsiders as it would have been the only
remaining place for them to practice a craft so dear to them. Creating a few
illusion to provide foundation for wild stories to keep away the curious and
adventurous would have been an easy enough task.
Based on what he had been told of the magic of old, the people living in
Ardaw had not developed rune magic and had been mainly practising a straight
forward element based magic. They would have been unable to construct
anything like the system Elwar had built on The Wind Saber. Their only choice in
continuing to use magic would have been to stay close to what ever it was that
was gathering the energies in that single place.
What seemed certain to him was that this was so far the best and only lead
they had gotten as to how to solve the problem of getting home. Finding that
valley would be the key to unlock that door once more. Even if it turned out to be
a false hope, it would be worth pursuing it in absence of better ideas or
opportunities.
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Despite the advanced nature of the Gardless, they would likely be reluctant
to provide the stranded expedition with the needed amount of iron to
manufacture enough cubes with which to gather enough energy for a portal
opening. Even if they did, Elwar had done the maths of it and fitting that much
iron onto the ship would be difficult, if not impossible. It was no small force that
was gathering up all the magical energies and it was no small amount they were
lacking for opening a portal.
“Look, Elir, I'm sure you've understood what this could mean for us,” said
Elwar finally.
The woman nodded. “It could be our way home.”
“Exactly. That's why we need to find out everything we can about it. Where
that valley is, how to get there, anything at all that would help us find it,” said
Elwar with urgency in his voice.
“I'll try my best, though it might take time,” replied Elir.
“I had so many other questions, but those will have to wait for now. This is
more important than anything else,” said Elwar. “You continue at it, I'll go tell
Troen about what we've found out so far.”
Elir sighed and complained. “All this talking will rob me of my voice soon.”
“Just keep your mind on all the writing you'll have to do later on to distract
yourself from it,” said Elwar cheerfully. If the glare he got in response could have
killed, he would no doubt have been but a red stain underneath a large rock.
The wizard left Elir to gouge more information and started back towards the
ship. There would be a lot of planning to do.







Yerny was busy scribbling down rough schematics of what he had seen
inside the tank. It had been one of the most exciting days of his life. The levers,
the criss crossing pipes, the gauges and other instruments, the gears – it had
been like a dream come true for the gnome.
He scribbled down a set of gears that were used to move the tracks the tank
was on.
He had designed some marvellous things himself, but they all seemed to pale
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in comparison to the complex beauty of the steam powered tank. Even having
seen it and touched it and having found out some of its secrets, he still had a
hard time believing someone had built such a thing.
Upon considering it, the situation made him chuckle.
Here he was, sitting in a cabin on a ship that flew in the sky and had just
crossed the boundary between two worlds, in wonderment of a vehicle that, while
impressive, was stuck on the ground and worked on principles that were not that
difficult to begin to grasp.
The gnome shook his head.
The differences in the worlds had led the intellect of its inhabitants down a
different path. While different, the accomplishments did not pale in comparison
to what Yerny had seen in his own home world. Indeed, in some cases the people
of Ardaw had exceeded those of his home. Even the cursory view he had gained
into their lives and technology made him think that. What more would they
discover as more of the world opened up to them?
The gnome let his quill dance on the paper, drawing lines and scribbling
down measurements of the tanks interior as well as the outside. Maybe no one
would ever see the notes he was making, but he would never forgive himself if
they made it back home and he had not recorded anything. In that way he was
much like Elir. It helped that the priestess had asked him for a copy of what he
wrote down so she could include it in her official records for the journey.
A knock on the door pulled him out of his thoughts. He was slightly annoyed
by the fact he was being disturbed at such an moment. There never seemed to be
more than a moment of peace and time for something other than worrying
whether they would make it home or not. It was a clear sign that he had
progressed from being simply Elwar's assistant to being a valued leader among
the expedition, though personally he still saw himself as nothing more than an
assistant.
Yerny sighed and put down his quill into its holder. He sat up from the small
chair and made his way to the door to open it. He was surprised to find both
Elwar and Troen behind it, both looking excited.
“What is it?” asked Yerny grumpily.
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“Something has come up and we need to talk,” said Elwar and pushed
himself into the cabin. Despite Yerny being small, the cabin he had was not much
smaller than what Elwar had so having even three or four people there at the
same time was not a problem.
“Please, do come in. Make yourself at home,” said Yerny in a similar tone
that you might hear from someone who was facing fifty armoured men with
swords while armed only with a toothpick. It was a voice of accepted defeat.
Troen stepped inside the cabin. He looked a bit apologetic, which Yerny
acknowledge with a small smile. He closed the door and made his way back to his
small chair.
“What is it then?” he asked after taking a comfortable seat.
Elwar explained what he had learned with Elir about the valley that might
still host considerable amounts of magic. They still lacked any additional
information Elir might have managed to pry out of Turaiw, but even the base
story was enough to give Yerny serious thought.
“Perhaps we should wait for one of the more high ranking members to return
with that fellow they sent out?” suggested Yerny as Elwar finished telling him the
tale. “We are after all dealing with just a tank commander. For all we know his
knowledge of things is as good as the average sailors, which is to say, filtered
through days of drunken tale telling at some shady tavern.”
Elwar gave the gnome a stern look.
“Well, we aren't going anywhere just yet,” said Troen. “All we have is a vague
direction that won't get us much of anywhere.”
“You have reservations about the story as well?” asked Yerny.
The

captain

nodded.

“Like

you

said,

we

don't

know

under

what

circumstances the story was told and how distorted it is. I've been around enough
sailors to see a story change completely by the time it reaches the third tavern on
the docks.”
“Still, it's the best thing we've got,” said Elwar.
“We're not disputing that,” replied Yerny in a calming voice. “What we're
saying is that we need more than just the word of a single person we don't even
know that well.”
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“We need more corroborating stories and evidence,” added Troen. “We can't
go travelling around an unknown world looking for something that's an legend
even to the locals without a lot more than what we have now.”
Elwar had to concede the two were right. They needed more. He could only
hope Elir could get what was needed or that someone more knowledgeable would
arrive on the scene.
“What if that fellow doesn't return with anyone?” asked Elwar. “How long do
we wait here?”
Yerny and Troen exchanged looks. It was always an possibility that what
Elwar said would come true. The man had gone into the forest alone and could
very well have met with an untimely demise at the hands of some bloodthirsty
creature. It was something they would have to consider.
“If he doesn't return, we can always take those remaining two aboard and
use them as guides to fly to where ever there are more of their kind,” proposed
Troen.
“They probably wouldn't abandon the tank like that,” said Yerny.
“So we take only one of them and the other one can drive the tank away,”
said Elwar.
Yerny shook his head. “You need at least two people to drive that thing. One
to steer and one to keep an eye on the pressure and to keep the fire going,”
explained Yerny. He had learned a lot about the tank on his visit to it.
“We can probably ask them for a map. At least that will allow us to get to
where we want to go,” said Troen.
“That might work,” admitted Yerny. He had seen maps on them, but had
been unable to get a closer look. When it came to some things, they were very
secretive and took great care not to reveal anything. The gnome suspected a lot
of it had to do with the war they had briefly mentioned. A map that marked the
enemy positions could be valuable beyond belief to the opposing party.
“What ever the case may be, for now there's not much we can do other than
wait,” said Elwar. The thought did not sit well with him. He wanted to move
ahead already. Sitting around doing nothing did not suit him that well.
Luckily for Elwar they did not get to spend more than two days waiting
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around. By then Elir had squeezed out everything she could out of Turaiw
without learning that much new. His knowledge did not go much beyond the
legends that got told to children and adults alike. It was something everyone born
in Ardaw knew and as such lacked much of the details they were looking for.
It caused a bit of a commotion on the ship and among the crew that was
down on the ground. Several machines identical to Turaiw's tank rolled out of the
forest with a thunderous sound that shook the ground. Closely behind followed
some lighter vehicles that were on wheels that were covered in some sort of black
stuff that seemed to make for a smooth ride.
The lighter vehicles were far from being the bulky and slow tanks. Firstly,
they were open on the top with only a small piece of glass in the front to give a
very fragile protection to those inside. There were leather covered seats that
seemed much too cushy for something on four wheels. Pieces of curvy metal went
over the wheels to prevent mud from being flung on anyone inside the vehicle.
The front had two large, half sphere shaped lights. They looked like they weren't
designed for any rough terrain like the forest floor, but the tanks ploughing the
way at the front seemed to be enough to make the ground smooth enough for
them.
In total there were three tanks and three lighter vehicles that arrived at the
clearing. With them rode in over a dozen Gardless, dressed in uniform and
carrying what could only be viewed as weapons of some sort.
Elwar and Troen watched the spectacle from the upper deck. Both had a
look of concern about them.
“Well, looks like the fellow didn't get eaten by anything lurking in the forest,”
said Troen.
Elwar just nodded in silence.
“Why do I feel like we've been lured into sitting in a pot of water while
someone lit a fire under it?” asked Troen.
“Maybe because it's looking like that?” asked Elwar. “Three more tanks and
so many men. It seems a bit overkill for a simple greeting.”
“They did say they were going to report it to their commander,” said Troen
thoughtfully. “Even back home someone like that would come riding along with a
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squad of cavalry.”
“I still don't like this,” said Elwar. Something just didn't seem right to him.
They observed the vehicles come to a halt a bit further away than Turaiw's
tank. They saw Turaiw walk to the lead vehicle and exchange a few words before
continuing further back the column and to one of the lighter vehicles. There he
stopped to perform some sort of salute and seemingly answer and endless stream
of questions from someone who was dressed in a heavy, black coat and wore a
hat bearing some sort of golden insignia, no doubt indicating his higher rank.
“What do you think they're talking about?” asked Elwar.
“Turaiw is probably just reporting on the situation,” said Troen.
Both of them watched as Elir walked up to Turaiw's tank to get a closer look
at what was going on. To their relief they saw the men tasked with her safety
follow close behind. She seemed to exchange a few words with Turaiw's
companion, probably trying to find out what was going on.
As they continued to observe the situation it became ever more apparent
that someone of greater importance had arrived than Turaiw had expected or
called for. Whether that would turn out to be a good thing or not remained to be
seen.







Elir watched on with concern as the convoy of vehicles ground to a halt and
Turaiw went to talk with who ever it was that had come. Judging by what his
companion was telling her they had attracted someone higher up than the
immediate commander of the unit Turaiw's tank was attached to.
What worried her was how much force had been brought to the clearing all
of a sudden. The Wind Saber would likely be able to hold out against anything
they could throw at it, but there was always the possibility of it being captured.
The runes would not protect the crew from oneonone combat.
Though so far she had seen nothing indicating the Gardless would have
such intentions. At least Turaiw seemed just genuinely curious to hear about
another world than his own and share what he could with the strange visitors he
had encountered.
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It seemed Turaiw was giving an thorough report as time passed on by.
Enough time passed for Elwar to come and join her by Turaiw's tank.
“How's it looking?” asked Elwar and eyed the lump of vehicles that was a
small ways away.
Elir shrugged her shoulders. “Don't know what this is all about, but it
certainly looks like we've reeled in a bigger fish than anticipated.”
Elwar nodded. “We saw a glimpse of him from the deck. Judging by his
clothing he's more than a unit commander.”
They fell into silence and waited. Finally Turaiw seemed to finish his
debriefing and started towards them, followed by three other Gardless. Two had
well trimmed beards and were dressed in black uniforms that had two rows of
buttons going up the front. They wore shiny leather boots and carried on their
shoulder long hollow pipes that looked to have a similar firing mechanism as the
small weapon Turaiw carried in a leather holster. The third one was dressed in
well made dark trousers and jacket and wore a hat made of similar material with
a golden insignia in the front. It reminded Elir of some sort of a bird.
“Well, I guess we're about to find out who we've got visiting us,” muttered
Elwar.
Elir glanced at him, but did not have time to respond before Turaiw and
those following him came in close enough that they started their introductions.
She had to focus completely on translating everything that was being said so
Elwar could follow the conversation.
The better dressed Gardless was introduced as general Cheightia. Despite
looking young, he had achieved such a high rank and was now responsible for
the actions of the Gardless army operating in the region. He lacked a beard that
seemed so popular amongst the others of his kind. The only really distinguishing
thing about his looks was the small nose and a tiny scar on his jaw. Other than
that, he was much like Turaiw and the rest; built like a dwarf with the height of a
normal human.
The general didn't pay as close attention to Elir and Elwar as he did to the
ship floating in the air behind them. He measured it front to back with his eyes,
looking deep in thought.
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“Apparently the general just happened to be in the camp when the fellow
Turaiw sent arrived. The story he told sounded interesting enough for him to take
a personal interest,” explained Elir to Elwar.
“Well, what does he think?” asked Elwar.
Elir asked the question and received a response from the general in a voice
that lacked the roughness that seemed prevalent among the Gardless.
“He says he didn't actually expect the story to hold true, but seeing the ship
for himself has convinced him,” translated Elir. “He is most impressed.”
Elwar smiled a deceptively benevolent smile. “What does he intend to do
from here on?”
“You think it's wise to ask such a straight forward question?” asked Elir with
slight concern in her voice.
“Just ask him,” said Elwar while continuing to smile.
Elir did as the wizard asked. She was surprised to see the general chuckle as
he heard the question. The response surprised her even further.
“He says Turaiw has done an admirable job of keeping up contact with us,”
translated Elir. “He apologizes if his escort has caused worry for us, but it is the
minimum amount of protection he can travel with. He has no intention of
harming us or the ship. He wishes to learn more of us and from us.”
“So he says,” said Elwar. “Well, not much we can do about it now. Why don't
you ask if he wants a tour of the ship?”
Elir eyed the wizard. “You think that's wise?”
“What harm will it do? Not like I'll give away all the secrets to how it
operates.”
The priestess sighed. “Fine, but it's on you.”
The general was happy to accept the offer. It seemed the relations would
continue to be warm between the expedition and the natives.







Yerny was happy. He had been able to secure himself the opportunity to
examine one of the lighter vehicles up close in exchange for the generals tour of
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The Wind Saber. He was head first under the hood with a small light to ward off
the darkness of the evening, rummaging around and trying to find the secrets
behind how the vehicle operated. He examined how the gears inside operated and
what their turning was meant to do. So engrossed was he in his studies that he
neglected to observe his surroundings.
He had two crewmen with him as security, both carrying swords at their hip.
What Yerny did not see was three Gardless walk up to them and start exchanging
words. It was a fruitless conversation as neither side understood each other.
The gnome was blissfully unaware as one of the Gardless pulled out a knife
and sank it on the side of the throat of one of the crewmen. The other one
reached for his sword, but could not reach it before a second Gardless sank a
blade in his gut.
The third Gardless had an expression of shock on him and he tried to turn
and shout for help, but the two were quicker than him and had blades cut his
throat quicker than he realized. His black blood mixed in with the red that flowed
from the two crewmen.
“What's going on?” asked Yerny, his voice gaining a metallic echo inside the
vehicle. He had heard some noises that did not sound right.
The two Gardless turned their attention toward the gnome and his bottom
that was dangling out of the vehicle.
“Hey!” was all Yerny had time for before being violently pulled from inside the
vehicle. He landed hard on the ground. He blinked his eyes and tried to make
some sense of what was happening. He looked around. He saw the three bodies
laying on the ground.
Yerny grew pale.
He looked up in horror at the two Gardless standing in front of him. Their
black eyes seemed even more ominous in the darkness.
The gnome let out a pitiful yelp as he saw the hand of one of the Gardless
come down with something shiny on it.
Then there was darkness.
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Chapter 10
You try to plan for everything, take all the precautions you can to minimize
risk. But in the end even the most carefully planned plot can fail due to a random,
unforeseen event. What you are left with are the broken pieces of your plan and
your intellect and luck to try and piece together something workable.
 Elir Ardanwen
Official record keeper

“W

hat do you mean you can't find him?” demanded Elwar.
He eyed the crewman before him. He had sent him to find
Yerny so he could ask the gnome some questions about

the light vehicle he had gone to examine the previous evening.
“He's not on the ship,” replied the crewman.
“Well, he's probably on the ground then, Didn't you think to go look there?”
asked Elwar.
“No,” replied the crewman sounding a bit ashamed.
“Well you'd better go and look there then,” said Elwar impatiently.
“Now?” asked the crewman.
Elwar sighed. Sometimes he wondered whether Troen had selected the best
men available. He could swear some of their minds worked with the speed of a
snail. “Yes, now,” he said impatiently.
The crewman left the command room to carry out a more thorough search
for the gnome.
It was slightly odd that Yerny wasn't on the ship. He should have been. The
most sensible thing for him to be doing would have been to be in his cabin
drawing up schematics of the vehicle he had examined the previous evening.
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Elir had to admit that general Cheightia was a charming person. She had
spent the last evening talking with him about the Fireborn and the mythical
valley. He understood the situation The Wind Saber and her crew were in and
sympathized with their plight.
He had shared what he knew of the valley Turaiw had told them, which was
not much. He confirmed what they had learned from his underling as the truth,
or at least as what the legends and tall tales going around told everyone. He did,
however, manage to offer her some new information.
He recalled an expedition the Gardless had arranged a decade ago in the
past. It was not a widely known venture for it was an utter failure and
embarrassed many high ranking army officials so it had been kept quiet for the
most part. It was not exactly classified information so he had no qualms about
sharing it with Elir.
In the hopes of regaining the ability to use magic the Gardless had sent an
expedition to find the valley. They had dug through old books and tales, hoping to
find a clue as to where it was. Everything they had found pointed to a mountain
range in the far north that few had dared to explore. It was hard to travel terrain
with severe weather conditions and snow capped mountain tops.
They had done everything to prepare for it. They'd hired guides that had at
least some knowledge of those particular mountains. They'd gotten the best
equipment they could; warm clothes, ropes, pickaxes, packmules, warm tents.
Everything an expedition like that would need.
They'd secured experienced mountain men for the group to help along the
less experienced scientists, scholars and military personnel who were there to
ensure their safety.
It had been planned with the precision only a military campaign could be.
The group had set out from a small town called Olmaia that was located at
the foot of the mountains. There had been thirty people in the expedition. The
villagers had of course warned them of the foolishness of braving the mountains.
They lived near them. They knew how dangerous it could be up on the slopes.
The warnings had been ignored and the expedition had departed with
confidence in their ability to weather anything the mountains threw at them.
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Elir was always amazed how people ignored the locals warnings. She had yet
to hear a story where the locals had warned anyone out of no reason. It turned
out she was not wrong in this case either.
The expedition was a failure. After a month only three men returned to the
village. They were tattered and torn with serious injuries. The story they told did
not surprise the villagers.
The first days had gone by without problems for the team. They'd made good
way and faced no problems. On the third day they entered a region where snow
began to cover everything. They lost a mule and three men when the snow gave
way and revealed it had been covering a ravine.
Going around the thing cost them several days.
Then they were attacked by the creatures the villagers had warned them of.
Thick white fur, great paws that could crush a man's head and jaws that could
bite through the thickets of protective clothing. It had been a slaughter, despite
the well prepared nature of the expedition. In the frenzy of battle they had
scattered to the winds.
The three that returned were the sole survivors. The beasts probably didn't
get all the rest, but the mountains were a merciless place and were certain to
have claimed the rest.
Still, they were convinced the valley laid within the mountainrange.
For Elir the story offered a silver lining. With The Wind Saber they would be
able to fly over all the dangerous terrain and avoid the monsters and other nasty
beings that posed a danger. The only danger they would face would be the
weather conditions, but she figured that would be something they would be able
to deal with.
She had yet to share the new information with Elwar or Troen as she had
gone straight to bed after the conversation with the general. In the morning she
had joined him for breakfast without seeing either of the two men.
The general had a tent set up for himself with ample room for himself and a
table and chairs and an assortment of other comforts. Elir was a bit surprised so
much had been hauled along with the vehicles.
The breakfast she was being presented with seemed exotic, but as she dug in
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she found the flavours surprisingly familiar. The meat was not that different from
the taste of pork, the vegetables were not so different from carrots and rutabaga
and the red, round berries were not that dissimilar from strawberries.
Their dining was interrupted as one of the guards barged into the tent to
report that three of the men were missing along with a light vehicle.
General Cheightia put down his fork and wiped off some of the sauce that
had stuck to his upper lip with a napkin. “Deserters?” he asked mostly of himself,
out loud. He seemed to dismiss the idea quickly. “Have the men start a search.
Find out where they are.”
The guard saluted and went to enact the given orders.
“I hope you do not think we had anything to do with this,” said Elir in the
mix of languages that was Gardless.
The general eyed her appraisingly. Finally, he shook his head. “No. I don't
think you would do something like that. Why would you? What would you hope
to gain by it?”
“Information?” suggested Elir as she nibbled on a piece of meat.
A quick smile went across Cheightia's face. “We have been quite willing to
share what we can with you. The war is the only thing we have not told you much
of, but I doubt that's something you're very interested in. No, those soldiers
would have little to nothing to tell you that would be worth it.”
“Still, do you not worry about our motives?” asked Elir. The questions were
hard ones to ask and could possibly give the general some doubts, but she
wanted to hear how the general saw the situation.
“Of course I worry,” replied the general. “I just do not believe you had
anything to do with this particular incident. The men are probably late from
patrol or something.”
It seemed like a plausible explanation to Elir. Deserting sounded unlikely for
someone assigned to escort duty for a general. It was probably one of the more
cushier jobs available.
Her mind changed as the guard showed in one of the crewmen from The Win
Saber. He looked worried and miserable at the same time.
“Pardon for interrupting your breakfast, but have you seen Yerny this
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morning?” he asked of Elir.
“No, can't say that I have. Why do you ask?” replied Elir.
“Well, see, we can't find him anywhere. Nor can we find the two who were
assigned to guard him,” said the sailor.
“Last I saw him he was headed to inspect one of the light vehicles with the
generals permission,” said Elir. As the words left her mouth a feeling of dread
came over her. She turned to the general, who was looking on with curiosity even
though he did not understand a word of what was being said.
“It would seem one of our crew is missing as well,” said Elir so the general
could understand.
A look of concern came over the general. “Are you certain?”
Elir nodded. “He's the small one you granted permission to examine one of
the light vehicles. No one has seen him since last evening or the two crewmen
that were with him.”
“Doesn't sound like a coincidence,” said the general with his forehead
furrowed.
Six people going missing in a single night did not forebode good things in
Elir's mind. She could only hope Yerny had escaped unscathed from what ever
had taken place.
“I think the situation warrants some closer attention from me,” said
Cheightia and stood up. “If you'll excuse me.”
“Of course,” replied Elir.
The general left the tent, leaving the priestess alone with the crewman who
had come bearing the news. They could hear him barking orders as soon as the
tent flap had closed.
“Does the captain and Elwar know that he is missing?” asked Elir of the
crewman.
“Elwar does,” came a reply.
“Well, go tell the captain too. Also tell him the Gardless are missing three of
their own men as well. Something is going on and it doesn't feel right,” she said.
The crewman nodded and left the tent as well.
It was a long morning for everyone involved. The captain arranged a joint
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effort to search the nearby forest for any sign of the missing people. For a long
time it seemed like they would find nothing, but then slightly before midday a
discovery was made by a mixed team of Gardless and crewmen.
Three bodies were discovered, carefully concealed under plants and dirt. It
was clear there had been foul play involved, with slit throats and other gruesome
wounds.
News of the discovery electrified the air in the small clearing. Even though it
looked like a third party was behind the deaths it created friction between the
crew and the Gardless. Luckily, under the watchful eyes of the general and
captain Troen, both sides did nothing more than glare at each other.
It was also discovered that one of the light vehicles had gone missing as well.
There was a clear trail indicating which direction it had gone to. There were not,
after all, that many tyre tracks on the ground.
What worried the people on The Wind Saber was that Yerny had yet to be
found. The fact there were dead bodies already did not promise good fortune for
the little guy.
Elir had managed to put together a meeting with the general, Troen, Elwar
and herself. The four were standing on the open top deck of the ship. General
Cheightia had agreed to it to put minds at ease and to show they had no bad
intentions towards the explorers. It was just the four of them with no guards or
crewmen around. It was an visible spot so everyone could keep an eye on them
from afar incase anyone tried something funny.
“It would seem I have to apologize to you,” said Cheightia as soon as they
were alone. Elir was busy translating everyone so the talks could go on. “Only one
of my men was found dead, which, along with the missing vehicle, seems to
indicate the two missing men are the ones behind all this. They're probably the
ones who took Yerny with them as well.”
Troen and Elwar both looked surprised at hearing such an straight forward
view on the situation. They had to examine the expression on the generals face
closely, but could not find any malice behind his calmness.
“Why would they do something like this?” asked Elwar.
“I suspect they were spies from the side of our enemies,” replied the general.
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He seemed vexed that such a thing had happened right under his nose.
“Since it's your war that we know nothing of perhaps now would be the time
to tell us about it since it's clear we've landed right in the middle of it,” said Troen
with an expression of seriousness on his face neither Elwar nor Elir had seen
before. The elf took the deaths of crewmen as well as one missing with the
seriousness it warranted and perhaps even a bit more.
The general looked a bit uncomfortable for a moment, but finally gave a
small nod and started to explain. “Unlike your world, ours does not have a
multitude of beings with enough intellect to form societies and build cities for
themselves and construct complex vehicles. Here, there are the Gardless and
nothing else besides some mindless monsters that roam the forests and
mountains.”
The general took a moments break to allow Elir to fully translate his words
before continuing. “However, the Gardless are not a united force of one. We have
different nations, much like your own world. As you can probably guess this has
resulted in friction and wars between different nations at different times. Over the
centuries nations have fallen and been assimilated into others. That has led to
the current situation we are in.”
“And what is the current situation?” demanded Elwar as Elir finished her
translation. Despite how thing looked to an outside observer the wizard was
taking the disappearance of Yerny heavily. They had worked together for years so
it was to be expected to some extent, but they never seemed to get along that well
if observed impartially. It looked like the feelings were hidden deep and had now
found a crack from which to surface.
“After centuries of near continuous warfare we are now left with two sides to
the war,” said Cheightia and shook his head. “The war isn't even about land or
religion or some other conflicting matter any more. The war continues because
both sides want victory. Neither wants to make the concessions needed for
peace.”
To the three it sounded like madness. Who would want to fight a war only for
victory? What was the point in it? Elwar was shaking his head in disbelief and
Troen seemed taken aback by the revelation just as much as Elir as she finished
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translating what had been told.
“The side I am on calls itself Alruand while our enemies call themselves
Sendrats,” the general continued his explanation. “The war is at a stalemate and
centred around a few key points that divide this continent. Neither side has
advanced in years while all the time making the key points that much harder to
break with additional defences, more men and advances in technology.”
“Why would they take Yerny?” asked Troen. “They can't talk with him.”
“They might think they can figure your language out,” replied the general.
“At that point they might want him to reveal the secrets to your ship and to how
you can still use magic.”
“They wouldn't hurt him, would they?” asked Elir. She was concerned for the
safety of the gnome.
“If he cooperates the best he can I doubt they'll hurt him,” assured the
general.
“And if he doesn't?” demanded Elir.
“Then they might see no value in keeping him,” came the blunt reply from
the general. Seeing how much the answer pained Elir, he added, “I'm sorry, but
lying to you about it would be worse still. I'm sure your friend is smart enough to
see what keeps him alive and follow that road.”
Elir nodded and finished translating the exchange for Elwar and Troen. They
both fell into a silence as they pondered the situation.
“Where do you think they're taking him?” asked Troen finally.
The general looked thoughtful as he considered the question. “There are
several options, but I think Corpselock is the most likely place.”
“Corpselock?” asked Elir. She was not certain she had understood the name
correctly, but by the sounds of it it did not look to be a pleasant place.
“It's the nearest key point the Sendrats hold. The name is just something
we've come to call it on the count of corpses it must hold after all the assaults
we've launched against it,” explained the general. He looked to be concerned
himself now. “If they've taken him there, I'm not sure how you would go about
getting him back.”
“We could fly over there and ask them to return him?” suggested Elwar.
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A small smile appeared on the generals face as he heard the suggestion.
“There's no talking with them. They would likely just capture you all in addition.”
“What do you suggest we do then?” demanded Troen. The elf seemed to be
on the brink of losing his composure. It was the first time Elir had seen him like
that. She worried what would happen if the usually so cool captain lost it.
Cheightia fell silent for a moment and leaned against the railing. “If you work
together with us, it might be possible to take over the Corpselock.”
“What do you mean?” asked Elwar.
“Corpselock is a fortress. It's half carved inside a mountain and what's on
the outside is protected by several layers of thick walls that even our most
powerful weapons can barely scratch,” explained the general and turned back to
look at the three. “Any land based attack is doomed to failure.”
The three considered his words.
“So you figure our flying ship would allow you to take over the place?” asked
Troen.
The general nodded. “Not by itself, of course, but to open a path for our army
to move in and do the rest.”
Troen looked at the other two and saw the hesitation on their faces. He could
understand it. What was being suggested was a hard decision to make. Getting
involved in a war where they had no stake in was something none of them
wanted. “We'll have to think about it,” said the captain.
“Of course. It is not a decision to be made lightly,” said the general. His
sympathy for their situation was evident from his expression and tone of voice.
“I'll leave you to discuss the matter, but I urge you to come to a decision as
quickly as possible. The more time the Sendrats have with your companion the
greater the chance becomes that he outlives his usefulness to them.”
The three looked on as the general made his way down the hatch to the
command room. Crewmen were waiting for him there to guide him to the front
deck so he could get on the ground.
The silence continued long after the general had gone. All three were deep in
thought, weighing the situation. How could they make a decision on something
like this? If they chose to do as the general suggested they would risk the entire
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ship and her crew. Then again, if they didn't do as was suggested, they would
almost certainly sentence Yerny to death. How could they weight the lives on a
scale as if they were exchanging silver to gold?
“This isn't easy,” muttered Elwar to himself, breaking the silence.
“No, no it's not,” agreed Troen. “But it's something we must decide.”
“So what do you think we should do?” asked Elir.
She received looks that told of internal conflict in response.







Yerny came to as the vehicle bounced harder than usual. He groaned and
finally dared to crack open his eyelid just enough to see a little. His vision was
fuzzy, but he recognized the seat to be on the back of one of the lighter vehicles.
As he looked up, past the closed door, he did not see trees any more, but an open
sky and green fields that seemed to go on forever. The sun was up so he had been
out cold the entire night.
No doubt who ever had captured him wanted to put as much distance
between them and the people at the clearing.
He realized his hands were bound as were his legs. There was little to
nothing he could do. The only good thing he found in the situation was that he
was still alive. If they wanted him dead they could have done it already. It meant
they wanted him alive and relatively unharmed so that gave him hope. Elwar and
the rest would come looking for him, of that he was certain.
With the courage that information provided him, he opened his eyes
completely and observed his surroundings more closely. He was indeed in the
back of one of the lighter vehicles. He could see the two Gardless sitting on the
front seat. They were talking. It seemed like a casual conversation with the
occasional chuckle. They were dressed in the same uniforms as they had been
the previous night.
Were they the enemies Turaiw and his companions were fighting against?
Spies that had infiltrated the generals escort? The sizeable headache made it
hard for Yerny to focus on anything for too long. A groan escaped his lips.
One of the Gardless turned back to look at him. His black eyes told Yerny
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nothing of what he was thinking. He made a remark to his companion who
responded something. The one who had turned to look at the gnome began to dig
for something from a bag at his feet.
Yerny took the opportunity to straighten himself in the seat into a sitting
position. Laying down had already numbed his side. The tingling sensation as
blood rushed back to places it had been forced out of made the gnome wince.
From the sitting position he could see around himself much better. He could
see they were driving down a dirt road at considerable speed. Behind he could see
nothing but the dust the vehicle kicked up, but in front he could see the shape of
a mountain looming in the distance. In between he saw nothing but shallow hills
and flat land covered in green grass. A few times he could see some buildings well
off to the side of the road. He figured them to probably be farms. What else would
be built in the middle of nowhere?
He was drawn from his observing as the Gardless turned back to him and
offered what looked to be a water container. He pondered refusing it, but he was
thirsty and the likelihood that it'd be poisoned was not that high.
He had some difficulty holding onto the container with his hands tied
together, but he managed to keep it steady as he tilted it back and enjoyed the
cool water that flowed from it. He gulped down several mouthfuls before the
Gardless yanked the container from him and said something in his language.
Despite not understanding, Yerny was certain it was a disparaging remark aimed
at him.
They drove all day.
Seeing as neither side understood each other there was little talking. Yerny
was content remaining silent in the back seat as the two in front exchanged
words now and then. The Gardless kept a close eye on him the few times they
stopped for a break to fill up the vehicle with water and the liquid that burned to
keep the water boiling. There seemed to be dedicated facilities for that dotted all
along the road with large containers for water and the other liquid.
Usually there was a Gardless there looking to take the payment for the
supplies. They were the first commonly dressed Gardless Yerny saw. They weren't
that different from the farmers he'd run into in his own world; dirty and dressed
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in clothes that had seen much work.
Eveno n the stops Yerny saw no opportunity to escape, though even if he
did, where would he have gone?
He was stuck on a strange world with no way of communicating with anyone
around him. He had no idea which direction The Wind Saber and his friends
were. The best hope he had was going with his two kidnappers and hope his
friends were able to trail them.
As the sun began to set, they stopped by the road in the shelter of a small
hill that had a indent carved to it by something. The best Yerny could determine
it had been an animal of some sort. He could see claw marks here and there. By
the size of them it had been something quite large, certainly much larger than
anything the gnome had seen before. His capturers did not seem worried so he
figured he had nothing to worry either.
They ate a cold supper with some water before settling down for the night.
Yerny was given a blanket to wrap himself into, but his hands and legs remained
tied together, which made for some uncomfortable sleeping. Not that the situation
had him feeling particularly sleepy.
He tossed around on the ground, trying to find a comfortable position. In the
end he gave up and accepted that there would always be a stone poking at his
back or his side and that his head would not find a softer spot than a loose patch
of grass.
The gnome had barely fallen asleep before being kicked awake by one of the
Gardless. The sun was barely rising above the horizon, painting the sky a mix of
orange and purple. Any other time Yerny would have enjoyed the sight, but now
he had bigger things to occupy his mind. He was offered a piece of bread and
some water as breakfast before being shoved into the back seat of the vehicle
once more.
They continued to drive the entire day, all the while drawing closer to the
mountain in the horizon.







“So, you've made a decision?” asked Cheightia of the three before him. They
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had gathered on the open top deck once more, just the four of them with no one
else around.
Elir, Elwar and Troen had pondered the situation over night. The decision
had not come to them easily. The effects of it could be far reaching and
unpredictable. While it pained them to give Yerny's abductors such an head start
on their escape they had felt it necessary to consider the action carefully, even if
it meant them getting away completely. Getting involved in a war you knew barely
anything about was not something one decided without considering everything
multiple times.
They had spent an evening debating everything that could result from their
involvement. They had considered the possibility that Yerny might not have been
taken to the Corpselock despite the general having indicated that to be the likely
scenario. What would happen if they were involved in such an operation and
Yerny was not there? What if the ship got damaged in the rescue attempt? Would
they be able to fix it and would the losses among the crew be too high?
They had considered it all and come to a decision.
“We can't leave a member of our crew behind,” said Troen. He had been the
most vocal about doing everything in their power to get Yerny back. It was partly
because, as the captain, he felt responsible for everyone on the ship and wanted
everyone to return home safely.
“So you're willing to put your ship to use?” asked the general. He looked
surprised that there was willingness to take such a risk for just one person.
“We are,” said Elwar. He had been more cautious about the whole matter
even though he was probably the one who wanted to get Yerny back the most. It
was almost as if he was trying to fill the void of cynical thinking Yerny had left
behind as he pressed the other two with 'what if's' and other scenarios where
thing could go wrong.
“It wasn't an easy decision,” added Elir. She had not wanted to take the
route of joining forces, but in the end was left with no other viable option. She
was not willing to leave Yerny behind any more than Elwar and Troen were. “But I
hope it is the right one.”
“So how do we proceed from here?” asked Troen.
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“Well, as you can probably understand, arranging something like this will
take some time,” said the general and waited for Elir to translate before
continuing. “You'll have to give me a few days to set everything up.”
The three exchanged looks. Adding a few more days would mean that much
more time for the kidnappers to go somewhere else or perhaps find the gnome no
longer useful.
“I understand your concern,” said the general as he saw the looks. “But this
will take a lot of men and resources. I can't pull them out of nowhere. They need
to gather and move into position.”
“We understand,” said Elir.
“Good. Now, this will mean I'll have to leave from here to arrange everything.
I can give you a map and mark the place and time where we will meet up,” offered
Cheightia.
“How will The Wind Saber be used in the plan?” asked Troen. He was
concerned it would be sent into the thick of battle and be subject to fierce attacks
from the opposing side.
“I'm hesitant to offer you a final plan as of yet,” said the general. “There are a
few things that might change things radically, depending on how they turn out. I
can give you a precise plan once we meet up at the designated place.”
The three looked at each other as Elir finished the translation. Hearing the
plan so late did not sit well with them, but on the other hand, if the general could
not know what resources he'd have available by then, then any plan he gave them
now could well have been useless anyway.
“All right. Give us the map and time and we'll be there,” said Troen. Elwar
nodded in agreement. The decision was final.
“Very well. I will give you the map before I depart,” said the general and left
the deck. He was not the type to waste time with idle chatter when there were
things to be done.
“Have we really made the right decision?” wondered Elir as the general
disappeared below deck.
“We can still change our mind once we find out what his full plan is,” said
Elwar. “They can't stop us from flying away.”
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“That would mean abandoning Yerny,” said Troen with an accusing tone.
“Better than losing the ship and the entire crew,” said Elwar quietly.
Despite not saying anything, Elir found herself agreeing with Elwar. Yerny
was a precious friend in her mind, but risking the lives of everyone just for his
sake was not wise and Yerny would have told that to them himself were he
present.
“I suppose I'll go tell the crew to prepare for departure,” said Troen. “We'll
need to forage some supplies from the forest if we are to move. That means more
work for everyone.”







“Shit on a stick, that's what this is,” muttered Millard as he rummaged
through his trunk, hoping to find that stashed bottle of dwarven spirit he had
packed just for this sort of occasion.
“Aw, come on, it ain't the captains fault things have turned more wrinkled
than that bald of yours,” protested Travis. He was laying down in his cot, resting
after a hard day in the woods looking for edible things.
“I ain't saying it is,” said Millard as he continued to rummage for the bottle.
He threw out a couple of shirts onto the floor. “But kid, shit is shit even if it
comes out a unicorns arse.”
“What's the problem?” asked Reyes from his cot. He sounded grumpy to be
woken up by the arguing. He had come in earlier than the two and just caught
the first minutes of sleep.
The three of them had packed into the small cabin that was reserved for
them. There was not much there besides each ones travel trunk and their cots
and a source of light. The cabin was below the main deck, right by a few storage
areas.
“Didn't you hear what the captain said?” asked Millard.
“I heard,” replied Reyes calmly.
“We're going to war! That don't bother you?” demanded Millard. He finally
found the bottle he had been looking for and pulled it out with a wide grin on his
face. He popped it open and took a long gulp. He let out a satisfied sight and
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wiped his mouth. “Damn if I don't feel better about it already.”
“Would you rather we leave that little gnome behind?” asked Travis.
Millard sat down in his cot and took another swig from the bottle. “Don't get
me wrong, I like the little bugger, but risking the entire ship and crew to get him
back? That's a bit much.”
“So if they'd taken you instead you'd be happy to have us leave you here? ”
asked Reyes pointedly.
Millard scratched his head thoughtfully. “No, I reckon I'd want to be
rescued.”
“So what's the problem? We're doing what you'd want us to do if you were in
Yerny's situation,” demanded Reyes.
“I suppose I never expected things to come to this on this journey,” said
Millard finally. “I mean, we were supposed to sail to another world. Explore and
then be on our way back home.”
“In hindsight it did sound a bit too easy,” admitted Reyes.
Millard nodded. “Now were' stuck here and we have these Gardless who we
know little to nothing about drawing us into a war between their two factions. I
can't say I like it.”
“I'm sure the captain has considered all the options and chosen the correct
one with the help of Elir and Elwar,” said Travis.
“I'm sure he has,” replied Millard dryly and took another gulp from the
bottle.
None of the three sailor could deny that the Gardless made them feel
nervous. Their black eyes made them seem emotionless. The fact two members of
the crew had died by their hands, albeit a different faction than the one they had
been dealing with until now, did nothing to increase their popularity in their
minds.
The crew was already feeling down by the fact that their way home was
blocked by some mysterious energy drawing phenomenon. Adding to it the
Gardless, Yerny getting kidnapped and the strangeness of their surrounding and
it was a small miracle there had been so little insubordination towards the
captain. It spoke volumes of how well the captain was regarded and how good he
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was at understanding the crew and keeping dissent to a minimum.
“Just be glad it's not your decision,” added Travis after a long silence. “I was
out on the deck last night and saw Elir there. Never seen her so tired and
troubled. She must have mulled over the decision all night.”
“And you didn't go over and try to console her?” asked Millard with a dirty
grin on his face.
“Hey, it's not like that,” protested Travis slightly flustered. “She helped us all
out. We owe her a debt.”
“Kid has a point,” said Reyes.
“What? That it's a hard decision?” asked Millard.
“No. That we owe that woman a debt,” replied Reyes. “A debt we must pay.”
“Why are you bringing that up now?” asked Millar and took yet another swig.
He was starting to look like the spirit was having an effect.
“We're going to a war, aren't we?” said Reyes. “I'd reckon there will be some
dangerous times ahead. We need to keep a close eye on her and ensure nothing
happens to her.”
“We'll probably be too busy looking after our own hides to keep an eye on her
as well,” muttered Millard.
Reyes sat up in his cot and gave both of the men a glare that conveyed the
seriousness of what he was saying. “There are three of us. We owe that woman
for giving us a job that pays and will have us some glory on top of that once we
get back home. We can and will keep her safe. If that means disobeying the
captains orders then that's what we'll do. A debt weighs more on the scale than
his orders.”
“Yeah, yeah,” said Millard dismissively. “What do you suggest we do? Lock
her in her cabin and not let her out? I'm sure that'll go over well with her.”
“We can just keep an eye on her,” suggested Travis. “You know, one of us
always nearby, keeping a lookout for anything suspicious.”
“And you think she won't notice that?” asked Millard. “She's not blind and
she ain't stupid.”
“Well, what's she going to do about it?” asked Travis.
“That's exactly what I had in mind,” admitted Reyes. He eyed the two men
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intently. “We just watch her and ensure nothing happens. One of us will always
have an eye on her.”
“If she catches us I'll put the blame squarely on you,” said Millard, directing
his words to Reyes. The bald man took another swig from his bottle and laid
down in his cot. For him the conversation had ended.
“Go ahead. I'll but heads with her if need be,” replied Reyes and laid back
down in his cot.
Travis eyed the two men and finally let out a resigned sigh and sought a
comfortable position in his cot. What they had decided was the right thing, of that
he was certain. Keeping Elir safe would be enough to pay off the debt they owed
her. Even if she did not consider them to owe her anything, a sailor had his own
pride in such matters.
The image of her leaning against the railing came to his mind. Her red hair
had flowed freely instead of being in its customary braid. Despite looking tired,
there had been an appeal about her that had almost caught Travis.
He shook his head and turned to one side.
Too long on a ship with her as the only woman on board, he thought to
himself. He did his best to disperse such thoughts from his mind and fall asleep.
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Chapter 11
War. Is there no place in the world where you will not run into it? Does the
intellect that gives us our skill of writing, communication, the ability to build and
create, also bring with it the inevitability of war? Do we not have the capacity to do
better? Is war the only path we, as thinking beings, know?
 Elir Ardanwen
Official record keeper

I

t was an unusually cold morning. A thick mist lingered in the clearing,
making it hard to even see the treeline despite it being not that far
away. Elir had to rub her arms to try and calm the goosebumps the

cool air had caused. She was on the top deck, leaning against the railing in her
usual blue robe. She had had an uneasy night of sleep. She had woken several
times and had finally given up and got up to write some observations in the
records.
Her cabin was starting to be filled with books in which she had made notes
of the journey. The level of details was sometimes exhaustive. She had sacrificed
nearly half a book to try and convey what the darkness they had flown through
had been like. What it had felt like to float around freely with no air to slow you
down.
She still thought her explanations felt inadequate.
It was the last day they would be spending in the clearing they had crash
landed to. The general had hopefully made it to his troops and had assembled the
forces he needed by then. Hopefully his superiors had not decided it would not be
worth it.
Turaiw had been left behind to act as a representative of the Gardless. He
had refused to take a cabin inside the ship. Elir peered down at his tent which
was set up some ways from the ship. She could see a light shining through a
crack in the flaps that covered the entrance. Apparently she was not the only one
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to wake up early.
She had to wonder how they would manage to get to the meeting place
without being noticed by anyone. A flying ship was not exactly discreet and it
would be visible for miles in every direction. The only thing she could think of was
rising so high they would not look like more than a dot in the sky if looked at
from the ground. That had the problem of making recognizing landmarks that
much more difficult.
A cloud cover might have been the best thing to hope for. They wouldn't have
to climb too high to be above them and they'd hide them completely from anyone
looking up. The only downside was it would obstruct their view of the ground and
make navigating once again more difficult. Though with the map the general had
given them all they needed to know was the direction they were headed to and
their own speed. Both were things the crew was capable of with the help of the
captain.
She heard the hatch open and turned to see who it was. To her surprise,
she saw Elwar climbing onto the deck with a wooden box in his arms. Her
curiosity awakened.
The wizard looked around and spotted her. He walked up to her and set the
box down on the railing.
“I see I am not the only one with trouble sleeping,” he said with a small smile
on his face. Despite that, there was an aura of uneasiness about him and he
looked just as tired as Elir did.
“I think we would not be normal if we slept without problems,” replied Elir
quietly. While she would have loved to have been able to sleep soundly, she
recognized that being unable to do so affirmed that she had emotions and a heart
that was not corrupted by indifference.
“It tells us we are not lost, yet,” said Elwar, reflecting her thoughts
surprisingly well.
There was a moment of silence as both let the words sink in. Both explored
the mist covered clearing, hoping to see something. All they saw was a white wall.
“What's in the box?” asked Elir to finally break the silence.
Elwar snapped out of it and looked like he had already forgotten he had
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brought the box with him. “Ah, this. Yerny and Troen made me swear I would not
tell you about nor show it to you, but I think the situation has changed and it
might be of use to us. And you personally.”
“What do you mean?” demanded Elir. She was curious to hear what Elwar
had to say.
“Well, you're a priestess of Salvius. You don't actually have spells you can
use to defend yourself, do you?” asked Elwar.
“No. We don't need such things,” replied Elir. It was true. The Order of
Salvius had never relied on their patron god to provide the priests with powers.
So far they had not had the need for any such things. The few times something
had threatened them the local authorities had been vigilant enough to step in and
solve the situation.
“That may be true back home, but here no one knows what you are and they
might try to attack you,” said Elwar. “And we might be unable to offer you the
protection you need at such a time. I would rest easier knowing you had
something to rely on.”
“And what you have in the box is supposed to accomplish that?” asked Elir.
She was not all together certain she needed help in taking care of herself. She
wasn't completely helpless even if her patron god would not hands her a piece of
his powers to utilize.
Elwar nodded. “It is a very potent weapon. I call it the Rune Caster.” He
opened the box and gave the priestess a good view of the weapon and the
ammunition. He explained how it worked and how to safely use it. He made
certain to mention that she should hold it with two hands or face the possibility
of injury or the weapon flying from her hands.
“I can see why Yerny and Troen worried about this getting to me,” admitted
Elir as the wizard finished his explanation. She could see the destruction the
weapon could cause in the wrong hands. She felt conflicted on how to write it
down in the records. She would not be able to leave it out completely. Leaving out
key details seemed like the best way for her to tell of the device yet leave the
reader unable to duplicate it from just her descriptions. A skilled wizard would
likely be able to deduce what was needed, but then they were likely able to come
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up with it on their own should such an idea pop up in their mind.
“Just try to keep the details to a minimum when you write about it,” pleaded
Elwar. “Otherwise Yerny will cut out my tongue.” He had a small smile on him as
he said it, a clear indication he was not being serious about it.
“But will the weapon work here?” asked Elir as she realized the magic from
the cylinder shaped ammunition might well have been drained by the same force
that was keeping them from gathering enough energy to open up a portal.
“A prudent fear and not one without foundation,” replied Elwar in a voice
that sounded pleased she had spotted the problem. “The magic in the cylinders is
still there and will remain there until used. So there should not be problems in
launching them and in them detonating. What you should be prepared for is a
lessened effect on impact and perhaps a shorter range.”
“Ah, because the energy will get sucked out quicker as it is being released,”
observed Elir.
Elwar nodded. “Don't get me wrong. They will still travel several hundred feet
and be deadly enough to take care of anything living that happens in their path.”
“That's reassuring,” said Elir dryly and lifted the Rune Caster from the box.
The weight of it surprised her. She'd have to hold it with two hands if she wanted
to hit anything with it with any sort of accuracy, though she was uncertain about
wanting to witness the deadliness of the weapon.
“I'll have to improvise some sort of holster for it,” she said and put the
weapon down. “Not much use if I lug it around in that box.”
“Don't the Gardless have similarly shaped weapons? I believe they called
them pistols?” asked Elwar.
Elir nodded. The Gardless did indeed have such weapons. They used
cartridges that had steam – or air, Elir was not exactly certain. It had been more
of Yerny's domain of expertise – stuffed inside them at incredible pressure. When
released the force of it was enough to send a small metal ball flying at deadly
speeds for hundreds of feet. They had larger, sword length weapons that could
shoot even further.
The smaller ones were carried around in stiff leather holsters that fit on a
belt. She figured she might be able to modify one of them to fit the Rune Caster.
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“I'll have to talk with Turaiw and see if he has any extra holsters laying around.”
Elwar nodded. “Just remember, if you have to use the weapon at close range
you'd be better off using it to hit people with instead of shooting. You might get
yourself killed otherwise.”
“I'll try to remember that,” replied Elir dryly. She gathered some of the
cylinder shaped ammunition from the box and stashed them in her many
pockets. They put a strain on the durability of her robe, but she hoped she would
be able to come up with a suitable solution for that as well after talking with
Turaiw.
The crew was starting to wake up as well and some were already starting
their morning chores. The smell of food was starting to saturate the ship as the
cook and his assistants prepared breakfast. They had packed up their field
kitchen the previous day and were back to using the facilities they had inside the
ship.
The hatch opened and some crewmen climbed onto the deck. Elir was quick
to stash the Rune Caster back in its box so no one saw it. She didn't want people
to know it had been given to her just yet.
“Well, I have things to do,” said Elwar. “I need to look over the ship with
Rodil to ensure everything is ready for our flight.”
Elir nodded. “You think we'll manage to get to the meeting place without
raising too much attention?”
Elwar shrugged his shoulders. “If we have clouds we'll likely manage. If the
sky is clear it will be trickier.”
“So it'll be a game of chances,” said Elir as she looked at the crewmen
buzzing around. Was it just her imagination or was Travis eyeing her more than
was usual or appropriate? She shook her head and dismissed the idea as just her
imagination.
“That it will be,” admitted Elwar.
“Well, I won't keep you any longer. Have go talk to Turaiw,” said Elir and
grabbed the Rune Caster box. They made their way down to the command room
together, but departed ways after that. Elwar went off searching for Rodil while
Elir made a short visit to her cabin before heading out to meet Turaiw.
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She had taken the opportunity to unload most of the cylindrical ammunition
in her cabin. A few samples was enough to weight down her robe enough to make
moving around uncomfortable. The Rune Cster itself she had wrapped in a piece
of cloth making it easier to carry around instead of having to lug around the large
box.
She made her way to the open front deck. The morning mist had dissipated
somewhat by then and the sunlight was starting to really warm with its rays. She
noted a few crewmen scrubbing the deck. Reyes was there as well, apparently
overseeing things. She did notice him glancing her way more than usual. She
shrugged it off again as her imagination and climbed down the ropeladder.
Her muscles were starting to get used to the up and down climbs and as she
touched down on the ground she felt like she had taken a refreshing morning
walk.
There were a few crewmen on the ground. Some were taking inventory of
what they had managed to gather from the forest to replenish their food stocks
while others looked like they were preparing for another incursion into the wild to
gather more. There were large crates filled with various food stuff while several
others remained empty, hoping to be filled by the efforts of the day.
She was surprised to see Millard overseeing the operation. Usually he was in
the command room with the captain. The bald man greeted her as she passed by.
Before she knew it she had been assigned two men to escort her, despite the fact
she was not going that far from the ship and certainly nowhere near the forest.
She tried to argue against it, but Millard could be surprisingly stubborn. She
started to think the three men she had helped were up to something.
What ever the case, she had more important things to attend to, so she went
on ahead with two men following her. She found Turaiw already woken up and
busy with cleaning his pot where he had made a meagre breakfast for himself.
He had a tent made of green canvas that offered plenty of space for a single
person. He had a lamp inside and a bedroll that looked comfortable enough.
“You could have had breakfast with us,” said Elir as she got close enough.
She was starting to get more comfortable talking to the Gardless in their own
language. There were still times when she was uncertain whether she understood
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some things that were being said, but context usually affirmed her interpretation.
Turaiw raised his head from the pot. He seemed to have ran into a
particularly tenacious stain that he was trying to figure out how to get rid of.
“Thank you, but your food doesn't seem to suit me that well,” he said with a faint
smile.
Say one thing about the Gardless Elir had ran into so far, they were all very
polite. Given their appearance it was a surprising trait.
“Well, once we start to travel, you might have to bend in that matter. Our
cook is not very well versed in Gardless cooking,” said Elir as she sat down by the
small fire the man had set up for cooking. Her two guards remained a respectful
distance away, giving the two a measure of privacy.
“I have my dry rations,” replied Turaiw. He aimed those black eyes of his
towards Elir and examined her. “But I doubt you came here just to talk about
food.”
“No, no I didn't,” admitted Elir. “I recently acquired something that is posing
me a small problem that I believe you can help me with.”
Turaiw looked curious. “What is it?”
“It is a weapon, much like those you carry in those holsters. I was wondering
if you might have an extra holster laying around I might be able to use?” Going
straight to the point seemed to work best with the Gardless. They were not ones
for idle chatter, though they would tolerate it and play along.
Turaiw looked thoughtful for a moment before entering his tent. By the
sound of it he was rummaging through his belongings. Elir took it to be a good
sign.
It took the man a while to go through his things and find what he was
looking for. Finally, he emerged from the tent with an empty holster in hand. It
was shiny and made from light brown leather. It seemed larger than the ones Elir
had seen before, but that was all the better for her purposes. With luck it might
be a straight match for the Rune Caster.
“It's a bit of an odd one,” said Turaiw as he handed the holster to Elir. “Made
for an older style weapon that was much larger than what we currently have. I
hope it'll be fitting for you.”
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“Thank you. It looks to be exactly what I was looking for,” replied Elir and
ran her hand across the smooth surface of the leather. She wanted to try fitting
the Rune Caster into it right there, but she was wary of letting Turaiw see it. She
decided it was best to wait until she returned to her cabin.
“There is something you could do for me in return,” said Turaiw. There was
an odd expression on his face. Elir was not certain whether it was hesitation or
anxiety.
“What ever it is, I will do my best to accomplish it,” replied Elir.
“Can you tell me more of the Order of Salvius?” asked Turaiw.
The request caught Elir by surprise. She had mentioned some things in
passing to the man, but nothing overly thorough. “I would be happy to,” she said.
And so they spent much of the day talking. Elir was happy that she could
share knowledge to someone who sought it.







Troen was having a bad morning. Something he had eaten the night before
had upset his stomach in a profound way. The only bright side he could see was
that the lavatories on The Wind Saber were constructed like those found in the Elf
Trees.
There was a liquid at the bottom of each such place that dissolved anything
dropped in and transformed it into energy that then got transferred for the ship to
use in powering the runes and other magical elements. The liquid also had the
added benefit of provided the closed stalls with a fragrance that was not that
dissimilar from a forest after a light summer shower.
How Elwar had managed to get a hold of the liquid was a mystery. The elves
were reluctant to ship anything that involved the Elf Trees. Troen suspected it
was something the wizard had cooked up with the vials and chemicals he had. He
made note that he should find out where the liquid had come from.
For now the captain had more pressing matters to concern himself with,
such as trying to relieve what felt like a pack of wild horses galloping through his
bowels.
It was a while before the elf emerged from the small, closed space. He looked
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a bit pale and tired from spending most of the night sitting in agony instead of
sleeping, but for now he felt like the worst of it had passed by.
As he reached the open front deck he was pleased to see the men working
away as planned even without his presence. The first groups were headed to the
forest as planned and the first crates were being hoisted onboard from the
ground to be moved into storage. All in all it seemed everything was progressing
as planned and they would be well prepared for the journey ahead of them.
“Oi, captain, you all right?” asked Reyes as he noticed the elf.
“Just a bit of stomach trouble. Nothing to worry about,” replied the captain
reassuringly.
“You should talk to Elir. She'll probably know some herb or another that'll
fix you right up,” suggested Reyes before barking a few orders to the men hoisting
in a heavy looking crate. They were using the front mast as a sort of crane with
which to pull in the cargo via a system of pulleys and ropes.
“Ah, that might be a good idea,” admitted Troen. He had not thought of it.
While a few of the crew were good enough to tie up the wounds one might get
from a sword fight they didn't really have anyone on board who could deal with
diseases, save from Elir and what she had learned from books. It was not ideal,
but they had not expected to encounter dangers such as disease on their journey.
The plan had, after all, been to make a short visit and not a prolonged one and
home had supposed to be one portal jump away.
“Last I saw her she was headed to the ground,” said Reyes.
The prospect of climbing down the ropeladder did not suit Troen's current
condition that well. “When she returns have her stop by my cabin,” instructed the
captain. “I don't think I'll be leaving the ship in this condition.”
Reyes eyed the elf appraisingly. “That might be a wise choice,” he finally
said.
“If anyone needs me I'll be in my cabin. You know what needs to be done so
keep the ship running,” instructed Troen and hobbled back inside the ship. He
was starting to feel worse once more.
Once in his cabin her curled up in his bed and closed his eyes. He'd thrown
his cloak and hat onto a chair, but hadn't bothered to take off any of his other
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clothes. He had barely managed to kick off his boots.
He awoke to a knock on his door. Troen looked around, unsure how much
time had passed. There was still an uncomfortable feeling in his stomach, but it
was tolerable compared to what he had had to endure earlier.
“Come in,” he croaked. He hadn't realized how dry his throat had gotten.
The door opened and Elir stepped in with a steaming bowl of something that
smelled like strong herbs. She took a cursory look over the captain, assessing
what was wrong with him. “You look horrible,” she finally said.
“I probably look worse than I feel by now,” replied Troen and sat up.
Elir handed the steaming bowl to him. “Drink this. It'll make you feel better.”
Troen took the warm bowl and sipped the green liquid. It didn't taste as bad
as he had expected, but it still wasn't something he'd find himself craving for
more later on.
“Give it a few hours and after that eat something light and sleep,” instructed
Elir as she watched the captain drink all of the liquid.
“What time is it?” asked Troen and shuddered at the bitter taste the last
drops of the medicine had. He handed the bowl back to Elir.
“About time for supper,” replied Elir.
Without even realizing it, he had lost almost the entire day. He worried
whether everything that had needed doing had got done.
“Don't worry. The crew took care of everything and we're pretty much set to
leave tomorrow,” reassured Elir with a comforting smile.
“Hmh..I bet that's mostly thanks to Reyes and Millard,” mused the captain.
Those two had really proven themselves to be trustworthy and efficient in
accomplishing tasks and keeping others to them.
Elir nodded. “Those two could keep a starving man working for an extra day
before he'd ask for more food.” A slight exaggeration, but only a slight one.
Troen chuckled. He couldn't agree more with her assessment. At the same
time he felt the need to rest a bit more. Knowing that everything was in order for
tomorrow eased his mind enough that he could concentrate more on ensuring
that he himself would be fit to lead.
“I'll lay down for a few hours before getting something to eat,” he said to Elir
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and laid down on the bed. Even now he could feel the mixture easing his
discomfort.
“I'll drop by then to make sure you haven't fallen asleep,” said Elir and made
her way to the door. As she exited she turned to see the captain turn on his side
and pulling a blanket over himself despite being fully clothed still. She could only
hope the mixture she had concocted would work as she had read.







Elwar groaned as his head hit against the wood. It was times like this that
he cursed himself and the positioning of some of the runes. To check one of the
main paths for the runes he had to crawl to a small space between two decks. He
could barely fit in and there were times when he feared he would get stuck.
He had summoned a small orb of light to float right by him so he could see
what he was working on. So far he had not encountered any broken runes,
though a couple had needed some reetching as they had begun to fade.
It was a danger with all runes. When used they began to weaken and the
ship had been floating continuously for a considerable amount of time. Certainly
longer than he had anticipated. The mysterious force that drew away magical
energies added additional strain on the runes since they had to fight against it as
well as pulling in the energy that was being lost. Considering all that, everything
had held up better than he would have expected.
He pushed forward a bit and examined the new runes that came into view.
They were the last ones. He scowled at the single rune that had faded a little and
began to repair it. Satisfied that the rune had been strengthened enough, he
pushed himself back towards the small hatch he had entered through. The tricky
part was getting his feet on the small ladders he had used to push himself up. It
took him a moment of testing the waters before his feet touched the top most pole
and he could lower himself down.
The ball of light followed him barely in time to avoid hitting the closing
hatch. Elwar frowned at it and dismissed it with a hand gesture. There was ample
light in the storage room from the two lights that were mounted on the walls.
There was a scent in the room that overpowered everything. It was a mix
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from the herbs hanging from the ceiling and the other produce that were stored
in crates. It made Elwar's stomach rumble, reminding him that he had not eaten
since the morning.
He placed the movable ladder securely in the rack that was reserved for it on
one of the walls and left the storage room. It would be bad if it was loose when
the ship went airborne and made manoeuvres. It could ruin a whole lot of food
supplies.
Elwar's stomach reminded him one more that some filling would be nice.
The wizard headed towards the kitchen and the small dining area that was
near it. He doubted there'd be empty seats, seeing as he figured it to be near
supper time. Seats near the kitchen always went fast since you got your food
hotter and had a shorter walk for seconds.
So far they had been lucky enough not to need to ration the supplies that
much which meant everyone was well fed and there was room to offer seconds for
anyone wanting it.
He had been right about there not being empty seats. The small room was
filled to the brim. He figured there to be the full twenty or so people the room had
seats for. The chatter filling the room was good natured and an occasional laugh
burst out among the various groups of men. The scent of food drifted in from the
kitchen like a seductive dancer.
Elwar popped his head in the kitchen. He grabbed a plate and started piling
food on it. There was a thick, dark brown stew with bits of meat and vegetables in
it. In addition he grabbed a couple of slices of dark bread and a mug full of ale.
He nodded to the cook as he made his way out and towards his own cabin. It was
a fair walk and up a deck, but he wasn't about to sit on a crate in some storage
room to enjoy his meal. Besides, he had things to discuss with Rodil and they
had agreed to meet in his cabin.
Rodil was sitting in the corridor, leaning against the wall, with a plate and
mug of his own. Judging by the amount of food left he had just arrived. He did
not look tired, then again, he had had the easy parts to inspect.
They had divided up the ship amongst themselves. Elwar got much of the
inside and the small crawlspaces while Rodil was tasked with the outside of the
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ship and other easily accessible surfaces.
The man looked up as he heard Elwar's footsteps. “Done already? I thought
I'd have time to finish eating.”
“Well, now you can sit in a proper chair and finish up,” said Elwar as he
balanced all his food in one arm while he dug up the key from his pocket and
unlocked the door to his cabin. He pushed open the door and made his way
inside. His desk was full of papres and books, but somehow there was a small
island where he could fit his plate and mug.
Rodil entered the room and looked around. He spotted the chair, though it
was occupied by a pile of books. He sighed and set down his food and drink on
another pile of books and emptied the chair so he could take a seat.
“So, how did things look?” asked Elwar after having taken a seat and
grabbing a spoonful of the stew. He sat sideways in his chair so he could keep an
eye on Rodil. It was, after all, courteous not to have your back turned on your
company.
Rodil chewed down the bite of bread he had taken. “I found a few runes that
had started to fade,” he said in a worried voice.
Elwar nodded. “I came across a few of those as well.”
“It shouldn't be happening this fast,” said Rodil and took a sip from his
tankard.
“It's the combined effect of having been in continuous use for so long and the
fact the system struggles to keep up the amount of energy stored. The effect of
power leaking out and being drawn in at the same rate takes a toll,” explained
Elwar in between mouthfuls of stew and bread.
Rodil chewed on the explanation for a bit. He had to admit that the
combined effect of everything mentioned could well have been responsible for it
all. “Is there anything we can do to prevent it?” he finally asked.
Elwar shook his head. “Runes aren't forever. They wear down no matter
what you do if they're in use.”
“So the best we can do is regular inspections and repairs,” said Rodil
sounding frustrated.
“It's a lot of work,” admitted Elwar. “But it's something we have to do.
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Otherwise the ship will end in ruins.” He gave Rodil a stare that told of the
severity of what he was saying.
“I know,” said Rodil in a resigned voice. “We'll just have to work harder and
try to be thorough.”
“It could be worse,” comforted Elwar. “The thing sucking out the magical
energies could be stronger and we'd have been stuck here without the ability to
even fly.”
Rodil did not seem any better off after hearing that. “Speaking of it, when do
we intend to go look for that Valley Turaiw told us about?”
Elwar shrugged his shoulders and took another spoonful of stew. “I don't
know. Right now our priority is in getting back Yerny.”
“Of course,” replied Rodil quickly. The whole way Elwar carried himself
changed when the gnome was mentioned these days. He seemed to hunch down
and look older. Sometimes you could see the sadness in his expression. It was
unexpected, but clearly the wizard valued his long time assistant highly.
“We'll get him back,” reassured Rodil.
Elwar just nodded and absentmindedly spooned in another mouthful of
stew.







Yerny watched with increasing worry at the scenery they passed by. The lush
fields of grass and distant forests had changed into a crater dotted plain where
the only thing living looked to be a couple of large birds circling overhead.
They had spent the night sneaking through what he could only guess to be a
surround ring that his captor did not want to be seen by. After making it through
his captors had taken a moment to change their clothing. They now sported
uniforms that were white in colour and had different insignias than before. It was
now clear they were from the other faction that contested the lands of Ardaw.
The gnome saw burned down carcasses of tanks and other vehicles. Some
had begun to rust and fall to pieces. Some of them had charred bones inside. He
saw white bones sticking out from the ground in places. Why no one had
bothered to collect the bodies and give them a proper burial was beyond him.
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It was actually the first time Yerny was seeing a battlefield, much less one on
Ardaw. It seemed like a huge waste of resources to him. Why did they leave
perfectly good metal to rust away? Why did they not respect their dead, but left
them behind for the wilderness to defile?
The gnome shook his head as the scenery continue to pass by largely
unchanged. At the front he could see the mountain getting closer and closer. As
time passed by he could begin to see the side of it was far from being in its
natural state. An entire fortress had been carved in it. A red and white striped
flag fluttered in the wind proudly atop the battlements.
As they got closer he could start to see more details. There was an increasing
amount of debris on the field as they drove on. He began to see dents in the
battlements despite the fact they had been carved straight from the rocky
mountain. Even to him it was evident there had been large and intense battles
fought there.
His two captors did not seem to be bothered by the scenery. They seemed
almost cheerful in fact and were chattering away carelessly. Yerny still had no
clue what they were talking about, but he had began to pick a few word from here
and there. Whether that was good or bad, he could not decide. Catching a few
words out of a conversation sometimes left him feeling more worried than if he
had not understood anything.
Right now he was more worried about the fortress looming in front of him.
There was no visible gate through which they would be able to drive through.
From the looks of it the wall was solid all around with no weak spots. Beyond the
wall he could see stone buildings rise up the slope of the mountain. There were
guard towers and he could see men walking on top of the wall. It looked to be well
guarded and garrisoned.
One of the Gardless leaned down and dug up something from the bag that
was at his feet. To Yerny it looked to be a lamp of some sort that had blinder in
front so you could quickly hide the light it produced. The Gardless aimed it at the
fortress and began to turn the blinder on and off. It was a simple yet effective
means of conveying a message. Yerny saw flashes of light in response from one of
the towers.
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It seemed they were welcome to enter.
They kept on driving until it looked like they would smash into the wall, but
a crack began to appear in it. Yerny watched in awe as a huge chunk of stone
nearly the size of The Wind Saber sunk into the ground and allowed the vehicle to
pass over it. He tried to see how it was done, but saw nothing that would explain
it. None the less, he was impressed. The stone fit the wall with a precision he had
come to expect only from dwarves and at the same time it moved with a strength
behind it that he had come to expect only from something magical. So focused
was he on trying to figure out the mechanist that he barely noticed how thick the
wall was. It was like venturing through a long, narrow tunnel that seemed to go
on forever. As he later though about it he came to the conclusion the tunnel was
likely as long as The Wind Saber.
The vehicle emerged into a cobblestone covered courtyard. Yerny looked
around himself. The buildings surrounding the small area rose high above,
creating an oppressing feeling for anyone entering. It would make anyone feel
small.
There were a few guards around, dressed in a similar white uniform as his
captors. They carried longer versions of the small weapons the gnome had seen
on other Gardless.
He saw there was a way further into the fortress. The tunnel looked large
enough to allow even tanks to go through, which made him wonder how much
military force was concentrated in the single fortress. For all he knew they'd dug
the whole mountain full of tunnels like an anthill of unprecedented scale.
His observations were interrupted as his two captors lifted him straight from
his seat and carried him in between them through the large twin doors of a
building right next to the tunnel he had been pondering. The two men carried
him through the lobby at a brisk pace, but he still got a glimpse of Gardless going
around with stacks of papers in their hands. There was a staircase leading to the
floor above. He saw people rushing up and down, some looking stressed, other
calm and composed.
It was clear he had been brought to a place that served a vital role in the war
between the two factions within the Gardless. The décor told of that as well. There
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were soft carpets on the floors and art on the walls. Yerny did not have time to
appreciate such things though as his captors rushed through and towards a
staircase leading downwards.
Yerny began to feel nervous.
In places such as this there were generally only two things below the ground
level; the torture chambers and the dungeons. Yerny sincerely hoped he was
being taken to the latter instead of the former. So far he had been treated
decently so he hoped that would continue.
His mood grew darker as he saw his captors bypass the first floor they came
to and continue downwards. He could not help but think that to be a bad omen.
Usually the deeper you got the more filthy the cells were and the less care the
prisoner got.
He actually felt a bit relieved as they stopped on the second floor and walked
down the corridor lined with iron doors. They entered a room with a large table
and several chair that had Gardless sitting in them. Their uniforms were not as
white as his captors and all in all they all looked more dirty and ragged. Yerny
figured it to be a universal thing with prison guards. They always seemed to be
lowly and almost as bad as those they were guarding.
Though to be fair, the gnome's experience with prison guards was not that
extensive.

He had

had

to bail out Elwar a couple

of

times

due to

misunderstandings, but that was all.
The Gardless exchanged a few words with, who seemed to be, the person
responsible for accepting in new prisoners. He grinned as he glanced over at
Yerny. The row of teeth was less than full, which gave the impression he was not
someone you would want to mess with. His nose looked like it had been broken
several times and there was a scar running just below his right eye. It made the
blackness of his eyes that much more unsettling.
Yerny swallowed hard.
He did not like where things looked to be heading. Not one bit.
His captors had apparently provided enough of an explanation as two guards
took hold of him and dragged him to one of the iron doors. The other one
produced a large key that unlocked it and the two pushed open the door.
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Yerny found himself flying through the air and landing hard on the floor. The
dry, hay like plants did not offer much cushioning. He groaned as the door
slammed shut behind him and they key turned, making the lock let out a click
that sounded final.
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Chapter 12
Even though the circumstances were not the best, it felt good to be moving
again. Though time had gone by faster than I ever thought possible the prospect of
seeing more of the world we had come to was exhilarating. Still, in the back of my
mind I worried for Yerny and his safety.
 Elir Ardanwen
Official record keeper

T

roen looked pale compared to his usual appearance, but he was up
and about, which was more than he had expected. The medicine
Elir had given him seemed to have done its trick and given the

captain a mellow stomach once more.
He looked out the windows of the command room and saw the crew
scurrying around, making the final preparations for departure. He had been
pleasantly surprised to find that Millard and Reyes had indeed ensured that
everything that needed doing the previous day had been done. All they were left
with were hauling aboard a few more crates and getting Turaiw to come aboard.
They were lucky in that there were some clouds in the sky. It meant they
would be able to hide behind them and avoid being seen from the ground. With
some luck they might be able to find a cloud that travelled in the direction they
were headed at a reasonable speed and stay hidden by it all the way to their
destination.
The captain had spent some time examining the map they had gotten from
the general. By his calculations it would take them roughly a day and a half or
two days to reach the meeting place. It all depended on how much they would
have to manoeuvre to stay hidden.
The route they would take did not take them too close to any cities or
villages marked on the map, but they would fly over countryside that would no
doubt have farms and other solitary spots of intelligent life that might spot them
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and start spreading tales.
The greatest concern they had was keeping the opposing side of the Gardless
from finding out where they were going. The best scenario would be them
thinking they had given up on Yerny and had taken off in fear more of the crew
would be captured.
The worst scenario was having them find out that The Wind Saber was
travelling to meet their enemies for a joint assault on one of their most well
defended strongholds. The negation of the surprise factor could be devastating to
any plans the general had and would give the enemy time to come up with
counter measures for a flying ship that was more than a balloon filled with hot
air.
“We ready to set sail?” asked Troen without looking away from the windows.
“Just waiting for our quest to get on board,” came a reply from Millard who
was at his usual post by the communication tubes.
“He sure is taking his sweet time,” muttered Troen to himself.
Elir had gone to expedite things with Turaiw, but it seemed even she was
having difficulty getting him to climb on board. He had been on the ship before,
but this time it was different as they would rise more than a few feet from the
ground. This time, if things went wrong, they would plunge down hundreds of
feet and hit the ground with enough force to kill everyone on board.
At least that was what Turaiw was thinking and had openly said so. They
had tried to convince him that the runes would offer adequate protection against
such an event, but he was a hard man to convince.
Troen turned back to glance at Elwar, who was busy looking through the
metal tablets. Rodil was there next to him making the same inspections. The two
wizards looked more concerned than usual, which did not sit well with the elf
captain.
When a wizard looked worried it usually meant trouble for everyone close by.
When two wizards looked worried it was time to leave port in a hurry.
Unfortunately, he was stuck with the pair of them.
“Everything all right?” he asked of the pair.
Elwar raised his head from the tablets. “Looks like it,” he said sounding
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confident.
“Then why the concerned look? Both you look like there's an failed
experiment in your pockets just waiting to blow us all up,” said Troen in a
grumpy voice. Perhaps the medicine had not healed everything just yet. His mood
was still foul.
Elwar chuckled, trying to diffuse the tension in the captain. “It's nothing like
that. We're just being extra careful. That probably makes us worry about
everything more than we should.”
Troen grunted something indistinguishable as response and turned back to
the windows. In his mind he pushed on Elir to get their guest aboard quickly.







“Come on, Turaiw. It can't be that bad,” said Elir and eyed the Gardless in
front of her. He had packed up his tent and other belonging in a large pack that
he could strap on his back. It looked heavy, but he carried it with ease and
apparently with very little discomfort.
He eyed the ropeladder hanging next to him and then looked up the side of
the ship. It was clear he was not enthusiastic about climbing on board.
“It's no different than being on a normal ship. You've been on one of those,
haven't you?” asked Elir, trying to come up with something that would make
Turaiw feel more comfortable climbing up. Giving him something familiar to
expect seemed like it might work.
“I have,” replied Turaiw and glanced at Elir. “But if one of them breaks down
you at least have water you can swim in. I'm no bird so air won't do much for
me.”
Elir scowled at the man. He was too hung up on thinking what would
happen if things failed. Had he thought about everything with the same logic he
would not have dared to leave his house or even his bed.
“Well, there are all sorts of thing in the water that can come up and eat you
while you splash around,” reminded Elir. “No such things in the sky so I'd call it
an equal risk.” The logic was horrible, but she couldn't think of anything better to
say. She had exhausted her reserve of rational and logical arguments. None of
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them had worked.
Turaiw measured her with a look that told he saw how ridiculous her retort
had been. She met his gaze with determination. The man sighed and grabbed the
rope ladder. “I'm not willing to stoop to such ridiculous arguments so I'll climb
up,” he said in a steady voice and started up the ladder with ease despite the
heavy pack on his back.
Elir just stared after him for a while. She felt like she had been tricked
somehow or been played for a fool. Finally she decided it was better to just accept
the victory, no matter if it had been gained by stooping to such low levels that the
opponent had given up out of pity.
She grabbed the ladder and took a last look at the clearing. There were signs
that someone had been camping there, but other than that it was as it had been
before they had arrived.
Well, apart from the trail of fallen trees and ploughed ground that followed
the ship.
She started to climb. Looking up, she saw Turaiw go over the railing and
onto the deck with the help of a couple of crewmen. The last obstacle to their
departure had been passed. It wasn't long until she herself stood on the deck and
watched the crew make their final preparations and hoisting up the ladders.
Turaiw had found himself a comfortable place leaning against the upward
sloping deck cover. He had his pack next to him. Elir noted he was sitting as far
away from the railings as possible.
“Has the captain been informed?” asked Elir from one the crewmen.
“Aye, he has. We'll be departing any moment now,” came the reply.
Elir walked over to Turaiw who was looking around a bit wild eyed. At least
Elir thought he looked like that. It was sometimes difficult to tell what a Gardless
was thinking. Their black eyes made it very difficult to read them.
“Do you want to stay on the open deck when we take off or do you want to go
inside?” she asked.
“I think I'd rather be inside,” the man admitted, stood up and grabbed his
pack.
“I thought so,” said Elir and showed him the way inside the ship. She guided
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him to a small cabin they had reserved for him below the main deck. It had the
benefit of no windows so it was less likely to unnerve their guest. It wasn't much,
but better than sleeping with the crew in their shared quarters.
Turaiw looked around the small room and nodded approvingly. He put his
pack down in one corner and tested the hammock to ensure it was sturdy enough
to carry his weight.
“Everything to your liking?” asked Elir from the door.
Turaiw nodded. “With a room like this the flying might just be bearable.”
“If you need anything, just talk to one of the crew. They'll find me and I'll see
to what ever you need,” said Elir. “Now if you'll excuse me, I'd like to go see the
ship launch.”
“All right,” replied Turaiw and sought a comfortable position in the
hammock. He didn't look interesting in tagging along nor in exploring the insides
of the ship any further. Given his attitude towards flying, Elir bet he wouldn't
leave his cabin save for relieving himself.
She closed the door behind her and made her way to the command room.
Much to her surprise they were still in the process of getting things ready. She
had expected the ship to be rising up already. She walked up next to Troen who
was looking out the windows. She noted his paleness.
“How are you feeling?” she asked of the captain.
The elf glanced at her. “Better, though not up to full strength quite yet.”
Elir nodded. “I'll make you another bowl of that mixture tonight. Just in
case. We can't have you bedridden during travel.”
“Can't hurt to be on the safe side,” admitted the captain.
“All positions report ready, captain,” came Millard's voice loudly enough to
hear it even if there had been an hurricane outside.
Troen nodded to himself. “Let's go get Yerny back, then.”
Elwar activated the needed runes and the ship began to rise slowly, but
steadily. There was barely a shudder as they passed the tree tops and climbed
ever higher.
“All right, that's high enough,” said Troen.
Elwar stopped the ship, leaving it floating a few hundred feet above the tree
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tops. The scenery that opened before them was one of green treetops as far as
their eyes could see.
“Turn the ship to the east until I tell you to stop,” said Troen and Elwar
followed the order, activating runes on the side of the ship, causing it to slowly
turn. The wind was favourable to the turn so they didn't need to open the sails
and gain speed to accomplish it.
The captain looked on intently at the scenery and sky until he spotted the
hills on the otherwise flat plain of grass that had come into view.
“Hold it here,” he said and the turning stopped. “Open the sails and climb
above the clouds.”
“Aye, captain,” replied Millard and began conveying the order. The ship
began to climb higher once more as the crew rushed out to open the sails. A few
short minutes later the wind snapped the sails into a tight curve and began to
push the ship forward. It was several more minutes before they passed the white
clouds.
Elir didn't feel like spending the entire day cooked up inside the ship so she
made her way to the upper deck where she could enjoy the wind and fresh air.
Upon entering the open air she wished she'd taken something to wrap around
herself. It wasn't exactly cold, but the wind made it chilly enough that her usual
robe felt inadequate. It was the sort of chill you'd feel on an early autumn
morning after some rain.
She wrapped her arms around herself and made her way to the railing. To
her surprise she was finding it hard to breathe. It was like she could never get
enough air in her. She leaned against the railing and looked down. The white
clouds below made it look like the ship was sailing on foamy water instead of thin
air. They had not risen much above the clouds so the bottom of the ship
sometimes scraped the top of the misty white, stirring it ever so slightly as it
passed through.
Occasionally there was a hole in the cloud and she could see the ground
below. It was difficult to spot any individual things from such a distance, but a
few times she was certain she saw a lone farmhouse standing in the middle of the
vast expanse of green grass.
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Looking up all she saw was the blue sky and the yellow orb that was the
sun. She could see some scant clouds even higher than they were. From these
vantage points nothing seemed different from their own world. It was hard to
believe that on the ground there were no elves nor wizards roaming about. No
kingdoms ruled by kings and queens.
She shuddered as a stronger gust of wind than usual blew by. She turned to
head back inside the ship. No reason to catch a cold just for standing around for
the sake of it. She did not envy the crew that had to remain on deck to tend to
the sails and other things. They did have an extra set of thicker clothes just for
these sorts of occasions, but she figured it would still be chilly. On top of that
they had to deal with the thinner air that made everyone breathe heavily even at
a small amount of physical strain.
She made note to mention it to the captain. The crew might be better off
wearing the suit when working outside at such high altitudes. At the very least
they should consider working out some sort of mask that would allow them to
use the air circulation part of the suit. She hoped no one would strain themselves
too much before that could be done.
She opened the hatch and climbed down. The moment she closed the hatch
she began to breathe easier. It was like someone had been holding a piece of cloth
against her nose, lessening the amount of fresh air she could breathe in. She took
a couple of deep breaths before continuing on to the command room.
Troen was still there, looking out the windows while Elwar and Rodil were
busy inspecting the tablets and ensuring the ship stayed stable. She walked next
to the elf captain.
“How was it outside?” asked Troen as he noticed her.
“Cold and hard to breathe,” she said. “You should consider ordering the crew
to use the suits when working outside.”
The captain raised an eyebrow. “The crew won't like that. Those suits are
cumbersome to work in.”
“I was there only for a moment and it felt like I'd worked hard for an hour,”
she said and shook her head. “I don't know why, but it's like you can never fill
your lungs no matter how hard you try.”
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“That bad?” asked Troen.
Elir nodded. “With the suits at least the crew would be able to breathe
normally and they'd be warm. I don't really know what's causing it, though.”
Troen looked out the window. “I've heard a few mountain folk talk about it.
When they climb a tall mountain they've described a similar feeling.”
“Is it dangerous?” asked Elir.
“It can be,” replied the captain as he turned to Millard. “Order everyone
inside the ship. Those that need to go outside should do so wearing a suit.”
“Aye, captain,” replied Millar and began conveying the order.
“Better safe than sorry,” he said to Elir in a hushed tone.
She nodded in response. After a moment, she added, “If Yerny was here he
could probably make us an easier to use air system. One that didn't need all that
cumbersome suit.”
“We could ask Elwar,” suggested Troen. Even though he knew Yerny was the
one who had designed the air system the idea had been Elwar's and he was no
slouch either when it came to things mechanical.
“I'm not so sure it's worth it right now,” said Elir. “It would take time away
from him that he needs to spend on keeping the ship in shape. Besides, we're not
going to be airborne that long, are we?”
“Not now,” admitted Troen. “But when we go looking for the valley who
knows how long we'll have to stay this high.”
Elir had to admit the captain was right. They were only making a short flight
now, but once they set out to search for a way home they'd be in the air for days,
maybe weeks, all the time trying to avoid being seen from the ground. They would
have to come up with a lighter solution to the air problem. “I'll talk to Elwar about
it,” she finally conceded.
“Good,” replied Troen and turned his attention back to keeping the ship on
course.
Elir walked over to Elwar and explained the problem to him. He and Rodil
both seemed eager to tackle it, but at the same time they worried whether they
had time for it. Elir left them to discuss the matter and made her way to her
cabin. She had some writing to do and they flight did not look like it would be
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overly eventful.







Yerny woke up from a sleep that did not feel refreshing at all. He groaned as
he sat up from the dry plant stalk bed that had offered little in terms of softness
and much in term of itching and tossing around. His joints popped and made him
groan again as he stretched himself.
It was not the most comfortable night he had had.
The small cell didn't have windows so he had no way of knowing what time
of day it was, but he was fairly certain it was the next morning. It couldn't have
been more than six or seven hours since the guards brought him the last meal.
Other than the guards bringing him food there had been no one else showing any
interest towards him. It made him wonder why the two Gardless had even nabbed
him.
As he sat there he could hear metal hitting metal and gears turning. There
was a rhythmic thump that he felt even in the bottom of his stomach. Some great
machine that had not been on the previous day had begun working.
He stood up and stretched his legs by pacing around. He had better things
to worry about than some machine starting up.
The cell did not offer much space for even someone as small has him so he
had to turn around every ten paces or so. What little light he had came from the
dimly lit corridor and the light that made it through the barred window on his cell
door.
His pacing was interrupted as the cell door swung open and two guards
marched in and grabbed him without saying a word.
“Where are you taking me? What do you want with me?” demanded Yerny in
a loud voice as he was dragged through the corridor and up the stairs. The two
guards paid him no attention besides barking something at him, which Yerny
could only assume to be an order to shut his mouth, so that's what he did. There
was no reason to annoy his captors.
To his surprise they only dragged him one story up. They were still
underground and the corridor they were going through was very similar to the
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one below. Heavy metal doors lined it on both sides with similar barred windows.
He could hear other prisoners moving in their cells; some moaning in pain, others
rambling on like only a person whose mind had been broken could.
Yerny swallowed hard.
His two escorts dragged him to a door with no window on it. The room
beyond it was well lit with a table and a chair as the only furniture besides that
black cauldron that had a fire burning in it.
Yerny was thrown in the chair and his guards used leather straps to tie him
in place. His hands and legs were firmly tied to the chair.
The gnome looked around wild eyed. He did not like the feel of the room at
all. He could only see it as an interrogation room with the potential for some
torture.
The thumping sound of the great machine had grown louder, though it was
still distant.
His fears were not lessened by the appearance of a Gardless dressed in a
black shirt and trousers. Without turning to look at Yerny he placed a leather
wrapping on the table and began to untie it. As he spread it out the gnome could
see the shiny tools inside. By the looks of things the man was no doctor.
Finally, he turned to look at Yerny.
He looked pleasant enough for a Gardless as far as physical appearances
went; thick eyebrows, well trimmed beard, a crooked smile on his lips that
seemed to be there permanently. However, there was an aura about him that
seemed to say 'this is a man you do not want to cross'.
The crooked smile grew to a brief grin before the man asked something from
Yerny in the language of the Gardless.
“I don't understand what you're saying,” said Yerny with slight desperation
in his voice. He feared that if they did not manage to come up with a way to
communicate then the discussion would move into using tools just for the sake of
it.
Torturers were that way. They thought a bit of pain would make a man write
the best play in world history if it came to it, even if the person did not know how
to read much less write.
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His questioner said something more and started to pace around in front of
him, glaring at the tied down gnome.
“I can't answer any of your questions since I don't know what you're wanting
to know,” pleaded Yerny. He tried to use his hands to signal his intent to the
man, but being tied down made that a fruitless endeavour. Feverishly, he tried to
think of some way of conveying his meaning before the man decided to utilize the
tools he had laid out on the table.
Sadly, he was no Elir when it came to languages.
The exchange continued as fruitless as it had started. What they hoped to
gain from him Yerny had no idea.







The flight had gone smoothly so far. They had dropped below the clouds a
couple of times to get their bearings and to ensure they were on course. Normally
they would have been able to travel using the stars, but the sky was unfamiliar to
them. Even though Troen had some ideas on what stars to use they dared not
rely on that completely so it was important to set eyes on the ground and confirm
that what they saw matched what the map told them there would be.
Their route was not the most direct because they wanted to avoid the conflict
border as much as possible. So they took a detour, though for the ship it did not
add that much to their travel time.
For Elir time flew by as she sat in her cabin and wrote down her
observations. Her official records were now mostly up to date on everything that
had happened so she had moved to working on a separate series of books that
went into more details about the world of Ardaw.
It did not focus so much on their journey as it did in being a guide to the
plants and animals of the world. She had several sketches there of various
plants; the green grass that had a much wider blade than the ones in their own
world, the trees and the propeller like seeds they dropped as Turaiw had shown
her one day as she was learning their language. She had descriptions of various
animals in there, including the frog like creature she and Yerny had discovered
laying dead right by the edge of the forest. Much of the facts came from Turaiw
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since they'd had little chance of venturing in the forest to observe the animals,
much less purposely going to look for some of the more dangerous ones.
She dipped her feather in the quill and continued to write down notes on the
Hurdaw. It was the deer like creature the crew had hunted with great success.
The meat wasn't quite as gamy as a deer’s and it had more fat, but it was
delicious none the less. The creature itself was more the size of an elk than a
deer, but its appearance still resembled more a deer with its light brown fur,
white dots on its shank and no horns to mention of.
Elir put down the feather and leaned back in her chair while rubbing her
shoulders. She had been at it for hours without much of a break and it was
starting to get to her muscles. She looked around the cabin in the light her wall
lamp provided. There were no windows to let in the light, though she was fairly
certain it was already dark outside.
There were piles of books on the floor, leaving barely a narrow stretch of floor
for her to walk on. Many of the books were still empty, waiting for her to get to
them and write down future events, but many had already been filled. Her bed
was unmade and looked a mess after the previous nights sleep.
Her desk was perhaps the cleanest and most uncluttered place in the room.
There was only the current book she was working on and her writing tools on it.
She did not tolerate a clutter on her work surface.
A pile of reference books was set apart from her own writings. She had taken
them along as they provided useful information on a lot of things. It was one of
those books that had given her the recipe for the mixture she had given to Troen.
The herbs she had found from the kitchen as they were common enough to
be used as spices and some she had gotten from the crewman responsible for
tending to any wounds the crew might suffer. While he was not one to know
cures for diseases or common ailments he knew how to set a broken bone and
stitch and clean an open wound and prepare a pain relieving dressing. It had not
crossed anyone’s mind they might need someone skilled in treating less obvious
ailments.
Seeing the books reminded her she had promised to bring Troen another
serving of the herb mixture. She let out a long yawn and stood up to stretch with
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a cat like intensity. She flipped her braided hair over her shoulder and left the
room and headed for the kitchen.
The dining area was empty. On her way she had caught glimpses of the sky
through some windows and seen it was dark already. She had worried the
captain had gone to bed already, but a crewman told her he had seen the elf in
the command room just a short while ago. He had not seemed in a hurry to get to
bed.
The ships cook was still in kitchen and was happy to heat her some water
while she pulled out a bag from one the many pockets of her robe and dug out
several bunches of herbs from it. She chopped them finely with a knife and put
them in a bowl. By the time she finished the water was boiling and the cook
helped pour it into the bowl. She wrapped a piece of cloth over the bowl before
setting it on a tray. She thanked the cook and took the tray with and started
towards the command room. The herbs would have time to infuse their flavour,
colour and benefits to the hot water as she made her way.
She found Troen standing by the windows. It was like he had never left the
place the two had talked in earlier that day. He had his hands crossed behind his
back and his eyes were firmly fixed on the darkness outside.
Rodil was there as well, minding the rune covered slates of metal. Elwar
must have gone to his cabin to rest so he could come in to relieve his assistant
once day broke. The helmsman stood silently by the rudder which made him an
almost unnoticeable fixture in the room.
“I'm surprised to find you still awake,” said Elir as she came up next to the
captain.
A small smile nudged the corner of his mouth. “And I thought you'd
forgotten your promise,” he replied and nodded towards the tray and bowl.
“My writing just sucked me in. Before I knew it it was dark outside,”
explained Elir as she removed the piece of cloth from the bowl and offered it to
the captain. She stashed the tray under her arm.
“Well, I wasn't about to go to sleep before taking this,” said Troen as he took
the bowl and sipped the steaming liquid.
There was a moment of silence that was only broken by the footsteps of Rodil
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as he moved around and the ever so slight slurping sound the captain made as
he drank the medicine.
“How has our guest been?” asked Elir finally. She felt a bit bad that she had
not visited Turaiw during the day. Truth be told, once she started writing, she
had forgotten all about him.
“I walked by his cabin a couple of times. He seemed perfectly happy laying in
the hammock and reading some book,” replied Troen. “I told one of the crewmen
to take him some food so he should be well fed too.”
“That's good. I completely neglected him today,” admitted Elir as she looked
out the windows. The slight shimmer of the ships runes gave a soft light that was
barely enough to make the ships surface visible. From afar it would have gone
completely unnoticed. The lookouts nest was dark, but she was certain one of the
crew was there keeping an eye on things. It was unlikely they'd run into anything
when flying so high, but it never hurt to be extra careful.
“So, when do we arrive?” asked Elir to keep the conversation going.
Troen sipped in more of the medicine. “Late tomorrow evening I think, if the
wind keeps favourable.”
“Let's hope the general has managed to arrange everything,” said Elir. She
truly hoped they would be able to rescue Yerny without having to sacrifice anyone
else in the crew, but in the back of her mind she knew it was a slim chance they
would be able to accomplish it.
“I'm sure he has,” assured Troen, though his voice had a hint of doubt in it
that did nothing to ease Elir's mind. The elf sipped in the last of the medicine and
handed the bowl back to her. She placed it back on the tray.
“Well, I'll go get some sleep,” she said and turned to leave.
“Sleep well,” said Troen as he continued to look out the window.
Rodil nodded to her as she walked past. “Make sure he gets some sleep,”
whispered Elir to him in a silent enough voice that she hoped the elf would not
hear even with his keen ears.
Rodil nodded again and glanced at the captain.
Elir returned the tray and bowl to the kitchen. The cook had already gone to
sleep, but she knew where to put the dirty dishes. She then made her way back
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to her cabin. She frowned at the state of her bed, but felt tired enough not to
care. She removed her robe and buried herself under the blankets, hoping tonight
she would get a good nights sleep.







The following day seemed to go on forever. At least that was how Elwar felt
about it. The sailing was smooth so he didn't have much to do in the way of
fiddling with the runes. All he had to do was ensure nothing surprising
happened.
That left him with a lot of time to kill, but he couldn't leave the command
room for any long periods of time. So he had brought with him a bunch of tools
and one of the suits. Sitting down on the floor he was busy disassembling the air
system of the suit. He hoped to have it reduced to just the helmet piece and the
air circulation system by the end of the day.
It wasn't an complicated modification. Mostly it involved ripping out the
leathery suit from around the metal parts. What made it take time was the care
he needed to take in doing it. He did not want to completely ruin the suit. If done
correctly he would be able to put the suit back together if needed with some hope
of it continuing to be airtight.
It was a good pass time as the hours went by. After a long break it felt good
to be able to tinker with something tangible.
He paid little attention to what else was going on in the room. He made
periodic checks on the metal slates and the runes engraved on them. Every time
all seemed in order and he could return to his work.
It was not until the sun was starting to paint the sky different colours that
things started happening. By then he had almost finished the work on the suit.
All he needed was to undo a few more strings and seams and the breather part
would come loose. It would need only a few modifications after that to be ready to
use as a single piece.
“We've arrived!” said Troen as he walked into the room from the open upper
deck. He had gone out to get visual confirmation of that for himself. Before that
he had ordered the ship to descent below the clouds so that suits were not
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needed. He looked a lot better than he had the previous two days. The paleness of
his skin was gone and he was as full of energy as always.
Elwar dropped what he was doing and stood up to take the controls. They
would need some manoeuvring to find a suitable landing place as well as to stop
the ship from moving forward any further. With the speed they were going it
wouldn't take long to pass a target area.
“Reel in the sails!” ordered Troen as he made his way to the windows.
“Aye, captain,” confirmed Millard and began conveying the order.
“Helm! Put us on a slow spiral,” ordered Troen. “Our target area is right
below us and we can't afford to pass it.”
“Aye, captain,” came the reply from the helmsman and he began turning the
rudder.
“Elwar! Put us on a slow descent and start reducing our speed!” came the
final order from the captain.
The wizard was the only one who didn't confirm the order. He just did it. It
felt silly to confirm it since it would be evident almost immediately whether he
had heard the order or not. The ship began to descent ever so slowly and circle
around the spot the captain had chosen for their landing.
As they got lower they began to see the landscape through the windows.
They could see a mountain looming a fair bit in the distance with nothing but
rocky wasteland between it and the place they were landing on. The setting sun
left a lot of the details of the terrain in the dark, but it was clear few things lived
on that expanse of land.
The slow turn of the ship took that view from them and brought in a view of
a large camp. There were lines of tents and even some more permanent looking
buildings. They could see lines of vehicles and tanks that seemed to continue on
forever. As they got closer they could see small figures gathering into groups and
pointing at the ship.
The ship came to a halt just outside the camp. It remained slightly afloat
just as it had in the forest clearing. Landing down would have meant tipping the
ship to one side.
Elwar made the final adjustments to ensure the ship remained stable before
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leaving the metal slates to get a good look out the windows. He was a bit
surprised as to how openly they had come to the camp. As he looked out he saw a
group of Gardless headed their way with a familiarly dressed man at the lead.
“Shouldn't we have come in a bit less inconspicuously?” asked Elwar from
the captain who was standing next to him.
The elf shrugged his shoulders. “It was where he told us to come. It's all
open land around us. Not much to hide a ship in.”
Elwar peered outside and had to agree. As far as he could see there was
nothing but open ground as far as he could see. A few sparse groups of trees here
and there were not enough to hide a ship.
“Why don't you go find Elir and prepare to greet our host,” suggested Troen.
“I'll get the crew to settle down the ship properly.”
Elwar nodded and headed out the door. The runes had been set so there was
not much to do about them. They'd be fine for a few hours no matter what and
Rodil was due to take over then.
As he walked through the corridors of the ship he realized he had not seen
Elir the entire day. It was unusual for the priestess not to visit the command
room at least a few times during the day to admire the view and exchange a few
words with the captain or himself.
He arrived at her cabin and knocked on the door. He waited. There was no
response so he knocked again and listened intently. He heard some rustling and
finally footsteps that came to the door. The door opened with a sleepy looking Elir
peering at the wizard. She rubbed her eyes lazily.
“What is it?” she asked, sounding a bit irritated and confused at the same
time. From what little Elwar saw of her behind the door made him think she
wasn't wearing anything. At least not her usual robe.
“Have you been sleeping all day?” asked Elwar and eyed her sleepy face.
Elir ruffled her red hair and glared at Elwar. “No. I spent most of the day
writing down observations about this world and I checked on Turaiw a few times.
I decided to go to bed only a few hours ago.” She looked thoughtful for a moment.
“At least I think it was a few hours ago.”
Elwar glared at the woman who offered a weak smile in return. “What ever
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the case, we've arrived at our destination. The general is coming aboard so your
presence would be more than welcome.”
The expression on the woman's face turned to one of excitement. “Finally.
Just give me a second,” she said excitedly and turned around without closing the
door. Elwar caught a glimpse of a bare leg and one half of her bottom.
He quickly turned away from the door and let out a bashful cough. He
waited, feeling anxious and trying his best to forget what he had seen. Not that
the sight had been unpleasant, rather more that it had been a distracting one. By
the sounds he heard Elir was busy rummaging through the room, trying to find
something to put on.
Finally she emerged from the cabin in her usual blue robe, though her hair
was still a mess. She looked exactly like what she was; just woken up and
dressed in a haste.
“You look awful,” said Elwar in a matter a fact sort of voice and added a
small smile to lessen the blow of it.
Elir examined herself and tried to straighten her hair a bit. Despite most of it
being braided there were some stray hairs that were pointing in all sorts of
directions. “You try looking good right after getting up,” she replied pointedly.
“We'll see how good you look after I kick you up from bed in the middle of the
night.”
Elwar didn't respond to her words. He simply motioned her to follow and the
two made their way to the open front deck. They arrived just in time to see the
general pull himself over the railing and onto the deck. He was dressed as he had
been in the camp.
Somehow Turaiw had figured they had arrived and had found his way to the
deck as well. Elwar suspected the captain had sent someone to fetch him.
There was a sense of urgency about the general as he walked up to them.
“Greetings and welcome to our camp. It's good to see you arrive safely.”
“Thank you,” replied Elir. “The journey was an uneventful one.”
The general nodded. “That's good to hear, but enough with the pleasantries.
We need to talk.”
Elir raised an eyebrow. “Has something happened?”
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The general glanced around like only a person with a big secret could. “We
attack tonight,” he finally said in a hushed tone.
That lit a fire under everyone who heard Elir translate the generals words to
Elwar. The three of them quickly went inside the ship to go over the plan.
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Chapter 13
A battle was something I had only read about in a book. I knew there would
be blood, death, injuries and screams of pain. I expected those things. I thought I
was prepared for them. I was naïve to think you could prepare your mind for it. I
could not have been more mistaken.
 Elir Ardanwen
Official record keeper

Y

erny groaned as the guards threw him onto the cell floor. The door
clanked shut behind him as the guards left, chatting in a cheerful
voice. He pushed himself into a sitting position and cradled his

hand. His left eye was swollen shut and his body hurt all over; firstly because he
had been tied to a chair for a no small amount of time, and secondly because of
the beatings he had received for failing to communicate according to his captor
desired standards.
He heard the sound of the great machine start again. It had fallen silent for a
moment, but now the familiar rhythm started up once more.
He winched and inspected the damage to his hand in the dim light the cell
had available. He had a broken finger and he had lost a fingernail to the
interrogator before getting through to his thick skull that he could, indeed,
communicate in some way. Hand gestures and body language had finally allowed
some rudimentary questions to be asked and answered.
It was not ideal nor fast, but it was better than nothing.
How long he had been locked in the room he had no clue. He had not been
allowed to sleep and had been offered only a few cups of water and some dry
bread. It all made estimating time impossible, but he felt like he had been awake
for days.
He ripped a strip of cloth from his shirt and wrapped his damaged finger in
it. He wished he had something to clean it with and set the broken finger with,
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but he figured trying to ask for something would be a futile effort.
The gnome crawled next to the cool wall of the cell and leaned against it. The
machine continued to thump away in the distance.
He breathed in heavily and tried to collect his thoughts. The questions he
had been posed with were pretty much what he had expected. They had brought
him a rude sketch of the ship and, as far as he understood, had been asked to
explain how it worked. He had given them some information, but nothing too
complex or compromising. With the limited communication it wasn't that hard to
keep away the stuff that could have really mattered.
Though he feared as days passed they might catch on that he was giving
them meaningless stuff like where the toilets were and how long some of the
ropes were instead of pointing out how the magical energy collection worked.
Once they found that out it might well have meant death for him, but he wasn't
about to upset the world by giving such information to anyone.







The sun had almost drifted below the horizon. Only a small sliver of it was
still visible, casting down barely any light. Silently, above the clouds, The Wind
Saber pushed on towards the smoke covered mountain. Right before departing
they had witnessed how the production facilities in the fortress geared up once
more and began to billow out dark smoke that soon covered the entire mountain.
That was part of what had the general worried and acting so quick. The
production facilities had been silent for weeks and had now started up again.
Something was going on inside that could mean trouble.
It also helped that the smoke offered the perfect cover for the flying ship to
get close.
The usual glow of the runes covering the ship had been suppressed, leaving
it no more visible than anything surrounding it. It was a dangerous thing to do,
but vital for sneaking up on the fortress unnoticed. The glow of the runes was
part of a process that kept them in better shape in prolonged use. With the glow
suppressed the runes would deteriorate faster and there was an increased risk of
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failure.
Elwar and Rodil would be kept busy the entire time and everyone else on the
ship felt uneasy knowing they were essentially flying on luck.
The general had sprung the plan on them rather abruptly, but upon hearing
it they could only agree it was better to act now than wait. So they had spent a
furious few hours getting everything ready. They'd studied the plans of the
fortress and determined where they would strike and which direction the prison
cells were likely to be.
The crew of the ship was not interested in taking over the complex. That was
reserved for the Gardless to accomplish. The Wind Saber and her crew were only
concerned with getting Yerny back.
A group of elite Gardless soldiers came aboard the ship. They would be
dropped down with the intention of opening the way for the forces on the outside
to get in. That was something the crew would assist with since it would be
impossible for them alone to fight through everything they would face in trying to
get to the prison cells.
After the route was open for the outside forces the crew would be free to look
for Yerny as best they could. The general had even assigned a portion of the elite
soldiers to support them in that task. It was a much needed gesture seeing as the
crew was not exactly trained for battle. Having a few hardened veterans at the
lead, even if they were Gardless, would be of great help.
Elir was busy in her cabin. She had not had time to get ready during the
preparations as her translation skills were needed all over to ensure everyone was
on the same page with the plan.
She took out the box with the Rune Caster from under her bed. She had
already fastened the holster around her waist. She had modified it a bit and
added leather loops to it that allowed her to keep a number of the cylindrical
ammunitions easily available. It was not enough to hold them all, but the rest she
could stash in the many pockets of her cape. She had forgone wearing her robe
as it was not the most suitable wear for running or fast movement. She wore a
pair of pants and a long sleeved shirt, the same she had worn as they'd drifted
through the darkness. Her hair was braided tightly to try and keep it from getting
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in the way.
She set the box down on her desk and opened it. She took out the Rune
Caster and examined it for a moment before setting it in its modified holster. It fit
perfectly and there was a small leather strap she could use to tie it down even
more secure. She grabbed some of the metal cylinders and slipped them into their
leather loops. She chose two of each element for her belt and stashed the rest in
the pockets.
The weight of it all felt reassuring for her, though she feared the belt the
holster was on needed to be tighter so the weight didn't pull it down. As she
moved around a bit she was relieved to find the curve of her hips prevented any
such thing from happening.
Satisfied that she had everything she needed she exited her cabin and made
her way to the command room. She gathered a few curious looks from the crew
as she passed by. Most of them were directed at the Rune Caster sticking out of
its holster.
The command room was abuzz with Millard shouting orders through the
communication tubes and the captain and Elwar discussing the position of the
ship. Finally, they seemed to reach an agreement on where they were and Elwar
returned to the metal slates next to Rodil while the captain remained in his usual
place looking out the windows.
Not much could be seen on the outside. It was completely dark by now and
even the runes were not there to provide the usual soft glow. They were using a
simple dead reckoning method to know where they were. One of the crewmen on
the deck was tasked with keeping track of the hourglass and turning it every time
the sand ran out on one side.
Elwar, Rodil and the captain were responsible for keeping track of the other
variables, such as speed and the position they had left from, and making the
calculations. They'd chosen to have three people track it all because of the
accuracy they needed. There was little room for mistakes.
A crewman entered the room from the upper deck and sought the captains
attention. He was still wearing the bottom half of a suit, a tell tale sign he had
been out on the open deck. “We're holding steady at twenty knots,” he reported.
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Troen nodded and dismissed the man.
Elir watched as the crewman returned the same way he had come in. The
captain had apparently ordered a team to constantly test how fast they were
going with a slightly modified version of a standard chip log.
The standard form of one was an rounded triangle shaped piece of wood
attached to a reel of string that had knots tied to it in set intervals. It would be
lowered into water while a crewman counted the knots the reel let out during a
set time period. Modifying it for use in the air had been a task Elwar had spent
much time on, but he had managed to come up with a solution for it that seemed
to provide fairly accurate results.
“I see you've gotten yourself ready,” said Troen as he spotted Elir standing
there, watching.
She nodded. “As ready as I'll be.”
She could not deny that she had doubts. Conflicting emotions rose not only
from the fact they were about to interject themselves in a war they had no stake
in, but also from the fact that her actions tonight might go against the teachings
she had lived by her entire life.
Several times she had asked herself if she would be ready to take a life to
save Yerny. Strictly speaking it was not against the teaching of Salvius since she
would be doing it to save a friend, but it would still have had Braem frowning at
her and shaking his head.
“Good,” said Troen. “I've asked Travis and Reyes to stick to you like a hungry
mosquito and ensure your safety so don't be hard on them. They're doing what I
ordered them to.”
Elir frowned at hearing that. There had been some debate over whether she
should be among those who went on to assault the fortress. There were
arguments that she should stay on the ship where she would be safe. She had,
quite rightly, pointed out that she was the only one who could talk with the elite
Gardless and ensure they acted along with the crew. It was hard to argue against
that since communication between the two groups would be vital for their
success.
Elir sighed. “I'll try not to be too hard on them,” she said. She only hoped
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their desire to protect her wouldn't end up causing more problems than good
during the mission.
Troen examined the young woman. She no longer looked like a priestess of
Salvius. With the Rune Caster on her waist in addition to the capsule like
ammunition and the cape and the rest of her clothing gave her a look more
suitable for an adventurer. Troen had to admit the style suited her better than
the usual robe she wore.
“And you'd better come back safe,” he added with great emphasis.
“I'll do my best,” replied Elir with all the confidence she could muster behind
her voice. The uncertainty still shone through. After all, how could anyone make
any promises in a fight? A small mistake or a dose of bad luck was all it took to
lose ones life. There would be no guarantees of anyone making it out unscathed
or even alive.
“It'll be an hour until we reach our destination,” said Troen. “You should
probably go make yourself familiar with our new friends.” He nodded towards the
front of the ship where the elite troops from the general were. They had put their
equipment on the large area around the main mast, right under the protective
shell of the ship.
Elir nodded. It was not a bad idea. Besides, she needed a distraction from all
the waiting.







There was backpacks and equipment strewn all over the large area that was
the middle deck. Groups of Gardless sat around in small groups talking in their
language. There were the occasional bursts of laughter that rang out causing
some to look at the source.
They were all dressed in a similar manner; all black with even the barrels of
their weapons lathered with a thick, black mixture so as to prevent any gleams
from a sudden source of light. Even their faces were largely covered in a dark
paint to make their skin blend in with the rest of them.
In total there were thirty of them and they all looked to be battle hardened
veterans with their share of scars to show for it. They didn't seem too bothered
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with the strange transport they had been placed in, though some of them had
looked around with a mix of nervousness and curiousness as they had boarded
the ship.
If some of them had similar reservations as Turaiw did about flying, none of
them showed it.
Elir had some trouble finding the commander of the unit, but after a few
questions she was finally pointed to the right man. It was hard to tell anything
about him from under all the paint and clothing. The only really striking thing
about him was his broad shoulders – even broader than seemed normal for a
Gardless – and his height which put him a thumbs length taller than Elir.
“Commander,” greeted Elir the man. He had been talking to a couple of his
underlings. “My name is Elir Ardanwen and I'm here to act the part of the
interpreter.”
The man eyed Elir thoroughly and seemed to note everything about her. His
eyes lingered especially long on the Rune Caster strapped to her waist. Finally, he
extended his hand. “You can call me Beleth.”
Elir shook his hand. The grip was surprisingly firm, almost to the point of
being uncomfortable. “Is there anything I should know before we head out?”
“Just do as I say and tell the same to your men and we won't have much
trouble,” said Beleth confidently. “My men know what they're doing.”
Elir nodded. “I realize we're amateurs at best at these sort of things. Relying
on your experience seems the wises thing to do.”
Beleth looked a bit surprised at that. Perhaps he had expected a prolonged
argument over who was in charge once they hit the ground. “I'm glad to be
working with reasonable people,” he finally said, sounding a bit more friendly
than he had with his initial greeting.
“I just came from the command room. The captain think we'll arrive in about
an hour,” she said and let the small smile that had appeared on her face fade
away.
Beleth nodded. “We'll be ready by then.”
“Is there anything I can do?” asked Elir. She wanted to do something instead
of just sitting around waiting. That was the worst part of any situation where you
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were looking forward to something.
“Have you decided which men are going with us?” asked the commander.
There had been some debate on who would get sent along. The few battle
veterans they had in the crew were an obvious choice, but Troen had decided to
keep two of them with the ship just in case any enemies somehow made their way
on board. In the end the decision had been to send ten men in total, including
Elir and her two assigned guards. Three veterans and four regular crewmen made
up the rest of the team. All of them had been decided on.
“We have,” she replied to the question.
“What sort of men are they?” asked Beleth.
“A few have some military experience,” explained Elir. “The others are just
sailors, or like me, people who have never been in a fight.”
Beleth frowned at hearing that. “I was hoping for a little more,” he admitted,
sounding disappointed.
Elir shrugged her shoulders. “We came here to explore, not to fight a war,”
she said apologetically. “We were prepared to fend off wild beasts and such, not
assault a well defended fortress.”
The frown melted from Beleth's face. “I suppose I can't blame you for that.
Can you take me to the men? I'd like to see what we're working with.”
“Of course,” replied Elir and led the man to where the crewmen were getting
ready. Reyes and Travis were there and both immediately snapped their attention
to Elir when they noticed her. She felt a bit uncomfortable knowing they'd be
sticking to her like flies to a wall.
The other men were sharpening their swords and checking their bowstrings
for any weaknesses. Having the string snap during the thick of battle would have
been bad and could have cost lives.
Beleth looked over the men. The look on him was not that dissimilar from a
farmer looking to buy himself a new workhorse. He appraised everything he saw
and made note of it in the lockers of his mind.
“You'll need proper weapons,” he finally said and motioned towards the
swords and bows. “Those won't be much use when the enemy can shoot your
from hundreds of feet away.”
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Before Elir could even reply he had already motioned to one of his men who
came to him with a heavy looking bag over his shoulder. The man put it down
and opened it, revealing the Gardless pistols and rifles inside it. Beleth bent down
and grabbed a rifle from the bag and handed it to Elir.
It felt surprisingly heavy in her hands.
“The general authorized me to give you these for this mission,” explained the
commander as he pulled out a pack of blue cylinders from the bag along with a
pack of red ones. Elir could see packs of smaller ones in the bag which she
figured to be for the smaller weapons. “These are what make the weapons lethal.
The cylinder has some heavily compressed air in them that will shoot out the
bullet part with enough force that you won't want to be in its way.”
Reyes, Travis and the rest were looking on with interest as they saw more
weapons appear from the bag and a few being offered to them. Hesitantly, some of
them took what was offered. Elir handed the rifle she had been given to Travis,
who was closest to her.
“The blue cylinders are for training,” explained Beleth. Elir began to
translate his words so the crew could understand the gist of it all. “They're not
lethal. The red ones are for the serious situations and they're lethal.”
The commander then went on to explain how to load the weapons and gave
some tips on how to best shoot with them. The Gardless then set up a small
range where the crewmen could safely practice their shooting. The hour they had
flew by quickly and by the end of it the men were comfortable in handling the
new weapons they had received.
They were not hard to use. All you had to do was open the chamber, put in
the capsule with the bullet, close the chamber and pull back the firing
mechanism, point, and then pull the trigger. There was little recoil and the
weapons were almost silent, save for the low 'swush' sound they made every time
a bullet was fired.
The blue cartridges were just as safe as Beleth had said they were. They
barely got through the wooden target they were using, but hit strong enough not
to just bounce off and hit someone nearby. It was amazing to think it was all
achieved with no magic and just tightly packed air.
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Elir thought Yerny would have loved a chance to study the weapons more
closely or the process of making the cylindrical cartridges.
While the weapons were enough to make those with bows leave them behind,
none of the men looked to be willing to leave behind their swords or daggers.
Even Beleth thought that prudent and encouraged it. You never knew when you
might end up getting in a handson fight with someone and in such a situation a
sharp blade was worth much more than a piece of iron shaped like a tube.
The practice was stopped as the time of their arrival came close. Everyone
made their last preparations. The ten men from The Wind Saber stashed red
cartridges to their pockets and any place they would fit. Running out of
ammunition would not serve their mission well.
“We're starting to descend,” came Millard's voice from the communication
tube. It was slightly distorted, having gained a metallic ring to it during its travel
through the pipes, but it was still easy enough to get what was being said. Elir
had camped next to the tube so she could hear everything herself.
“It seems we're starting our descent,” she told Beleth who was standing next
to her. She had convinced him it was the place to be and she had not been
wrong.
The man nodded and began shouting orders for his men. They jumped into
action and packed their gear and hoisted backpacks on each others backs. They
were not overly heavy, but looked to contain a lot of stuff for such a short
mission.
Not to be outdone, the crewmen made similar preparations though they had
very little to carry with them. They were not as well prepared for such missions as
the Gardless were. Elir did not take that to be a shame in any way. She found it
slightly saddening that the Gardless could be so well prepared and emotionless
about taking such action.
The voice of Millard woke her from her observations. They had gotten low
enough for it to be safe to go outside without a suit.
“We can go outside now,” she said to Beleth.
“Let's go then,” he said and gave the order. It took a while for the forty men
to squeeze through the narrow passage that was the only way outside. Elir was
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the last one on the deck, following closely behind Reyes and Travis. The two men
had insisted on going first, despite the fact there was no danger posed to them.
They were still a way off from the fortress.
The wind ruffled her cloak and hair, despite the amount of objects she had
stored in the many pockets of the cloak. It was a sign of how fast they were now
going. She doubted the twenty knots estimate still held true.
In the distance they could see lights coming closer. They could barely make
out the imposing shape of the mountain due to the smoke covering it, but the
many lights that dotted its slopes occasionally appeared to give them a glimpse of
it. They could only hope the guards patrolling the walls would not see the ship
until it was too late.
They'd fly right over the main gate and lower down using ropes. From there
the fight would be on the ground and The Wind Saber would retreat to a safe
distance. It would be pointless for it to stick around and become a target for
enemy fire.
The strike force spent a tense few moments waiting and observing the
surroundings. Most of them were huddled behind the railing for cover in case
anything was shot out at them. They could tell the ship was slowing down. The
sound of the wind began to grow quieter.
They swooshed past a tower. Elir could see the dark figure of a guard who
was, to their fortune, facing away from them. The ship came to a halt so just the
front of it edged beyond the wall and to the open yard below. According to the
intelligence they had received the mechanism for opening the gate would be
inside one of the buildings surrounding the yard.
After ensuring the yard was clear the Gardless began throwing down ropes
and making a quick descent with them. They spread out with the confidence only
years of experience and training could bring with it.
The landing from Elir and her companions was not as stylish nor as quick as
the one the Gardless had done, though it went better than she had expected. The
sailors had experience climbing ropes and all sort of other unsteady places so it
wasn't completely foreign to them. In the end it was Elir who had the most
trouble making it down to the courtyard. She wasn't familiar with the way one
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should have grabbed the rope and wrapped it around your arm and leg to make
for a stable yet fast descent.
In the end she made it down safely, though her hands got more strained
than was necessary and a few places ended up suffering from rope burn. She
considered it a small discomfort for saving Yerny and hoped that would be the
worst injury any of them would end up suffering.
She tugged the rope, signalling the crew remaining on the deck that everyone
was on the ground safely. The rope was quickly drawn in as Elir made her way to
the shadow of one of the buildings. Reyes and Travis were there waiting for her.
Both looked relieved to see her down safely.
“Glad to see you made it down safely,” whispered Travis as Elir squeezed in
next to the two men. They were all tightly pressed against the wall, trying their
best to look like a part of it.
“What do we do now?” asked Reyes in a hushed tone.
Elir surveyed the courtyard. She saw shadows moving towards one of the
buildings. One of them stopped and seemed to motion for her. “It seems the
Gardless have found the building with the controls. We'll join them,” she replied
in a voice that sounded too loud to her even though it probably didn't carry
further than a few feet.
It was then that they heard the shouting. Lights flared up and made
everyone blink to adjust their eyes to it. Elir looked up the sky and saw the
familiar blue glow of the runes of The Wind Saber. It was still partly hovering over
the fortress, though its turn was almost complete and the sails were already
down, catching the wind and driving the ship away from the mountain.
A few runes flared up at times, a tell tale sign that something had hit it and
forced a stronger reaction from the protective runes. It looked like the guards
were directing all their attention towards the ship and paid very little attention to
what was happening behind them on the ground.
“Let's get going,” said Elir, loud enough for all the crew to hear. She was the
first to rush across the courtyard to the building the Gardless were already busy
entering into. She glanced behind her and was satisfied to see all of the men
following her. She took one hand to the Rune Caster and found additional
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confidence from gripping it.
As she got closer she could start hearing the sounds the Gardless weapons
made when fired. There were muffled screams and some shouting coming from
inside the building. The attack was already in progress.
A single member of the elite team was left outside to keep a lookout. Elir
exchanged a few words with him to get a full picture of the situation. She
motioned the crewmen to go ahead and join in the effort of taking control of the
building. The control that made the entrance open and close were behind several
layers of rooms, each heavily guarded. They'd need every single man to be
successful.
Elir followed the men inside. Travis was close behind her and Reyes had
gone in just in front of her. Both men seemed more concerned with her safety
than their own or of the success of the mission. There were little things that gave
them away; the frequent glances towards her, the caution they took in surveying
their surroundings, the way both of them were almost glued to her.
It was starting to annoy her, but she reminded herself it had been Troen's
order. She could not blame the two men for following it.
The group advanced through several rooms that had bodies strewn behind
tilted tables and what ever cover the enemy had tried to hide behind. Their white
uniforms were stained black from their own blood.
Elir did her best to ignore the sight. Even though the colour of their blood
made the scene seem less real, she still knew that only a few moments earlier the
men had been living and breathing, probably laughing with their comrades about
something one of their friends did or possibly longing after a woman back home.
She doubted there was a place in any world with men where they would not
be talking about women in such a manner. The talks she had had with Turaiw
supported the idea.
It was three more rooms and a fairly long corridor before they arrived to
where the fighting was still ongoing. A narrow doorway was the only place where
fire was exchanged. Separating the two sides was an empty room that had
furniture strewn around and a few highly visible bloodstains on the floor. The
opposing side was in the next room, protected by the thick stone walls and the
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narrow doorway on their side.
It did not look to be a situation that would resolved quickly.
The exchange of fire continued and bullets flew through the doorway and hit
the stone wall behind it. There was a pile of chipped stone on the floor from all
the bullets that had hit.
“How's the situation looking?” asked Elir from Beleth as she got next to the
man.
“It's tough,” the commander admitted. “We can't get to the room without
considerable losses.”
Elir hesitated for a moment. She carried the solution to the situation on her
waist. Whether she wanted to bring that up was something she had to struggle
with. It would mean killing the opposing forces in a manner that was less than
merciful.
“Is there anything in that room that we need intact?” she asked the
Gardless.
Beleth shook his head. “The control room is beyond that and it's protected
by a sturdy door.”
Elir bit her lower lip. She saw no other choice even though there were voices
within her screaming against it. She grabbed the Rune Caster from its holster
and placed a fire element infused cylinder in it. She closed the weapon and cold
shivers ran through her spine as it let out the clicking sound, indicating it was
ready. “I'll take care of this. Tell your men to give me room,” she said to the
commander.
He gave her a curious look and his eyes lingered on the Rune Caster for a
little while longer, but he did as she asked. The men gave her room so she could
get to the doorway.
Her heart was pounding and a bullet scraping right by the door frame that
was protecting her made her flinch. She took a deep breath and glanced around
the corner to see where the doorway was. It was straight across with nothing in
between to block the path.
She pulled back the hammer of the weapon and took hold of it with both
hands. She'd be exposed for a moment as she fired, but it was a risk anyone
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looking to shoot had to take. Another deep breath and she rounded the corner,
pointed the Rune Caster and pulled the trigger.
It kicked more than she had expected as the cylinder flew from the barrel
with a loud swush. It caught her off balance, but Travis was quickly there to pull
her back behind the wall. Only a moment later bullets began to hit the wall.
Then there was a boom and a wave of heat washed over from the room.
There were screams that died down mercifully quick. The heat was intense even
where Elir was, despite the empty room in between and the wall protecting her
from the worst of it. It made her cough and hold her breath since breathing in
was painful due to the heat.
Then it was over just as quickly as it had started.
There was a moment of stunned silence even from the veteran Gardless.
Then one of them took his protective helmet and dangled it in the doorway.
No bullets came flying his way.
The man put his helmet back on and made a quick dash into the next room.
Two of his comrades quickly followed him. It was not long until an all clear
sounded from the room and the rest of the men started moving forward.
Elir leaned heavily against the wall. The heat was gone, but she could still
feel her cheeks tingling from it. Cool air was rushing in, which helped a bit.
She didn't want to move forward and see what she had done.
“Come on, we have to move forward,” said Reyes and put a hand on her
shoulder. He squeezed it ever so slightly to give her courage. “You did what you
had to. Don't let it get to you.”
She wished simple words like that could have cleared all the turbulence
inside her, but it didn't. It wasn't that her religion forbade killing, though it
certainly frowned at it. After all, every person had the potential that they could
add to the knowledge of all and robbing them of that opportunity ended up
diminishing all.
It was her own moral compass that was weighing down on her. She had
thought herself prepared for it and deemed that it might be necessary to resort to
violence, but having now done that, she felt almost sick for doing so. What finally
kicked her up from the floor was the though of saving Yerny. It was for him that
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all this was happening.
Elir stood up and walked through the doorway. The room she entered wasn't
disturbed too badly by the fire she had unleashed in the next room. It looked like
a few small flames had licked a spot or two, but largely the destruction had been
confined to that single room she had fired the cylinder into.
She felt numb as she walked into the next room. The stench of burned flesh
combined with the lingering cloud of ash made her cough. She saw burned and
twisted bodies here and there. What metal they had had on them had partly
melted into pools, so intense had the fire been.
She felt like gagging, but she swallowed hard to keep it away. Looking weak
in front of the Gardless was not something she wanted to do.
Behind her, Beleth let out a whistle as he entered the room to inspect things.
“That's one fine weapon you've got there,” he said with admiration in his voice.
Elir could not agree with him. The weapon felt heavy in her hand, so heavy
she wanted to drop it.
The Gardless were busy opening the final door. The fire had burned the
wood, making it brittle. A few good kicks and it gave way, revealing an small,
empty room behind it. Elir could see several levers that she figured to be the
controls for the gate.
The compliment by Beleth made her feel even worse about it all. The stench
in the room began to be too much for her and she staggered out all the way to the
corridor she had fired her weapon from. The fresh air made her feel marginally
better.
She could hear levers being pulled and the Gardless exchanging words. The
sound of gears turning and chains rattling against stone could be barely heard in
the background.
“We should get back outside,” said Reyes as he walked over to Elir. He eyed
her with some concern, but decided to continue anyway. “They've got the big
stone rising so the gate will soon be open.”
Elir nodded numbly. “Gather the men. The sooner we get out the better.”
It didn't take long to gather up the group and start making their way out the
building. Fifteen of the Gardless elite went with them, as promised by the general.
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Now that the gate was opening and the building secured it was time to go looking
for the prison cells and Yerny.
The courtyards was eerily empty when they exited the building. She would
have expected it to be swarming with enemy soldiers trying to stop the intruders.
Elir glanced towards the gate and saw the huge block of stone lowering. It would
take some time to fully lower, but already it looked to be too late to stop it even if
they somehow regained control of the room with the levers.
Her attention was grabbed by a screeching noise coming from the tunnel
that was next to the tallest of the buildings surrounding the courtyard. Suddenly
it started to make sense why there had been so few enemies trying to interfere
until now.
She could see the expression on the face of the Gardless turn grim as they
heard the noise as well. They knew what was coming even better than she did. In
the small courtyard it would be impossible to hide from what was coming.
The enemy had been waiting for the tanks to get moving.







“What was that?” demanded Troen. He hung on for dear life as the ship tilted
violently to one side and shook. Only moments before they had hauled up the
ropes that had been used to lower the strike team on the ground and started to
turn when a guard had spotted them.
They had been left with no choice but to bring full power to the protective
runes, flaring them up in their familiar glow and painting the ship as a clear
target for anyone on the ground.
The smaller weapons posed little to no threat for the ship and Elwar had
assured they were in no danger. For a brief period it looked to be that way. They
got their sails up and the ship moving away from the fortress. Judging by the
amount of blue flashes they were drawing all the guards fire, which was a good
thing for the team they had set on the ground. No one seemed to be looking their
way, giving them the golden opportunity to work undisturbed.
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Then, just as they had been passing over to the plane beyond the walls, they
had been hit with something all together stronger. Something with enough force
to tilt the ship. Troen glanced at Elwar and saw that he was busy trying to bring
the ship back to a vertical standing. The wizard looked concerned.
“What was that?” demanded Troen again. This time it looked like Elwar
heard him.
“I don't know what it was,” shouted Elwar in reply. “But it was strong
enough to damage the protective runes where it hit.”
A metallic voice echoed from one of the communication tubes. Millard
listened to it intently.
“What's the message?” demanded Troen. The ship had stabilized itself once
more, allowing everyone to stand normally once more instead of struggling
against sliding down and hitting the wall.
“Report from the upper deck. They've spotted a large gun on the ground they
believe caused the ship tilting explosion,” reported Millard. He gave the captain a
glance. “You know, one similar to those we saw in the Gardless camp.”
Right, what had the general called them? Artillery? In any case they were
very big versions of the rifles they carried around and fired much larger bullets
that could hit targets a mile away. Several men were needed to operate the thing
and the containers that stored the steam used to fire the bullets were massive
and highly dangerous to work with.
Something like that could rip even The Wind Saber to bits.
“Elwar, get us out of here and quick or we'll be dead in minutes!” shouted
Troen as soon as he realized the gravity of the situation.
“Will do,” replied the wizard with equal urgency in his voice. They could all
feel the acceleration as the ship began to rise higher. Still, simply getting higher
wasn't going to be enough.
“Millard, tell the men on deck to fire arrows at that thing if they can. Maybe
they'll keep the crew away from it and stop them from firing,” ordered the elf.
“Aye, captain,” replied the bald man and started to convey the order.
“Helm, make some evasive manoeuvres!” ordered Troen. If they simply
climbed up on a straight path they'd be just as easy an target as they had been
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before. They needed to dodge, just like a ship would when chased by another with
a catapult on it.
The helm started turning the rudder, slightly tilting the ship as it veered to
the left. Shortly after that the turn took them to the right. Troen kept his eyes on
the view through the windows. He could have sworn he saw a large object swoosh
right past them on the left. He let out a sigh of relief it had not hit the ship.
A muffled metallic voice came through the tubes once more.
“Captain, the crew's reporting they see our allies army closing in on the
fortress. They've begun their attack,” reported Millard.
“Good. Maybe that'll give us a breather,” said Troen sounding hopeful.
The plan was for the Gardless to storm to the open gate as quickly as
possible so they could strengthen the small unit that had opened it. Meanwhile
they would bombard the rest of the fortress with artillery fire and try to leave the
area around the gate as intact as possible. After all, according to the intelligence
they had of the place, the prison cells were located in that area.
He needed to make a decision. There was still a chance the small team
would need to be lifted out if things went wrong. At the same time the safety of
The Wind Saber and her crew had to be ensured. How far did they need to go to
be safe? Going above the clouds was not an option since they would not be able
to see anything that was going on in that case.
The landscape offered little in the way of protection. It was a flat plane
almost everywhere you looked. Settling down would make the a juicy target for
anyone looking, but he saw no other choice. They would not be able to evade the
fire forever and who knew what damage the hit had done to the runes?
“Get us away from the fortress,” he ordered the helmsman. “Set us down
once we're at a reasonably safe distance.”







Elir hesitated. The sounds of the tank were getting closer and time was
running out for measures to stop it. She glared at the tunnel that was amplifying
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the sounds, making it seem like some sort of a doomsday machine was headed
their way.
On second thought, it might as well have been. If a tank made it to the
courtyard there'd be no escaping it and they didn't really have much in the way of
weapons that could even hope to scratch the thing, much less make it inoperable.
They might have been able to collapse the tunnel, but doing so would have
made it hard, if not impossible, for the rest of the fortress to be taken over once
the general arrived with his troops. It needed to remain open in order for the
mission not to be a complete failure.
The elite Gardless they had with them did not seem to have a plan to offer
either. Not one that would have prevented the tank from coming to the courtyard
and causing all sort of problems. They did have bottles with them that were filled
with a flammable liquid. A piece of lit up cloth tucked down the bottle and a well
aimed throw would have had the tank crew scampering to exit the vehicle lest
they suffocate to death or even worse, burn to death.
But it would not be before they could cause a great deal of havoc.
Elir fiddled with the Rune Caster. Having seen the destruction it could cause
it was not an easy decision to grab it once more with the intent to kill. Though
what she had in mind did not necessarily mean killing anyone. The lucky ones
would get away with just injuries.
“What do we do now?” asked Travis. The young man looked nervous and was
holding his rifle so tight his knuckles were turning white.
Elir looked around the square. Which building was the most likely to hold
the prison cells? She saw the only building with double doors. It was right by the
tunnel the tank sounds were coming from and looked like the sort where anyone
entering the fortress would be first taken to.
She pointed out the building to Travis and Reyes as well as the Gardless
they had with them. “That one. We start there. I'll handle the tunnel.”
The men nodded and the Gardless started making their way to the building.
They went around the square, glued to the walls and quickly moving from shadow
to shadow so as to offer the least opportunity for anyone looking to fire on them.
The crew followed as best they could, though they were significantly less
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successful in blending in with the shadows.
Elir took the Rune Caster and loaded it with a cylinder. She chose the water
element this time. Having loaded the weapon she moved along with the rest to get
closer to the tunnel. Reyes and Travis flanked her and offered some extra
protection to her against enemy fire.
They moved into a position where she had a clear shot of the tunnel. She
cocked the hammer and aimed. A deep breath and she pulled the trigger and
watched the cylinder swoosh away into the tunnel.
There was no loud boom this time nor flames. What they could hear was
water rushing down the tunnel and then metal screeching against stone and
some panicked shouting. Some of the water gushed into the courtyard as well,
but the vast majority of it seemed to be directed down the tunnel and right
against the advancing enemy troops.
They could only hope it was releasing with such pressure that it pushed
back the tanks and caused some blockage in the form of turned over vehicles.
That would mean the enemy would have to spend time cleaning it all up so they
could advance.
By the sounds they were hearing it looked likely they had caused a
considerable delay in their arrival.
Elir stashed the Rune Caster back in its holster and joined the rest at the
twin doored building.
“That thing's really handy,” said Reyes as they stopped.
“It has its uses,” replied Elir grimly. She did her best to hide the disdain in
her voice. She hardened her heart knowing that now was not the time to be
showing doubt or weakness. The time to meet the inner consequences for the
actions she had taken would come later.
The Gardless elite had managed to pick open the doors and pushed one of
them open. Carefully, they peered inside before entering with equal caution. They
motioned for Elir and her companions to follow. As they got closer they could
hear the sound the weapons made when fired and some bullets riveting the still
closed half of the twin doors.
Reyes put his hand on Elir's shoulder to stop her from going in. Elir frowned
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at the man, but he just shook his head and tightened his grip on her. Travis and
the others rushed past her to help secure the room. The glare she gave Reyes
grew more grim as the sound of fighting increased inside. She did not want to be
treated special. Making others take all the risk made her feel useless and most of
all guilty.
The expression on Reyes was sympathetic, but firm. The captain had given
him orders and he was going to follow them. The fact the orders went side by side
with the promise he had made with Millard and Travis made it that much easier
to follow.
The sounds of fighting slowly died down and finally made Reyes feel it was
safe enough to send Elir in. They slipped in through the open door.
The lobby they entered was very different from the building they had been in
before. Where as it had been very basic in decoration and furniture this one
looked almost luxurious with the red carpets, painting and tapestries on the walls
and other decorative objects scattered around. Many of them were now damaged
from the fighting, but even so it was clear they had been a sight to behold when
intact.
Dead guards were strewn across the lobby, some dangling from the railings
of the two staircases leading upwards, others laying on the floor where they had
landed or been standing.
It saddened Elir to see two from the elite unit assisting them laying on the
floor motionless. One of the crew was laying motionless not far from those two.
Red blood trickled from under his body, finding the little cracks between the floor
stones and flowing through them, creating in its wake a sort of macabre maze.
Travis stood up from next to the crewman and shook his head as he looked
over to Elir. Everyone involved had known there was a risk of death with the
mission. Everyone should have been prepared for that, but it was clear the loss
had hit Travis harder than expected. As Elir turned to look at the faces of the
remaining crewmen she saw similar emotions on everyone.
The Gardless on the other hand did not seem fazed at all and continued on
to secure the building. Some went up the stairs while some went on to explore the
rooms beyond the door leading out the lobby. A few went to check the stairs that
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led downward. One of them was quick to return and motion for Elir to follow
them.
“Take one of the tapestries and wrap our friend in it,” instructed Elir before
heading towards the staircase with Travis and Reyes. She heard two of the men
rip one of the wall decorations down and dragging it over to where the fallen one
was. It was mostly a meaningless gesture at that point, but at least he'd be easy
to find once the fighting ended. She was not about the let him be forgotten on a
foreign world. She'd find some way to transport him back home.
The men followed her once they were done with covering their comrade. By
that time she had gone down one floor with the Gardless and Ryes and Travis.
They'd encountered a few guards who had not posed much of a problem for them.
The elite troops were efficient and good at what they did. The guards got off a few
poorly aimed shots before they were taken down.
They spent some time going through all the cells that lined the corridors.
They did not find Yerny there, but they did find several other prisoners they set
free. Some were Gardless that had been captured in combat, but some were there
for simple things like insubordination or other crimes.
Elir didn't care. As far as she was concerned they were all free to go where
they wanted.
She asked some of the men questions, hoping to hear someone had seen the
small gnome. It looked like an futile effort, but finally one of the prisoners
remembered seeing two guards drag some small figure into the interrogation
room and after a long time they had dragged him away and down to the lower
levels. As far as the man could tell the small figure had been alive both times.
At least it had made noises.
She felt confident they had come to the right place. Who else could the
guards have been dragging?
“Seems we've come to the right place,” she said to Reyes and she translated
what the prisoner had been telling her.
“Let's just hope the interrogator hasn't been too harsh on him,” said Travis
grimly. They'd all heard horror stories of what such men could do and sometimes
their victim would have been better off dead than living on in a crippled state that
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left them unable to fully control their own body.
Driven by the notion that something bad might have happened to him the
group ventured down the stairway. Two more guards were found, but they offered
even less resistance than the ones the floor above. Elir felt anxious as they began
to go through the cells. Every time they pulled out a raggedy looking Gardless
who was there for some frivolous reason she cursed in her mind.
Finally they found a cell with a small lump huddled in the corner. Elir
recognized the clothes and the strands of grey hair.
“Yerny?” she asked tentatively from the door. She was hesitant to step in
further should her observations prove to be false.
The gnome raised his head and looked at the door. It really was Yerny. The
expression on his face turned from a sullen apathy to a bright smile.
“Elir?” he asked in a voice filled with disbelief.
The woman smiled and took the few steps that were needed to take her next
to the gnome. She knelt down and wrapped her arms around him in a warm hug.
“We've been looking for you,” she said softly.
There were no further words between the two until they broke the hug. Only
the muffled sound of a great machine thumping in the background broke the
silence in the cell.
“Come on, we need to go. We don't know how close the enemy is,” said Elir
and helped the gnome stand up. She noticed the poorly bandaged finger and
other bruises on him. “Can you walk all the way?” she asked with concern in her
voice.
Yerny nodded. “It's not as bad as it looks,” he reassured and took the first
steps towards the door. He winced at times, but bore through the pain. He wasn't
about to let himself be carried away by the crew.
“Let's go,” said Elir firmly as she stood up and walked out the cell following
Yerny. “We have to meet up with the general's troops or we might get trapped
here.”
She repeated the same for the elite Gardless and they went on ahead
towards the upper floors. Many of the prisoners were still lingering around the
corridor, as if too afraid to leave because of the sudden freedom. Maybe they
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thought their rescuers would be rounded up shortly and they'd suffer a more
severe punishment if they tried to escape. Elir tried to encourage a few of them to
follow them out, but gave up as it did not seem to have any impact.
The group went up the stairs at a brisk pace and found the lobby in the
same state as before. Elir had been among the last to reach it and now saw Yerny
standing next to the covered body of one of the crew. The look on him was a
miserable one and even from the distance she could see the tears moistening his
eyes as he looked up at her.
She wished she had words that would make him feel better about it, but
found herself void of such words. What could possibly ease the knowledge that
his rescue had cost the life of another? On top of that they were running out of
time so there was no time to talk with him about such things. The enemy had
likely cleared the tunnel by now and was moving forward once more. She could
only hope the general's troops had reached the gate already.
She turned her attention from Yerny towards the twin doors. Reyes was
there, surveying the courtyard from behind the safety of one of the doors. She
made her way next to him.
“How are things looking?” she asked and crouched down.
Reyes turned to look at her. “Them Gardless are holding the courtyard. The
first of the generals troops are coming through the gate, but the enemy sounds to
be coming through the tunnel as well.”
Elir took a moment to digest the news. “So what you're saying is that
courtyard will be a full blown battlefield in a moment?”
“Looks that way,” said Reyes grimly.
“Can we get out before then?” asked Elir. She did not want to be stuck in the
building when the fighting started. It would not be safe not to mention it might
mean being stuck there for a long time.
Reyes glanced at the dimly lit courtyard once more and pondered the
question for a moment. The sounds of the tank were getting closer from the
tunnel. He could see the first of the general's men taking position right by the
gate and a few running towards the tunnel. Some fire was exchanged with unseen
enemies on the roofs and other high points surrounding the yard. “It'll be close,
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but I think we can make it if we hurry.”
“Let's get everyone together then,” said Elir and began shouting for everyone
to gather so they could move out. Two men grabbed the tapestry covered body of
their comrade and carried it between them. Leaving him behind was not an
option.
Elir gave Yerny a sympathetic look as Travis led him past with the rest of the
crew. The gnome continued to look miserable. The only good thing she could
think of was the fact Reyes and Travis seemed to have gotten a bit more lax about
guarding her. It made her feel less confined and more relaxed, even if the
situation they were in was far from being a relaxing one.
Reyes took a glance at the courtyard once more and turned to the men
gathered behind him. “Remain to the side and stick close to the buildings. Move
fast. There might be some enemies on the roofs that could take a shot at you so
use what ever cover you can find along the way.”
The men nodded. Among them Yerny looked the most nervous. He had not
had time to get used to the situation like the others.
The elite Gardless were the first ones out. The crewmen followed closely
behind with Elir and Yerny being the last ones out, flanked by Travis and Reyes.
They rushed out the door and glued themselves to the wall and headed for the
gate. They could see figures rushing out from it and fanning all throughout the
courtyard.
Elir glanced back as the sound of the tank grew stronger. To her horror she
saw the metal beast emerge from the tunnel and aim its turret at the gate. She
was certain that would be the end of their escape, but then she saw a figure
emerge from the shadows right by the tunnel. It had a bottle in its hand with a lit
rag stuffed down its neck.
The tank got its shot off only moments before the flaming bottle was
smashed into the back of it, spreading flames all over the metal shell and casting
dancing shadows all around the walls surrounding the yard. She could imagine
the flaming liquid seeping through the air vents. The crew inside the tank would
be faced with a tough decision; bail out or risk suffocating or possibly burning to
death.
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Elir turned her attention back to the gate and getting to it as quickly as
possible. She followed Yerny in slipping from shadow to shadow and taking cover
behind the occasional crate or decorative vase. So far no one had shot at them,
which she took to be a good sign.
The shell the tank had fired had smashed through the open gate of the
fortress. She could hear screams of pain and the moaning of the injured. It had
been a well aimed shot that had flown straight through the tunnel, maiming and
disfiguring anyone who happened on its way.
She glanced back once more and saw the flames licking at the tank. The
hatch leading inside the tank was open with one of the crew in the process of
climbing out. He'd gotten out all the way to his waist when he was jerked by two
bullets hitting him; one in the chest, one in the head. He slumped down onto the
tank, blocking the way for his comrades inside the tank.
Elir turned away from the sight and focused on getting out. Seeing the full
gruesomeness of the war did not make her feel any better about what they had
agreed to. Having seen how Yerny had reacted she was starting to think it had
been a mistake to attack the fortress.
The group made it to the gate. Despite the tank shell troops kept pouring
into the courtyard from it. The enemy troops were pouring in from their tunnel. It
looked like they had made it just in time to avoid the full on fight that would
ensue.
“Quickly, get out of here,” came an order from the leader of the elite unit that
had been with them. Elir nodded to them in silent thanks and conveyed the order
the the crewmen. They had a hard time pushing against the stream of men
headed for the courtyard, but somehow they managed to push through and make
it to the outside, but not before encountering the damage the tank had done.
They were pressed against the sides of the tunnel leading out and
unfortunately that was also where the bodies had been dragged to keep the main
portion of the way clear. Even though the tunnel was mostly dark the Gardless
were carrying lights that gave occasional glimpses into what was stacked against
the walls. Elir nearly tripped on a severed leg while Yerny inadvertently kicked a
loose head and sent it rolling along the tunnel floor. Then there were the corpses
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they had to jump over and try not to slip in the black blood that had pooled on
the ground.
The tunnel felt like a piece of hell as they waded through, but finally they
made it out. Everyone in the group let out an audible sigh of relief to be out of the
zone of horror.
“That was worse than The Spectral Vine,” said Reyes in a weak voice and
shook his head. Even in the poor lighting it was clear he was pale and wild eyed
from what he had seen.
“At least we made it through again,” said Travis and patted the older man on
the shoulder.
Elir took a concerned glance at Yerny, but the gnome did not seem any more
shaken up than before. He was leaning heavily against the stone wall and
catching his breath. She wished they could stop and give the gnome some more
time to rest, but they needed to move on and get onboard The Wind Saber.
Having had a moment to catch their breath the group turned its attention to
the open field before them.
Even in the darkness they could see the massive amount of men and
vehicles surrounding the fortress. There were small spots of light all over, where
ever a vehicle was. They could still see fire coming from the fortress, occasionally
hitting the advancing wall of flesh and metal.
Well into the distance they could see the familiar glow of the runes on The
Wind Saber. It looked to be hiding just outside the range of the weapons fire from
the fortress and judging by the looks of things they could not have been more
than a few feet above the ground. It was far too long a way to walk especially
given that the defenders from the fortress were still shelling portions of the field.
“It's too far to walk,” said Elir, reflecting the thoughts of everyone.
“What we need is a ride,” noted Reyes. “Our friends here have a lot of
vehicles rolling in.” He nodded towards a couple of light vehicles that had just
reached the wall along with a heavier one that had a lot of canvas covered room
in the back for men to sit or for transporting crates of stuff.
“Not sure they'll be willing to lend us a vehicle,” said Travis in a doubtful
voice. “It looks to me like they'll need everything to take this place.”
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“Well, it can't hurt to try,” replied Elir and gathered what strength she still
had left and made her way to one of the larger vehicles. Travis and Reyes followed
her, both holding their weapons at the ready. It looked like they had remembered
their original duty on the mission.
Getting a ride proved not to be as hard as Travis had feared. The larger
vehicles were being used to ferry troops to the wall quicker and every time they
emptied a group of soldiers they headed back to get another one. Going back with
full load wasn't that much different than going back empty so they had a lift in no
time. The fact The Wind Saber was not that far off from their route helped things
along as well.
They crammed into the back of one of the vehicles. It was large enough to
hold all of the small group, though there was not much extra space left. The ride
was far from comfortable in the terrain they were going through, but it still beat
walking all the way. The hard wooden benches offered little cushioning when ever
the vehicle ran into a bump.
The mood among the group was tense. No one seemed to want to talk.
Nervous glances were exchanged. The sound of passing by vehicles made some of
the men jump at times. A couple of times there was a loud explosion nearby that
seemed to shake the very ground they were on followed by some gravel hitting the
canvas.
The defenders were still making an effort to stop the invaders from reaching
the gate.
Elir kept her eye on Yerny who was sitting next to her, looking like he was
somewhere far away in his thoughts. He did not look happy nor relieved to be out
from his prison. She feared seeing the lost life had taken all of that away and
replaced it with guilt. It did not help that the body was laid out on the floor,
between the two rows that lined the trucks back, as a constant reminder of it.
Worrying about Yerny was a distraction for her over her own feeling about
the entire bundle of events. Sorting through it all would take time and the
moment of peace they were experiencing now was starting to push to surface
thoughts she did not want to wrestle with just yet. So she worried about Yerny
instead to give herself some more time.
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The drive to The Wind Saber felt like it went on forever. Partly it was the
anticipation of returning back safely to a familiar place, a place many had started
to think of as home. Partly it was the knowledge that they were still in some
danger from the artillery shells from the fortress, though that threat seemed to
lessen with every passing moment.
When the vehicle finally ground to a halt there were sighs of relief and even a
few nervous sounding chuckles and laughs. Those died down quickly as they
remembered their fallen comrade.
The mood as they unloaded from their transport was relieved, but far from
cheery or celebratory. Seeing The Wind Saber upclose once more did serve to
offer some relief to the gloomy clouds that were hovering over everyone and the
rejoicing the rest of the crew displayed when they saw they had returned served
to further boost the atmosphere.
Elir was especially moved to see Elwar and Yerny embrace each other like
only two long time friends could. It was a rare moment to see both of them show
their affection so openly.
The sight of their fallen comrade being hoisted aboard was one of the few
moments that left everyone silent and reflective on whether what they had done
had indeed been the right thing.
For Elir the sight was too much and she made her way to her cabin even
before the body had been brought fully onboard. She undressed and buried
herself under the blankets of her bed. Her only wish was that no one would
disturb her as tears rolled down her cheeks.
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Chapter 14
You think that finally, it's over. Your friend is safe and you accomplished what
you set out to do. Then you realize it's only the beginning as your mind starts
working again and you remember what you did to save that friend. That is the true
struggle and as it goes on you realize it is a hard one.
Guilt can be a horrible thing to live with. It weighs you down like a stone tied
around your neck and can make you feel like you're suffocating at times. Men have
been driven to their graves by guilt. You do your best to live with it, but sometimes
it is just too much. Then, sometimes, you find that one thing that alleviates your
guilt and lets you go on.
 Elir Ardanwen
Official record keeper

E

lir threw down her feathered pencil in frustration. She wiped her
watery eyes and stood up and paced around in the small space
her cabin offered. She had tried to record Yerny's rescue for the

past three days, but it posed difficulties for her that she had never experienced
before.
The memories and her part in them were unpleasant to recall and frequently
got her in a mood that she'd have expected from some sheltered noble woman
who faced a foul mouthed and murderous highway robber for the first time.
She had taken lives during the mission and it bothered her immensely.
Simply recalling the use of the fire infused bullet with the Rune Caster made her
remember the smell of the burning flesh and the disfigured bodies. Every time
that happened her rational mind seemed to be shoved aside into a tiny cell in the
corner of her mind and the emotions took over the entire operation.
Cursing in every language known to her she stormed out of her cabin and
headed for the open front deck. Fresh air seemed to help most of the time.
Her robe fluttered as she paced through the corridors and stairs with such
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intent that anyone happening in her way moved aside without hesitation. Partly it
was because they had learned her to be moody these days and anyone crossing
her path at the wrong time would face a verbal storm the likes of which would
make even the bravest of sailors soil their pants upon encountering.
The door to the open deck slammed open with more force than she had
intended, but she was in no mood to worry about it. Instead, she slammed the
door shut behind her with equal force. A few of the crew on the deck gave her
frowns at doing so, but she met them with an equal scowl and made her way to
the railing.
It was a hot day and the sun shone from a cloudless sky. Many of the crew
on deck had forsaken their shirts in an effort to alleviate the effects of the heat
and there was a full barrel of water in the shade of the mast so everyone could get
a drink when ever they felt like it.
The wasteland before her offered little in the way of beauty and the mountain
looming in the horizon served to remind her of what had transpired mere days
ago. Thick, black smoke billowed out of several spots on the side of it. The smoke
was different from the one that had provided them cover with; even a quick
glance was enough to tell this smoke came from destruction instead of creation.
She knew that even now there were still men dying inside that death trap.
Last she heard the general was winning and the defenders were down to a few
pockets that still fought on, but it had been a costly victory. Neither side seemed
to care about loss of life and that was something that nagged at her.
Were these Gardless truly so emotionless? Had the war gone on so long that
they no longer put a value on a life? Or had they simply become so misguided, so
entangled in the web of revenge, that they no longer saw the madness of what
they were doing?
Elir shook her head and sighed.
Worrying about the Gardless was not much of an distraction from her own
struggles, though she was not the only one having trouble coming to terms with
what had happened.
Even as she looked at the crewmen working on the deck she could tell by
their steps that the loss of yet another one of their own was still felt. The body
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had been brought onboard and placed in one of the storage rooms that had been
cleared just for that purpose. The two bodies of Yerny's guards were there also.
Elwar had used the runes to cool down the space so that the remains would be
preserved so a proper burial could be given once they reached home.
It was an additional drain on the ships energy reserves, but one they were
happy to risk.
There had been some talk of burying the crewmen on Ardaw, but most
everyone onboard had rejected the very notion of it. Home was always home and
some feared that being buried in a foreign world might mean being trapped in it
instead of being ferried into the afterlife.
For Elir the theological debate continued with herself. Not only was her own
conscience nagging at her, but so were the teaching of her faith. She was not all
together certain she had remained within the bounds of what was allowed
according to the teaching of Salvius. She had extinguished the lives of many
which left the world that much poorer. Those who perished had been robbed of
their potential to influence the world with their stories.
She had not acted in selfdefence, though she had acted to defend the life of
a friend. Whether that was an acceptable reason to go on the offensive and take
as many lives as she had she was not certain of. She wished she was back home
where she could seek counsel from Braem or even Bantahelm. Both were older
and wiser and could have offered her guidance in the matter.
As it stood, she was left to her own devices with the matter and reaching a
conclusion seemed like a distant goal for her.
“Ah, good, you're already here,” came the voice of Troen from behind her.
She had been so deep in thought that her surroundings had moved on without
her noticing it. She composed herself and tried to dispel the foul mood she was in
before turning around.
The elf wore his usual hat and looked to be in a good mood. He was probably
the only one on the entire ship that did not seem too fazed by what had
transpired, though Elir suspected a lot of it was a public front to keep the morale
of the crew from falling completely through the floor.
“What can I help you with?” asked Elir, doing her best to sound composed.
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She gave the elf a half hearted smile.
“Apparently there's a messenger climbing on board,” said Troen and glanced
over to the side where the ropeladder was. There was obviously someone
climbing onboard.
Elir snorted. “Maybe the general has not massacred enough people and now
asks for further help from us.”
Troen pursed his lips upon hearing her words. He had come to expect more
diplomatic expressions from the priestess and seeing her throw around such
reckless words made him worry for her. Sending her along for the rescue was
starting to look like a mistake.
“While I don't think that is what this will be about, if it is, then I think it's
time we stop meddling in this world's matters and begin our search for a way
home,” said the captain in a voice that seemed aimed to calm Elir and make her
realize what she was saying.
“I think no matter what the message is we should start looking for a way
home,” replied Elir and crossed her arms across her chest.
Troen glanced around him. He could tell the crewmen on deck were paying
close attention to what was being said. “That is certainly something we should
discuss,” he admitted. In a slightly hushed tone he added, “but perhaps not here
and not right now.”
Reluctantly Elir agreed that perhaps now was not the time for that
discussion. The decision was further helped by the Gardless climbing onboard.
She walked with Troen to greet him.
He was dressed in the uniform the Alruand wore, though he looked a lot
younger than most Gardless Elir had seen so far. “I bring a message from general
Cheightia.”
“Well, let's hear it then,” said Elir bluntly and a bit impolitely.
The messenger seemed a bit taken back by her tone, but recovered quickly
and started giving the message. “General Cheightia is pleased to announce that
we have finally secured the Corpselock. He thanks you for your help in
accomplishing this goal and invites you to the celebrations that are to be held
this evening. Your presence would do us all an honour.”
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Elir translated the message to Troen. He frowned. “Do you think we should
go?” he asked of Elir.
She wanted to say no. What was there to celebrate? A pile of bodies as high
as the walls of the fortress? It seemed like madness to her. But her rational side
stepped in and reminded her how much help the Gardless could still be to them
in finding a way home.
She sighed. “We can't really refuse, can we?”
“We could, but that would certainly make a bad impression,” replied Troen.
“Has Elwar and Rodil finished the repairs?” asked Elir. She hoped they had.
The faster they got to set out and begin their search the better.
“He told me they'd be done late tonight,” said Troen. After considering things
for a moment, he added, “Though I suspect they're already done, but just want to
check things over once more before telling that to me.”
“Well, I'd rather not risk falling out of the sky so I suppose we'll agree to go
to the party,” said Elir despite the fact she did not want anything to do with such
celebrations.
Troen nodded, giving his agreement.
Elir doubted Elwar or Yerny would have much more to add to it so she told
the messenger they would be honoured to attend the celebrations, though she
had to force herself to remember the polite way of expressing things.
She could only hope it would be a short event.







Elwar felt like he had not slept in days, which was mostly true as well. He
had managed to grab a few hours of sleep here and there, but at the same time
he had worked every waking hour together with Rodil to fix the damage the
artillery had caused when it had hit the ship.
While there had been little physical damage to the wooden frame – two
pieces of wood had cracked and needed to be replaced – the runes had suffered
badly. It was a small miracle and a testament to how well he had designed the
ship that it had not fallen from the sky right then and there.
The shell that had hit them damaged several runes so badly they had to be
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completely redone. An entire section of the rune structure had went dark, leaving
the ship without the protection it offered as well as the manoeuvrability and lift it
gave. That made the entire ship that much harder to keep in the air and it had
taken considerable effort from Elwar to keep the thing flying, much less executing
evasive manoeuvres.
Having landed the ship safely, or rather gotten it down close enough to the
ground that floating was no longer a life threatening risk, the two wizards had
begun work on repairing the damage. It was more work than they had feared and
having to do the repairs while hanging down the side of the ship on a rickety
piece of board that was attached to ropes at both ends, did not help the speed at
all.
Elwar wiped some sweat from his forehead and examined the runes before
him closely. It had taken a lot of time, but they had finished the repairs and were
now down to ensuring everything was as it should have been. There was no room
for mistakes or any missed spots that needed repair.
Next to him Rodil sat on the same piece of wood and performed the same
checks as he did.

Two pairs of eyes were always better than one at spotting

mistakes and seeing how tired both of them were they needed all the assurances
they could get that nothing was missed.
The hot air did nothing to help things.
“I think it's all as it should be,” said Rodil after a long silence.
Elwar nodded a moment later. “Looks good to me as well. Let's have the crew
hoist us up so we can move to the next spot.”
Elwar gave a shout and the crew began to hoist them up. It took a bit of
acrobatics seeing as they were right at the middle part of the ship where the only
surface to walk on was the upward sloping deck cover.
The two wizards clung to the ropes with all their strength to ensure they
didn't fall. With their legs they pushed the piece of wood past some points that
would otherwise have been difficult if not impossible to pass.
They were both sweating when the crew finally got them back onboard,
though both had to admit the crewmen were worse off in that regard than either
one of them.
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Rodil used his hand to shelter his eyes and peered at the sun. “You think
we'll finish today?”
Elwar finished taking a gulp from a water container one the crew had
handed to him. He passed it along to Rodil who happily accepted it and took a
long sip. “With luck, though I suppose we could fly right now if we needed to. I
just wouldn't feel very safe doing so.”
“Let's hope we don't have to do that,” said Rodil and wiped his mouth. He
handed the water container back to the crewman who had provided it.
“Don't you worry,” said the crewman as he took the container. “Them
Gardless sent a messenger to us just a few moments ago. Seems they're holding
some sort of celebration on the account of taking over the fortress and wanted us
to attend.”
“Really now?” asked Elwar sounding surprised.
“Swear it on my mother's grave,” said the crewman as he fastened the water
container on his waist.
“Well, that's good news, isn't it?” asked Rodil. It sounded like they would
have ample time to look over the repairs they had done.
Elwar had his doubts. The Gardless were not exactly regarded as well as
they had been since the events in the fortress. The attitude change from Elir was
perhaps the most dramatic, but there were others as well who had begun to
question the wisdom of being involved with them any further.
He had to admit to having some doubts himself on whether it was wise to
continue to have dealings with either side of the conflict. Then again, they had
been forced into it by the actions of the Sendrats.
But attending a celebration did not seem like a bad things to him.
“It's better news than what we've had in a while,” he finally admitted and
watched as the crew moved their little work platform to the next place. “Too bad
we might not have time to attend.”
Rodil sighed. “No rest for the weary.”
Elwar grinned. “You're a wizard. Lack of sleep and merriment should be
nothing new to you.”
“That's just the thing,” replied Rodil in a defeated tone. “They're both getting
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old very quickly. They'll soon be so old they'll fall to dust if anyone touches them.”
“Look on the bright side; if that happens you'll get all new things that'll start
turning old,” said Elwar cheerfully as he climbed on their work platform.
Rodil followed him, not looking any less miserable.







Yerny looked at the schematics before him. He had started them before being
captured and they had been left unfinished. For the past three days he had tried
to complete them, but he found his mind unwilling to take on the task.
He had not been outside much ever since he arrived in the cabin the first
night he was out. His finger had been properly set and the few scrapes and
bruises had been tended to. The soft bed had been too inviting to resist or let his
thoughts keep him awake and he had slept for twelve hours straight. The hard
floor of the cell had left him deprived of sleep along with the interrogation he had
lived through.
Since then he had shut himself in the cabin for reasons that were not
entirely clear even to himself. Elwar and Elir had been the only ones he'd let
inside and their visit had served to brighten up his mood some, but there were
still dark corners left that needed to be cleared through. Talking seemed to help,
but even that took its time and three days was hardly enough to even begin to
scratch the surface.
What bothered the gnome the most was that a member of the crew had lost
his life while rescuing him. It weighed heavily on him partly because he felt
responsible for it. There must have been something he could have done to escape
the prison on his own or avoid being captured in the first place.
Of course, deep down he knew there was little he could have done to prevent
his capture. Extra guards would not likely have made much of a difference and
even if they had it would likely have meant someone else being captured and the
rescue operation going much the same way as it had now.
Still, the guilt weighed on him. The additional guilt of knowing the two
crewmen that died while guarding him made the burden that much harder to
bare.
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Frustrated he shoved down the papers from his desk and stood up only to
throw himself laying down on his bed.
His wallowing in self misery was interrupted by a knock on his door. It was
not time for any of the daily meals so it had to be someone else trying to come see
him. The gnome ignored the knock at first, but who ever it was persisted and kept
on knocking the door.
“Yerny, it's me,” came the voice of Elir from the corridor. “There's something
I need to talk to you about.”
The gnome laid still in the bed and thought hard on whether to let her in.
She had changed during the rescue. Where she had before been open and
curious with regards to the Gardless she was now reserved and at times even
outright hostile at them. It was alarming to see her changed so, though he
couldn't really bring himself to blame her. Having witnessed the fighting as they
had escaped it was hard not to have an altered image of the Gardless.
Wars were fought everywhere, but usually they had a reason behind them.
Something that meant a change for the better for one side or tickled their sense of
justice and honour. Something that was easy to get behind and support.
The war the Gardless were fighting had none of that, yet it was perhaps the
most brutal and emotionless fight Yerny had ever seen or heard of.
The priestess kept knocking. She could be persistent like no other when she
was in the mood for it.
Yerny let out a resigned sigh and rose from the bed to open the door.
Elir didn't give him even time for a greeting before she barged into the cabin.
He suspected it was more to ensure he didn't slam the door shut in her face
should her business not be to his liking rather than being an heat of the moment
over eagerness.
The gnome shut the door and turned to his guest. “What is it then?”
The priestess eyed him with some concern. He had no doubt that his
appearance was less than clean or organized. He hadn't changed his clothes since
he got back nor had he bathed since that initial time to get rid of the prisons
stench.
No doubt he looked like a mess to her.
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Elir had on a slight frown as she finished looking over the gnome. “We've
gotten an invitation,” she finally said and sat down on Yerny's bed.
“Oh? What sort of an invitation?” asked Yerny, more to keep the talk going
than anything else. He found it hard to find interest towards anything.
“They've taken over the fortress so the general is holding a celebration for
that. He wants us to be there,” explained Elir with a voice that left little doubt as
to what she though of the whole thing.
Yerny took a seat in his chair. “When is it to be held?”
“Tonight,” replied the priestess.
“Who's going?” Yerny hoped he would not be among those.
“Everyone who can,” came the reply from Elir. She looked at the gnome with
an serious expression.
“I hope you're not expecting me to come?” asked Yerny. He had his hands
resting in his lap, his fingers busily trying to tie themselves into a knot that could
not be opened. The wrappings around his broken finger made it a difficult task.
Elir shook her head and set her braided hair bouncing over her shoulder.
“No. We understand your need for time.” There was sympathy in her voice,
something Yerny had come to hear from too many people as of late.
An unintended frown grew on his face, but he soon made it go away as he
realized Elir had not actually done anything to deserve it and that she was, in
fact, having similar problems as he was with dealing with the events that had
taken place.
They made use of the moment they had and escaped their internal conflicts
by talking about other things.







The evening was cool, providing a stark contrast to the hot day that had
come before it. The fortress was lit with lights and even as they got closer they
could hear men shouting, laughing, singing and having a good time.
Elir, Elwar, Troen and an assortment of others from the crew, including
Reyes and Travis, made their way towards the gates outside which most of the
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celebration seemed to be focused on.
Rodil and Elwar had managed to finish repairs on the ship so they had flown
it closer to the fortress so more of the crew could join in on the festivities. It had
been a short flight that served as a perfect test on whether the repairs had been
done properly or not. Still, they had chosen to land the ship a brisk walk away
from the fortress so any drunken Gardless were less likely to stumble in on it and
do something stupid.
As they got closer to the festivities it became more apparent that they had
made the right choice. There were drunken men everywhere, some were
sporadically shooting their weapons in the air, others were busy downing what
ever they could come across with an intoxicating effect, some were busy roasting
food on camp fires while a lucky few had raided the tables of food the many
kitchens had prepared.
All in all it was an feast that did not seem that dissimilar from the harvest
celebrations back home, though the fairer gender was inconspicuously missing
from it all.
“We'd better stick close together,” said Troen as a drunken Gardles stumbled
against him and made some gestures even a blind man would have recognized as
rude. It was obvious that with the communication barrier between the crew and
the drunken Gardless there was potential for an otherwise innocent mistake to
cause a fight or possibly something worse.
“That seems like a wise idea,” said Elwar as he observed the partying that
seemed to be getting more and more reckless each moment.
Reyes and Travis both saw the surroundings and got closer to Elir. It was
starting to look like the party might be more dangerous than the bullets the
enemy had fired at them during the rescue.
Elir sighed to herself, but seeing the surroundings she though it not such a
bad idea to have a few men around her ensuring no one got too friendly with her.
They saw the general waiting for them at the open gate of the fortress. He
was dressed as usual, though the merriment was evident even on him and a cup
of spirits in his hand further enhanced that view.
“Ah, friends, I am glad you made it,” said the general cheerfully as the group
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got closer. Some of the crewmen dispersed, but none went too far away from their
leaders.
“It would have been rude not to come,” said Elir dryly with a faked smile on
her face. Thankfully the general did not notice her tone of voice through the haze
the drinks had already brought on.
The general nodded along. “Do not worry. Though the men maybe rowdy,
they won't hurt you or any of your crew. Feel at ease and drink with us. Celebrate
our victory that you played such an important part in!”
Elir glanced at Troen and Elwar after she had finished the translation.
Neither seemed to be entirely pleased how the celebrations were looking, but both
nodded and Elir conveyed a quick thank you to the general and the group moved
on to find seats at some benches and tables that had been brought out so sitting
on the ground was not the only option.
They found themselves a nice quiet spot without too many overly drunken
Gardless.
“Say one thing, but they sure know how to drink,” said Reyes from next to
Elir as he sipped the drink from his mug. Elir examined the liquid in her cup,
sniffed it and finally dared to taste it.
She shuddered. It tasted like water where someone had left their dirty socks
to soak for a day or two and then someone had come long and boiled it down a bit
and added some sugar and vinegar to it.
She set the cup down on the table, unwilling to brave any more of it.
She noticed a few others at the table were doing the same, but Reyes was
happily sipping his own.
“Do you have no sense of taste?” she asked of the man.
Reyes grinned. “Aye, it's foul tasting, but it's nothing compared to some of
the stuff I've drank in exotic ports. As a sailor you get used to drinking what you
get and if it gets you hammered all the better.” He raised his cup and took a long
gulp, though even he had trouble keeping a straight face afterwards.
Elir shook her head and turned her attention to what was happening around
them. She saw a Gardless take out some sort of wooden instrument with strings.
He started playing a happy tune. The sound of the instrument was a sorrowful
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one which made the whole song sound conflicting and odd to her ears.
The part continued on around them and there was a surprisingly low
amount of harassment aimed at them, just as the general had said. It was not
until Reyes was down to his third drink that the partying was interrupted by a
loud screeching noise that echoed throughout the plains.
The Gardless fell silent while the crew of The Wind Saber were left wondering
what was going on.
“Can everyone hear me?” echoed a voice from all around them. It was slightly
distorted, but Elir could still recognize the general's voice. She looked around,
trying to find out where the man was and how his voice could be coming from all
around. She did note some metallic, funnel shaped objects mounted on the
fortress wall as well as on a few wooden poles that had been struck firmly into
the ground.
She spotted the general standing on a makeshift podium with an metallic
orb in hand that had a wire running out of it. The orb was full of tiny holes and
the general held it close to his mouth as he started talking again.
“Aaa, good, everything's working,” said the general and his voice echoed all
around once more. Elir glanced at Troen and Elwar who were sitting close by.
Seeing as it looked like there would be translating to do she moved closer to them
so both could hear her even if she didn't shout.
“Men, we have accomplished something grand here during the past few days.
We have taken over a fortress that has withstood our attack for the better part of
a decade and we did it with minimal losses.”
There was a loud cheer from the Gardless that had gathered to celebrate.
Elir could not help but shake her head. Minimal losses? She would have
hated to see what the general considered unacceptable losses.
“But that is not all,” continued the general as the cheers died down. “At the
same time the front has moved in other places as well. I've received word that we
have broken three of the five strategic points on this continent.”
The crowd broke into cheers again and some even began to sing what Elir
could only decipher to be the anthem for their faction. It was a militaristic song
with words squarely focused on tanks crushing enemies and bullets flying
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through the air.
The general waited patiently as his men cheered and sang. There was a
small smile on his face, but finally he got tired of waiting and gestured for the
men to quiet down.
“We have pushed forward through the lines and have the Sendrat on the run
like the Ygdlen they are!” said the general in a passionate voice, coaxing yet
another cheer from the crowd. Elir failed to decipher what Ygdlen meant, but she
could wager it was nothing flattering.
“Soon we will march through their lands and leave behind nothing but ash,
broken homes, and bloodless, tortured bodies!” there was a fervour in the
general's voice. He seemed caught up in the moment, but his words were such
that Elir found it hard to swallow them. Was this really the same man she had
just a few short days ago sat in a tent with and enjoyed a civilized breakfast?
“No more will the Sendrat look down on us and decry the iron fist of our
rule! No more will they flaunt their ideas of equality and rule of the people in our
face! Their hopes and dreams will be crushed by the iron fist of our great leader,
Crytas!”
The cheers turned deafening and they started chanting 'Crytas! Crytas!' with
such enthusiasm that it made it hard for Elir to finish translating the speech so
Troen and Elwar could hear her. She was relieved to see an expression of surprise
and concern on their faces once she did. What had they gotten themselves into?
The speech was nothing like what Elir or anyone else had come to expect from
the general. Had they been tricked?
“Why is he saying such things?” wondered Elwar out loud. There seemed to
be a small breather in the general's speech as the crowd cheered.
“Perhaps he's showing his true colours,” offered Troen with a look of deep
concern on him.
“We bet on the wrong horse?” asked Elir. She felt disappointed and betrayed
which did nothing to help her already degraded view of the Gardless.
“We had no choice,” reminded Elwar, though his voice betrayed him and told
of the doubts he had.
“We should leave before he drags us into any more of his own plans,” said
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Elir firmly. She had heard enough. Even if the general was only rambling while
drunk, what he was saying went beyond acceptable for her.
“Leaving now would cause a scene,” said Troen and observed the
surrounding. There were drunken soldiers everywhere and they were fully under
the spell of the general. If he saw them leaving there would be little problem in
preventing it should he so choose. From the podium he had a good view of
everything that was going on so he would not miss a large group like theirs
moving out, especially since they were quite distinct from the soldiers.
After surveying the surrounding Elir had to come to the same conclusion,
although she did so begrudgingly.
“The moment we get a chance to slip out unnoticed I suggest we take it, get
to the ship, and be on our way to find the path back home before they start to
miss us,” she said.
The reply from Elwar and Troen was pushed back as the general starting
talking again.
“Despite these good news we must remain vigilant!” said the general with an
expression meant to carry with it a sense of importance. “We must fight as hard
as ever!” He held a small pause for effect. “And with the help of our new friends
from another world we will prevail! With their help we will rain death from the sky
and make our enemies fear crawling out from under their hiding places!”
Chills ran down Elir's spine as the cheers erupted once more and some of
the Gardless came patting the shoulders of the crew in a comradely sort of
fashion. This was not what they had agreed to. This was not something they
would allow to happen.
She glanced at Troen and Elwar and saw they did not take the generals
words in the matter any better than she did. She only hoped they would have a
chance to slip out soon and leave behind the mess they had unwittingly stumbled
into.
The general continued to ramble on and soon drew the enthusiastic soldiers
back to their cheers and away from Elir and her companions. It was barely worth
even translating what he was saying. The words that came out of him turned
from worrying to out right terrifying and the image he painted was a world in
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ashes and under the iron rule of a machine of cruelty and oppression.
The only good thing to come of it was a moment where the crowd got really
rowdy and stormed towards the podium, surprising even the general with their
fervour.
That was when Elir and the rest of the crew made their move and
disappeared into the night.
It wasn't a completely smooth escape and a few Gardless ended up with a
bump on their heads that left them unconscious to ensure everyone got away.
Getting the word around had not been that difficult since none had wandered too
far off from the rest. Reyes and Travis had informed everyone within a minute of
their opportunity arising and everyone was ready to move immediately.
“Has he gone completely mad?” wondered Elwar as the group hastily made
their way towards the ship. “Our reluctance to take any further part in their
affairs should have been obvious to him.”
“Maybe he was mad from the beginning,” suggested Troen as he strode next
to Elwar. He looked back at the party lights that were getting further and further
away. So far it seemed they were not being followed.
“He certainly hid his true self well,” muttered Elir. Still, she couldn't help but
feel somewhat responsible for it all. She had spent a lot of time with the general
and Turaiw. How could there not have been a single hint at the disgusting nature
of their true intentions? How could she have been so completely fooled? Had she
been blinded by all the new things thrown at her?
“Let's just hope we get away for now and worry about everything else later,”
said Elwar. His voice was tense and had it not been so dark the rest would have
seen the concern on his face.
The group hurried the rest of the way mostly in silence. Some of the crew
exchanged hushed words as they tried to make sense of the situation. Not all of
them had heard the translation Elir had made of the generals speech, but those
that had quickly filled them in. It made many of them hurry along even more,
happy to get away from the situation.
The ship was waiting for them where they had left it. Climbing onboard took
some time as the group was quite large and those that waited on the ground
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glanced around nervously, fully expecting a circle of tanks to close on their
position any moment.
For those who made it to the deck first a torrent of question was posed by
those who had been left to tend to the ship, but the questions soon turned into
hasty action as they began to prepare the ship for departure.
Elir, Troen and Elwar gathered in the command room as soon as they got
onboard and the needed orders had been given to those on deck. They pondered
getting Yerny there too, but came to the conclusion he was unlikely to want to
leave his room even for this.
“So, where do we head to?” asked Troen.
“Does it really matter as long as we get out of here?” demanded Elir.
“I'd rather we fly with a purpose rather than just to get away,” replied the elf
calmly.
“You still have that map the general gave us?” asked Elwar. He was
somewhat occupied with the metal slates to gain full control of the ship and
making the necessary preparations for liftoff, but Rodil was helping him so it did
not take all of his attention.
“It's in my cabin. Why?” asked Troen.
“Well, we could head to that mountain range that we were told about,” said
Elwar. “It's as good a place as any to start our search for a way home. That is if
it's shown on that map?”
Troen looked thoughtful for a moment. No doubt he was trying to recall the
map and what it showed. “I believe it does,” he finally said. “I'll go fetch it and plot
a course.”
Elir had no objections to the plan so she simply nodded as the two men
looked at her for approval. In honesty, at that moment, she did not really care
where they headed as long as it took them far away from the general and his
raving band of bloodthirsty maniacs.
It did not take long for Troen to return from his cabin and lay out the map
for the calculations. By the time he was done so was the crew of The Wind Saber.
The orders were given and the runes flared up brightly as the ship began to rise
to the sky.
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Below they could see the lights of the fortress that quickly began to grow
dimmer and more distant as the sails were released and the wind that blew
higher snapped them tight.
Elir stood in front of the windows and looked into the darkness they were
sailing into.
There was little light shining on the path that might lead them home.
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Part Three
The Way Home
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Chapter 15
Do you ever wake up in the morning and find your arm is still asleep? It's
numb and if you move it it's like you're wielding a dead piece of yourself. You can't
control it properly and end up slapping yourself in the face with it. Then it starts to
tingle, and almost painfully slowly, regains its sense of feel. That is what had
happened to us. We had been asleep while the world around us had been wide
awake. Now, we were slowly waking up.
 Elir Ardanwen
Official record keeper

E

lir walked down the corridor with the intent of going to her cabin
for a bit of sleep. She had visited the kitchen for some late night
snack after spending some time in the command room, watching

the ship fly through the darkness.
The crew on the open upper deck had reported seeing lights on the ground
seemingly chasing after the ship. It was to be expected that the general would not
want them to slip away with what he though of as a great weapon to help rid the
world of his enemies.
But those were of little concern. The Wind Saber would soon rise above the
clouds, making any pursuit a futile venture. If those chasing assumed they would
continue on their current heading they would find themselves travelling a long
ways chasing something that had changed course and headed in an altogether
different direction.
They might, of course, assume that they would be headed for the mountain
range they had been so interested in. The general was not stupid. He would figure
it out. Even then it was doubtful he could get anything there in time to meet them
in time. The Gardless did not seem to have anything that could match the flying
ship in speed.
Even if they did, they could just fly over them and disappear into the clouds
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again and come back later or approach from a different direction.
No, she felt the ship and her crew would be safe now as long as they did not
stop anywhere for too long and were careful to keep hidden while flying.
She had thought about going to visit Yerny before turning in for the night,
but seeing how late it was it did not seem likely the gnome would still be awake.
She certainly did not wish to wake him up.
She froze as a figure appeared from a room that was supposed to be empty.
“Oh, hello,” said Turaiw at the surprised priestess and moved his backpack
to a more comfortable position on his shoulder.







“What is he doing here?” asked Elwar and eyed Turaiw who was sitting in a
chair with two crewmen on either side guarding him. They were in the empty
storage room he had been using during their flight to the fortress.
Troen and Elir were huddled together with the wizard some ways away from
the Gardless, though it was an overly cautious thing to do since he couldn't
understand a word they were saying in any case.
“He said he forgot his backpack onboard and came back to get it,” explained
Elir and glanced at the man. “The crew let him onboard only moments before we
returned so they thought nothing of it. He flew with us so there was no reason to
think he'd be any sort of threat.”
Troen nodded. “There is a standing order to let him go as he pleases. I never
rescinded that.”
“Well, what do we do with him?” demanded Elwar. “Throw him overboard?”
The stare he got from Elir was enough to shut him up.
“We could ask what he wants,” suggested Troen. “Explain the situation to
him.”
“It would be interesting to see whether he shares the generals vision,”
admitted Elwar. He was curious to find out how prevalent the thinking the
general had shown in his speech was among the Gardless.
Elir sighed.
“What?” asked Elwar.
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The woman waved his hands dismissively. “Nothing. I'm just tired.”
“No reason why we can't do it tomorrow,” said Troen and looked her over
with a concerned expression.
“I'd sleep more soundly if this was resolved,” replied Elir
“As would we all,” Elwar chimed in.
It took Elir some time to explain everything that had happened to Turaiw.
His expression grew grim as she began to describe what the general had said to
the troops. As she finished explaining the current situation he was in, an
expression of resignation appeared on him.
“It is true that there are many who are like the general,” said Turaiw quietly
after a short silence. “Those who wish utter destruction. Many of our high
ranking leaders are like that.”
“Many of the common people must be like that as well. Otherwise the leaders
wouldn't be leaders for very long,” said Elir in an accusatory tone.
“It's true that there is a large portion that support the leaders, but there are
also those of us who do not completely agree with them,” replied Turaiw. He took
a deep breath. “We all agree the war must end, but some of us think it could be
done without one side being completely wiped out.”
“And you're part of this moderate minority?” asked Elir after translating his
reply to Elwar and Troen.
The wizard examined their prisoner closely. From what he had learned about
Turaiw he was willing to believe he was not as crazy as the general was. He had
always acted properly and the way he had expressed himself on many occasions
lent an air of rationality and calmness to him.
Of course, he could not dismiss the fact the general had projected a similar
aura around himself.
Turaiw nodded at Elir's question. She waited for some explanation, but none
seemed to be coming.
“What should we do with you then?” she finally asked.
There was a long silence before Turaiw responded. From his facial
expression it was clear there was some struggle to reach a decision. “The war is
over for me,” said the man quietly. He looked up at Elir. “You could take me with
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you. To your world.”
Elir was a bit taken back by what the man suggested. “Why would you want
to leave this world?”
A wry smile appeared on Turaiw. “You've seen what it is. Why would I stay?
To fight for people I disagree with? To watch the genocide that will no doubt be
coming?”
The expression went from a wry smile to an sombre, almost sorrowful look.
“What's there left for me in this world? I was drafted when I was but a kid.
My parents died when our town was burned. I don't believe in what my side is
doing. I don't want to be a part of the horrific things they will be doing.”
It was turn for Elir, Elwar and Troen to be thoughtful of what to do as his
words were translated. All of them could sympathize with the man and his
position. They could understand him wanting to get away from it all, but could he
be trusted not to be working for the general in secret?
“Well, what do you think?” asked Elir as the three of them huddled together.
“He seems sincere enough,” said Elwar, though he added grimly, “but then
so did the general.”
“We can't drop him off tonight anyway,” said Troen. “We haven't put enough
distance between us and the fortress to risk it. Why not sleep on it?”
Elir found herself nodding at the suggestion despite having wanted to solve
the issue right then and there. “At least he seems to be more sane. Keeping him
locked here over night shouldn't be a problem.”
She glanced at the man sitting in the chair. He had an anxious look about
him.
“We're all tired anyway. A bit of sleep will clear our minds and make for a
better decision,” said Elwar.
With the decision made, Elir gave the news to Turaiw. The man looked
relieved even if the decision had been put on hold for some time. At least he
would not be dropped off right away.
Having done that the priestess made her way to her cabin like she had
planned and dug herself under the blankets for a good nights sleep.
The morning came all too soon for her and with it the decision that needed
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to be made. She got herself ready and ate some breakfast by the kitchen before
making her way to Turaiw. There were some questions she wanted to ask of him
before Elwar and Troen got around and they had to make a decision. It looked
like it might be her last chance to ask some questions about the Gardless and the
way their society worked.
The two guards were there, outside the door, ensuring he did not leave. She
had brought with her some bread and stew for Turaiw, though she knew it was
food he was unlikely to like. Perhaps by now he was hungry enough to bend his
tastes a bit.
The crewmen on guard quickly opened the door for her and she stepped
inside. Turaiw was laying on the floor with a blanket beneath him to offer some
minimal padding against the hard wooden floor. He sat up as soon as he saw her
and nodded a thank you as she offered the food to him.
The priestess found herself a wooden crate to sit on from a storage room
near by and looked on as Turaiw took a tentative taste of the stew.
“Mind if we talk while you eat?” asked Elir.
There was a silent shake of his head in response.
“I've seen a lot of men of your race, but not a single female. Why is that?” It
was a question that had been bugging her ever since they got to the generals
camp.
“The women do not fight,” replied Turaiw and took a bite out of the bread. He
looked thoughtful for a moment and then took another bite. “It was a tactic of our
enemy at one point. Seek out and kill the women. They figured that since they
couldn't beat our military head on they would make it so there would be less of
us.”
The man took a spoonful of the stew and an expression of brief disgust ran
across his face, but he bore through it. “Because of that there are not many
women. Those that we have are kept safe in secure locations. If they are not with
child they work factories and help make us equipment to fight the war. Those
expecting children are well taken care of to ensure the new life is brought to the
world safely.”
After a moment of consideration, the man added, “Though some of the more
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far off villages will look much more normal with both men and women around.”
It took Elir a moment or two to digest what she heard. “So your women are
nothing but a living soldier factory for your people?” There was disbelief in her
voice.
Turaiw shrugged his shoulders. “It was the enemy that drove us to that
situation. If it were up to us the women would be free to live as they used to, but
we couldn't let our enemy just kill our future.”
“If the war ended, would the women be treated differently?” asked Elir.
“I don't know,” admitted Turaiw. “I would like to think they would be, but
with our leaders like they are I fear things would continue as they are.” There was
a hint of anger as well as remorse in his voice. “We've made many mistakes. Some
we can not undo. Some we can. I have not had a choice in most things nor has a
large portion of my people.”
A sense of dread crept into Elir's mind. “Were there women inside the
fortress?” she asked in a weak voice. She knew no enemy had escaped that place
alive.
“There were factories there,” said Turaiw. The implications of his reply did
not escape the priestess.
She almost suggested that taking the women alive would have been a wiser
choice, but then realized what sort of a life would have been waiting for them in
the enemy hands. She was not all together certain death would be a worse option
so she said nothing.
They sat in silence for a while. Turaiw enjoying his food, Elir watching him in
silence, thinking about the answers she had received.
“Why do you want to come with us?” asked Elir. “The real reason?”
Turaiw finished the stew and plopped the last piece of bread in his mouth.
He took his time chewing it down. He gave Elir an emphatic look. “Were you in
my position, would you stay?”
It did not take her long to shake her head.
Turaiw nodded. “The air in this world is toxic because we have made it so.
There is little to no future here. There might not be one for me in your world
either, but at least I will breathe in air that does not poison my mind and try to
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make me a machine.”
The man caught a small smile on his lips. “And I might be of some help to
you on your way home.”
There was no denying that having one of the natives with them would
perhaps become useful at one point. The question still remained whether he
could be trusted enough to make use of him in such spots.
Elir found herself seeking answers from the teachings of her faith. She was
certain she did not want Turaiw harmed in any way. Even if he was a spy simply
leaving him somewhere would suffice in solving the situation. At the same time
she though what the man would have to offer her own world. The stories, the
detailed history of his world, a different perspective. There were so many things
she had no doubt it would be years worth of work for several people within The
Order of Salvius.
And the amount of new knowledge added to the library would be enough to
fill bookshelves.
A sting of guilt hit her as she realized she was thinking of Turaiw as nothing
more than a source of information. It was not the only thing she was supposed to
think of. The betterment of lives was a core value of her faith. Would bringing the
man back to her own world improve his life? Would he be happy there as the only
one of his kind?
She found herself thinking what Braem would do in her situation. As far as
she knew the man had stayed true to the teaching of the Order his entire life
without wavering. His teachings had been the cornerstone of her youth and
continued to serve as her foundation for everything else in her life.
“Why does a beggar look so miserable?” had Braem once asked her as they
had been walking through the lower parts of Ramyn. It was where the poorest
lived, where the streets were narrow and packed with people, where stores were
nothing but canopy covered inlays in buildings, where the air was stale and rife
with the smell of unwashed bodies, sweat, and strange herbs.
“Because they are hungry?” she had asked with the curiosity of a seven year
old. Braem had held her small hand and his palm had seemed so large back
then.
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The man had nodded. “That is a part of it, yet you see the same ones year
after year, so they do manage to feed themselves.”
“Just because you live does not mean you are happy,” she had replied in a
thoughtful voice that seemed out of place for a girl of such young age.
Braem had raised an eyebrow and given her a surprised look. “What would
you say if I told you a lot of their misery was acting?”
She had frowned at hearing that. “Why would they do that?” she had asked
in a voice filled with wonderment.
“Would you give money to someone who looked happy?” had Braem asked.
“No,” she had replied with little hesitation.
“And that is why they act and make themselves look more miserable than
they are,” had Braem explained.
“But what of those who truly are miserable?” she had asked. “I would not
want to give my money to someone who was faking his troubles.”
“How do you tell them apart?” had Braem asked.
She had though on it for a while, but had been unable to come up with an
satisfying answer. “I don't know,” she had finally admitted.
“Would you then stop giving money to all beggars?” had Braem asked.
She had shook her head. “Even if there are those who fake it, I would still
occasionally happen upon those whose misery was genuine. I would not wish to
rob them of my good will even if it meant some of my money would go to those
who did not need it so badly.”
Braem had nodded with a smile on his face and ruffled her hair.
It had been a lesson straight from the books of Salvius. Simply because your
good will might at times be misplaced was no reason not to give it. At times it was
impossible to tell if it was truly deserved, but giving it did less harm than
reserving it.
Elir sighed and pulled herself from the memories. She found Turaiw
examining her closely.
“What?” she asked and adjusted her robe to distract herself.
“You looked like you had remembered something important,” replied Turaiw
and turned his gaze downwards.
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“I did,” she replied, knowing that she had reached her own decision in what
to do with him.







Yerny looked out the window and at the clouds that passed by under them.
There were occasional glimpses of the ground, but those were so brief that he
could only decide whether what he had seen was green or brown.
He had been surprised to find the ship moving when he had woken up. As
far as he knew their intention had been to stay where they were for a few more
days to ensure the ship was in working condition and safe to fly with.
Feeling the ship moving had been enough to get him to come out of his
cabin. No one had bothered to come tell him what was going on so his curiosity
had taken control and made him walk away from the gloominess he had wrapped
himself into.
He had had some time to work on the mess of emotions twirling inside him
and some improvement had occurred. While his guilt over the death of the
crewmen had not been alleviated much, he had come to accept that it had
happened and nothing he did now could change it. The only thing he could do
was ensure the lives that had been lost were not in vain and that he'd continue to
live to the best of his own abilities.
There was much he could still give the world, his friends, and anyone else
close by.
He turned away from the window and continued his way towards the
command room. He hoped to find Troen or Elwar there so he could get back in
the loop on what was going on. The few crewmen he passed greeted him with
warm smiles and some commented that it was good to see him up and about
once more. Some expressed concern over his long stay in his cabin.
He took their greetings and concerns with a mix of emotions. On the one
hand it felt good to know the crew cared for him so much and that none of them
seemed bitter towards him for costing the lives of their comrades. On the other
hand the attention he was getting made him feel a bit uncomfortable.
He was not used to attention.
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For most of his life he had gone unnoticed, working in the shadows of
others, locked away in a private room, tinkering with matters mechanical. That
was what he was used to. That was what he hoped to return to once they got
back home.
For now, he did his best to handle the extra attention. He nodded to thank
for the words and gave brief replies to any questions asked. It was clear he was
reserved and giving answers only out of courtesy, not any innate desire to let
people know what he was really thinking and feeling. But it was enough to satisfy
the crewmen who approached him.
The gnome sighed out of relief as he entered the command room. Hopefully
there would be less questions asked by the people there. He was pleased to note
that Troen and Elwar were both there and in addition there was only only Millard
at his usual spot at the communication tubes along with the helmsman.
“Yerny!” exclaimed Elwar sounding a bit surprised to see the small man out
of his cabin. His expression clearly told how pleased he was to see the gnome and
had he not been busy attending to the ships magical properties he would no
doubt have rushed to him and taken him in a bear hug.
“Hello,” said Yerny a bit sheepishly and made his way to the windows that
offered a view of where the ship was going. All he could see was a white mass of
clouds below and a clear blue sky above.
Troen gave the gnome a smile and a nod as a greeting as he walked up next
to him. “It's good to see you out and about,” said the elf.
“I must admit it is my curiosity that has brought me out,” replied the gnome.
“I was under the impression we would not be moving for a few more days, but
here we are, flying.”
Troen got the implied question and explained their current situation to the
gnome. He did not seem overly surprised by anything he heard, quite the
contrary. It looked almost as if he had been expecting something like this to
happen. Then again, he was a cynical little man so he had thought about even
worse things occurring.
“I see,” said Yerny as the captain finished filling him in on the events of the
last night. “And we are now headed for that mountainrange?”
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Troen nodded. “We had to make a slight detour to fool the general and the
men he sent after us, but we're on course now.”
“And what of Turaiw?” asked Yerny and gave the captain a questioning look.
“That we have yet to decide,” came the reply. “We're waiting for Rodil to get
some sleep so he can relieve Elwar and we can go make our decision.”
“Do you want to hear my opinion?” the gnome asked.
“We would be fools not to,” replied the elf.
“Keep him with us,” said Yerny in a firm voice.
“For what reason?” asked the captain, clearly curious to hear the reasoning
behind it.
“He will be useful,” came the reply. “He knows the lands and the habits. We
do not. As long as he is on the ship and closely guarded there is nothing he can
do to harm us.”
The gnome gazed at the scenery through the windows for a moment in
silence before adding. “And I tend to believe it when he says the war is over for
him. Even if he isn't, sending him back is something I wouldn't wish for even my
worst enemy.”
Troen examined the gnome closely and found his expression to be a
determined one. He was serious about what was being said.
“You should come with us to make the decision,” the captain finally said.
Yerny had to ponder for a moment whether he was ready for it. As he already
found himself outside and interacting with others it did not seem like too much of
an stretch to face Turaiw and Elir as well.
The gnome nodded in agreement.
“Good,” said Troen cheerfully and patted Yerny's shoulder. “But first, let's get
us some food.”
The gnome found himself being dragged to the small dining area next to the
kitchen with the captain sitting opposite to him. A bowl of soup was brought in
front of him along with a hefty piece of dark bread and a wedge of wax covered
cheese before he could even say he wasn't that hungry. Still, after the first few
bites his stomach awakened from its slumber and he ate everything that had
been placed in front of him.
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Elwar joined them midway through their eating. Rodil had relieved him from
watch duty and he was now free to tend to other matters.
The three of them spent a good amount of time talking. They took their time
with the food, not being in any sort of rush. Yerny found himself smiling as Elwar
recounted the story of the failed flying device they had tested in Ramyn. Troen
was similarly amused even if it was having fun at the expense of someone else
getting hurt.
For the gnome it was therapy he had not known he needed. Simply talking
with his friends and letting the story and laughter take him away from the dark
thoughts in his mind was enough to make him feel better about everything. The
bad things still lingered in the back of his mind, but they no longer dominated his
thoughts.
Finally all their plates were empty and the last pieces of bread had found
their way into their stomachs. They stood up and began to make their way to
where Turaiw was being held.
They were pleased to find Elir already there, chatting away with the detained
Gardless. A wide smile appeared on the priestesses face as she saw Yerny walk
in. The gnome gave her an unsure smile in return, but that was more than he
had given her any time she had come to visit him in his cabin.
The small room felt cramped with all the people there and made Yerny want
to head back to his cabin. It reminded him too much of the room with the
torturer and his assistants once they started to get something out of him. There
had suddenly been a lot of people in the room bringing in papers and asking
additional questions.
He shifted uncomfortably, prompting Elwar to take them to the matter at
hand.
“I take it we've all come to a conclusion?” asked the wizard and eyed
everyone in the room. Turaiw gave him an uncertain smile in return since he did
not understand what he had said.
“I say we take him with us,” said Elir without hesitation in her voice. The
gnome had to wonder how much the talk she had had with Turaiw before they
arrived had affected her decision. By the sounds of things last night she had
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almost been ready to kick him over the railing while they were flying over the
cloud cover.
Troen and Elwar both seemed as surprised to hear her words.
“For what it's worth, that is my opinion as well,” said Yerny. The surprised
look on Elir's face made it worth it getting out of his cabin.
The frown on Elwar's face grew deeper and he eyed Troen with some degree
of uncertainty. The elf looked as calm as ever now that he had regained his
composure after the initial surprise.
Elwar sighed. “Fine. I say we keep him with us as well.”
A small grin appeared on Troen. “Then it is unanimous.”
“Still, we need to keep him under guard at all times,” reminded Elwar in a
stern voice. “He might well be everything he says, but we can't take the chance
he's here to sabotage us.”
“I think none of us expected anything else,” said Elir and turned to translate
the decision to Turaiw. There was visible relief on the man's face and the words of
gratitude did not need translating for everyone in the room to understand them.
As the exchange died down Troen took the opportunity to dig out the map he
had brought with him and ask their new found guide and expert a few questions
about what lay ahead of them.
The flight to the mountains looked to be a week long trip and it took them
dangerously close to a couple of larger cities and settlements before they'd arrive
at the small village that nestled at the base of the mountains. Their plan was to
try and avoid all the large cities, but depending on the weather that might be as
easy as flying over them under the cloud cover and at worst it would mean taking
a detour that could end up making the trip take a few days longer.
Turaiw examined the map with keen interest and made special note of one of
the larger cities. “This city is called Adynu,” he said to Elir. “It is famous for the
library it has. In the generals camp there was a soldier who had worked at the
library. I talked with him about the valley you were interested in and he
remembered seeing a map in the library that showed exactly where it was. If
possible you might want to consider stopping there to perhaps find out more
about your destination.”
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“That sounds like a dangerous thing to attempt,” replied Elir before
translating his words to the others. “We do not exactly blend in with your kind.
We'd draw way too much attention. And I might speak your language, but reading
it is a whole other matter.”
Turaiw shrugged his shoulders. “I never said you'd have to walk in in broad
daylight. The city is far away from the most intense fighting. There won't be much
in the way of military force there, especially not after the big push the general
organized. And I can read the books.”
The priestess turned thoughtful looking. The prospect of additional
information – an accurate map no less – and an opportunity to see what an
Gardless city looked like was a tempting one to her.
“It is also heavy with industry,” added Turaiw. “On a good day there is so
much smoke in the air you can't see the sky from underneath all of it.”
“We'll have to talk about it,” said Elir, though her voice revealed she was
intrigued by the proposition. She started to translate the exchange to Troen,
Yerny and Elwar.
It received a less than enthusiastic reception, but after some thought and
argument it was decided they would consider it once they got close enough to see
what the city was like. If it looked like it could be done they'd try to sneak in, but
if things looked more trouble than was worth it they'd simply bypass the city.
After that Troen had only a few questions more and the discussion died
down. Elir explained to Turaiw that he would be under guard at all times, but he
would be able to move around certain parts of the ship, such as going to the open
decks if they were at an acceptable height and he could go to the kitchen for
some food and eat with the rest of the crew. He was not allowed in the command
room without permission from Troen and the storage areas were off limits as well.
The man took the limitations to his freedom in stride and did not seem
bothered by them at all. Mostly he seemed grateful he had even been allowed to
stay on the ship. For now he was happy to get a hammock for himself and get
comfortable in the room he had been given.
They left him to do that as one of the crewmen was sent to fetch him an
hammock.
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Troen headed back to the command room while Elwar headed for his cabin
for some well earned rest after a long night.
Elir walked the corridor with Yerny. Neither one seemed inclined to start
talking so they passed many doors in silence. Neither really had even a
destination in mind so they ended up walking around aimlessly.
“It's good to see you outside your cabin,” Elir finally said in a gentle voice as
they had finished climbing the stairway that led to the covered middle deck.
There were a few of the crew there, but mostly there was empty space that
afforded enough privacy for the conversation.
“It feels good to be outside,” replied Yerny with a faint smile. “Feels like a
weight has been lifted from my chest. All thanks to a few words with Elwar and
Troen.”
The two of them found a couple of boxes to sit on and rested their legs some.
A few spots of sunlight hit the deck from the windows on the wooden cover.
“So you're feeling better?” asked Elir.
“Are you?” countered the gnome and examined the woman next to him. From
her visits to his cabin he had gleaned enough to know she had not gone
unaffected by the events at the fortress. He knew full well there was a lump of
darkness weighing in on her much like there was on himself.
“In the heat of things I had forgotten many things,” said Elir with a hint of
sadness in her voice. “Years of lessons and wisdom I did not think could help.
The very essence of who I am.” The priestess turned to look at the gnome and
smiled. “But I have found the right path and taken the first steps on it.”
“Is that why you supported letting Turaiw stay onboard?” asked the gnome.
He was curious to hear the reasoning behind her decision.
“I remembered something my teacher once said to me. A lesson at the very
core of my Order. It is what set me on the right path once more,” replied Elir.
“I hope the path remains a clear one for you,” said the gnome. He truly
meant it. The priestess looked like her old self once more; curiosity in her eyes
and energy bubbling from her very presence. A far cry from the gloomy woman
who had been paying him visits.
“And I hope you don't lock yourself in your cabin any more, but come out
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and accept our friendship like you did today,” said the priestess and gave the
gnome a firm look.
“It is like a wise man once said: friends solidify even the muddiest ground,”
said Yerny.
Elir burst out laughing. The gnome looked at her surprised by the reaction.
The surprise soon grew to a frown.
“I'm sorry,” said Elir while trying to calm herself down. She smiled. “It's just
that the root of that expression is perhaps something other than you think.”
“Really?”
Elir nodded. “And I would not exactly call the man who said it wise.”
“Well, enlighten me then,” demanded Yerny. Having apparently used the
wrong expression he was keen to learn the truth of it.
“All right,” conceded Elir and grouped her thoughts before starting. “There
was once a group of adventurers, friends. The six of them had just robbed the
mansion of a lord of little significance. Still, they had scored a hefty amount of
loot.”
“To make things even better it began to rain. And it rained hard. Like
someone was pouring water from an bottomless bucket. The way they had chosen
was treacherous even when it was dry, but the rain made it even worse by
creating wells of mud and soon their horses were getting stuck in them. Those at
the front jumped down from their horses and tried to walk, but they soon had
their boots stuck in the mud and soon after that their bare feet.”
“The man riding last saw the fate of his comrades and halted in time not to
be sucked in. His friends pleaded for him to help them, but instead he
dismounted and threw his share of the loot over his shoulder. He could hear the
hounds in the distance, the lords guards chasing after them.”
Elir went silent for a dramatic pause.
“His friends and their horses had already sunken shoulders deep in the
mud. Instead of helping them he used them as stepping stones and made his way
across the mud well. By that time his friends had sunken completely.”
“It was when the lords guards captured him and questioned him on where
his accomplices were that he said that line: 'friends solidify even the muddiest
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ground.'”
Elir grinned at the gnome as she finished the story.
“That certainly put the expression in a whole new light,” said Yerny, feeling
slightly silly for having used it without knowing the full background of it.
Elir patted the gnome's shoulder. “It is how language works. It is not
necessarily the origin of the saying that ends up defining how people interpret the
meaning of it. The way you used it is how most people these days view it and I
dare say I much prefer it to the original meaning.”
Yerny smiled. “We really should talk more. I'm terrified to learn the true
meaning of the saying 'a friends hand is better than your own.'”
Elir grinned once more and started to tell the story.
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Chapter 16
A friend can be a powerful thing. His mere presence can make an otherwise
unbearable situation a manageable one. His words can be a source of strength and
lift your moods from the deepest of pits. His touch can ease the tension in your
body and give you solace as well as courage. His laughter can brighten even the
darkest of days. Is there anything more powerful than that?
 Elir Ardanwen
Official record keeper

F

or several days The Wind Saber flew without encountering any
problems more serious than a thunderstorm. Even that posed little
threat as they flew above it and could look down from the ships

windows and see flashes of light amongst the dark clouds. It was an view none of
them had witnessed before and it caught their breath.
For Yerny and Elir it was a time of healing and putting their thoughts back
in order. They spent a lot of time together and Elir filled that time by telling the
stories of various sayings and other quirks of language than many people did not
know or appreciate. For both it was a pleasant distractions and offered a way to
interact with a friend.
They sometimes included Turaiw in their conversations and the man offered
some stories of his own in return. For Elir those were worth more than the man
could possibly have understood. Anything new she learned made her feel that
much better about everything that had happened. It gave her a sense that it had
all been worth it, though seeing Yerny slowly return to his old self was perhaps
the biggest prize she could have hoped for.
Elwar spent many of the days tinkering with the suits and producing more
light weight version of them so the crew could be on the open decks even when
they flew above the clouds. When he wasn't doing that he was inspecting the ship
and the runes to ensure there were no problems from wear and tear.
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During the evenings the ship turned into something else entirely. The crew
was largely off duty and free to do what they wanted. Usually that meant a long
supper followed by some music and story telling while sharing a few pints of beer.
The food reserves on the ship continued to be good enough to allow such lavish
behaviour that was uncommon for many ships sailing the seas. The fact they
could resupply by landing in a forest and doing a bit of hunting gave them
confidence not to start rationing the food overly harshly.
Elir was often absent from those times as she locked herself in her cabin to
write down the days events. Yerny on the other hands seemed to seek out the
crew and spend time with them as much as he could. It seemed out of place for
him at first, but it became ever more apparent that he was living with a new
found appreciation for those around him.
Everyone agreed it was a marked improvement over his period of brooding
and being locked in his cabin all alone.
For Troen the days were filled with routines. Wake up, eat, go to the
command room and oversee the progress of the journey. Make some course
corrections and remain vigilant in ensuring the cloud cover held. There were
times when they needed to go off course for a while as the winds sent the clouds
in a direction they did not want to go.
Sometimes they needed to do a bit of cloud hopping which left the ship
exposed for anyone to see, but only for short periods of time. From the ground
they would have looked like a small, dark dot. Unlikely to draw much attention,
but still possibly enough for being spotted. It was a risk they had to take to
continue moving forward.
The first leg of the journey did not take them close to large cities and the
countryside below looked to be void of anything but a few farms here and there
and some smaller villages. None seemed like anything to be concerned about.
It was when the first large city appeared on their path that they had to be
extra careful. From the parting cloud cover they had gotten their first glimpse of
it. While there was a very light cover of steam and smoke covering the city they
could see it expand in all directions.
Red stone buildings crammed together tightly with narrow streets that left
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barely enough space for two carts to pass each other. Tiled roofs and chimneys
pushing out smoke with the occasionally high rising building that went beyond
the two stories that looked to be the standard height for most buildings.
Then there were the large factories that were harnessed to produce weapons,
tanks, vehicles and all manner of things needed for the war effort. Their chimneys
rose high in the sky and pushed out a black smoke that lingered over the city like
a rain cloud.
Elir stood by the railing and looked down on it all while next to her Turaiw
was doing his best to not look down. They both wore the modified breathing
devices Elwar had worked on so relentlessly. Troen was there as well with a
helmet on.
“Is that city anything like Adynu?” asked Elir in a loud voice that the helmet
she wore muffled to an almost incomprehensible metallic jumble as the wind
added its own effect to it. Unlike the suit form of the system, the helmets were not
airtight so you could hear better what the person inside was saying, though the
voice did still get distorted.
Turaiw hesitantly made his way to the railing and forced himself to look
down. They were right between two clouds which offered them a perfect view of
what was down below.
“It's smaller,” said Turaiw after taking a moment to examine the city below.
He was quick to take a few steps back from the railing. “Fewer factories so not as
much smoke cover.”
It was hard to make out what he was saying from under his helmet, but Elir
did her best to catch it all and convey it to Troen.
“Does he think Adynu will have a thicker cover?” asked Troen as he looked
down on the city. Even as it stood he doubted anyone in the city could see them
from under the smoke. Even if they did, they'd put it down to a quirk in the
smoke cover.
Elir asked the question from Turaiw.
“Most certainly. There are so many more factories that you can barely see
the sky when they're all operational,” came the reply.
“You've been there?” asked Elir.
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“A few times,” came the short reply as the Gardless took a few more steps
away from the railing so he stood pretty much in the middle of the open front
deck.
“Go inside,” said Elir with some amusement in her voice. “I think we're
about done here.”
Turaiw gave her a nod and hastily made his way back to the door and inside
the ship.
Elir returned next to the railing and Troen and the two spent a few more
moments examining the city before the clouds covered it and they were left with
nothing but a puffy white field in front of them.
“I suppose we'll just have to see what the city is like,” said Elir as the two
walked back inside the ship and took off their helmets in the small chamber that
separated the inside of the ship from the outside.
“If we go there when it's dark I think we could have stopped even in this
one,” said Troen as he hung his helmet and the rest of the breathing system on a
hook in the room following the chamber. “Through that smoke no one would have
seen us.”
“Still, it's risky,” reminded Elir. While she wanted to visit one of the cities she
was not oblivious that there was always risk involved in everything. She did not
want to add another body laying next to the ones they already had in cold
storage. Anything she might learn was not worth it.
Troen nodded. “And what we might gain is not certain to be worth it. We'll
have to think this through carefully.”
There was no argument from the priestess as they walked through the
central deck towards the command room. They'd have two days to think on it
before they'd arrived in Adynu. From there it would be two more days to the
mountainrange and the village at the foot of it. How much longer it would take
for them to find the place of legend from there was anyone's guess. It might be
days or they might never find it. Maybe it didn't even exist.
None of that mattered though as they had no choice but to follow the only
lead they had.
They found Yerny and Elwar in the command room along with Millard and
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the helmsman.
“How did it look?” asked the gnome as the two entered the room.
“Smoky,” replied Troen.
The gnome gave the captain a frown at the nearly useless answer and aimed
a pleading look at Elir.
“It was like they were making their own clouds to cover the city,” said the
priestess. “And Turaiw said our target city would be covered in even thicker
smoke.”
“I still don't like the idea,” said Yerny and absent mindedly cleaned his
spectacles. He frowned at a small bit of dirt that seemed determined to remain in
place.
“Well, there are things I could do with the ship that might make it more
feasible,” said Elwar. He looked pleased with himself as he said that.
“What do you mean?” asked Troen.
“Well, I can pull energy from the ship to cast my own spells,” he replied.
“Creating a smoke screen around the ship to blend in with what they're pushing
into the sky shouldn't be too hard nor too energy draining.”
“Why haven't you been doing that all along?” asked Elir. “If you can do
something like that why do we have to jump from cloud to cloud and make
detours when we could just fly straight under the cover of your spells?”
“It's not an easy thing to do or maintain when moving as fast as we are,”
replied the wizard. “Making a ball of light appear is a simple thing and I can do it
any time, but anything greater than that runs the risk of draining the ships
energy reserves at an alarming rate.”
“A cloud of smoke doesn't sound that energy demanding,” said Troen.
Elwar sighed like only someone who is dealing with people who think they
know something when in reality they have no clue can. “Normally that would be
true, but I have to pull the energies from the ship. It's not designed to provide
power for something outside its existing rune configuration. There's a tremendous
waste of energy during the transfer that, when doing something more
complicated, could draw enough energy to make us unable to fly.”
“And creating a bit of smoke is complicated?” asked Elir.
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“Out of thin air? You have no idea,” replied the wizard with a voice that made
it abundantly clear that things that might seem simple could be complicated
under the surface.
“It doesn't sound like something we'd want to do,” said Yerny in his usual
pessimistic fashion. Though they would deny it, the rest of them had been
missing his viewpoint on things as it kept the rest of them from going ahead
without properly thinking of the downsides.
“The risk does seem great,” admitted Elir with reluctance. The thought of an
extra little something that could have helped them make a visit to the city had
been a tempting one.
Elwar shrugged his shoulders. “It was just an idea if we really want to visit
the city and its library.”
The discussion died down and eventually everyone returned to their normal
routines. Elir and Yerny found themselves sitting at the middle deck once more
with the priestess telling the origins of various sayings. Some of the crew lingered
nearby, drawn in by her stories. It had started only two days ago, but already
there was more of an audience than the day before. Word got around quickly on a
closed ship and every bit of entertainment was precious.
For Troen his day was filled all the sorts of little things any captains day is.
He ensured the crew was doing the regular maintenance on things, such as
cleaning the decks as needed and keeping ropes and barrels away from
everyone's feet. While that left the crew with a lot of free time the elf did his best
to keep them busy so there wouldn't be time to develop any fights or bad blood
that could be a ships doom if left to fester.
And so The Wind Saber sailed on in the sky above Ardav.
Two days went by without much excitement. Apart from Elwar singeing his
beard after some careless experiment with the tools he had in his cabin and the
smoke that resulted from it causing a slight panic among the crew as they feared
a fire. It was the source for many stories and laughs after the initial scare went
away.
The sun was starting to paint the horizon with bright colours as they got the
city of Adynu in view. The cloud cover had held thick for the past days and there
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had been heavy rain the previous day. They had to descent with the ship to get a
glimpse of the city.
Below the clouds the darkness was more dense and the rain before had
turned the ground dark. The city below looked vast and put even Ramyn to
shame.
Turaiw had been right that there would be more smoke covering the city.
There were a countless number of high rising chimneys and large areas that
could clearly be made out to be factories. The smoke they spewed out formed a
dark mist over the city and made it hard at times to see what was below them. It
was almost the perfect cover for the ship were it not for the fact there were large
sources of light roaming the sky above.
The lights came from outside the city and were clearly set up to catch
anything flying towards it. The only reason The Wind Saber had not been spotted
was the fact it had flown over the clouds. To their misfortune they did not react
fast enough to the searching lights and one of them caught the ship and painted
it as bright as a candle in the night.
It was only a moment after that when rounds of ammunition began flying
around the ship. They could only think of them as being similar to those that had
been fired at them during the assault on the fortress.
They knew better than to stay within their range.
It was a quick ascend above the clouds and above and then a matter of
making some course changes to take them to safety. After that, what caused
them the most concern, was the fact it had seemed like their arrival had been
expected.
They knew for certain that it could not have been Turaiw. He had been
watched closely and he did not have any strange devices on him. The only thing
they could think of to blame was the general and that he had somehow gotten
word to the city that a ship like theirs might be headed their way.
But how he could have accomplished it, short of miraculously resorting to
magic, was beyond them. Even Turaiw could not provide an positive answer,
though he made mention to rumours of some sort of device that could transmit
ones voice through the air over long distances.
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But that was only a rumour.
He had seen no evidence of such a thing for himself, though he readily
admitted that the military did a lot of research and the rank and file soldiers were
not among the first to learn of – much less get to see and use – the latest in
technology. It was possible the general had dug something up from the depths of
all the research facilities and made use of it where he could.
What ever the case, they had to abandon the plan of making a visit to the
city and its library. For Elir it was a disappointment and the way they had been
cut off caused worry that there might be further problems waiting for them. Her
greatest consolation was that no one had been hurt despite the close call. Had
things gone badly the whole ship could have been nabbed from the sky.
It took almost a day for the crew to return to their normal duties, but there
was an underlying tension that could not be ignored. Everyone knew there might
be more trouble ahead. Before the incident many had thought they were free of
such things.
It was late in the day after the failed visit to the city that Rodil made his way
to the command room and found Yerny and Elwar there. The captain was not
there which was unusual, but at least Millard and the helmsman were in their
usual places.
“Elwar, I've been thinking,” said Rodil as the usual greetings had been
exchanged.
“Should I worry?” asked Yerny with a hint of amusement in his voice. He
received a stare from both wizards and raised his hands.
“Just ignore him,” said Elwar. “At first I was happy he was back to his old
self, but now I remember how taxing it could be.”
“The magical energies in this world are getting pulled to a single place and
that place is where we are now headed, right?” Rodil presented a very tight
summary of their current situation and both Yerny and Elwar nodded.
“But we don't know exactly where that place is,” added Rodil, prompting
another round of nods. With being unable to visit the city they had lost the
chance to get the map they had desired.
“Would it not be possible to trace the location by following where the magical
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energies go?” asked Rodil. “The closer we get the stronger the effect should be and
the more energy there should be.”
Both Yerny and Elwar seemed stunned. It was such an simple idea that it
seemed ridiculous they had not thought of it earlier.
“Can we actually track the energies?” asked Yerny, sounding eager. He did
not know enough of the way magic worked to know whether what was being
suggested was even possible, much less how easy or difficult it would be.
“We can sense the magical energies only faintly,” said Elwar hesitantly and
shook his head. “That's not enough to get anything but a very general direction.”
“What if I had a possible solution to that?” offered Rodil, unable to hide how
pleased he was with himself.
Elwar raised an eyebrow. “What sort of an solution?”
“Well, when I was studying in the Towers, my master made this experiment,”
started Rodil, wanting to give them the full background of his idea so they would
understand it was not only his idea and that it was based on experiments that
had already been done.
“His theory was that the magical energies are nothing more than tiny
particles that we are unable to see,” continued Rodil with his explanation. “So he
built a device he believed would make them visible.”
“You're talking about the Auska device, aren't you?” asked Elwar. He had
read about it while investigating some things for the flying ship. Essentially it was
a pair of spectacles with certain runes etched into them combined with a small
sphere of iron with another set of runes. When those two were held by the same
person they could see certain thing more clearly.
Rodil nodded. “While it didn't reveal what my master wanted, it did make the
energies somewhat visible. You could see them floating around in the room under
certain circumstances, such as when you were performing a spell that demanded
great amounts of energy.”
“There's a whole lot of energies floating around this ship,” admitted Elwar.
The amounts needed to keep the ship in the air as well as the amount which it
drew in was large enough to be visible with the device. Since some of that energy
was drawn out by what ever it was that stole everything in this world, they might
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well be able to see in which direction some of the energies were being pulled into.
“It might work,” he admitted finally and Rodil smiled as wide as anyone he
had seen.
“I assume you know the runes for it?” asked Elwar and Rodil nodded in
response.
“The problem is, where do we get the spectacles?” asked Rodil.
After a moment of thinking both wizards turned to look at Yerny.
The gnome sighed and dug out his spectacles from his vest pocket. “Fine,
but I'd better get those back and they'd better still let me read,” he said in a stern
voice. He did not reveal that he had an extra pair stashed in his cabin. Things
broke so having an extra pair was the only sensible thing on a journey like theirs,
even if it had cost him a fair bit of money to get the new pair.
“Don't worry. They'll be as good as new when you get them back,”said Rodil
with a confident voice as he took the spectacles from Yerny. “Now all we need is a
bit of iron and we can start working on it,”
“How long do you think it'll take to put in the runes?” asked Elwar.
“A day, maybe,” replied Rodil hesitantly. “I've gotten a lot better at it, but this
is precision work since the runes need to be so small.”
Elwar nodded approvingly. “Let's get to it then. I'll get the iron you need.”







Millard lowered himself into his hammock and took a swig from the bottle. It
was running alarmingly low on content.
“What a past few days,” complained Reyes as he stretched out in his own
place of sleep. “We've barely had time to sleep.”
“Aye, the captain works the three of us to death,” said Millard.
“Just means he thinks highly of us,” said Travis from his own corner.
A silence fell into the room. Only the sounds of ropes brushing against the
wood and the occasional burp from Millard broke it.
“Should never have trusted those Gardless,” Millard finally muttered and
took another swig from his bottle. “Look where it got us. Three dead and gods
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know what's waiting for us in the future.”
“How did they know we were coming to that city?” asked Travis. “No way
they have anything that goes as fast as our ship.”
“Damned if anyone knows,” replied Millard. “That Turaiw tried to offer some
explanations, but they all sound like a bunch of hogwash to me.”
“At least we've managed to keep Elir safe,” said Reyes. Him and Travis had
not really talked much of what had happened in the fortress. It wasn't that they'd
consciously avoided the subject. There just had not been time for more than
exchanging words about what was happening right then and there.
“That attack on the fortress was pure madness,” said Travis quietly. “I can't
believe the Gardless have been fighting like that for centuries.”
“It's no wonder they ain't right in the head,” said Millard. “They've grown up
killing each other so they place no value on life. Bunch of monsters. Worse than
orcs.”
A silence fell into the room once more. They heard footsteps go by as other
members of the crew found their sleeping places.
“Turaiw isn't half bad,” said Travis finally. “I've spent some time with him
and he seems to be quite gentle in his ways.”
Millard snorted. “That general of theirs was all nice and comfy too before he
opened his chest of madness and showed us what he really was.”
“They can't all be like that,” protested Travis. “Just like we ain't all cut
throats and murderers.”
“So you're saying they're all murderers and cut throats, except for the select
few who feel differently?” asked Millard.
The young man nodded in response.
“Well, that's such a screwed up thought that it just might be true,” replied
Millard with an amused voice. He raised the bottle in his hand as if to salute. “I'll
even drink to that.” He took a long gulp of the fiery liquid inside.
“Best we just make our way home and have as little to do with the Gardless
as possible,” said Reyes. He put a little swing to his hammock with his foot. “The
way I see it we ain't going to understand them and we don't need to. We just need
to get home. Anything else is just a distraction and a waste of time.”
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“Couldn't agree more,” said Millard grimly and wiped his bald with his hand.
“But do we know where we're going? Weren't we supposed to get some sort of
map from that city?” asked Travis. Word got around on the ship quickly. Even
conversations that were supposedly secret and between just the four leaders
eventually got around to the crew.
“I heard the wizards talking today. They've got some solution in the works,”
said Millard.
“Oh? That's good,” replied the young sailor with audible relief in his voice.
Having even a little hope was better than nothing.
“They're wizards. Saying their solution will be good is a bit premature,”
reminded Millard. He was clearly in a grumpy mood, though he never had much
kind words to say about wizards and their ideas. Elwar he tolerated better than
most of his colleagues because the man had so far not caused too much trouble,
apart from the whole idea of exploring a new world, but that could be viewed in
the same light as exploring an unknown land back in their home world.
“Have some faith. Elwar and Rodil have both caused no problems,” said
Reyes. He was interrupted mid sentence by a long yawn, but he continued as if
nothing had happened.
“What about that time Elwar almost burned down the ship?” demanded
Millard pointedly. None of them had forgotten the moments of terror the thick
smoke coming from the wizards cabin had caused. There had been a loud bang
that had attracted the crew and upon seeing the smoke they had called for a fire
alarm. Luckily the fire had been small and the amount of smoke had been
misleading.
Still, it had been enough to make the captain mad enough to order Elwar not
to do experiments for the remainder of the journey. The wizard had looked sullen
at hearing that, but in the end Elir had managed to turn the whole affair around
so that the wizard was happy he had been relieved from yet another workload and
he could fully focus on keeping the ship in shape and in the air.
“Well, there's that,” admitted Reyes. “But ignoring that..”
“How do you ignore something like that?” demanded Millard in a slightly
raised voice. “That's like ignoring an arrow in your chest and giving the shooter a
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gold coin for a good shot.”
Travis chuckled at the debate, causing both men to fall into silence and give
each other gloomy glances from their respective corners. Reyes gave himself a bit
more swing with his foot. Millard shook the bottle and his expression grew
grimmer as he realized there was barely any left. He put the bottle down on the
floor, deciding to save what little was left for another time.
“Don't worry,” consoled Travis as he saw the bald man put the bottle down.
“The cook has something brewing in one of the storage rooms. There'll be booze to
drink.”
Millard sputtered. “That swill will be so bad even a dwarf wouldn't drink it.
Ain't no comparing to this stuff.”
“But it'll get you drunk,” said Travis and gave the bald man a knowing look.
Millard huffed and turned his back to the young man. “Maybe if things get
desperate enough.”
Reyes and Travis exchanged grins. They knew the bald man well enough to
know he'd be one of the first ones to bother the cook about scoring a bottle or two
of what ever he was brewing up. Calling him a drunkard would have been wrong,
but he was keen on a few swigs in the evening to help him sleep. Never had it
prevented him from performing his duties so neither of his friends were too
concerned about it.
“How long do you think it'll take for us to find a way home?” wondered Travis
and gave Reyes a questioning look. It was a question that was on the mind of
many in the crew.
Reyes shrugged his shoulders as best he could while laying down. Failing
that, he rubbed his stub covered chin. “I don't think anyone can answer that,” he
finally said slowly. “Maybe what ever the wizards are cooking up will make it
faster, but I wouldn't bet on us being home tomorrow. Still, if anyone can do it,
they can”
The reply was not exactly what Travis had hoped for, but it wasn't a
disappointment either. He had not expected Reyes to know the exact time. He
knew full well no one knew it, not even the captain. What the answer had given
him was reinforcement for his own views that the two wizards would be able to
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get them out of the strange world they had stumbled into. Whether that
happened in a week or a month didn't really matter that much to him.
“What do you think will be waiting for us in the mountains?” asked Travis
once more. He was starting to feel like an five year old with all the questions, but
he was unable to contain himself. He'd always been the type to ask questions and
it had driven his father mad at times. His mother had been much more
understanding and patient of questions.
“Who knows?” pondered Reyes. “You've heard what Turaiw has said about
their legends. What ever it is I doubt it'll be as simple as us flying there and going
home.”
The man sucked in air through his teeth and breathed out heavily making a
whistling noise. “With our luck there will really be those..what did he call them?”
“Fireborn,” said Travis helpfully. “At least that's what Elir called them.”
“Right, them. With our luck they'll be real and not pleased to see us drop
by,” Reyes finished his thought in a grim voice.
“What do you think..” started Travis, but was interrupted by Millard.
“By the gods boy, does your mind never rest?” demanded the bald man
grumpily from his hammock. “Some of us are trying to get some rest.”
“Sorry,” said Travis a bit sheepishly.
“Let the boy ask questions,” interjected Reyes. “It's the only thing keeping a
bit of conversation going.”
“Instead of flapping your mouths you should sleep. Failing that you better go
some place else to talk unless you want my boot so deep up your ass it'll come
out of your mouth,” there was little amusement behind the harsh words of
Millard.
Reyes rolled his eyes and gave Travis a mischievous smile.
Neither wished to make the bald man any grumpier though so they stopped
the conversation and turned to sleep as well.
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Elwar squinted at the small runes Rodil had etched onto the spectacles. The
lenses had to have been the hardest part. The runes needed to be so fine as to
not inhibit the vision of the person wearing them and at the same time you
needed to be extremely careful not to scratch them. He'd done a magnificent job
on the frames as well and Elwar could not help but be impressed at the quality
and precision. He could not find anything wrong in the work quality nor the form
of the runes.
He did a similar inspection to the piece of iron he had acquired for the
purpose. It had similar runes and the quality did not fall short of those on the
spectacles. He was amazed Rodil had managed it all in a day and a half.
“This is exquisite work,” he said as he handed the items back to Rodil.
They were in Elwar's cabin waiting for Yerny to arrive. They were his
spectacles after all and not the right size for anyone else to wear. It would be the
gnome who would wear them and tell what he was seeing.
“Thank you,” said Rodil with a smile on his face. It never felt bad to receive
compliments on work done and the respect he had for Elwar made it feel all the
more uplifting.
“Have you tested them?” asked Elwar.
“I've looked through one of the lenses.” admitted Rodil. “The size just makes
it impossible to see any details. It's all fuzzy, but I believe I saw enough to know
they work.”
Elwar nodded. “Well, Yerny will be here soon so we'll be able to know for
certain.”
The wearer did not need to know magic to make use of the device. The runes
could be activated by someone else while allowing the wearer to see the energies
it would reveal.
The two waited for the gnome and talked about other things, like how the
runes around the ship were holding up and of other matters that belonged to
their domain. The pace had calmed down during the days of flying so both of
them were getting regular sleep once more. It was a welcome change compared to
the hellish rhythm they had had to endure while fixing the ship. It felt good to
actually have time to sit down with a friend and just talk about things that were
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on the mind of both of them.
It didn't take long before Yerny entered the room after a knock. The gnome
wore his customary leather vest and looked like he was back to his usual old self.
Gone was the gloomy atmosphere that had surrounded him after being rescued
from the fortress.
The gnome inspected the spectacles with great interest and tried them on
without the runes being activated. He was pleased to note he could still see
through the lenses without any problems and that the runes etched onto them
were pretty much invisible as he looked through them.
“Good work,” he finally said, giving Rodil another reason to feel good about
himself and the work he had done.
“What do you say we put them to the real test?” asked Elwar and stood up
from his chair.
“We can't test them here?” asked Yerny.
“Better to do it outside,” replied Rodil. “Just in case.”
“What do you mean?” demanded Yerny. When a wizard used words like 'just
in case' it usually meant there was danger of something exploding or possibly
someone losing their arm. Seeing as the glasses were worn on the head the
gnome had some understandable reservations about putting them on if there was
some risk involved.
Elwar chuckled. “They're not dangerous,” he reassured the gnome. “It's just
that inside the ship there aren't going to be much energies just floating around.
They're all focused in the runes.”
Yerny could not argue against that and followed the two wizards out of the
cabin and into the command room where they had a short conversation with
Troen about lowering the ship below the clouds. They were drawing close to the
mountain range so it was time to take a peek in any case so there were no
objections.
Soon the three of them were on the open upper deck with Yerny putting on
the glasses and holding the piece of iron in his hands while Rodil activated the
runes.
It was not what the gnome had expected as the runes started working. He
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had expected some sort of fog like streams to appear, but the magical energies he
saw around the ship were more like streams of water. They looked so tangible he
could almost touch them.
It was not an explosion of different colours either like he had expected. The
energies were almost colourless yet still clearly visible with the spectacles on. He
could see faint hints of blue, red and green occasionally, but those were a far cry
from any colour he had expected.
It seemed the colour of magic was more complex than a simple assortment of
different shades.
He looked around himself and saw the streams of energy flowing into the
ship where the runes were pulling it in. It was like the ship was in the middle of
an lake of magical energy.
As he looked beyond that and towards the front of the ship he could see
streams of the energy flowing away from the ship and towards the mountain
range that loomed in the distance. His vision of the streams was limited by his
position, but he figured if he climbed to the lookouts nest he could see at least far
enough to make a meaningful course for the ship to follow.
“Well, what do you see?” asked Elwar impatiently and glared and the gnome
who seemed to be in a world of his own.
Yerny blinked, ripped from the mesmerizing sight of the flowing energies.
“Ah, sorry,” the gnome said, sounding a bit confused. “The sight of it just draws
you in.”
“So you can see the energies?” demanded Elwar with enthusiasm.
“I can,” replied the gnome and gazed through the spectacles once more. “It's
pooling all around us like water and I can see streams of it going into the ship,
but I can also see rivers of it flowing into the distance.”
“So you can tell where the energies are being drawn to?” asked Rodil with a
hint of relief in his voice. It seemed that despite his earlier confidence there had
been some doubts in his mind whether the device would work as intended.
“From here I can only see a short ways ahead,” replied the gnome. “But if I
go to the lookouts nest I'm certain I'll be able to get us a course to follow.”
Knowing that they were mere hours away from the village the expedition the
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general had told them about had set off from it was welcome news that they now
had a means to determine where to set their course from there.
Elwar grinned just as widely as Rodil did as they heard the confident
declaration of the gnome.
“Best we tell the captain and Elir then,” said Elwar and patted the gnome on
the shoulder. “Finally some good news for us.”
Yerny nodded and took the spectacles off and carefully stashed them in one
of his vest pockets. The piece of iron he tucked away in a different pocket,
causing the device to shut down.
He felt confident they would remain secure where he had put them. After all,
he had stored his spectacles in that pocket for over an decade and they had
survived some of the roughest patches in his life. Neither wizard objected to him
retaining control of the device.
The three of them returned to the command room to spread the good news.
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Chapter 17
Sometimes you think there is nothing more surprising or horrifying that you
can run into. You think you've seen the worst the world has to offer. What you do
not realize is that the world is much more complex and has an infinite number of
surprises it can throw at you.
 Elir Ardanwen
Official record keeper

T

he village looked tiny and ordinary from afar. Having heard the
tales of it there was a certain temptation to go and visit it, but with
the experience they had with trying to visit the city they decided it

was best to just continue flying on the course Yerny set them on.
The gnome had spent some time in the lookouts nest with the spectacles and
determined where the energies were flowing. He had a clear course for the ship to
follow and the few corrections he conveyed down during it ensured they remained
headed for the hot spot that they could only hope would offer them a way home.
Elir spent her time writing down a detailed description of the device Rodil
had put together. There was certain to be applications for it later on, and if not, it
was an important piece that directed the journey they were on. If things went as
they hoped, it would be the key to the door that led home.
Elwar and Rodil returned to their usual routine and maintained the runes
on the ship and oversaw that everything remained as it should as the ship flew
across the skies. The mountains below were snow capped, rocky and void of any
place where the ship might have a soft landing should anything go wrong.
Seeing as they were over mountains void of any habitations they flew below
the clouds, though as some of the mountains towered higher than that, they
found themselves having to make some evasive moves and fly around them.
There was little risk of being seen by anyone of consequence.
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The biggest danger they faced was the weather. The mountains funnelled air
and caused strong currents of wind that gave The Wind Saber perhaps the
toughest challenge it had faced so far. Keeping it flying steady and a safe distance
away from any mountain face it could smash into made for a full time job for the
crew. Even at night they had to struggle at times to retain control.
But the crew had had time to make itself familiar with the ship and how it
behaved. Even the strongest gusts of wind were met with calm composure as
everyone knew what they needed to do and where they were needed. The crew
worked furiously to keep the sails from ripping and folded them up as needed
while the two wizards worked the runes to keep the ship stable and the
helmsman kept the heading straight.
There were a few moments of horror as some lines broke and the main sail
went flapping with the wind, but even that was brought under control by the
quick and skillfull action of the crew.
For Turaiw the days spent flying across the mountains were the worst he
had experienced on the ship. Despite their best efforts the ship rocked and
sometimes seemed to free fall enough to cause a small jolt. It was worse than
being in a ship on water. Every time he feared the ship would crash down on the
unforgiving ground below.
He locked himself in the small quarters he had been given and laid in his
hammock. That seemed to help smooth the ride a bit as it went along with the
movements of the ship slightly better than standing on your own two feet. Even
then it was enough to make him lose his appetite and turn his skin in a grey
colours that made him look sickly. His only consolation was the book he had with
him.
It was the third day after they had parted from the village. The winds had
calmed down as they had gone deeper into the mountains. It was almost
unbelievable to see the rocky peaks continue for so long.
Yerny had climbed to the lookouts nest once more to ensure they were on
course. Rodil had activated the runes on the spectacles and the piece of iron so
that he could make use of the device. The nest was of comfortable size for the
gnome, but for a normal human it would have been barely enough space to be
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comfortable. The enclosed space made a circle around the main mast so the
lookout could see in every direction while being protected by the rune covered
outer shell. The windows offered a perfect view to the outside and the gnome
could see mountain tops all the way to the horizon.
He looked on as the ship navigated through the maze of canyons and lower
ground between the sky touching mountain tops. Through his spectacles he saw
the streams of energy and the way they flowed from all around and merged into a
great river that slithered on in the maze.
He was wholly unprepared for the sight that appeared before him as the ship
turned a bend and arrived at what looked to be a valley several versts across. The
mountains sloped down and eventually evened out to an unnaturally smooth
slate with only a few rock formations blemishing it.
But that was not what caught the gnome by surprise.
It was the structure that dominated the valley. The dull grey of it gleamed in
the sunlight that bathed the valley. It was obviously built of metal and rivalled
the surrounding mountain tops in height. He could see several extensions emerge
from the rounded shape of it and form what looked to be platforms reserved for
landing ships that dwarfed The Wind Saber. You could have fit six of the magical
ships on one of the platforms and still have plenty of space for people to walk
around and unload cargo.
There were no obvious signs of life that the gnome could see, but more
importantly he could see that the magical energies were flowing straight into the
structure. As he looked into the distance he could see rivers of energy flow to the
valley from all directions. There was so much of it that it pooled into something
resembling a lake that rose high around the structure.
They'd found what they had been looking for.
Yerny went to the communication tubes, but realized the ship was already
coming to a halt. He decided it was best to just climb down so he could see what
the others thought of it. Having put on his helmet just in case, he opened the
hatch and started to climb down the mast, closing the hatch after getting out of
the nest. The wind grabbed him and made him cling tighter to the handles and
stairs leading downwards.
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Below he could see crew gathering on the front deck to get a closer look at
the structure and the valley. He hastened his pace and made it down to the shell
of the middle deck and made his way to the lower deck and from there inside the
ship. The crew he encountered were abuzz with what they had ran across and a
few tried to ask him some questions about what he had seen from high up. He
had to politely refuse to answer and plead that he was in a hurry to the command
room to let the captain know.
He rushed through the ship and up the stairs to where he hoped he would
find everyone. He was pleased to see Elir standing next to the captain, looking out
the windows. Elwar was still at the control though he was glancing outside as
well to catch a view of the structure. Even Millard had made his way to the
windows, away from his usual post at the communication tubes. The only one
fully focused on his duties seemed to be the helmsman.
“It's what we've been looking for,” said Yerny.
Everyone turned to look at him.
“What did you say?” asked Troen. He looked slightly amused.
It was only then that Yerny realized he was still wearing the helmet. Cursing,
he removed it and repeated what he had said. The news were received with
excitement, but at the same time the uncertainty was visible on everyone's face.
None of them had expected to find such an structure at their destination. Of
course, they had expected something, but not a structure that seemed impossible
to build and dwarfed everything around it,
“Well, that's good news,” said Troen firmly, hoping to instil some positive
vibe to the situation.
“There seemed to be a bunch of landing platforms on the side of the tower,”
said Yerny with the implication that he thought they should land on one of them
and go explore the structure more closely.
“I wonder who built that thing,” said Elwar as he walked away from the
controls and to the windows to get a better look at the thing.
Elir and Yerny exchanged looks. It was obvious they were both thinking the
same thing. The legends of the Fireborn just might prove to be true.
“More importantly, now that we're here, will the ship recharge enough to
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open a portal home?” asked Elir to steer the conversation to more pressing
matters.
“Not very quickly. Not while that thing is active,” replied Elwar. “Assuming it
is what's causing this.”
“There's an entire lake of magical energies below us,” said Yerny. “Even if we
land in the middle of it that wouldn't be enough?”
Elwar considered it for a moment. If there was an excess amount of energy
that what ever was gathering it could not take in then it just might be possible to
siphon enough of it to power the opening of a portal. But the ship would still need
to contend with the power that drew the energy. It would be slow and he was
uncertain whether the ship would be able to contend with the siphoning power at
such close range.
Finally, he shook his head. “I think our best chance is to try and stop the
energy siphoning device.”
“Investigating that structure seems like the thing to do then,” said Troen
with a slightly worried voice. It was not hard to understand why the hint of it was
there. They had no idea what the structure was, who built it or what was inside
it.
One thing was obvious to everyone in the command room; the Gardless were
not capable of building such an structure. In fact they were uncertain anything
they knew could have erected such a structure.
Looks were exchanged and one by one everyone nodded to the idea of
exploring the building. It seemed like the only logical choice and leaving the tower
unexplored while they waited for the ship to recharge, which could take weeks
with the tug of war it had to deal with, was most certainly unwise.
The captain ordered the ship to move forward once more. He wanted to get
closer to the structure and circle around it a few times to get a closer look at it.
Landing right away did not seem like the wisest choice given the uncertainties
involved.
Having given the instructions the group moved to the open upper deck so
they could observe without obstructions. The air in the valley seemed thicker
than elsewhere in the mountain range, possibly because it was much lower than
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the mountain passes they had flown through. Not having to wear helmets was a
relief as it left them much more free to look around.
At the same time each one of them wished they had more clothes to wear.
The wind made the air seem even more chilly than it really was and even though
many of them were wearing at least two layers of clothes they felt the wind sneak
in and brush their skin.
They gathered at the ships railing and examined the structure as the ship
circled around it. They could all see the extension poke out of the building and
make a round landing platform that looked designed just for that purpose. There
were even some markings to help spot it and land a ship in the middle of it. It
made them even more suspicious as to who had built the structure.
The Gardless had no flying vehicles that would need a landing platform.
They could see windows dotting the side of the structure all around it. Some
had light shining out of them while others were dark, but they all had one thing
in common; they could hardly see anything on the inside. Part of it was the
distance they were flying at, but there also seemed to be something in the way the
windows were made that rendered them almost impossible to see through from
the outside.
Elwar could feel his skin tickle as they flew around. He could feel the
surrounding energies that wallowed in the valley. It made him feel uncomfortable
as if he was underwater trying to gasp for air. He did his best not to think about
it and distracted himself with the examination of the building in front of them.
As they began their second turn around the structure they had a much
better idea of the scale of it. A quick estimate by Elwar and Yerny had the
structure at over three thousand feet high, which was enough to put it from the
base of the valley to rival the tops of the near by mountains. The diameter was a
much harder thing to estimate as the structure was much wider at the base than
at the top, but even the base had to be a thousand feet wide. At the height they
were circling it the diameter was still measured in hundreds of feet.
The massive scale of it was hard to comprehend or appreciate.
Exploring the entire thing would not be a small task. If they could even get
inside it. So far they had not spotted any obvious way inside, but the landing
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platform likely had some way inside. That is, if they were such things.
“That thing really eats away your determination,” muttered Yerny.
The others couldn't argue against it. It seemed a daunting task. If the means
to shutting down the device were inside the structure then it could take them
weeks just to find it. After that who knew how long it would take to figure out
how to do it safely.
The way Elwar figured it there was so much magical energy focused around
them that simply destroying the structure or the device could bring about
catastrophic results. It was something even he was not willing to risk. They would
have to figure out some legitimate way of accomplishing the shut down instead of
using brute force.
They completed the second round around the structure. It didn't offer them
much new information so they decided to forego the third round and instead head
for one of the extensions that offered a place to land.
They watched as the grey metal structure got closer and closer. They could
start telling apart little details of it; seams between plates of metal, nuts and bolts
that held everything in place. Seeing those put them slightly more at ease. They
were familiar things and anyone using them could not be that different from
them.
The wind made the landing a bit tricky and they had to adjust their position
several times and wait for a strong gust of wind to pass before they could land the
ship. More precisely, get it close enough to the metal surface below them that
they could tie the ship down and leave it floating. The first of the crew to step foot
on the structure did it with ropes in hand and tied the ship down to metal rods
that were sticking out at the edge of the platform. Other than those the platform
looked as smooth as an icy lake.
It took a while longer for the actual exploration team to set foot onto the
platform.
In her cabin, Elir changed out of her robe and back into the trousers and
shirt she had used during the excursion into the fortress. She hesitated as she
took the Rune Caster out of its box. She had not touched it since she had put it
away. She wanted to leave it behind, but knew well enough that it could be the
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difference between someone from the group getting back alive and seeing
someone die once more.
She stuffed the weapon in its holster and strapped it around her waist. She
picked out several pieces of ammunition for it and stashed those in the leather
loops on the belt and the pockets of her cape.
Having made her preparations she made her way to the open front deck
where the others had already gathered. Turaiw was there along with Yerny,
Elwar, Reyes, Travis and a few other sailors. They all had weapons with them;
swords, bows and some even had the Gardless weapons they had been given by
the general. There was still some ammunition left for them and they were far
superior to bows and swords.
Elir took a moment to explain the situation to Turaiw and why he was being
asked to come with them to explore the structure. They hoped he would be able
to tell them whether something was made by the Gardless and perhaps he'd have
some idea who had built the thing.
The man looked nervous and his eyes were wandering all around the
scenery. Elir figured he was remembering the legends about the place and fearing
they would be facing the same fate as those who had wandered into the territory
before. She could not deny that the stories were in the back of her mind as well,
though she doubted they would turn to be true.
“Everyone ready?” asked Troen and gave everyone an appraising look.
There were nods and a few short agreeing answers and no objections so the
group headed out and lowered themselves onto the platform.
It felt odd to walk on a surface made entirely out of metal. The ring of
everyone's steps sounded unnatural compared to the soft voice of the ships wood.
The howling wind did not make matters any better as the group gathered together
and started towards the structure. They could not see any obvious entrance in
the wall they were going towards nor were there any windows near by that they
could look through.
It was slow progress as they were extra careful and took their time to inspect
everything they ran across. They'd formed almost a wedge with the crewmen in
the front and everyone else in the middle, protected by the bodies of those in
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front. It was not an intended formation, just something that happened on its own
due to the personalities involved.
Even with their careful approach they were all caught by surprise when a
portion of the wall before them slid to the side, opening a doorway. The surprise
was further enlarged by the figure that stepped onto the platform from inside the
structure.
Its steps rang out heavily as metal hit metal. The suit it wore was made of
grey plates that covered the entire body of it. There were small seams in between
plates, but it was impossible to tell what the material beneath was made of. It
wore a helmet that made it impossible to make out any features of the wearer.
The rounded helmet had two black pieces of what looked to be glass in the front,
no doubt serving as points of vision for who ever was inside the suit. The neck
area was covered in the same material as the joints between each plate. It flexed
as the head turned to get a good look at the entire group standing no more than
fifty feet from it. It was an imposing figure that stood as tall as any man Elir had
seen.
Before the group could gather itself the figure reached down to the belt it
had around its waist and pulled out what looked like a weapon. It pointed it
towards the group and fired.
A blue ball of crackling energy shot out and and hit one of the crewmen
standing at the front. The man burst into blue flames and screamed in pain and
horror. He ran away from the group in panic while two of his friends followed
him, trying to put out the flames.
Elwar did not even realize he had began drawing runes in the air even as the
orb was still on its way. He completed the web before their new found enemy
could fire another round and a cone of fire shot out towards it. The flames
engulfed it completely.
He had to admit to being slightly surprised his reaction had been so quick
and even more that the spell had worked. Apparently there was enough magical
energies around to allow even runes drawn in air to work.
He turned to look at the crewman who had been lit on fire and saw him
rolling on the ground while his friends tried to stifle the flames with their shirts.
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It looked like their efforts were not having much effect. He began weaving another
web of runes, hoping to douse the man with water.
He was so focused he did not see the figure emerge from the flames.
Elir's hands were already in motion as were the others in the group.
Weapons were pointed, bowstrings pulled back and arrows let loose. None of
them seemed to have a noticeable effect on the figure and the bullets and arrows
bounced off like they were hitting a solid rock wall.
The priestess grabbed one of the bullets from her belt without looking which
element it was for. She did her best to load the weapon as quickly as possible.
She was somewhat hindered by Travis fussing over her and ensuring she was not
in the line of fire for the creature. Finally, she managed to put in the bullet and
ready the weapon. She took aim at the suited figure, hoping she would hit it
squarely in the chest. A moment of panic hit her as she saw it raising its own
weapon once more as it cleared the flames.
Saying a quick prayer in her mind she pulled the trigger and sent the bullet
flying. Unlike all the rounds she had fired before, this one did not activate before
striking its target. There was an audible rush of air and the figure was sent flying
through the air. The flames behind it were put out as the air pushed it
backwards.
With a loud bang the figure struck against the grey metal of the building,
some forty feet from where it had stood before. The wind held it upright against
the wall for a moment before dying down. The figure slumped to the ground
limply.
“Quick! Tie it up while it's down!” shouted Troen the moment he saw the
effect Elir's attack had had.
Men rushed to the suited figure and quickly tied its hands and legs with
sturdy ropes. They looked around nervously and while they acted quickly they
made certain to be careful with their knots. They could only the rope would be
enough to restrain it.
A splash of water finally silenced the screams of the crewman who had been
on fire. They were replaced by low moans of agony. Elir rushed to get a look at
how bad the injuries were. The moment she laid eyes on the man she knew he
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would not live long. His body looked much like those she had used the fire bullet
on. She was horrified that the man was still alive. The pain must have been
beyond anything she could imagine.
The expression on the men gathered around him told everything. They knew
they would be losing another comrade.
“Is there nothing you can do?” asked Troen from Elwar as the wizard got to
the gathered group. “Your magic works once more, right?”
The wizard took one look at the charred man laying on the platform. He
shook his head with sorrow. “There's a limit to what can be done,” he replied. “All
I can do is ease his pains.”
The man on the ground let out a loud moan and his hands and legs shook.
Elwar quickly knelt down beside him and drew some runes in the air. The soft
glow of them seemed to ease the pains and he slipped away into a peaceful
silence.
They watched in silence as his breathing calmed down then began to slowly
become less frequent and finally stopped completely. Elwar let the runes
disappear as it happened and stood up. The men around him muttered prayers
for their fallen comrade.
Troen looked ready to cut off some heads as he turned to look at the still
unconscious figure that had emerged from the structure. Three men were
guarding it with swords in hand, their blades pointed at the neck of the thing.
“Carry him back to the ship,” instructed Troen and the men quickly found
some pieces of clothing to wrap the charred corpse in and began to haul him to
the ship. With four bodies their storage space for the dead was getting
uncomfortably full.
Elir and Elwar followed the captain to where their attacker laid motionless.
Reyes and Travis followed them.
Turaiw and Yerny were already there, the gnome inspecting the weapon that
had been used against them. Turaiw looked shaken up and was crouching next
to the slumped down figure. It looked like he was trying to see inside the helmet.
“Can we get that thing off it?” asked Troen after taking a moment to examine
their fallen enemy.
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Yerny put down the weapon. It did not look that dissimilar from the Rune
Caster Elir had been wielding. The gnome began to inspect the suit along with
Elwar, hoping to spot some mechanism that would allow them to at least remove
the helmet.
The flexible material around the neck seemed like the best place to start, but
upon closer inspection they found it to be seamless and offering no place from
where to start taking the suit apart. Finally, as they turned the figure over, they
found cracks on the back of the helmet that opened into latches and allowed
them to open the suit.
With great care and caution they undid the bindings that held the helmet in
place and lifted it off. It was surprisingly heavy and it took with it the material
around the neck.
The blast of heat from inside the suit made everyone close by take a step
back. It felt like their hair would catch fire just from the heat of the air. The wave
passed quickly and those nearest took a curious step forward to see.
What was revealed underneath had all of them worried.
It looked like it had a skin made of brown stone. It had cracks in it and
through them it looked almost as if there was a fire burning inside. Its eyes were
closed and there did not seem to be any hairs. It made its face seem like as
emotionless as the rock its skin resembled.
It did not take much for everyone to realize what they were looking at. Those
that did not figure it out on themselves only had to get a glance at the horrified
face of Turaiw to realize it.
Fireborn.
“I hope those ropes are strong,” said Yerny as he realized what they were
dealing with. Like some of the crew, he began to look around nervously. Who
knew how many more there would be and when they would appear and attack.
A couple of the crew instantly inspected the ropes and ensured they were
properly tied.
“What do we do with..it?” asked Elwar and eyed their prisoner with a
curiosity that many of the others were lacking. Only Elir was as open minded
about the situation as the wizard.
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Troen looked around. They were right next to the wall of the structure and
there was a ways to walk over open plane to the ship. Dragging their prisoner
there would take some effort and there was no telling whether it would have
friends coming to help. Then again, the ship would at least offer some protection
while remaining where they were would leave them open against all sort of
attacks.
“Perhaps it's time for a strategic withdrawal,” the captain finally suggested.
“Drag that thing with us to the ship and we'll fly off with it so we can think on
things a bit.”
It did not take much to get everyone to agree to that proposal. The sudden
attack had shaken everyone and dampened their desire to explore the structure.
They would need some better preparation to do that and perhaps their prisoner
would offer them some helpful information.
It took four crewmen to drag their prisoner with any sort of speed while the
others formed a protective circle around them. Everyone was on edge and looking
around a bit wild eyed. Worst off was Turaiw who was mumbling to himself. Elir
tried to make sense of it, but could not hear clearly enough what the man was
saying. If she didn't know better she could have sworn they were prayers.
They were halfway back to the ship when the crewmen carrying the captured
thing yelped out and let it fall down to the platform. It soon became apparent why
they had done it.
The prisoner had woken up.
Flames licked its skin from the cracks of its skin and the ember like eyes
examined its captors with what could only be considered murderous hostility.
There was a frightening sort of beauty about the creature as the flames formed
into what almost looked like hair. It struggled to get free from the ropes, but
thankfully the knots held and it didn't have enough strength to break the
bindings.
They could only hope the suit would contain the flames so the ropes weren't
burned.
It noticed Turaiw and nailed its eyes on him. The man let out a small yelp
and looked petrified.
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“Morhenra, why are you here?” the creature said in almost perfect Gardless.
Only the first word was something neither Turaiw nor Elir could understand. Its
voice was deep and had the sort of hum that any large fire produces. It took
another look around at the stunned faces surrounding it. It turned to Turaiw
once more. “Why have you brought these others with you? They are not of this
world.”
“Why did you attack us?” asked Elir. The others turned to look at her, but
she could only shrug her shoulders. The question had left her lips without her
thinking.
The Fireborn laughed, or at least that was how they interpreted it. It was like
someone had thrown a sap laden log into a fire. “This is a place of the Naredain.
You have no business here.”
Elir translated the response to the others all the while the Fireborn stared at
her with its glowing eyes. It was unsettling to say the least. Finally it turned its
attention back to Turaiw and repeated the original question.
“As you said these others are not of my world,” Turaiw replied with a shaky
voice. “They came from another world and are now stranded here.” The man
swallowed hard before continuing. “It is this structure that is the reason why they
are stuck and why they are here.”
Again, the Fireborn laughed. It looked past the Gardless and at the ship
hovering behind him. “Such primitive use of the energies. Such waste. You do not
deserve to go home.”
“Deserve it or not, we are going home,” said Elir firmly after translating its
words. “If you wish this structure to stand after we are done you will help us by
shutting down what ever is pulling in all the magical energies.”
“You have no idea what you are dealing with,” the creature replied and the
flames on it flared up a bit. A sign of irritation?
“Then why don't you tell us so we can decide for ourselves?” the priestess
demanded. She met the Fireborn's gaze with steady eyes and did not back down
an inch.
“You are nothing but specks of dust to me,” it replied with a crackling in its
voice that could have been a sign of amusement.
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“Well these specks of dust beat you and tied you down,” said Elir calmly.
“We are capable of much more than that.”
Her words were once more received with laughter.
“Elwar, why don't you conjure up some water and dump it on this thing?”
asked Elir. It seemed like the logical assumption; a being of fire fearing water. It
would partly explain why it wore such an elaborate protective suit. A larger part
was likely that it offered protection against any and all threats its wearer might
face.
“What? You want to torture it?” asked Elir in a surprised voice. It sounded
highly uncharacteristic of the priestess.
The look on Elirs face was one of shock. She had not expected her
suggestion to be seen in such light. “No, you dolt,” she replied quickly. “I just
want to scare it.”
“Why not just use this then?” asked Elwar and produced a water container
from under his robe. He shook it and the sloshing water could clearly be heard
even by their prisoner. Its eyes nailed themselves to the container that very
moment and you could sense a change in its attitude. The arrogance had melted
away some and a little bit of humility took its place.
Elir took the container from the wizard and opened it. She took a long gulp
of water from it, ensuring their prisoner got a good view of the flowing water. She
turned to the Fireborn and grinned. “You want some?” she asked in Gardless.
The flames flared up a little, but settled down quickly. “You would not dare,”
the Fireborn replied. Clearly it had thought about the situation and reached the
inevitable conclusion in its mind. Elir was pleased to note that its voice had toned
down the arrogance.
“Wouldn't we?” asked Elir. “We are stranded in a world that is foreign to us
and you hold the key to our way home. You think there is anything we wouldn't
do to get home?” her voice was void of emotion. It was an act, but she performed
masterfully at it.
The Fireborn seemed to think on it for a moment and gave Elir the
opportunity to translate their exchange to the others.
“Do you think we'll really get something out of it?” asked Elwar as the
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priestess finished her translation.
“We have to try,” she replied and got a nod of approval from both Troen and
Yerny. Turaiw was still looking horrified at the entire situation while Reyes and
Travis seemed to take everything in stride.
“What if we get nothing?” asked Elwar. “Will we really resort to torture?”
Elir hesitated. She had meant it when she said it was only a threat. But
what choice were they left with if the flaming figure didn't cooperate? They would
be stuck in this for far longer than any of them wanted. Still, she had to rely on
the teachings of her Order. There was no room to torture anyone in them, not
even someone who just killed one of your comrades.
Finally, the priestess shook her head. “I don't think that is who we are, is
it?”
“Not after all we have been through,” added Elwar with a relieved voice. He
had worried that his friends might have grown cold and willing to do such things
after everything. And they were so close to getting home that desperate measures
might suddenly have become acceptable.
“Let's hope the threats are enough to make our prisoner talk,” said Troen
and aimed his eyes at the fiery creature. He glanced around the group with a
slightly worried expression. They were out in the open, even more vulnerable than
they had been by the wall.
“If he doesn't talk soon we'll drag him to the ship and take our time with it,”
he added. The words made some of the crewmen feel more at ease. They had
began to fear they would be standing out in the open for the rest of the day.
“What do you want from me?” asked the Fireborn. There was more curiosity
in its voice than fear.
“We want to know how we can shut down what ever it is that's gathering all
the energies into this valley,” replied Elir.
There was a laugh once more from their prisoner.
“You can't shut it off,” it said with glee. “You will have to destroy the entire
structure and die in the explosion that will inevitably come from it.”
“Why have you made it that way?” asked Elir with genuine curiosity. It
seemed like madness to construct something you could not shut down.
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“That is the degree of our commitment to gathering the energies for our use,”
replied the Fireborn. Its eyes burned as it stared at Elir.
“What do you need the energies for?” the priestess demanded. What could
demand such massive amounts of it?
“To make the world whole again,” came the reply from the prisoner.
Elir turned to look at Turaiw as the man let out a whimper. The horrified
look on his face was beginning to borderline on madness. She turned her
attention back to the Fireborn, hoping the reaction by Turaiw to be based on
simple myth and not reality.
“What do you mean by that?” she demanded.
There was what she could only believe to be a sigh. “You do not know. None
of you do,” the Fireborn shook his head. “The world was shattered when it began.
Where there had been one there were now many. The elements split into their
own worlds while some seeped through to this one. We used to be of the plane of
fire, but we were spat into this cold world by a series of unfortunate events.”
“We gather the energies from many places so we may make the world whole
again. We need the energies to bring the plane of fire here. After that we will have
enough to bring all the other planes together into one. That is how it should be.”
The sheer scale of the Fireborn's plan was hard to comprehend, let alone the
full implications of it, but even on first hearing of it it was clear that what they
were aiming to do would mean the destruction of the world as it currently stood.
It took a moment for Elir to fully recover from the stun the story had
delivered. A bit hesitantly she began to translate it to her friends and as she did
the same sort of expression grew on each of their faces. Not even in their wildest
nightmares had any of them seen such an possibility open before them.
It would be utter destruction if the Fireborn could deliver on their plan.
“Grab that thing and let's get back to the ship,” ordered Troen grimly. He
looked less disturbed by the threat than anyone else in the group. His words
pulled the rest together as well and the crewmen grabbed the prisoner and began
hauling it towards the ship.
The rest followed, the story of the Fireborn weighing in their minds, but still
more worried about finding a way home.
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Chapter 18
How do you react to the knowledge that someone is looking to destroy all that
exists in all the worlds? All the planes of existence? When you know they just
might have the means to do it? The scale of such an event is beyond any one
persons imagination. You can not wrap your head around what all it entails.
So you end up not worrying about it. You focus on things you can actually do.
 Elir Ardanwen
Official record keeper

“S

o what do we do?” asked Troen. It was a question that had
been thrown around a lot in the hours following their return
to The Wind Saber. Few were the times it had received any

sort of an viable answer.
They had taken off from the platform as soon as everyone had gotten on
board. The crew had taken the loss of yet another member with a certain degree
of apathy which was a bit worrying. Were they getting used to losing their
friends?
The ship now circled the structure at a safe distance. Some features of the
structure had become more apparent as they rose up to the same level as its top.
Looking at it downwards revealed it to be a bit like an artichoke in that there were
multiple layers to it and the central section was the tallest. On top of it they could
see an array of long, metal poles and discs. What they were was anyone’s guess,
but no one though them to be mere decorations.
There had been no visible response from it to the capture of one of its
inhabitants. It was almost as if there was no one else there. Or maybe they just
did not care about the loss of a single member. It was unlikely that the incident
had gone unnoticed by others inside.
The leader group had gathered in the command room to ponder what to do.
Their prisoner had been secured in one of the empty storage rooms and was
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under heavy guard with buckets of water nearby. They still had no idea whether
water had any effect on the Fireborn, but at least it seemed to unnerve the
creature so they kept lots of it close by, just in case.
Elir and Elwar had spent a few hours questioning it further, hoping to get
some hints on what they could do to make it home. They had basically ignored
the revelation of them wanting to destroy everything in existence. That was
something they could do nothing about in the current situation.
It had not been a completely fruitless conversation. They had learned some
important things and a few nuggets of information that just might give them a
chance to get home.
“Our reluctant passenger did give us a few bits of information,” replied Elwar
while looking on at the structure from the windows.
“Such as?” asked Yerny. The gnome did not look overly shaken up by the
events. Not like Turaiw, who had closed himself in his quarters while mumbling
prayers.
“Well, for one, that we can't shut down what ever that thing is,” said Elwar
and pointed to the large metal structure.
“That's not exactly helpful to us,” pointed out Elir and brushed away her
braided hair. It had dangled down her chest.
“It does remove an option from us. We don't need to waste time to consider it
any more,” said Elwar. “But more importantly, we did learn that there are some
controls inside that structure.”
“How does that help us?” asked Troen.
“If there are control that means we can direct the energy gathering process
in some way,” explained the wizard enthusiastically. “We might be able to direct
more energy to the ship. We might be able to use the controls to open a portal
with the structure instead of our ship.”
“That is if we first get inside that thing and then have time to figure out the
controls,” pointed out Yerny. Even the first part seemed like a tall order
considering the earlier events. For all they knew there could be hundreds of
Fireborn inside the structure, all armed and armoured similarly to their prisoner.
They would have no chance against such force.
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“We have to try, don't we?” asked Elwar. They had little options left. They
had found what they were looking for and now they had to figure out how to
make use of it. They had no other leads, no other places to go look for a key. This
was their only way home.
The others looked a lot more hesitant than the the wizard. They knew that
any attempt to get inside the structure was likely to lead to more deaths. How
many would they be willing to sacrifice to get back home? They were not the
Gardless who could throw hundreds of lives away just to gain a foot of ground
from their enemy.
“How would we get inside the structure?” asked Troen, hoping finding the
answer would take the thoughts away from the second part of the plan.
“We know there's a door,” said Elwar. “It's only a matter of finding it and
figuring out how to open it. And we have someone who can tell us all of that.”
“I doubt we'll get that information just by asking,” said Yerny pointedly.
While the prisoner had given some information, there were subjects that were met
with a stone wall of silence. The only reason the controls had been mentioned
was because it was unlikely they would get inside in the first place.
“It doesn't hurt to try, does it?” asked Troen.
“Not like we have anything to lose,” added Elir.
There was a moment of silence as everyone contemplated the situation. They
needed a decision on what to do for they could not keep circling the structure
forever. Either they would try and enter it or they would have to fly away and
search for an alternate way of getting home. The latter of the options did not look
too appealing to any of them.
In the end the decision was made.
They would try and get the information from the Fireborn.







The group cautiously made its way towards the tower. The Fireborn walked
in the middle of them, its hands tied, but they had made the concession of letting
him walk on his own. They could not afford to waste time in carrying it and at the
same time they were forced to take it with them.
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No one else could open the door.
Getting the information had taken countless hours of persuasion and
intimidation from Elir and Elwar. Even then they were not entirely certain they
were not being lured into a trap by their prisoner. He – at least that's the
conclusion they had come to as for its gender – could well have planned to lure
them inside so his comrades could set him free and, in turn, take them as
prisoners.
Reyes and Travis led the group and were closely followed by the usual
leadership crowd and the rest of the crewmen who'd been chosen for this
incursion into the tower. They looked around nervously, weapons in hand. They
were determined not to be surprised this time.
Elir had the Rune Caster drawn and loaded with a water element infused
bullet. Her customary adventuring clothes were seeing use once more and her
braided hair was tied tightly behind her so as to not get in the way.
Elward had made preparations and had several spells at the ready that he
could throw at anything coming their way.
Yerny was perhaps the least prepared in the group. He did not have any
weapons nor could he wield magic. Then again, it was unlikely he'd be much use
in battle anyway due to his size. That, and he was not exactly the fighting sort of
personality.
Troen stepped along with confidence and void of the reluctance some the
crewmen were showing. Of course, it was an act to give the men a good example
to follow. Deep down the elf had all the same doubts and fears as the rest of
them.
They had tried to get Turaiw to come with them, but the man had refused to
leave his cabin. He was terrified of the consequences going into the tower would
have on them and even tried to talk them out of it. He reiterated many of the
legends surrounding the Fireborn and how few if any ever returned to tell the tale
of encountering them.
In the face of not being able to get back home, his argument fell on ears that
had already heard the arguments and discarded them. So they moved without
him.
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They reached the grey metal wall without incident and quickly spread out so
everyone was hugging the wall. They left an space where the door was and Elir
instructed their prisoner to do his thing and open it.
He had claimed his suit combined with himself was the only way to open the
door. If they took the suit off him completely it would not work as it required the
heat produced by him as well as some intricate control that even Elwar would be
unable to achieve with any sort of fire magic.
The prisoner pressed his suit covered hand against the wall and focused.
The flames around his head flared up and began a mesmerizing dance until they
calmed down as quickly as they had started.
The door opened up silently.
The group entered cautiously. They were pleased to find that the room they
entered was large and well lit. There were metal crates and and shelves lining the
walls which made sense for it being the first room out of a landing platform.
The full extent of the Fireborn's plan and reach still eluded them, but what
they had uncovered was enough to make them realize they were not dealing with
a group that was confined only to Ardaw.
To the Fireborn sailing through the darkness was as ordinary as sailing the
seas. They were spread out over a multitude of worlds and used each of them to
harvest the magical energies. The exact numbers eluded them, but the sense that
they were dealing with something far greater than any of them could imagine
remained strong for all of them.
“Where's the control room?” demanded Elir from the prisoner. There were
two doors leading out from the room, in opposite directions. The crewmen had
already taken aim at both, ready to take down anyone coming through.
Reyes and Travis flanked the priestess, both looking grim. They did not like
her coming along, but as always it seemed she was irreplaceable to get things
done. It was a trait they were starting to hate as it made it that much harder –
and dangerous – to uphold the promise they had made.
The prisoner nodded towards the door on the left. “That will take you to an
corridor that will lead to the control room.” His voice crackled like a fire made
from wet wood. Clearly, he still had reservations about playing his part in the
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whole thing.
They moved on though the door. It slid open without their prisoners
assistance and without anyone touching it. All they had to do was get close to it
and it opened itself. Had the Fireborn not insisted that nothing they did used
magic they would have not believed it to be anything else but that.
Now, they wondered how it was done.
The door led to a corridor wide enough to let five people walk next to each
other. There were lights on the ceiling that lit up the entire length of the way.
They saw windows that showed them the outside as clearly as if there was
nothing in between them. How they could make it so you could not see inside
from the outside was a mystery, one that Yerny found most intriguing. He
examined the windows as closely as he could without falling behind the rest of
the group.
There were doors lining the inside wall. The group took great care as they
passed them so as to not cause them to automatically open. They did not wish to
find themselves facing even an surprised Fireborn who could still raise an alarm.
There was an odd feeling atmosphere inside the structure. They could hear
silent humming noises all around them and there was a smell in the air that was
foreign to them. Contrary to their expectations the inside of the structure was not
hot and it seemed as if though there were devices in place to keep the air from
getting too warm as they could see grated openings in the walls that pushed out
cooler air.
It made for a comfortable feel.
“Why is it so cool in here?” asked Elir of their prisoner in a hushed voice. “I'd
have thought it'd be hot.”
“Hot or cold doesn't really matter to us,” replied the Fireborn in its crackling
voice. “For many other things it does and a cool temperature is something a lot of
things can handle.”
She had to wonder what other things he meant, but did not ask. It was not
exactly the ideal place to start a conversation and she had already drawn a frown
from Troen as their prisoner had answered in his normal tone of voice instead of
a hushed one.
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The hallway curved along with the outside of the building and seemed to
continue on around the entire structure. They were starting to suspect that if
they walked on long enough they'd end up right back where they started.
“Where's the control room?” demanded Elir at the behest of Troen as they
had walked for what seemed like forever.
“Just two more doors and we'll move off the corridor,” replied the Fireborn.
They advanced nervously and entered through the door they were pointed to.
There were strange writings on a sign that was very visibly attached to the door,
but even for Elir it was impossible to interpret what it said. It led to a small room
with a table and some chairs. It was striking to see the creatures of fire still used
similar sort of furniture, albeit they were made from some other material than
wood or metal. All they could guess was that they were made of some sort of
ceramic material that was more sturdy than simple clay.
The room had one door leading out of it on the opposite side, which would
take them deeper to the core of the structure. There was barely enough room to
fit the entire group to where they were now so they quickly proceeded further
ahead, following the instructions of their prisoner.
The following room was much larger and reminded them of some sort of an
assembly hall a royal palace might have. While it lacked the abundant
decorations any such place would normally have, there was the unmistakable
atmosphere that you were waiting to see someone – or something – important.
The roof was high above them and even in the well lit surroundings it was
difficult to tell the details of it.
“We have to go up,” said their prisoner, jolting everyone out of their awe of
the room they had entered.
“How do we do that?” asked Elir. There were no staircases visible.
“We use those lifts,” replied the Fireborn and pointed to a group of
cylindrical tubes that disappeared all the way up through the roof above. They
were large enough to fit ten people in at once and there was a row of five of them
on the wall.
Elir conveyed the message to the group and they advanced on the strange
looking contraptions. They found one of the tubes empty and without a floor. As
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Elwar braved it and looked down, he had to say he could not see where the
bottom was nor where the roof was.
On all the others they found a platform that fit the tube so perfectly it might
as well have been the permanent floor. They crammed as much of themselves into
a single tube, but even then they had to split up. At the same time, both groups
pressed the button they were instructed to on a control panel on the wall.
The floor began to push upward, taking them with it.
“Not that different from the transport discs we have at the Towers of Magic,”
noted Elwar as the disc hummed upwards at a speed that made them all feel the
pressure at the bottom of their feet. The Towers of Magic used stone discs that
were moved by air elementals to transport people up and down the tall
structures. “Of course, ours work without buttons,” he added with a slight feel of
superiority.
The remark made Yerny roll his eyes.
Still, it was yet another impressive thing that worked without magic. Another
mystery that would nag all of them for accomplishing such feats without the use
of magic seemed impossible.
The lifts came to a halt and everyone moved out cautiously. Both of the discs
arrived at about the same time which was a good sign. It would have been a
perfect opportunity for their prisoner to try and separate the group.
They had arrived at a room that looked almost identical to the one they had
left, albeit it seemed smaller, which made sense since the structure narrowed
down as it went higher. Still, it gave them a moment of pause to consider whether
they had actually moved at all.
“How much further is it?” demanded Elir as the crewmen spread out to
secure every inch of the room.
“Just two more doors,” replied the prisoner once more. It seemed their
destination was always two doors away.
“You better not be leading us to another 'two doors away',” said Elir in a
voice that teemed with suspicion and accusation. Yerny was close enough to hear
her words and gave her a concerned look despite not understanding the words.
She simply shook her head to indicate there was nothing to worry about.
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The Fireborn seemed to smile briefly and the flames danced around his head
a bit more vigorously, but other than that there was no reaction out of him, save
for pointing out the next door they should go through. There were five doors to
choose from so they were lucky to have him along to guide them. Otherwise they
would have ended up wandering the corridors for who knows how long.
“This place gives me the creeps,” whispered Travis as he and Reyes made
their way towards the door. They were the lead in securing any doors they had to
pass through.
Reyes could not help but nod in agreement. “It's way too empty for
something this big,” he whispered back. “How come we haven't seen anyone
else?”
“Exactly,” agreed Travis as they got close enough to the door for it to open.
“It's like a ghost ship drifting at sea.”
They hushed down as the door opened and peered through. Both gripped
their Gardless provided rifles tighter. It was another small room with tables and
chairs and other furniture you might expect to find in any merchants office.
“Empty,” muttered Travis. “Why are they always empty?”
The two moved into the room to ensure it really was empty. They looked
under the tables and prodded every corner that might hide something or
someone.
They found nothing.
“You think our prisoner's the only one here?” asked Reyes as the two
motioned for the rest that it was all right to come in.
Travis spluttered. “Wouldn't put it past it seeing as how things have been so
far.”
Both men got a meaningful eye from Troen as he walked past them. His
sensitive ears had heard every word they had said. While he shared some of the
same thoughts they had been too noisy to his liking. He expected better from the
two men.
The room only had a single door leading out of it which meant their goal was
behind it – assuming their prisoner had not lied to them. Elir found her heart
racing as the men began to move towards the door to open it. What was behind it
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would be their salvation. Provided they could figure it out.
She glanced at Yerny and Elwar, the two who were most likely to have a
chance at cracking it. The Fireborn would be unlikely to offer them much
assistance in figuring out the controls. A few hints was the best they could hope
for and even that would be stretching it. Given that Elir was having trouble
reading even the signs on the doors it was unlikely she would be able to read any
sort of instructions that the controls might have on them.
But they had to try.
The sound of the door sliding open pulled her from her thoughts and forced
her to focus on the present once more. She saw Travis and Reyes enter the next
room and a few moments later they signalled the rest of them to come through.
The room was nothing like they had ever seen before. The wall opposite to
the door was dominated by a huge window that gave a panoramic view of the
outside. They could see there was a large landing platform right outside, much
larger than the one they had landed on. You could have fit ten Wind Sabers on
the platform, back to back, and still have room for more.
Why had the Fireborn not instructed them to land on it? It looked to be
closer than the one they had used. Elir shook her head. Too many things to
distract her from matters at hand.
The room itself was staggered, slowly descending in sections. Each section
had rows of tables and chairs as well as images and text seemingly floating in the
air. They could see lines of text run by on one screen and images from empty
corridors flick through on another.
Each table had all sorts of buttons on them, some flashing, others a dull
grey. Much of it was incomprehensible to the small group that had barged in.
They felt like ants as they began to realize how large the difference between them
and the Fireborn truly was.
“Which ones are the controls for the energy gathering?” demanded Elir of
their prisoner after having come to grips with what she was looking at.
“All of them,” came the amused answer from the Fireborn.
Elir's heart sank. There were tens of stations that could each need tinkering
to get the result they had come seeking. Even the most optimistic person would
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have broken down in tears upon hearing it. There was no chance they would be
able to change anything according to their desires.
She shared the grim news with the rest of the group and watched as Elwar
and Yerny went over some of the controls. She tried to make sense of the writings
on the see through screen and buttons, but it was no use. The text was nothing
like she had seen before.
“How are we supposed to figure this all out?” she asked of Elwar and Yerny.
The two exchanged concerned looks, a clear sign neither of them was feeling
overly certain they could figure it out. “We've only been at it for a few minutes,”
said Elwar trying to sound calm and certain. “It could take days to get to the
bottom of it all.”
“Do we have that much time?” asked Elir. She could not help but think they
were not really alone in the structure and that staying for any prolonged period
was certain to call trouble to them.
“We'll have to make enough time,” said Yerny firmly. “We have no other
choice.”
“And how do you propose we do that?” demanded Elir. She was not happy
about how uncertain and poorly planned the expedition had become. They had
expected much simpler controls that were concentrated into one or two spots.
The complexity of it had thrown all the plans out the window along with the bath
water.
She looked around herself and saw various crewmen exploring the large
room. Some had gone to the large window and were looking out at the scenery
and the huge landing platform. She saw Reyes and Travis standing together and
talking, no doubt sharing the same concerns she had about their long term stay.
“We'll just have to take things as they come,” said Elwar in a calming voice.
“You can't plan or prepare for everything. That much we should have learned on
this journey.”
The priestess had to admit that if the journey had one lesson it had taught
them, it was that plans could fail no matter how well they were thought out and
prepared for. Something unexpected could always happen that yanked the carpet
from under you.
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“I still don't like being forced to improvise,” replied Elir grumpily.
“Come with me,” said Troen as he got next to her. “Leave the two of them to
work in peace.”
Reluctantly and with a deep frown on her face she followed the elf to the
large window that offered a spectacular view. Even in their present situation she
could appreciate it.
“Don't worry. We'll figure this out,” the captain said and gave her an
encouraging smile. “They'll figure it out,” he added and looked towards Elwar and
Yerny who were busily hovering over the control stations.
“If only our prisoner was more cooperative,” sighed Elir and scowled at the
Fireborn. There were four crewmen nearby it. It seemed more interested in what
Elwar and Yerny were doing than anything else. Perhaps it feared they might
actually figure out the controls.
“Well, there's not much we can do about it,” said Troen, knowing full well
that they could use the water threat, but that the morals of the people involved
would not allow for it. No matter what the Fireborn were or what they were
planning, torturing the information out of him did not sit well with any of them.
“I could still try talking to him,” said Elir with slight hope in her voice. “It's
not going to hurt anything.”
Troen nodded and watched as the priestess made her way to the prisoner.
He doubted she would get anything new out of him, but like she had said, what
would they lose by trying? Only time and that was something they had enough to
spare.
“How are things looking, captain?” came a question from behind him. He did
not need to turn around to see who it was. The voice of Reyes was familiar
enough for him.
“It's looking like it'll take a while,” he replied and turned to look at the man.
He found Travis standing there right next to him as well, which was no surprise.
The two seemed nearly inseparable and given everything they had gone through,
it was not surprising such a comradely had formed between them. Add in Millard
and you had the three men of the crew who would stand together against
anything thrown at them and they'd do it with equal determination.
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Troen considered Elir to be lucky that she had gotten such men to feel so
protective of her.
“Do you think this'll be our ticket home?” asked Travis as he looked out the
window. There was a mixture of anxiety and wonderment on the young lads face.
“I hope so,” replied the captain, not wanting to give false hope to the men.
Being too optimistic had a way of landing you in trouble later on.
The answer seemed to satisfy the young man and they stood is silence for
some time before all of them noticed the same, worrying thing.
A ship was landing on the platform outside the window.
It was not made of wood nor was it a sailing ship. In fact, calling it a ship at
all seemed misleading. It looked to be made of the same material as the structure
they were in. It was hard to tell the shape of it as it started to cover much of the
view the window offered. By their estimate it left almost no room on the large
platform it was landing on.
The best they could determine was that the craft was vaguely triangle
shaped with bumps and out reaching parts to it. It was landing with one of the
long sides towards the structure while the nose looked to be pointed away from it.
They could see hatches open at the bottom of it and metallic legs protrude out of
them to make it stand on the ground.
There were no visible windows on. They could see small jets of fire rush out
in places, no doubt to slow the ship down as it neared the platform. Had they
been outside the roar of them would no doubt have been deafening.
“So much for having time,” muttered Troen in awe as he watched the craft
touch down.
The rest of the expedition began to notice the landing monstrosity as it
blocked the sunlight that came through the window and slightly dimmed the
room. Everyone dropped what they were doing as their attention was drawn to
watch in awe at the massive flying thing.
“What is that?” demanded Elir from their prisoner as she recovered from the
initial shock.
The Fireborn laughed. “My crew,” he responded in a voice that sounded like
a raging forest fire.
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“I don't understand,” said Elir. “Explain.”
“I was here alone,” admitted the Fireborn. “I was the lone guardian because
the rest of the crew was needed elsewhere to tend to an..emergency. Now, they
have returned.”
Cold shivers ran down the priestesses spine. They had been played for time.
They had been lured away from their only means of escape and split into two
groups that were unlikely to hold against so many on their own.
It all made sense now.
How it had been so easy to fly to the structure and how they had seen no
one despite circling around it several times. With all they had seen she had no
doubt they would have something that could have shot down their ship with little
trouble. Why they had not encountered anyone else was instantly explained and
made her feel like a fool for not questioning that fact more.
“You lied to us!” she accused their prisoner, though she knew it to be futile.
It would not change anything.
The Fireborn simply laughed.
Elir looked around herself helplessly. She saw the crewmen point out the
window at the craft and many of them gathered in small groups. To her relief she
saw Reyes, Travis and Troen walking towards her.
To her surprise it was Reyes that first spoke.
“Is he talking?” the man demanded with a voice full of foreboding.
“No,” admitted Elir with slight worry as to what the man was getting at.
Reyes held out his hand and Travis placed a water container on it. The man
popped it open looked at Elir with as serious an expression as she had ever seen
on anyone.
“Tell that thing that unless we get what we want I will pour this water on
him,” said Reyes with certainty in his voice.
“You can't be serious,” said Elir in a firm tone. She was not about to condone
the use of such tactics, even in the face of the current situation they were in.
Reyes grinned wickedly, “I'm as serious as I get. Either you tell him or I pour
the water without giving him the chance to save his skin.”
Elir gave Troen and Travis a pleading look, but neither of them offered any
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sort of support to her position. They were both in cahoots with Reyes it seemed.
She had thought she knew all three of them to be better men than that, but it
seemed that when it came right down to it, they would falter on their principles.
If they even had them to begin with.
“Fine, I'll tell him,” she said in a voice that left no doubt in the minds of the
men that she was not pleased.
The Fireborn turned apprehensive as he heard the threat, but refused to
offer any more assistance to them. Elir told the three men as much.
“Fine, if that's the way he wants to play it,” muttered Reyes and brought the
water container over the Fireborn's head and poured out some water. In sizzled
as it hit the flames and the Fireborn seemed unconcerned, but as the water kept
pouring and found its way to the cracks of its skin the effect was immediate and
drastic.
The flames around its head puttered out and screams of pain began to
emerge from its lips. Where the water was being poured, new cracks appeared on
its skin and made the water even more effective.
“Stop! Stop! I'll help you!” the prisoner screamed and Elir quickly told Reyes
to do so.
“How do we get enough energy to our ship now?” asked Elir from Elwar who
had walked over as the screams had started. The situation had changed and they
no longer had the luxury of being able to wait around for the ship to recharge in a
normal fashion.
“If the structure can draw energy it would make sense that it can put it out
as well,” pondered the wizard. “Our best bet is to have it point as much energy as
it can to The Wind Saber. That should make the recharge process much
quicker.”
Elir nodded and started to ask the prisoner the questions. As she did, she
glanced out the window. The craft had now fully landed and a door had opened
with a ramp that led down to the landing platform. She could see several suited
figures emerging from inside, though it did not look like they were in a hurry.
“Yes, yes, it can be done,” the Fireborn muttered, his otherwise fiery voice
sounding muddled. The flames around his head had not returned. Instead, there
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was smoke rising from the cracks in his skin,
“Then make the needed changes,” said Elir in a firm voice and allowed Reyes
and Travis to lead the prisoner to the controls. “And don't try anything clever,”
she added as the Fireborn went to work pushing buttons and entering commands
that quickly scrolled away at the screen before them. “We've got plenty of water.”
It disgusted her to fling such threats, especially after seeing the effect the
water had, but the dice had been rolled and fighting against it would only be
detrimental in the present situation.
She was not about to become the person who prevented their return home.
The Fireborn grunted something she could not make out and continued to
work. They moved to another control station as he indicated his work to be done
on the current one. Thankfully it did not seem to take him long to put in all the
commands that were needed.
The crewmen looked around nervously and guarded the door as their
prisoner worked to send them home. They were wary whether he'd come through
for them after being treated in such a way, but there was no choice left.
It seemed they never had much in the way of choices.
Perhaps even more nervously the crewmen at the windows looked on as
more and more suited figures emerged from the craft. So far they had counted
thirty of them and it did not look like the vessel was even beginning to empty out.
How many were there? Given the size of the thing and the structure there could
be thousands and when even a single one could give them enough trouble. They
would have no chance against all of them.
“He done yet?” demanded Yerny as he looked on nervously at the army that
was marching out onto the platform. He had no desire to encounter even a single
one of them and they were quickly running out of time to sneak out unnoticed.
“One more left,” replied Elir as they moved to the last of the control stations.
It was apparent in her voice that she shared the same sense of urgency as the
gnome did.
“How are we going to get back to the ship?” asked Yerny, directing the
question to Troen.
The elf had a moment of concerned look on his face. Would they be able to
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return the same way they came in without running into the returning Fireborn?
Then again, what other choice did they have? They knew of no alternate route
and trusting their prisoner to guide them through another way was risky at best.
If there even was another way.
“We'll just have to retrace our steps,” the captain finally said. “I'll send a
couple of men in advance to ensure the route is open.” He was quick to gather a
few volunteers and send them off ahead. It didn't look like the main group would
be much behind as the Fireborn was working surprisingly fast now.
“Let's hope those on the platform stay there for a while longer,” said Yerny.
He was relieved to hear the crewmen at the window say that so far they had seen
no one enter the structure. It seemed they were all just gathering on the platform
and not in any hurry to get inside. Maybe they wanted to stretch their legs after a
long flight.
Yerny knew that feeling all too well after being on The Wind Saber a long
time without solid ground to walk on.
It was a tense few moments as they waited for the unwilling prisoner to
finish his work. The only noises in the room were the steady humming of the
various machines, the tapping of the keys as the Fireborn input the needed
commands and the few nervous words exchanged by the crewmen.
“I'm done,” their prisoner finally said and took a step back from the controls.
Elwar stepped in to examine what he had done, though he was far from certain
that he fully understood what had been done. Some of it had been very familiar
and he could grasp what was being done, but some had been so far beyond what
he had ever seen that there was no way to be certain the Fireborn had done what
he had said he would.
Still, maintaining some resemblance of understanding might keep him on
the straight path.
“What energy the structure collects is now being directed at our ship?”
demanded Elir to ensure their wishes had been understood and executed as
hoped for.
The Fireborn nodded. The flames around his head were slowly starting to
return, a sign that the damage done by the water was slowly but surely being
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undone. Still, the new cracks in its skin remained.
Elir glanced at Elwar, hoping the wizard would be able to confirm that their
prisoner had indeed done what was promised. She got a shrug of his shoulders as
a response along with a less than certain nod.
“How long until we can open a portal with our ship?” asked Troen from the
wizard.
“With the energy amount this structure moves about, we probably already
can,” came the reply. The only reason it took The Wind Saber weeks to gather
enough energy to open a portal was the fact it had to pull in the energy from its
surroundings, which usually had a very limited amount of it. Here, the very air
was saturated with it and now that the structure was actively pushing it all
towards the ship, it would not take long to recharge fully.
The captain nodded with approval. It was likely they would have to get
moving the moment they got onboard the ship.
“Let's get moving then,” he said and the crewmen began to take formation.
“What do we do with him?” asked Elir, referring to their prisoner.
“We take him with us,” said Reyes in a grim voice. “If it comes down to it, we
can maybe use him to get through his buddies.”
Troen nodded approvingly. “At least as far as our ship. After that, I don't
think we have a need for him.”
The crewmen surrounded their prisoner once more and began to shove him
towards the door. Elir looked on helplessly as the situation went further and
further away from her comfort zone. Torture, using a prisoner as a shield; these
were things she would have expected from lowly orcs or other creatures more
close to beast than man, but here she was among men who she had felt immense
respect for, doing these very things. She could not help but feel shame for it.
In a gloomy mood, she followed Reyes and Travis out of the room and
through the smaller one into the large hall. Before leaving, she took a last glimpse
through the window to see yet more Fireborn coming from the craft. She could
see a large crowd of them already standing on the platform.
It was a crowd she did not want to face and it made her think that perhaps
taking their prisoner with them was not such a bad idea after all. It might save
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everyone's life.
They went down with the transport tubes just as they had gotten up with
them. All the way the nervousness grew as they knew the further they got the
higher the chance they would run into the returning Fireborn.
The fact they had not already come into the structure was a miracle unto
itself. They had to have seen The Wind Saber parked at one of the landing
platforms. Maybe they assumed the single guardian they had left behind had
dealt with the matter. They had little reason not to think that.
There were sighs of relief as the transport tubes came to a halt and they
found the large hall as empty as when they had passed through it the first time.
The crewmen quickly spread out and went on to ensure the way was clear. It was
a small miracle they remembered which door they had come through. They had
passed through so many in places looking exactly alike.
They did not linger as they had when coming inside. Now, they wanted out
as quickly as possible so there was no time to stop and admire something. At a
brisk pace they made their way across the large hall and off through the small
room to the corridor that led back to their ship. All the while they were alert and
on their toes for any sign of the returning Fireborn.
As they passed the windows dotting the corridor they glanced outside despite
knowing the platform where the craft had landed was high above them and could
not be seen from there.
They were all a bit surprised they made it back to the small room that
separated the platform they had landed on from the inside of the structure. Given
that the Fireborn had landed much higher it was perhaps expected that they had
not had time to get to the lower levels of the structure yet. Maybe they had even
missed The Wind Saber and that's why they had not been in a hurry to get inside.
“Finally a bit of luck,” muttered Yerny loud enough for everyone in the room
to hear him. The remark was met with relieved laughter as they began to realize
they had made it. It relieved the tension that had been building up all through
their venture inside the structure.
Still, as the crewmen opened the door and the familiar shape of their ship
came to view, Elir could not help but feel that home was still far away.
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Chapter 19
The Fireborn were a mystery. Their claim of not using magic made everything
they had accomplished that much more jaw dropping. They were doing things we
could not even dream about. One can not help but feel like a newborn baby when
faced with the advances they have made by using mechanical devices instead of
the power of magic.
I can only hope they never find our world for it would spell disaster for us all.
 Elir Ardanwen
Official record keeper

T

hey had abandoned their prisoner outside on the platform. He was
once more tied down so that he could not move, but his comrades
were bound to find him sooner lather than later. They would

certainly be curious where the sole guardian had disappeared and begin a search
immediately.
It had not taken long for the exploration group to board the ship and fan out
to their usual positions. As they did so those that had remained on the ship
shared how they had seen the Fireborn vessel approach and land high above.
Millard and Rodil had had to use some stern words to keep a few of the crew at
bay for they wanted to fly out the moment they saw the huge craft appear on the
horizon.
Every crew had such men; those willing to abandon their comrades to save
themselves. Usually a few stern words were enough to give them the courage they
needed to face what they wanted to run away from.
“How do our energy levels look like?” demanded Elwar as soon as he got on
in the control room. Elir, Yerny and Troen followed closely behind him.
Reyes and Travis had both gone on to see to their normal duties in getting
the ship ready for flight.
“It's amazing,” said Rodil sounding perplexed. “One moment they were as
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level as always then the next they shot up and went all the way to the top within
minutes.”
“Well, it seems our prisoner was not lying after all,” said Yerny. The relief
was evident on the faces of everyone in the room. They could well have been
tricked and now they would have been stuck in this world for who knows how
long.
“You made it happen?” asked Rodil, still sounding a bit surprised. Clearly,
he had not put much faith in the expedition being able to accomplish it so
quickly.
“I'll tell you all about it later,” replied Elwar and pushed himself to the metal
sheets and examined what the runes were telling him.
“Get the ship in the air,” ordered Troen and took his customary place by the
windows.
“Aye, captain,” echoed Millard and began to convey the orders. It did not
take long for men to be buzzing along the deck and climbing the masts to unfold
the sails. They could only hope they would be able to slip away unnoticed by the
Fireborn. Who knew what they would be able to throw at them.
“I suggest giving the protective runes as much power as we can spare,” said
Elir. “We don't know what they can shoot at us.”
Troen nodded at the suggestion and Elwar did as instructed. The runes
outside shone a bright blue as power rushed to them. The wizard actually had to
be very careful in how the energy was being distributed. The structure was
pushing so much of it at them that overloading the metal cubes was a distinct
possibility. The quick recharge might have already weakened some of them so he
took no chances and applied every change only after careful consideration.
“All decks reporting ready,” came the voice of Millard.
It had only taken a few minutes for the crew to get everything ready. It was
an testament to their abilities as well as to the situation they were facing. No
doubt everyone had squeezed out every last drop they had in them to get ready as
quickly as possible.
“Let's get airborne then,” said Troen and gave Elwar a nod. The wizard took a
moment to adjust some of the runes and then activated the ones that would lift
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the ship from the ground.
It was not the gentle climb they had grown accustomed to. It was a forceful
lift that felt like it pushed their innards to their feet and forced them to grab a
hold of what ever they could to remain standing. The strong push lasted for only
a moment for Elwar was quick to struggle to the controls and adjust the power,
but it was still enough to send many of the crew to their knees and staggering
around the decks.
“What happened?” demanded Troen from the wizard who was furiously
adjusting the controls.
Elwar shook his head. “The structure keeps pumping energy to us and it's
causing some surges in power. It's difficult to contain them without risking
breaking something.”
Troen cursed under his breath. “All right. Just try not to get us killed,” he
finally said and directed a stern look at the wizard.
“I'll try my best,” replied Elwar and returned to monitoring the metal slates
with Rodil. It looked like it had turned into a two man job with the problems they
were facing.
During the short burst the ship had risen a considerable amount and the
platform had been left far below. The wind picked up and snapped the sails to
their usual puffed out curve and pushed the ship onward. The helmsman had
already put them on a wide turn that would take them away from the structure
and towards the mountains they had come from.
Suddenly, the ship was rocked by what sounded like an large explosion. It
tilted enough to send men sliding down decks and making others grab for
anything solid they could hold on to remain upright. It took a while for the ship to
correct itself once more and allow the crew to get back to their posts.
“What was that?” asked Elir as she pulled herself up from the deck. Her
shoulder hurt like someone had brought a smiths hammer to it thinking it to be
red hot iron.
Yerny groaned and tried to get up, but after his vision blurred for a moment
he decided it was best to remain laying on the deck for a bit longer. His head
throbbed, telling him he had hit it hard on something. “That's what I'd like to
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know too,” he muttered.
Elwar and Rodil were scrambling to get back to the metal slates. They had
both been thrown from them and they had slid against the wall in a pile of limbs
and robes. They checked over things with a quickness that could be brought
about only by circumstances that felt life threatening.
“What happened?” demanded Troen, adding his voice to the chorus wanting
to hear an explanation. “Has the ship been damaged?”
“We got hit by something,” said Elwar with a concerned voice. “But the
protective runes are holding. Mainly because of the extra power we're getting from
the Fireborn structure.”
It was a disturbing thought. Had they not been receiving the extra energy,
would the ship have been damaged?
“Report from the front deck,” came Millard's voice. The bald man had a
scrape on his head that was bleeding, drawing a red line down his forehead, past
his right eye and down his cheek all the way to this chin.
“Let's hear it,” said Troen.
“The Fireborn structure has opened fire on us,” said Millard and listened for
more of the metallic voice echoing from the communication tube. “It's the same
sort of energy our former prisoner used against us. It hit us, but the protective
runes seemed to be able to repel most of it. They're reporting injuries due to the
tilting of the ship.”
“They're onto us then,” said Troen in a grim voice. Their hope of getting away
unnoticed had been crushed. It meant the ship would be under fire until they got
far away enough from the structure to open up a portal home. It also meant they
would not have much time left until they figured out they were feeding energy to
the very ship they wanted to pluck out of the sky. They would shut it down the
moment they figured it out and that would mean the ship might not be able to
withstand the fire coming against it.
“How long until we can open a portal home?” demanded Troen.
“A couple of minutes and the ship will have made the full turn,” reported the
helmsman.
The front of the ship had been facing the Fireborn structure. To open a
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portal they needed open space. They could not open it when facing something
solid like a mountain face or the metal structure. It just would not work and
could result in some catastrophic, unforeseen consequences that no one would
like to see.
“Do your best to avoid their fire,” instructed Troen and returned to the
windows to try and get a look at what was going on outside. The helmsman did
his best to carry out the order, but he had limited speed and space to work with –
more hits were likely to land on the ship.
The ship shuddered and tilted once more. Troen and Elir could see an energy
flash across the wooden cover of the middle deck. The runes shone brighter than
they had ever seen and – as far as they could tell – they had escaped with no
damage once more.
Yerny groaned on the deck floor and pulled himself up. The blurred vision
did not come this time and he managed to pull himself up to the windows in time
to see last of the energy dissipate from the middle deck.
“The power they wield is frightening,” he muttered, catching the attention of
Elir and Troen.
“Not enough to take us out,” said Troen confidently. He watched as the ship
slowly turned and the structure began to slip to the side. It seemed to take
forever for them to clear it and the increasing rate of fire they were being
subjected to did nothing to help that feeling.
Elir had trouble mustering as much confidence in their situation as the
captain did. She could not help but think they were not subjected to the full
power the Fireborn could throw at them. They were probably surprised the ship
had resisted their actions thus far.
The ship shuddered as yet another energy bolt struck it, followed closely
behind by another. The rate of fire was increasing and made for a bumpy ride,
but the protective runes seemed to be holding steady. The structure was now
almost completely off their field of vision and they were faced with nothing but
the mountain range in front of them.
“Can we open the portal now?” demanded Troen. Despite his confidence in
the ships ability to survive what was being thrown at it he did not want to risk it
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and a quick escape was the best option available. Besides, getting home was high
on everyone's list.
“Just need to finish up the calculations,” replied Elwar as he worked
furiously with Rodil over a sheet of paper riddled with numbers and all sorts of
figures.
“Do it quickly. We don't know what they'll throw at us next,” said Troen. He
was worried because the Fireborn had stopped shooting at them. The silence and
smooth flying felt eerie after the rough ride they had had.
An uncomfortable thought entered Yerny's mind and he hobbled over to the
metal slates. While he knew little of magic, he did understand the controls. Elwar
and Rodil were too busy with the calculations to pay proper attention to what the
controls were telling them.
It was as he had feared.
“They've reversed the effect of the structure,” he said in a grim voice and
loud enough for everyone to hear.
“What?” demanded Troen as Elwar and Rodil abandoned their paper and
took a look at what the gnome had pointed out.
“It's true,” admitted Elwar after a moment. “They're now pulling energy away
from us instead of feeding it.”
“At this rate we'll be where we started in no time,” added Rodil grimly as he
watched the energy levels sink lower and lower.
Troen cursed. “Make sure we open the portal before we run too low!”
The two wizards returned to finish their calculations. The ship was shaken
by an energy blast and even in the command room they could hear the sound of
wood snapping. They were no longer protected by the additional energy and the
protective runes were not enough after the constant barrage they had endured
earlier.
“Are you ready yet?” the captain demanded as another bolt of energy shook
the ship. Luckily, this time they did not hear the sounds of wood breaking.
The wizards spent one more moment on the paper before replying. “We're
ready,” said Elwar loudly to overcome the sound of yet another strike hitting
them.
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“Then open the damn thing and get us out of here!” shouted Troen. There
was actual concern in his voice as it was becoming clear the ship could fall apart
any time. The constant bombardment had done its job and weakened places
sufficiently.
Elwar quickly put in the needed commands while keeping an eye on the
energy levels. They were getting close to being too low to even open a portal so he
worked as quickly as he could and hoped that would be enough.
As the blue shimmer of the portal opening began to appear in front of the
ship everyone felt a wave of relief go through them. Now it would be too late to
stop them, and more importantly, they were on their way home. After enduring
everything the new world had thrown at them, they would finally get to return
home.
The Fireborn continued to fire on the ship, but it was not enough to stop
what had started. The portal opened completely and The Wind Saber slipped into
it like a lover would slip from under the bed sheets on a cold morning.
It was not until the ship was completely inside that most of the crew realized
they were safe and headed home. Even Elir felt a bit surreal as she watched
through the windows at the swirling blue through which they were travelling.
Then it disappeared and she had to blink a few times to get used to the
lesser light. As she regained her vision the sight before her almost made her tear
up.
There were the familiar floating layers of Ramyn; the high walls, tower tops
and the majesty of the imperial palace. The sun made the river below glitter like
newly fallen snow.
It was home.
She couldn't help but let out a laugh with a mixture of disbelief and joy. She
could hear everyone else in the room let out similar noises and finally it turned
into genuine laughter of joy. Turning around she saw Elwar hugging Rodil and
laughing as if he were a twelve year old boy who had just seen his little ship made
of bark survive the torrents of the local stream.
Even Yerny could not hide his delight and he was shaking Troen's hands
vigorously with a wide smile on his face. The captain looked equally pleased to be
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back in their own world. Millard and the helmsman were engaged in a similar
joyous embrace as Elwar and Rodil.
“We did it,” said Troen finally as the spontaneous celebrations began to die
down. “By the gods we did it. We're home.” The relief in his voice was so evident
that it resounded with everyone in the room. The tension of the minutes of frantic
escape was lifted with those simple words.
“Let's land this ship,” the captain said, echoing the feelings of everyone on
board.







Elir felt more comfortable sitting in the chair than she had felt anywhere else
during the past two days. After The Wind Saber had touched down in the very
harbour it had departed from the crew had been in a whirlwind of celebrations
and meetings.
They had been paraded through the streets of Ramyn like war heroes and
the crowds had cheered just as loudly, despite knowing very little of where they
had been and what they had done. Of course, rumours had already started to
circulate at that point, some exaggerated and some inaccurate while others were
surprisingly truthful.
You couldn't keep a sailors mouth shut for long once you hit home port.
Elir had been rushed to meet all sorts of people she never even dreamed of
getting the opportunity to see in person. Yerny, Elwar and Troen had been with
her in all the events as had Turaiw. The Gardless garnered a lot of attention and
Elir was needed to translate his words.
They had gotten to meet the Advisory Council and give them a quick account
of their journey. While they had brought with them some samples of plants and
other life they had encountered – Turaiw being the most prominent of them all –
Elir could not help but feel the Advisory Council would rather have seen them
return with cargo holds full of gold and other valuables.
Perhaps most amazing had been meeting the emperor during a formal dinner
and getting to exchange a few words with him. He was surprisingly curious about
their journey and asked some questions few would have had the mind to ask. Of
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deep concern to him were the Fireborn and he was not alone in that. The
Advisory Council had taken the news of them seriously and were considering
what measures needed to be taken to secure the empire against such an threat.
Now, most of the official celebrations had died down. Of course, there were
still invitations landing on her doorsteps from every which directions; from nobles
and wealthy merchants to simple scholars seeking her time to learn more of the
world they had explored. They were too impatient to wait for her books to be
duplicated by The Order.
Now, as she sat in Bantahelms office, she could forget the demand the
outside world had for her and focus on answering the questions the senior priest
had.
Just as the emperor, out of everything they had encountered, he was most
curious about the Fireborn. Elir had told what little she had learned from their
prisoner, but that was barely enough to answer the most basic of questions while
raising several more.
Bantahelm sat across her, behind his desk, looking thoughtful. He had just
heard everything she had to say about the Fireborn and it was hard to swallow it
all in one go.
“It's a miracle you made it home safely,” the senior priest finally said.
She had not really thought about it in the heat of the moment, but they had
truly gone through something that should have left more of them dead, if not all
of the crew.
“We must have gotten help from a higher power,” admitted Elir. “What we
went through seems like something pulled out of an minstrels tale.”
A small smile appeared on Bantahelms face. “I have no doubt there will be
songs and stories about your journey for years to come.”
Whether that was a good thing or a bad thing, Elir had yet to decide.
“In any case, these Fireborn. Do you think we should worry about them?”
asked Bantahelm. The question was a serious one.
“Given what we know of them, we should at least be cautious,” said Elir. It
was not usually the domain of The Order of Salvius to worry about such things,
but in this case it seemed everything they held dear and holy was threatened. “If
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their ultimate goal is what was stated to us, we will run into them sooner or later,
and preventing them from accomplishing their goals is in the interest of all.”
Bantahelm nodded. “I would tend to agree, though what we can do seems
limited. And I fear many will not sacrifice a thought on them until they're
knocking at our door.”
“We have taken but the first steps into this larger world,” said Elir in a
steady voice. “Yet, already, we have encountered things that are far beyond our
understanding. What more will we find as we explore more? And given our
findings, should we even do that?”
Bantahelm gave her an appraising look. “I would expect a priestess of our
order to always be in favour of exploring.” There was no accusation in his voice,
despite the words.
“Some knowledge will make you lose sleep at night,” she said.
“Yet now that we know of the Fireborn, we can keep an eye out,” replied
Bantahelm. “Before we were ignorant and would have been taken by surprise.”
He was of course correct, but part of Elir still though it a bad idea to arrange
any further expeditions to explore Ardaw or any other world. The Fireborn were
bad enough. Who knew what other terrors would be waiting for them.
Bantahelm saw the topic was not something the young priestess liked
talking about, so he changed the subject.
“Your books have been retrieved from the ship and are in the hands of our
scribes,” the priest said, hoping it would distract his guest from the heavier
thoughts. “It is our hope to have the first copies on the shelves within a few
weeks.”
A few weeks was a quick schedule and would mean many of the drawings
she had included in the books would not be present, but then many of the books
would serve their purpose well enough as text only.
“That is good news,” said Elir, thankful for the change in subject.
“There has been great demand for them before hand,” explained Bantahelm
to shed light on such an hasty schedule. “We've had to turn away several
scholars already.”
It made the priestess smile. The fact her work was so sought after gave real
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value to her efforts. “Let's hope I have been detailed enough in my work,” she
finally said humbly.
“From what I have seen, you have done a superb job,” assured Bantahelm.
He glanced at the hourglass on his table. The sands were running low. “I'm sorry
I have to make this meeting so short,” the senior priest said. “I would have liked
to talk with you more, but I have to be going to an Advisory Council meeting.”
“It's all right. I have someone I must meet as well,” replied Elir as she stood
up. The two exchanged a few more words before Elir exited the room.
Leaving Bantahelm's study was unnerving for her.
The acolytes who usually waited in the hallway to see their masters now paid
more attention to her than the doors they were staking out. They wanted to hear
the stories in her own words. She found herself rushing through the hallway as
quickly as she could without looking like someone trying to run away. She turned
down any questions some of the more courageous ones asked her as politely as
she could, but she was certain some would view her as arrogant after receiving
her reply.
She breathed a sigh of relief as she came to the main hall of the library. At
least there it was unlikely anyone would bother her due to the code of silence.
There was someone she wanted to find and the library was the most likely
place she would find him. Despite being back for several days already the pace
had been so hectic that she had not had time to see Braem. He was the single
man she most wanted to see and seek council from.
She went to the clerks desk and quietly inquired whether Braem had been
seen that day. To her relief she was informed the man was at a quiet corner of the
library, out of the way of everyone. They would have the privacy they needed and
talking would not be frowned upon as there was unlikely to be anyone else
around.
She wandered the narrow, bookshelf surrounded corridors to find the corner
her mentor had chosen for himself. As she looked at the shelves the realization
hit her that her books would soon be there and that they would be enough to fill
more than one shelf.
It was an honour that put to shame everything else she had received during
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the days of being back home.
She found the familiar figure hunched over a book at a small table in a
peaceful corner of the library. A single lantern brought light to the windowless
corner and left much of the details surrounding them shrouded in darkness. She
was relieved to see the man turn a page. At least he had not fallen asleep once
more.
“Have you left this building even once while I was gone?” asked Elir in a soft
voice as she walked over to the table.
Braem looked up, surprised, but a smile quickly appeared on his face as he
realized who it was that was talking to him. “I might have gone out a few times to
eat,” replied the man with mirth in his voice.
Elir took a seat next to him and they both just smiled at each other. One
might have expected a deeper reaction from both, but their relationship had never
been close in the physical sense. Expressions were enough between the two to
convey everything both felt.
“I hope you've done more than read books as well. Sitting all day isn't good
for you,” added Elir. The customary rituals of greeting between the two always
involved her concern for his well being.
“I see the journey has done nothing to stifle your insufferable concern for my
well being,” said Braem dryly.
Elir grinned. “On the contrary. It has only made me realize how much I value
you.”
Braem gave her a glare and closed the book he had been reading. The
leather cover had cracks in it and the pages looked yellow. It was an old book and
Elir had little doubt that Braem had been examining it more closely to determine
whether it needed a new copy.
“I have heard some wild stories about your journey,” said Braem and stroked
his beard with one hand. He looked concerned.
“Many of them likely pale to the reality of it,” replied Elir. Her voice was
heavy with regret and conflicting emotions.
“I can see something is bothering you,” Braem pointed out. As Elir turned to
look at him she saw the expression she knew to mean her mentor was there,
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ready to listen and offer advice.
She poured her heart out.
She left out details for the sake of time and skipped some parts, but when it
came to the things that bothered her she spared no details and gave him all the
doubts and fears she had experienced and still carried with her.
Braem listened with the patience of a stone. He did not interrupt her nor did
he ask any questions. There was no sense of judgement about him and when Elir
finally finished telling him everything he gave her a moment to gather herself
since digging up the memories had had an impact on her.
“Do you know the story of Keln Ranperi?” asked Braem of the priestess, who
shook her head in response.
“I'm not surprised,” continued the older priest. “It is rarely told any more,
but for your situation it is perhaps a fitting reminder.”
The man coughed discreetly before continuing. “Keln Ranperi was a member
of the Order of Salvius. He was fond of nature and devoted much of his time to
the study of various animals. He roamed forests observing the behaviour of
sometimes dangerous animals such as bears and wolves. Because of that he
carried with him a bow at all times, just in case. He never intended to kill an
animal, just scare them away by shooting an arrow close to them. Still, due to
practice he was quite skilled with it.”
“He also had a wife who travelled with him on many of his trips. She was a
likeminded person and they both enjoyed the trips they made together. It was on
one of such trips that Keln was faced with a decision similar to what you have
had to make.”
Braem gave Elir a sympathetic look. The priestess had a look on her face
that was very familiar to him. It was the face she made when she had been drawn
in and the only thing on her mind was listening and remembering every word
being said. On a seven year old it had been a peculiar sight, but on woman
nearing twenty it seemed as natural as a smile.
“Keln and his wife had just began to make camp on a summer evening after
a day of walking. She had gone to the nearby forest to gather some firewood while
Keln was busy setting up their tent for the night,” Braem continued the story in a
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vibrant voice that gave weight to just the right parts.
“Keln had his bow next to him and he quickly grabbed it and cocked an
arrow as he heard rustling from the nearby trees. He spun around only to be
faced with something all together unexpected; his wife with a knife to her throat
and a bandit behind her with a tight grip around her. Keln demanded that she be
released, but the bandit was not willing to do so. He asked him to drop the bow
and hand over all his money.”
“But Keln knew better than that. He had heard the stories of this bandit
when they had passed through a nearby village. He never left anyone alive even if
they handed everything to him. At the same time he was keenly aware that there
was little he could do besides sinking an arrow in the man's head, but that went
against the teachings of Salvius. What could he do?”
Braem asked the question, expecting an answer from Elir. It was an
important part of telling a story with a teaching. You needed to get the listener
involved and make them think of what they would do.
“There's not much of a choice,” said Elir after a moment of consideration.
“Either you shoot the bandit and act against your faith or you watch your loved
one die.” The priestess shook her head. “No matter what you choose, you
disregard something that is important to you.”
“You could try and talk the bandit out of killing you and her,” suggested
Braem, but Elir quickly shook her head at the idea.
“While words are powerful when used properly, there are people who can not
be swayed by even the most persuasive plea,” said Elir. “By the description in the
story the bandit is just such a man. Both Keln and his wife would end up dead.”
“What do you do then?” asked Braem.
“You shoot the bandit,” replied Elir.
“Why?”
“Because protecting those dear to you is instinctive. It's at the very core of
being what we are.”
Braem nodded approvingly. “These rules, these teachings of Salvius, they are
important and we should strive to live by them, but no one is foolish enough to
think we will all be perfect and always follow every rule, especially when someone
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we care about is in danger. When the time comes Salvius will judge us all and he
is not void of sympathy nor understanding. He will understand the difficult
choices we have had to make.”
Elir nodded and even smiled a bit. The words of her mentor were like
ointment on a fresh wound. He had always had a knack for easing her mind. “So
what did Keln do?” she finally asked, curious to hear how the man had resolved
the situation.
“Keln was a man of faith,” said Bantahelm. “But he was also a man who
loved his wife. He let loose the arrow and hit the bandit in his throat. His wife
could struggle free before the bandit could do more than cause a shallow cut on
her throat.”
“I'm glad they both lived,” said Elir, feeling she had gained a greater
understanding of what it meant to live and how faith and teachings were not
necessarily the only nor the right solution to every situation.
“And I'm glad you're back home along with all of your friends,” said Braem,
putting an emphasis on the friends. Seeing her worrying over others and even
compromising her beliefs for their benefit made him proud, for what was belief
without having it tested? Even if you failed those tests, in the eyes of your faith,
you were a stronger person for it with a better understanding of yourself and the
surrounding world.
Elir smiled. It was a genuine one that lit up her entire face. “How about we
get something to eat?”
“Now?” asked Braem and glanced at the book he had been reading.
“I promised to meet Turaiw at his place and take him out,” explained Elir.
The emperor himself had ordered the Gardless be housed at an inn of decent
quality in the merchants district. Two guards were with him to ensure his safety,
but his movements were not restricted. Many people sought to talk with him and
because of that he was not housed in the imperial palace nor the nobles layer of
the city. It was understood that any information he could give was worth
recording and sharing with the scholars of the city.
It also provided Elir with an endless source of translation work that the
emperor paid for.
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Braem's eyes lit up. He was just as eager to pick the brain of someone from
another world as anyone else. “Well, perhaps I can leave my work for an hour or
two,” he said sounding reluctant and grabbed the book from the table.
“I'm sure it's a sacrifice,” said Elir dryly and watched as the old man stood
up and carefully placed the book back in its place on a nearby shelf.
“Shall we?” asked Braem.
The two left the temple to meet with Turaiw.







Elwar was unaccustomed to the attention he was getting. It was not so much
the attention from the nobles and the recognition he was getting for making their
exploration journey possible.
No. It was the women.
Suddenly, where ever he was invited to, a flock of young women surrounded
him and asked to hear of the adventure with wide eyes and ample flashing of
their cleavage. There were gentle brushes against his hands, locks of hair being
toyed with and all sorts of other, subtle and less subtle, advances that had
always been reserved towards other men.
Now they were being directed at him and he had no idea how to respond.
So he began refusing invitations to parties and refocused on working on his
next project. That still left him the invitations he simply could not refuse. To
certain people you simply did not say no unless you wanted to make life difficult
for yourself. Besides, many such people were potential sponsors for his next big
idea so making an effort to get on their good side was trying to ensure a future for
his own work.
It was one of these forced parties that he was returning from. It had been
much like the other parties and his throat was sore from all the talking. The only
saving grace had been that Troen had been there sharing the burden of telling
stories. At least he had attracted most of the women and left Elwar with the more
sensible portion of the guests to entertain.
He had also had some time to talk with the captain and find out what his
plans for the future were. Since arriving the small group had scattered and not
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really seen each other outside the official celebrations. It saddened the wizard to
some extent, but at the same time he was happy to once again have at least some
time for himself and the experiments.
Troen on the other hand had found himself out of a job. The emperor had
claimed The Wind Saber for himself and the imperial navy. Since the elf's old ship
had been wrecked he was now without a vessel to captain, though several
merchants and nobles had approached him with proposals. Still, he had been
paid well and had no need to work for some time so he was considering visiting
his homeland. He had been away for a long time.
In his slightly drunken state the elf had admitted that Nala Temera owed
him a ship and that he was thinking of collecting on that debt. As a member of
the elven High Council she was certainly in a position to fund a ship of any kind
with ease, perhaps even more so than the Ramyn empire.
At that time Elwar had not given it much thought, but now, as he walked
through the streets with slightly unsteady steps, an idea began to develop in his
mind. A drunken grin appeared on his face as more of the idea formed, took
shape and began to fill the nooks and crannies of his mind.
Oh, how brilliant it would be.
His steps hastened and it did not take long for him to reach the Towers of
Magic and cross the bridge. He took a transport disc to the first residential floor
and stormed through the corridors until he found the right door. He slammed it
open without knocking and entered the room.
“Yerny, wake up!” he shouted loud enough to wake up everyone in the
nearby rooms.
The gnome snapped awake and shot up into a sitting position and looked
around all wild eyed. As he realized it was only Elwar, a grumpy expression grew
on him.
“You do realize it's the middle of the night, don't you?” the gnome demanded.
He noted the slightly drunken appearance of his master and the frown on his face
deepened. Yerny had never been much of an party goer and after the initial
ceremonies he had chosen to retire from the spotlight and return to working
behind the scenes. It suited him better.
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“I have an idea,” said Elwar enthusiastically, completely ignoring the
protests presented at him. He summoned a small orb of light so they didn't have
to talk in darkness..
Yerny groaned. An idea, in the middle of the night no less. But he knew it
would be quickest to just listen to what Elwar had to say. “What is it?” he asked
and rubbed his eyes.
“I ran into Troen at the party tonight,” said Elwar as he took a seat in the
single chair in the room. “He told me he's owed a ship by the elven High Council.”
“And?” asked Yerny after a moment of silence.
“And I think we should use that to form a company,” said Elwar. “We can
use the designs of The Wind Saber along with all the improvements we have in
mind and we'll be the first ones with a flying ship outside the imperial fleet. We
can start a company to transport goods and people to anywhere in the world.
Just think of it. With the profits we'd be free to do anything we wanted. Any
experiment we can come up with!”
Even half asleep Yerny had to admit the idea had potential. Coming from
Elwar it was a surprisingly mundane and sensible proposition.
“With the backing of the elves, maybe we can even build the ship from elf
wood!” mused Elwar excitedly.
“Did you ask Troen whether he'd agree to something like this?” asked Yerny.
Elwar blinked. “No, but why wouldn't he? It's an opportunity of a lifetime.”
“He might not want to be tied down like that. He is sort of an wanderer,”
reminded Yerny.
Elwar waved his hand dismissively. “It's us. Of course he'll go for it. He
knows he'll be free to sail with the ship while we manage the other aspects of the
business.”
“Perhaps you should ask him before getting too excited,” said Yerny. “He
might refuse.”
“But you can't deny the potential of it,” replied Elwar, not wanting to give up
on the idea just yet nor even put it to rest until he spoke with Troen.
“No, no I can't,” admitted Yerny.
Elwar continued to lay out his plan for a fair bit longer, robbing the gnome of
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the rest of the nights sleep.







“That hit the spot,” sighed Millard in a content voice as he lowered his
tankard of beer and let out a burp. It felt good to be drinking something of decent
quality instead of what they had had to be content with on The Wind Saber.
“Can't argue with that,” said Reyes from opposite to the bald man. He had a
similar tankard in hand and a bit of foam stuck to the moustache had had began
to grow.
“Got to say, it feels good to be back home,” added Travis and smacked down
his tankard with a loud bang of the table. Millard had convinced him to try
something stronger than beer and it was starting to show.
“And we got Elir home safely,” the young sailor continued. He took pride in
the fact that they had repaid the priestess without her even knowing it. Though
they had not seen much of her since their return they still held fond feelings for
her.
The two older sailors nodded silently in approval of the younger man's
remark.
They were at one of the better quality taverns that dotted the harbour side
streets. It was a quiet time of the day so no one had come to pester them for a
story and it suited them just fine. They were there to spend some time together
and discuss, instead of entertaining others.
The table they were sitting at had the remnants of a meal. An entire roasted
chicken picked to the bone, a few potatoes left on the large platter along with a
slice of bread. They had enjoyed better meals ever since getting paid just as
handsomely as they had been promised. If they chose to, they would not have to
work at all during the coming winter.
Since returning, their life had been a lot more peaceful than those of their
leaders. They did not get invited to parties and the official ceremonies passed by
quickly. Occasionally they would be asked to share stories as they went to certain
taverns, but other than that they were left to their own devices.
“What do you suppose the captain's going to do?” asked Travis after taking
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another gulp of the clear liquid in his mug. He grimaced afterwards, but soon
smiled happily as the warmth spread through his insides.
They knew Troen was now without ship. There had been some grumbling
from the crew as the emperor had swooped in and laid claim to The Wind Saber,
but there was not much they could do about it. He had after all funded it so
claiming it did not belong to him would have been ridiculous.
“You mean you haven't heard?” asked Millard and downed the last of his
beer. He waved for one the women serving drink to bring him another.
“Hear what?” asked Travis.
“Troen and Elwar are putting together a shipping company,” said Millard.
“How will they manage that? They don't have enough money to buy a ship,”
protested the young sailor.
“Apparently the elven High Council owes Troen a ship,” replied Reyes and
eyed Millard as he dropped a coin to the girl who brought him his drink.
Travis tried to whistle, but managed to only blow out air from his mouth.
Looking a bit embarrassed, he took a sip from his mug and grabbed one of the
potatoes from the platter. He took a big bite out of one end and was pleased to
find the insides still lukewarm.
“The way I heard it they plan to build the same sort of ship as The Wind
Saber,” said Millard. “Only with all the improvements that crazy wizard and the
captain have thought of.”
“Where'd you hear that?” asked Reyes. While the three of them were close,
they did not see each other every day any more nor did they live together, so they
heard different things from different sources.
“I ran into Yerny down by the harbour,” explained Millard. “He was getting
some things from The Wind Saber that Elwar had forgotten he hid in his cabin.
He told me about.”
“You think the captain will remember us and ask to join the crew once that
ship is done?” wondered Travis.
“The way he worked us, I doubt he has forgotten about us,” offered Reyes. It
was true. Out of all the crew the three of them had been worked the hardest and
they had gotten the most responsibilities. And they had not failed the captain so
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it was likely he thought well and highly of all of them.
“A quiet winter and then off to a new adventure in the spring with a new
ship,” said Travis with a wide grin.
“There better not be any black eyed murderers and walking torches this time
around,” muttered Millard.
All three men burst out laughing and ordered some more drinks. The day
was still young and they had gold to spend.
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O

ne can not overstate the importance of the Elwar Soran
expedition. It changed the world in ways no one at the time could
foresee, but those of us looking into the past can see.

Some say it would have been better if he had never set out on the journey
with The Wind Saber. These are the sort of people who believe that if you do not
know about something, it can not harm you.
I tend to call them fools.
The dark times that followed would have happened regardless of Elwar
Soran. Their treatment of the Fireborn was inconsequential to the war starting.
The driving ideology behind them is not compatible with the rest of the sentient
beings living in this world.
The conflict was unavoidable.
Given what has happened it is very easy to get bogged down in the bad
things that have taken place. It's easy to forget the good things that have come
out of it. It's easy to forget the improvements steam technology brought about as
it gained more widespread use. It is even easier to forget the immense leaps in
technology that the raging conflicts brought about as people sought ways to
improve their lives and ensure the safety of their loved ones.
This is something many seem to forget: magic is an art for the few while
technology benefits the masses.
That is why the shift has happened. Where things used to be accomplished
with magic, much has been replaced with technology. Magicians are a rare breed,
but anyone can operate a machine if given the proper instructions. It was an
inevitable shift as we took our steps into the larger world. The few could no longer
support us all and we needed tools to fend for ourselves.
It has allowed us to expand beyond our wildest dreams and build
relationships with beings that are both fantastical and horrifying, familiar and
welcoming. We have built something that is beyond what our ancestors could
have ever dreamed of.
It is humbling to think much of it can be traced to what a single man came
up with and a small group of adventurous individuals set out to accomplish. It is
quite possible that we would not be here today had Elwar Soran not pushed the
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boundaries of magic and discovered what he did.
Who else can claim such an accomplishment to their name?
– Severnus Gredor
Excerpt from The History of The Union
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